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Chapter 1 
Introduetion 
The purpose of this thesis is to describe how algebraic methods and formal computa-
tions can be used in the study of systems with time-delays. In the next chapters this 
so-called algebraic approach to time-delay systems, based on the theory of systems 
over rings, will be elaborated in more detail. However, tostart at the beginning, we 
confine ourselves in this first chapter to the main topic of the thesis itself: time-delay 
systems. We answer questions such as: what are time-delay systems; why are they 
interesting and useful to study? We also present an overview of some approaches 
known in the literature to describe and analyse these systems mathematically. 
1.1 What are time-delay systems? 
Before we can answer this question and descri he what kind of systems are investi-
gated in this thesis, another question should be answered first: what is a dynamica! 
system? Of course this question can be answered in many different ways, but the 
key-idea in all these answers is the same. A dynamica! system can be seen as a 
mathematica! model for certain types of real world phenomena. These phenomena 
are described by some variables that are functions of time, and therefore we speak 
of a dynamical system. The variables are mutually related by laws governing the 
system undêr consideration. Some of the variables are determined by the outside 
world; they are called input variables. Throughout this thesis we often assume that 
we are free to choose the values of these input variables ourselves. Input variables 
of this special type are called control variables. The other variables are completely 
determined by the val u es of the input variables, and are. called output variables. So 
a system can be considered as a process in:fiuenced by the outside world through 
inputs u, and producing outputs y to the outside world as depicted in Figure 1.1. 
Inside the system, the inputs are transformed to outputs according to the laws 
governing the system. Depending on the types of equations descrihing these laws, 
we distinguish several classes of systems. The simplest, and probably also the most 
investigated class is the class of finite-dimensionallinear time-invariant systems. In 
the continuons time case, these systems are described by the following two equations 
relating the m-dimensional input u to the p-dimensional output y: 
{ 
x(t) = Ax(t) + Bu(t), 
y(t) = Cx(t) + Du(t), 
1 
(1.1) 
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--~u~----~·\~ __ s_~_t_e_m __ ~~----~Y~--
Figure 1.1: A dynamica! s~tem 
where A E Rnxn, B E Rnxm, C E Rpxn and D E Rpxm. So, except for the input and 
output variables u and y, there is also an evolution variabie x involved. x(t), the 
time-derivative ofthis evolution variabie x at timet and y(t), the output y at time 
t, only depend on x(t) and u(t), the evolution variabie x and the input u at time 
t, respectively. Given an initia! value x{O) of the evolution variabie and an input 
trajectory { u(t) I t E [0, oo )}, the output trajectory is easily determined using the 
so-called variation-of-constants-formula 
y(t) = CetAx(O) + l Çe(t-r)A Bu(r)dr + Du(t) (t ;::: 0). 
Hence, the initial value of the evolution variabie and the future inputs are the only 
information needed to solve the differential equation in (1.1). This observation does 
not only hold at t = 0, but for every t E R. So the evolution variabie x has a 
very specHic meaning: it can he seen as the memory of the s~tem, containing all 
necessary information about the past of the system, that is required to compute all 
future outputs, when the future inputs are known. Therefore this evolution variabie 
x has a special name: it is called the state of the s~tem. (For an extensive treatment 
on the notion of state and the importance of this concept in system theory, we refer 
to e.g [48, Section 1.1] and [86, pp. 12-13]). 
Linear systems with point delays, which form the class of systems that is investi-
gated in this thesis, obey almost the same equations as (1.1). In this case, however, 
the time-derivative of the evolutîon variabie x at time t, and the output y at time t, 
do not only depend on the values of the evolution variabie and of the input at time 
t, but also on their values at some specific time instants in the past. As an example, 
consider the following linear system with delays: 
{ 
x(t) = Aox(t) + Atx(t- 1) + A2x(t- .;3) + Aax(t- 2)+ 
+Bou(t) +B1u(t- 1), 
y(t) C4x(t- 1 - J3} + Dou(t) + D2u(t- .;3), 
(1.2) 
where Aî E Rnxn, B; E nnxm, C; E fi!PXn and DiE Rpxm. To compute x at timet 
we do not only need x(t) and u(t), but also x(t -1), x(t- .;3), x(t- 2} and u(t -1}. 
For the computation of y(t), the values of x(t- 1- .;3), u(t} and u(t- .;3) have 
to he available. 
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In genera!, a time-delay system with point delays is given by a di:fferential-
di:fference equation and an output equation of the form 
(1.3) 
where Ai E Rnxn, B, E Rnxm, ei E Rpxn and D, E RPXm (i = l, ... ,k) and 
0 ~ 7'1 < 7'2 < · · · < 'Tk are all time-delays that are involved. We speak of time-
delay systems with point delays because for the computation of the time-derivative 
of the evolution variabie x at time t and the output y at time t, we only need 
the values of x and u at some specific time instauts in the past and not on a whole 
interval. However, to solve the differential equation in (1.3) once an input trajectory 
{u(t) I tE [-T,.,oo)} is known, a complete initia! trajectory {x(t) I tE [-T,.,Oj} of 
the evolution variabie x is required. 
From this observation it is natura! to introduce the class of time-delay systems 
with distributed time-delays. For these systems, the time-derivative of the evolution 
variabie x and the output y at time t depend on the valnes of x and u in a bounded 
time-interval in the past. In the simplest case, only the functional di:fferential equa-
tion for the evolution variabie x contains distributed time-delays: 
{ 
x(t) = J:T(dN(B))x(t + B) + Bu(t), 
y(t) = Cx(t), 
with N(B) an n x n matrix of bounded variation. 
(1.4) 
In both the point- and distributed time-delay case, x(t), the value ofthe evolution 
variabie at timet, is not the real state of the system. It is obvious that it is impossible 
toto solve the differential equation (1.3) or (1.4), if only the value of x at one time 
instant T, and all future inputs are known. Fortunately it is possible to generalize 
the classica! notion of state to this more general case. In Section 1.3 this is explained 
in more detail. Nevertheless we shall also call the evolution variabie x the state of 
the system. In this thesis this will turn out to be a rather convenient abuse of 
terminology. It refl.ects the idea that in both cases (1.1) and (1.3), the variabie x 
plays the same role. It describes in what way the inputs to the system are carried 
over to the outputs. 
Although from a differential equations point of view (1.3) and (1.4) are very 
similar, and the technique of finding solutions is completely the Same, we confine 
ourselves in this thesis to systems of the form (1.3). This class of systems with point 
delays is still very rich, as will become apparent in the next section. Moreover, 
in contrast to systems with distributed time-delays, it is possible to investigate 
interesting properties of systems with point delays without computing a solution to 
the differential-di:fference equation {1.3) explicitly, but using algebraic tools instead. 
This is also the main theme of this thesis: how to apply algebraic methods to systems 
with point delays. 
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1.2 The use of time-delay systems 
Time-delay systems with point delays can be used to model a large number of 
phenomena occurring for example in engineering, physics, biology and economy. In. 
the mathematica! modeling of a physical process there is often a trade-off between 
the accuracy of the model and its simplicity: one is interested in a simple model 
that gives a good explanation of all aspects of the process one is interested in. In a 
lot of cases a linear model without delays will do perfectly well as a first description 
of the process. However, if one wants to describe some additional features of the 
phenomena under consideration that are not captured by the model (1.1), a more 
accurate model may be necessary. The introduetion of time delays might help to 
obtain more accurate models. In this section we give some examples of systems in 
engineering and biology that can be described by time-delay systems. 
1.2.1 Time-delay systems in engineering 
Example 1.2.1 Consider a chemica! plant consisting of some reactors linked by a 
number of pipelines. In the plant there are several fl.ows of different liquids from one 
reactor to the other. To describe the behaviour of the complete chemica! plant, we 
first have to model the chemica! processes in each of the different reactors. Clearly, 
the output of one reactor is the input to another one. So, once the dynamica! 
behaviour of the first reactor is determined, the input to the second reactor is also 
known; one only has to take a time-delay into account: the time required for the 
liquid flow to cross the pipeline from the first to the second reactor. Moreover, in the 
reactors themselves time-delays occur too, for example in the mixing and reaction 
of two different liquids. Hence, for an accurate modeling of such a chemica! plant 
time delays play an important role. 
The next example is somewhat more explicit. It is taken from (60, p. 4]. 
Example 1.2.2 We consider a very simple model to describe ship stabilization. 
Assume that the ship dynamics are described by 
I~+ h~ = -K'I/1, I> 0, K > 0, (1.5) 
where <Pis the ship deviation angle and '1/1 is the turning angle of the rudder. Instead 
of a manual control of '1/J, we apply an automatic control, described by the following 
helmsman rule 
T>O. (1.6) 
In (1.6), e denotes the measured value of the ship deviation angle. In practice 
however, it is impossible.to measure the ship deviation instantaneously. Therefore 
we have to assume that 
Ç(t) = <P(t- r). 
Taking this time-delay r into account, and combining (1.5) and (1.6), the following 
closecl-loop system is obtained 
d3 .• . . 
TI dt3 </J(t) +(Th+ I)<b(t) + h<fJ(t) + KP<P(t- r) + Ka<jJ(t- r) = 0. (1.7) 
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r + Plant y 
Compensator 
Figure 1.2: Feedback system with informationallag 
The closed-loop system (1.7) can be written in a form simHar to {1.3). To do so, we 
introduce three new variables: x1(t) := <!>(t), x2(t) := ~(t) and x3(t) := ~(t). With 
this notation, {1.7) takes the following form: 
At this moment, the parameters a and (3 are still free. The final choice has to 
guarantee the stability of the closed-loop system (1.7), which contains the time-
delay r. 
The problem in Example 1.2.2 is quite common in engineering and is called 
informational lag. The general situation is depicted in Figure 1.2. To control the 
plant, a compensator has to be designed which takes the output y as input and is 
fed back to the input of the system. However, one has to take into account that the 
measurement of the output y takes some timer, and that in reality y(t- r) is the 
input to the compensator. Therefore the closed-loop system is a time-delay system 
with one point delay r. 
1.2.2 Time-delay systems in biology 
Time-delay systems also occur quite naturally in biology, especially in population 
models. The dynamics of this kind of processes often involve large after-effects, and 
therefore an accurate modeling leads to a system with time-delays. To illustrate 
this idea, consider as a simple example an isolated population of a certain species. 
Let x(t) denote the number of individuals in the population at timet, and assume 
that the life-span of every individual is a fixed constant L. The number of births 
per unit of time at time t is proportional to the number of individuals alive at that 
time instant. But then the number of deaths per unit of time is also known because 
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the life-span is constant. In this way the following model for the dynamics of the 
population is obtained: 
x(t) =a· (x(t)- x(t- L)). 
Of course this is a very simplified model, with rather strong assumptions, but at 
least it is clear that time-delays play an important role in these population models. 
The next example is somewhat more realistic. It describes a predator-prey sys-
tem with help of the so-called Volterra-Lotka equations, but incorporating some 
time-delays. Originally this model was proposed in [100]. 
Example 1.2.3 Consider an isolated area where two different kinds of animals live: 
a prey and a predator (for example goats and wolves). The predator is completely 
dependent on the prey fot hls food. The prey itself on the other hand, is herbivorous 
and we assume that the isolated area provides the prey animals with a constant (but 
bounded) amount of vegetable food per unit of time. Let x(t) and y(t) denote the 
number of individuals at time t of the prey- and predator populations, respectively. 
We are interested in the dynamic behaviour of both these populations. 
Fora moment we suppose that there are no predators present in the area and only 
a small number of prey animals. At first the prey population will grow exponentially 
because there is an abundance of food available for a relatively small group of prey 
animals. But at a certain moment the area gets crowded with prey animals, there 
is a shortage of food, diseases occur, and the population will diminish. So without 
predators, the dynamics of the prey population might be described by 
x(t) =a· x(t)- b · x2(t). 
Next suppose the predator population is present. Under the assumption that both 
populations are uniformly spread about the area, the number of encounters per unit 
of time of a predator with a prey will be proportional to x(t) · y(t), and in this way 
we obtain the following differential equation for the prey population: 
x(t) =a· x(t) b · x2(t)- c · x(t) · y(t), 
where a, b and c are all positive constants. 
This differential equation for x(t) can also be interpreted in a slightly different 
way. Dividing both left- and right-hand side by x(t), we obtain a formula for the 
relative growth *' of the prey population: · 
x(t) 
x(t) =a- b · x(t)- c · y(t). 
In our model, this relative growth is an affine function of the number of prey and 
predator animals, with constant coeffi.cient a > 0, and the coeffi.cients of the linear 
termsin the number of prey and predator animals (-band -c) both negative. 
Now, consider the population of predators. If there is no prey available, the 
predators will starve, and their number will decline exponentially. In the presence 
of prey, the number of encounters per unit of time of predators with preys will 
again be proportional to x(t) · y(t). However, it takes some time for the predator 
to produce off-spring since the prey is not turned into a predator instantaneously. 
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So, in the differential-difference equation descrihing the dynamics of the predator 
population a time-delay h occurs: 
y(t) = -d · y(t) + f · x(t- h) · y(t- h), 
with the constauts d and f both larger than zero. 
Finally we assume that it is possible to influence the system from the outside 
world by shooting some individuals of the predator population. So in the last equa-
tion we introduce a control term v(t), representing the number of predator animals 
shot per unit of time at timet. As a consequence, v(t) 2:: 0 for all t, and we have 
obtained thefollowing control system: 
{ 
:i:(t) = a· x(t) - b • x2(t) - c · x(t) · y(t), 
y(t) = -d · y(t) + f · x(t- h)· y(t- h)- v(t), (1.8) 
where all variables that are involved are nonnegative. 
From the ecological point of view there are now a lot of interesting questions 
to ask. Is the system stabie without applying any control, and in what sense is it 
stable? Is it possible tosteer th.e system from one equilibrium to another? Moreover, 
there can be different control objectives. If the predator population is of economical 
interest (for example because of its valuable fur), one might want to ma.:ximize the 
total amount of predators shot: 
where a: denotes the discount rate. This is a correction term for the fact that the 
economical value of future yields diminishes exponentially because of interest loss. 
From another point of view it is much more interesting to maintain both populations 
on a certairi level with as little human intervention as possible. This kind of questions 
can all be reformulated into system-theoretic terms. To answer them, properties as 
reachability and stabilizability play an important role. Exactly these properties are 
the main topics in this thesis. 
Unfortunately, the theory developed in this thesis is not directly applicable to the 
predator-prey model (1.8) because this model does not only contain time-delays but 
also nonlinearities. So first one has to linearize this model around an equilibrium to 
obtain a model of the form (1.3) when this is possible. Through the investigation of 
the linearized model it is possible to enlarge the knowledge on the original predator-
prey system (1.8). 
In both the examples from engineering and from ecology, the same questions on 
time-delay systems pop up. For example, when are these systems stabie and what 
does stability really mean in this situation? And if these systems are not stable, 
how may they be stabilized by a feedback compensator? Is it possible to steer a 
system to a specific state and how should the input be chosen to achieve this? For 
linear time-invariant systems without time-delays the answers tothese questions are 
well known. In this thesis we aim at extending the same ideas to the larger class of 
systems with point delays. 
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1.3 Two approaches to time-delay systems 
Since systems with time-delays of the form (1.3) are only slight modifications of 
ordinary finite-dimensionallinear time-invariant systems, the most obvious way to 
treat them is to generalize the theory to incorporate the class of time-delay systems 
too. This generalization can be performed in (at least) two different ways, and this 
gives rise to two different approaches towards time-delay systems. 
In the first approach, which is most commonly used in the literature, a system 
with time-delays is described as an infinite-dimensiorial system. The key-idea behind 
this approach is the generalization of the notion of state for the system. Despite the 
fact that in this thesis with some abuse of terminology, the evolution variabie x in 
the differential-difference equation (1.3) is called the state of the system, it is not 
the state of the system in the classica! sense. This remark was already made in Sec-
tion 1.1. The initial condition required to solve the differential-difference equation 
(1.3) does not consist of the value of the evolution variabie x at one specific time-
instant, but on a complete initial trajectory {x(t) I t E [-rk, 0]}, where Tk is the 
largest time-delay occurring in the system (1.3). The same holds at any arbitrary 
time-instarit T. At that time the trajectory {x(t) I tE [T- TkJ T]} contains all nec-
essary information from the past that is required to compute future outputs, once 
future inputs are known, So not the evolution variabie x itSelf, but time-trajectories 
of this evolution variabie x(t) = {x(e) Ie E [t- Tk, t]} serve as the state of the sys-
tem in the classica! sense. This real state x is of course infinite-dimensional. Hence 
it is possible to rewrite the original system equations {1.3) in such a way that an 
infinite-dimensional system, i.e. a system with an infinite-dimensional state-space, 
is obtained. This rewriting process is mathematically rather involved and is beyond 
the scope of this thesis. Therefore we omit it here and instead refer to [17, pp. 
48-50] for the technica! details. This embedding of the dass of time-delay systems 
with point delays in the class of infinite-dimensional systems has an important ad-
vantage: all methods and design techniques known for infinite-dimensional systems 
can be applied to systems with time-delays. Moreover, in this approach it does 
not make any difference whether we have to deal with systems with point or dis-
tributed time-delays: they both fit into the infinite-dimensional systems framework. 
This is one of the main advantages of this approach. But this generalization is 
also very straightforward from the system-theoretic point of view: the notion of the 
state of a system, which plays such a crudal role for finite-dimensionallinear time-
invariant systems, is generalized and maintains its intuitive meaning in a very clear 
way. Unfortunately this approach also has some shortcomings. All computations 
(for example for the design of a compensator) have to be carried out on operators 
on infinite-dimensional spaces and are therefore quite complicated. Moreover, the 
implementation of campensators designed in this way can become rather involved. 
Often the point-delay character of the system is lost after feedback because the 
design techniques for infinite-dimensional systems may lead to campensators with 
distributed time-delays. To solve these problems, another approach towards delay 
systems has been proposed in the literature. In the next part we give the main ideas 
of this approach. 
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To investigate the behaviour of a time-delay system like (1.3), it is not always 
necessary to find a complete solution of the differential-difference equation. A lot 
of system-theoretic properties can be studied by formal manipulation of the system 
defining equations themselves. These formal computations get a system-theoretic 
meaning when we consider a time-delay system as a so-called system over a ring. In 
the next chapter this subject is treated in more detail; we now confine ourselves to 
the question how delay systems fit into this algebraic framework. 
First introduce a delay operator u, acting on the state and input trajectories x(t) 
and u(t) respectively: 
ux(t) := x(t- 1) uu(t) := u(t- 1). 
From this definition it is obvious that all integer time:delays can be described by 
the delay operator u because 
"'k EN : x(t- k) = ukx(t). 
The use of delay operators for the description of time-delay systems is most easily 
explained with help of an example. For this we return to the system equations (1.2). 
We start introducing two delay operators working on state- and input trajectories: 
u1x(t) .- x(t- 1), 
uzx(t) .- x(t- VS). (1.9) 
The time-delays 1 and V3 are called incommensurable because it is impossible to 
find integers n1 and n2 such that (nll n2) :f:. (0, 0) and 
n1 + n2 • v'3 = 0. 
Using definition (1.9), the delay system (1.2) can be rewritten as 
x(t) = Aox(t) + A1u1x(t) + A2u2x(t) + A3u~x(t) + Bou(t) + B1u1u(t) = 
= (Ao + u1A1 + u2A2 +u~ A3)x(t) + (Bo + u1B1)u(t), 
y(t) = C4u1u2x(t) + Dou(t) + D2u2u(t) = 
= (u1u2C4)x(t) +(Do+ u2D2)u(t). 
Defining 
.4 .- Ao + u1A1 + u2A2 + ur A3, 
Ê .- Bo +u1B1. 
ê .- u1u2C4, 
ÎJ .- Do +u2D2, 
the formulae in (1.2) become 
{ 
x(t) = Ax(t) + Êu(t), 
y(t) = êx(t) + ÎJu(t). 
(1.10) 
(1.11) 
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The equations (1.11) look very much like those of a :fi.nit17'dimensionallinear timt7' 
invariant system, but there is of course one big difference. The entries of the matrices 
A, Ê, ê and ÎJ in (1.11) are not real numbers, but polynomialsin the delay operators 
a1 and 0"2 with real coefficients. 
The procedure described above for example (1.2) can he used in generaL Con-
sider a system with k incommensurable point delays 0 < Tt < r2 < · · · < rr., i.e. the 
existence of an n-tuple of integers n 11 •.• , n~.: such that 
n1r1 + n2r2 + · · · + n~.:r~.: = 0, 
implies that ni = 0 (i = 1, ... , k). Define k delay operators acting on state- and 
input trajectories: 
(i=l, ... ,k). 
Then the original system equations can he rewritten in the form (1.11), where A, Ê, 
ê and ÎJ are polynomial matrices in the delay operators a 1, ••• , a~.:. Next, introduce 
a k-tuple of indeterminates s1. ••• , sr., and substitute in the .matrices A, Ê, ê and 
ÎJ. the indeterminate si for O"ï (i = 1, ... , k ). In this way we obtain matrices Ä, Ë, 
ê and D over the polynomial ring R[s1, ... , sk], i.e, all entdes of these matrices 
are polynomials in the indeterminates s11 ••• , Sk with real coefficients. However, 
the quadruple of matrices (Ä, Ë, ê, D), together with the k-tuple of time-delays 
( r 1, ••• , Tr.), still constitutes a complete description of our original time-delay system: 
all information required to reconstruct the original set of equations is still available. 
The quadruple of matrices (A, ÏJ, è, D) alone can he considered as a linear system 
E = (Ä, Ë, è, D) over the commutative ring R[s11 ••• , sr.]. This kind of systems 
form another sort of generalization of the well-known class of linear systems over 
the field R. In the literature there is a lot of theory available on systems over rings, 
and in Chapter 2 we study these systems in far more detail. Note already that 
the theory and all design · methods originally developed for systems over rings are 
directly applicable to time-delay systems with point delays, using the construction 
just described. In this way several forma! computation techniques, exploiting the 
algebraic structure of the system under consideration, become available for systems 
with point delays. 
It is important to stress that the class of alllinear systems over the polynomial 
ring R[sl> ... , Sk] is more general than the class of systems with point delays as 
described in (1.3). Consiclering a delay system (1.3) as a system over a ring, we 
förget about the fact that the indeterminates s1. ••• , sr. correspond to delay operators 
O"t. ••• , O"k with timl7'delays TiJ •. • , Tr. tively. So from the description of the 
time-dela;y system as a quadruple (Ä, , D) of polynomial matrices and a k-tuple 
(T1, ... , Tk) of tim17'delays, only the :fi.rst information is used: in the description as a 
system over a ring we forget (temporarily) about the delay character of the original 
system. Of course it is often possible to derive stronger results using exactly this 
extra information. This forgetting and remembering of the delay character of the 
indeterminates s1, .•• , sr. can heseen as a leitmotiv through the whole thesis. 
Finally we want to mention that also this so-called algebraic approach towards 
time-delay systems has its shortcomings and disadvantages. First of all it is only ap-
plicable to systems with point delays as described in (1.3); systems with distributed 
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time-delays do not fit into this algebraic framework. Moreover, the notion of the 
state of a time-delay system becomes very unclear. In the theory of systems over 
rings there also exists a notion of state of a system, but unfortunately this interpre-
tation is nót compatible with the classica! notion of the state of a time-delay system 
as it ·was used in the infinite-dimensional systems approach. So one bas to be very 
careful in this respect. Still, the systems over rings approach has the important 
advantage that computations are much easier to carry out in this framework. In 
this thesis we investigate how fruitful this approach can be. This does not mean 
that the infinite-dimensional systems approach is not interesting. On the contrary; 
it is the most commonly used framework for the investigation of time-delay systems 
and.invaluable fora good understanding of time-delay systems. A lot of important 
results were discovered using this approach. Therefore I prefer to state it the other 
way around: I hope that this thesis will convince the reader that the algebraic ap-
proach towards time-delay systems is a very interesting and very useful alternative 
to the more classica! infinite-dimensional systems framework. It is impossible to 
judge which approach is the best: they both have their strong and weak sides. The 
choice one bas to make depends on the questions one wants to answer and on the 
applications one bas in mind. 
1.4 Organization of this thesis 
Globally this thesis consists of two major parts. Part 1 mainly deals with the 
development of some theory for systems over rings in general and time-delay systems 
in partienlar. In the secoud part the main emphasis is on constructive methods. In 
this part the following problems are investigated. How can the system-theoretic 
properties that tumed out to be of interest in Part 1 be tested explicitly? Are there 
constructive methods to carry out the design methods proposed in Part 1 in practice? 
But also within the major Parts 1 and 2 a distinction can be made, based on the 
forgetting and remembering of the delay character of the indeterminates. First we 
try to proceed as long as possible without using this additional information. So 
this part of the thesis treats the general case of systems over rings. Only when it 
is really required to make some further progress, we bring in the extra information 
about the delay character of the indeterminates. In these parts of course only delay 
systems are considered. By making this distinction as clear as possible we hope that 
this thesis is both valuable for people interestad in delay systems and for people 
interested in systems over rings. 
A more detailed discussion of the contents and main themes of each cbapter of 
the thesis is given below. 
Chapter 2 Linear systems over rings 
In this chapter we give an overview of some of the main ideas bebind the theory 
of systems over commutative rings. In the first sections we generalize some basic 
system theoretic properties like reachability and observability to the case of systems 
over rings. This part is mainly basedon [85], [49] and [5]. 
Then we turn to the problem of stability and stabilizability of systems over 
rings. For this purpose a Hurwitz set framework is introduced. Although in (23] the 
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problem of stabilizability by dynamic state feedback was solved for the first time, 
we use an approach that is similar to the one in [80]. However, some of the proofs 
are simplified. Using the notion of detectability introduced in [44], a solution to the 
problem of stabilizability by dynamic output feedback is obtained. The derivation 
of this result for strictly proper systems was given in [58]. The presentation of 
Chapter 2 as a whole is based on [37]. 
Chapter 3 Stabilizability of time-delay systems 
In the first part of this chapter, the results on stabilizability for linear systems 
over rings obtained in Chapter 2 are specialized to the case of time-delay systems. 
The time-delay character of the system is used explicitly to derive more easily veri-
fiable conditions for the stabilizability of a delay system. This leads to a pointwise 
rank condition that can be seen as a generalization of the Hautus-test to systems 
with point delays. The original proof of this result in [25] is modified in such a way 
that with almost the same ideas more general types of stability may be treated. 
The second part of Chapter 3 is devoted to the genericity of stabilizability. We 
use a topological approach to address this problem. First we iritroduce a natura! 
topology on the parameter space of all time-delay systems with point delays that 
is suitable for our purposes. Next we prove that the set of stabilizable time-delay 
systems contains a subset that is an open and dense subset of the parameterspace 
of all time-delay systems. This indicates that the condition of stabilizability is very 
weak. The proof of this result for stability in the classica! sense was given in [38]. The 
generalization to a larger class of stability domains using inductive limit topologies 
is new and unpublished. 
Chapter 4 Constructive commutative algebra 
This chapter contains an overview of two methods in constructive commutative 
algebra: Gröbner bases and characteristic sets. 
Section 4.1 is a short introduetion to Gröbner bases. We explain how polynomial 
ideals,are characterized by their Gröbner bases, and how manipulations on polyno-
mial ideals can be carried out explicitly using Gröbner basis techniques. Although 
we also touch upon the computation of Gröbner bases, we mainly emphasize the 
applications that are useful in the sequel. Especially the computation of the variety 
of a polynomial ideal is important. The presentation of Section 4.1 is mainly based 
on [76]. However, also the books [14] and [2] are important references. 
Section 4.2 is devoted to the characteristic sets method. This subject is treated 
in more detail. Compared to Gröbner bases, the applicability of characteristic sets is 
somewhat restricted because characteristic sets only characterize prime polynomial 
ideals. Nevertheless characteristic sets are very useful for the determination of the 
variety of a polynomial ideal. Besides this application we emphasize the diffi.culties 
that are caused by the two different definitions of characteristic sets that are used 
in literature. Using the approach developed in [35], this problem can be solved 
by distinguishing the two different notions of characteristic sets explicitly. Main 
references for this section are [79], [101] and [96]. 
Chapter 5 Testing reachability and stabilizability 
In this chapter, the Gröbner basis method introduced in Chapter 4 is used totest 
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the reachability and stabilizability of systems over polynomial rings. We start with 
the introduetion of some polynomial ideals that characterize the reachability and 
stabilizability properties of a system in a very straightforward way. Next, we derive 
several algorithms for the computation of the Gröbner bases of these i deals. In this 
way we obtain various methods totest the reachability of a system. Moreover, one 
of these methods can be applied to compute right-inverses of nonsquare polynomial 
matrices in several indeterminates. For the problem of stabilizability we confine 
ourselves to time-delay systems. CombiDing exact and numerical computations, 
we can find an algorithmic answer to the question of stabilizability for time-delay 
systems. 
The main parts of Chapter 5 are new and unpublished. Some of the results were 
publisbed in [40] and [39]. 
Chapter 6 Stabilization of time~delay systems 
Whereas in Chapter 5 only the existence of stahilizing feedback campensators is 
considered, this chapter contains an overview of some existing methods described 
in the literature for the construction of stahilizing feedback campensators for time-
delay systems. We start with the derivation of a reliable metbod to test the stability 
of a delay system, basedon [36]. Next we discuss a stabilization metbod developed 
in {54], [56] and [55]. This is a constructive approach based on the notion of so-
called BIBO-stability, and therefore an approximation step is required to obtain 
a solution within the framewerk of stability used in the thesis. The stability test 
for time-delay system is very important in this approximation step. Finally we 
mention some alternative stabilization methods, mainly originating from the theory 
of infinite-dimensional systems. 
The description of the contents of the various chapters, reflects the global orga-
nization of the thesis. The first theoretical part consists of the Chapters 2 and 3; 
Chapters 4 to 6 form the more algorithmic part. Moreover, Chapters 2, 4 and 5 
(except for Section 5.5) are dealing with systems over commutative ringsin general. 
In Chapter 3, Section 5.5 and Chapter 6, we specialize to systems with time-delays. 
To obtain the results of these chapters, the delay character of the system is used 
explicitly. 
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Chapter 2 
Linear systems over rin.gs 
As already mentioned in the Introduction, the theory of systems over rings is a useful 
tool for the investigation of algebraic properties ofsystems with point delays. In this 
chapter we give an overview of some of the results in this field that are important 
in the rest of this thesis. Except for time-delay systems, the theory of systems over 
rings has several other interesting applications. Therefore the setup of this chapter 
is very genera!: systems over rings are the central theme. Time-delay systems serve 
only as an mustration of the general theory. 
2.1 What are systems over rings? 
This first section is devoted to the definition and some applications of linear systems 
over rings. However, before giving the definition, we start explaining the main ideas 
behind this approach. Return for a moment to the class of finite-dimensionallinear 
time-invariant systems of the form 
{ 
x(t) = Ax(t) + Bu(t), 
y(t) = Cx(t) + Du(t), (2.1) 
with A E Rnxn, BE Rnxm, CE Rpxn and DE wxm. From a system-theoretic point 
of view there are now a lot of interesting properties to investigate. For example, 
is a system reachable, i.e. is it possible to steer a system in finite time from one 
given state to any other state using a suitable input? When is a system stable, i.e. 
when will the state eventually tend to zero if no input is applied? And if a system 
is unstable, does there exist a feedback law of the form u(t) = Fx(t) + v(t) such 
that the closecl-loop system is stable? Of course there are many other important 
questions to pose, but the questions above have one thing in common: they are 
all expressed with help of the state- and input trajectories {x(t) I tE [O,oo)} and 
{ u(t) I t E [0, oo)} respectively. 
The conditions under which these questions have an affirmative answer are well 
known: they can be found in any elementary textbook on linear systems, e.g. in 
[47]. Typically, these conditions are stated in termsof the system defining matrices 
A, B, C and D. In this way they are easy to check, e.g. the system (2.1) is sta-
bie if and only if o-(A) c c-. Now the following observation is very important: a 
finite-dimensional linear time-invariant system is completely characterized by four 
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matrices (A, B, 0, D) of appropriate dimensions. Moreover, all properties of the 
system, although defined in terms of states, inputs and outputs, can also be inves-
tigated using these four matrices only. From this point of view, the notion of state 
is only important for our interpretation of the quadrupte of matrices (A, B, 0, D) as 
a dynamical system. Intrinsic properties of a system however, depend only on the 
four system defining matrices. 
In the situation just described, all four matrices A, B, 0 and D are real: their 
entries are real numbers. To a certain extent, this restrietion is unnecessary. The 
same conditions on a quadrupte of matrices can be tested when A, B, 0 and D 
are matrices over a commutative ring n, instead of matrices over the field R of real 
numbers. Therefore we come to the following definition of a system over a ring. 
Definition 2.1.1 A (free) linear system E over a commutative ring 'Ris a quadru-
pte of matrices (A, B, 0, D), where A E nnxn, BE nnxm, 0 E npxn and DE npxm 
for some integers n, m and p, and where n is called the rank of the system E. 
At first sight it seemsstrange that in Definition 2.1.1 no statea and no dynam-
ica occur. But linear systems over R still fit in this framework because they are 
completely characterized by four matrices of appropriate dimensions. In fact, the 
abstract notion of a system is useful in a far more general setting because it can 
be specialized to a lot of interesting situations. This idea is illustrated with a few 
examples. 
Example 2.1.2 Let n he a commutative ring, and consider a linear discrete-time 
system over n defined by 
{ 
x(t + 1) = Ax(t) + Bu(t), (2.2) 
y(t) = Ox(t) + Du(t), 
where t E z+ and x(t) E nn, u(t) E nm and y(t) E 1(.P are the state, input and 
output at timet respectively. The entries of thematrices A, B, 0 and D belong to 
the ring n. So the quadruple of matrices E = (A, B, 0, D) is a complete description 
of this discrete-time system, and according to Definition 2.1.1 it can be seen as a 
system over the ring n. 
Example 2.1.3 Consider a system with k incommensurable time-delays T1, ••. , Tk 
and define 0"1, ••• , O"k as the conesponding delay-operators: 
(i=l, ... ,k). 
A time-delay system with point delays can then be written as 
x(t) = A(O"b ... , O"k)x(t) + B(O"t. ... , O"k)u(t), 
y{t) = O(O"l! ... , uk)x(t) + D(0"1, ••• , O"k)u(t), 
where A, B, 0 and D are polyuomial matrices in the delay operators 0"11 ••• , O"k. 
Substituting the indeterminates s1, .•• ,sk for 0"1, ••• , O"k, a quadrupte of polyuomial 
matrices (A, Ê, ê, D) in the indeterminates s1, ••• , Sk is obtained. Together with 
the k-tuple of time-delays T1, ••• , Tk this quadruple is a complete description for the 
original system equations. The quadrupte (A, Ê, ê, D) itself can be regarcled as a 
system over the polynomial ring R[sll ... , sk]· 
2.1. WHAT ARE SYSTEMS OVER RINGS? 
Example 2.1.4 Consider the following linear system: 
{ 
x(t) = A(a)x(t) +B(a)u(t), 
y(t) = C(a)x(t) + D(a)u(t), 
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where a E Ris a fixed parameter (ofwhich the value is probably unknown), and 
A( a), B(a), C(a) and D(a) are matriCes of appropriate dimension over R[a], i.e. all 
their entties are polynomials in the indeterminate a with real coeflicients. Hence, 
for each value of a another linear system is obtained. For design purposes it is 
interesting to investigate this whole class of systems together. This can be done 
by consiclering the quadrupte of matrices E = (A, ÎJ, ê, D) as a system over the 
polynomial ring R[a]. 
From these three examples it is obvious that the integers m and p in De:finition 
2.1.1 should be interpreted as the number of inputs and outputs of the system, 
respectively. Moreover, these examples illustrate that the abstract notion of a system 
over a ring as de:fined in De:finition 2.1.1 is a very versatile concept. It is applicable 
to both continuous- and discrete-time systems and a lot of interesting probieros :fit 
into this algebraic framework. 
In the rest of this chapter some system-theoretic properties and design methods 
which are well known for systems over :fields will be generalized to the systems over 
rings case. This is done in a rather forma! way. We have just mentioned that in 
the classical situation of systems over the field R, many interesting properties of a 
system can be reformulated as conditions on the system de:fining matrices. In the 
ring case these conditions on the matrices A, B, C and D known for systems over 
R are used to define the properties of a system. So we go exactly the other way 
around. 
In a speci:fic situation of an application like Example 2.1.3 or 2.1.4, there might 
be a discrepancy between our intuitive notion of a property, and its formal de:finition 
in the systems over rings framework. This is a price we have to pay. The constructive 
algebraic methods we want to use can only be applied on the quadrupJe of matrices 
E = (A, B, C, D) over the ring 'R. This bas an enormous advantage: the design 
methods obtained in this way are useful for the whole range of systems that can be 
modeled as a system over a ring. Moreover, proceeding along this path, we obtain 
an elegant generalization of the theory of linear systems over :fields, which gives us 
a better insight into the meaning of linearity for dynamical systems. 
Finally we have to make a remark on the assumptions on the ring 'R. we work witb. 
In the whole chapter 'R. is assumed to be a commu.tative ring. In most cases, 'R. is 
even an integral domain, i.e. 'R. is a commutative ring with identity and without zero 
divisors. Sometimes a specialization is made for polynomial rings 'R. = R[si> ... , sk], 
because this case is important for systems with point delays. 
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2.2 Reachability 
Consider a linear continuous-time system over IR given by the following equations: 
{ 
x(t) = Ax(t) + Bu(t), 
y(t) = Cx(t) + Du(t), (2.3) 
with A E IRnxn, BE IRnxm, CE wxn and DE Rpxm. This system is called reachable 
if for all pairs (xo, x) E Rn x Rn there exists a T > 0 and an input trajectory 
{u(t) I t E [0, T]}, such that, starting the system in x(O) = x0 and applying this 
input trajectory, the system reaches the state x at time T, i.e. x(T) = x. It is 
obvious that for the formulation of the notion of reachability only the differential 
equation in (2.3) is used. So to verify the reachability of a system, only the matrices 
A and B are required. Therefore we often speak about the reachability of the matrix 
pair (A,B). 
Theorem 2.2.1 Let A E Rnxn and B E Rnxm. Then (A, B) is reachable iJ and 
only iJ one of the following conditions is satisfied: 
(i) rank(B I AB I · · · I An-1 B) = n, 
(ii) V>. E C : rank(>.!- A I B) = n, 
(iii) (zi- A I B) is right-invertible over R[z]. 
• 
The first condition in Theorem 2.2.1 is called the Kalman rank condition. It is 
classical and can be found in any introductory textbook (see for example (66, pp. 
81-82] or [103, p.17]). Condition (ii) is probably the easiest one to verify in practical 
examples. In the literature it is known under two different names. Sometimes it is 
called PBH-test (= Popov-Belevitch-Hautus test) (see e.g. [47]), but in the sequel 
we use the name Hautus test (see [43]). Condition (iii) can be considered as a 
reformulation of the Hautus test; it follows from (ii) using the local-global theorem 
(see Appendix A). A direct proof of this condition in a more general case will be 
given later on in this section. 
The property of reachability of a system is now generalized to the ring case by 
taking condition (i) in Theorem 2.2.1 as the new definition. 
Definition 2.2.2 Let E = (A, B, C, D) be a system over a commutative ring n. 
Then 'E is called reachable if the columns of the matrix 
(B I AB I "• I An-1 B) (2.4) 
genera te the free module n_n. 
In Definition 2.2.2 only thematrices A and B are involved. Therefore we often 
call the pair (A, B) reachable. 
The definition of reachability completely coincides with our intuitive notion of 
reachability for the discrete-time interpretation of a system over a ring, as given in 
Example 2.1.2. Intuitively, the system 
x(t + 1) = Ax(t) + Bu(t) 
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is reachable if for all pairs (x0,x) E 'R" x 'Rn there exist aT ~ 0 and an input 
sequence u(O),u(1),···,u(T -1), such that, starting the system in x{O) = x0 and 
applying this input sequence, it reaches the state x at time T, i.e. x(T) = x. Since 
the Cayley-Hamilton Theoremalso applies to the ring case, it is not di:fficult to prove 
that this property is satisfied if and only if the Tl-module generated by all columns 
of (BI AB I··· I A"-1B) is equal to 'Rn, which is exactly the condition given in 
Definition 2.2.2. 
Unfortunately, condition {2.4) is not very practical for testing, certainly if the 
dimension of A is large. However, if Tl is an integral domain, it is possible to 
generalize condition {iii} in Theorem 2.2.1 to the ring case. In this way a sort of 
generalized Hautus test for systems over rings is obtained. 
Theorem 2.2.3 Let Tl be an integral domain, and A E 'Rnxn and B E J?,nxm. Then 
the pair (A, B) is reachable ij and only ij 
(zl- A I B) is right-invertible over 'R[z]. (2.5) 
Proof 
Assume that (A, B) is reachable. Then the columns of (B I AB I · · · I A"'-1 B) 
generate 'R"', and therefore this matrix is right-invertible over 'R. Hence, there exist 
matrices Q; E 'Rmxn {i= 0, 1, ... , n -1) such that 
i=O 
Define for all i E {0, 1, ... , n- 1} thematrices N; E 'Rmxn as 
N, := Qn-1-i (i= O,l, ... ,n-1), 
and the matrices M; E 'Rnxn in the following recursive way: 
M0 .- 0, 
Mi+l .- AM; +BN; (i= 0, 1, .. . ,n -1). 
Th en M,.. = L:i::"l Ai BNn-1-ï = I::z;J A; BQ; =I. Next define 
n-1 
N(z) := L N;zn-1-i, 
i=O 
n-1 
M(z) := L M;zn-1-i. 
i=1 
So N(z) and M(z) are both matrices over 'R[z], and we have 
(zl- A I B) · (-M(z)) + B · N(z) = 
n-1 n-1 n-1 
= - L M;zn-i + L AM;zn-1-i + E BN;zn-1-i = 
i=l i=l i=O 
n-2 
= ( ...:.Mt + BNo)z"'-1 + L( -Mï+t +AM;+ BN;)z"'-1-i + (AMn-1 + BNn-t) = 
i=l 
=O+O+M,.. =1, (2.6) 
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where we used the recursive definition of M;, and the fact that Mn =I. From (2.6) 
it follows immediately that 
(-~~))) 
is a right·inverse of (zl- A I B) over n[z]. 
Now suppose that (zl - A I B) is right-invertible over n{z]. Then there exist 
matrices M(z) = E~=0 Mk-iZi and N(z) = E~=O N,~:_,zi, with for all iE {0, 1, ... , k}, 
M; E nnxn and N; E nrnxn, and such that 
(zl- A)· (-M(z)) + B · N(z) =I. 
Substituting the formula for M(z) and N(z) we obtain: 
k k 
I = (zi- A)( -M(z)) + BN(z) = (zi- A) L -M.~:-;zÎ + B L Nk-iZ; = 
and so 
i=O i=O 
k 
= -Mozk+l + 2;(-Mk-i+l +AM.~:-i +BN.~:-;)zÎ +(AM.~:+ BN.~:) = 
i=l 
k-1 
k+l "' k . = -M0 z + L...( -M;+l + AMi + BNi)z -J +(AM.~:+ BN~c). 
j=O 
(j = 0, 1, ... ' k- 1), 
k 
I= Mo~:+t =LA; BN.1:-i· 
i=O 
(2.7) 
Now use the Cayley-Hamilton Theorem. Let XA(z) = det(zi -A). Then XA(A) = 0, 
and thus the matrix An can be written as an 7?.·linear combination of the matrices 
I, A, ... , An-I. Applying this fact recursively in formula (2.7), we obtain matrices 
N; E nmxn (i= 0, 1, ... , n -1) such that 
n-1 
I = L Ai BNn-1-i· 
i=O 
So (fi'!_1 I fi'!_2 I · · · I N[ I N[)T is a right-inverse of (B I AB I··· I An-1 B) over 
n, and (A, B) is reachable. • 
The proof of Theorem 2.2.3 also gives some additional information. Suppose 
that there exist matrices M(z) and N{z) over n[z] such that 
(zi- A)M(z) + BN(z) =I. 
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Then (A, B) is reachable, and according to the construction in the :first part of the 
proof, there exist matrices M(z) and N(z) over 'R.[z] such tha.t 
(zl- A)M(z) + BN(z) =I, 
and deg.:(M(z)) S n- 2 and deg .. (N(z)) ::.; n- 1. Here deg .. (M(z)) denotes the 
degree of the polynomial matrix Û(z) in the indetermina.te z. It is the maximum 
of the degrees in z of all its entries. The bound we just found on the degrees of the 
matrices M(z) and N(z) is a direct consequence of the Cayley-Hamilton Theorem. 
Condition (2.5) plays an important role in this thesis because it gives a simple 
algebraic description of reachability over an integral domain 'R.. If this integral 
domain is a polynomial ring, it is even possible to proceed one step further. Let IC 
be a field, and fé be the algebraic ciosure of 1C. Let n = IC[sl' ... ' Sk] denote the 
ring of all polynomials in the indeterminates s11 ••• , Sk with coe:fficients in IC. In 
this case reachability can be tested using a pointwise rank condition. 
Theorem 2.2.4 Let 'R. = IC[s11 ••• , sk], and A E nnxn and B E nnxm. The pair 
E = (A, B) is reachable over 'R. ij and only ij 
'v'(z, Sl! ... 'Sk) E fék+l : rank(ZI- A(sb ... ' Sk) I B(sl .... , Sk)) = n. (2.8) 
Proof 
Assume first that E = (A, B) is reachable. Then according to Theorem 2.2.3, 
(zl- A I B) is right-invertible over 'R.[z]. Let P(z) he a right-inverse of (zl- A I 
B). Let (z, 81. ... , sk) E fék+l. Then P(z, 811 ... , sk) is a right-inverse of (ZJ -
A(st, ... , sk) I B(sb ... , sk)). So rank(ZJ- A(s11 ••• , sk) I B(s1, ... , sA:))= n. Since (z, St. ... , sk) E fék+l was arbitrary, this proves (2.8). 
Next, assume that (2.8) holds. Because of Theorem 2.2.3 it su:ffices to show 
that the matrix (zl- A I B) is surjective. This will be done using the local-global 
theorem (see Appendix A.3). 
Let x = (z, St. ... , sk) e fé"+l and define 
Ia::= {p(z, St, ... , Sk) E 1C[z, St, ... , Bk] I p(x) = 0}. 
Then we know from Proposition A.3.5 that 
{Ia: I x E fék+l} 
is the set of all maximal ideals in 'R.[z]. In the proof of this claim the Hilbert 
Nullstellensatz (see Appendix A.2) is involved. 
Now, let M = 'R.[z]n+m and N = (zl- A f B)M. Then (zl- A I B) is an 'R.[z]-
homomorphism from the 'R.[z]-module M to the finitely generated 'R.[z]-module N. 
Let x E fék+l, and Ia: the corresponding maximal ideal. Denote by M.s: and N.s: the 
factor modules M/IxM and N'/IxN respectively. Let (zl- A I B)a:: Mo;-+ No; 
he the mapping between these factor modules defined by 
(zl- A I B)o;m := (zl- A I B)m, 
where the bar denotes the canonical projection. Since the canonical projection boils 
down to evaluation in x in this case, we know that (zl - A I B)~t is surjective if 
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and only if (ZI..,. A(sb •.. , Bk) I B(B1, ••• , Bk)) is surjective. But the latter follows 
immediately from (2.8) for all x E Jêk+l. So for all x E K}•+l, (zl - A I B)a: is 
surjective, and applying the local-global theorem, we conclude that (zl- A I B) is 
surjective. This completes the proof. • 
From Theorem 2.2.4 it is not immediately clear how strong the condition for 
reachability over a polynomial ring is. This question has been investigated by Lee 
and Olbrot in [67]for the case K. = R. Here we state a somewhat generalized version 
of their result. Fora proof we refer to [67]. 
Proposition 2.2.5 Let K. be a field of charocteristic zero and n := K.[st. ... , sk] be 
the polynomial ring in the indeterminates s1, .•• , sk with coefficients in K.. Consider 
all pairs E = (A, B) with A E nnxn and B E nnxm. For this class of systems, 
reachability is a generic property if and only if m > k, i.e. if and only if the number 
of inputs exceeds the number of indeterminates. Here the concept of genericity is 
basedon its interpretation in the Zariski topology (see for example {65]}. • 
Remark 2.2.6 Theorem 2.2.4 can be seen as a Hautus test for systems with point 
delays, regarding them as systems over the polynomial ring R[s11 ••• , sk]· Moreover, 
Proposition 2.2.5 indicates how strong this condition is. Note however that in this 
particular example, the notion of reachability as stated in Definition 2.2.2 is rather 
formal. In the infinite-dimensional systems approach to time-delay systems there are 
other definitions of reachability which look intuitively more appealing. Relationships 
between all these notions of reachability are not very clear. It is obvious that 
condition (2.8) implies speetral controllability as it was introduced by Pandolfi in [73]. 
But the conditions for approximate controllability derived by Manitius in [68] are 
neither necessary nor suflident for reachability in the systems over rings approach. 
This bas also been noted by Yamamoto in [102]. In a later paper ([69]), Manitius 
argues that the property of approximate controllability is too strong in the case of 
systems with time-delays. As a remedy he introduces the concept of F-controllability. 
Again, the exact relationship with condition (2.8) is hard to derive, but it is obvious 
that there is a much closer relationship in this case. Fora more detailed investigation 
of this problem we refer to [49, Section 3.2]. 
The situation described above seems rather disappointing, but is not very sur-
prising. As we have seen in Section 1.3, the two approaches to time-delay systems 
are based on a completely different philosophy. In the framewerk of systems over 
rings, most definitions are just formal generalizations of well-known conditions from 
the theory of systems over fields. At first one has to pay a price, because these defi-
nitions are not very appealing from an intuitive point of view. Later on it becomes 
clear that these are exactly the conditions under whieh a lot of interesting design 
techniques carry over to the systems over rings case. 
2.3 Observability 
The notion of observability for systems over rings is again based on the concept of 
observability for systems over IR .. Consider the system E = (A, B, C, D) over R, as 
given in (2.3). Looking at the system from the outside world, only the input and 
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output trajectories are observed; the state is bidden inside the system. Now a system 
is called observable if the information on the input- and output trajectory suffices 
to reconstruct the state trajectory. From equation (2.3) it is clear that only the 
matrices A and C are important for this property; the influence of the terms Bu(t} 
and Du(t) is completely known and can be eliminated easily. Therefore we often 
speak of observability of the matrix pair (C, A). The following theorem describes 
two conditions for the observability of a system over the field R. They are the well-
known dual versions of the conditions for reachability we encountered in Theorem 
2.2.1 (see e.g. [47, Section 6.2]). 
Theorem .2.3.1 Let A E Rnxn and CE Rpxn. The pair (C,A) is observable ij and 
only ij one of the following conditions is satisfied: 
{i) rank( CT I ATCT I·. ·I (AT)n-tcT).T = n, 
(ii) V .X E C :rank ( .XI CA ) = n. 
• 
The definition of observability in the ring case is simply a generalization of con-
dition (i) in Theorem 2.3.1. It coincides with the intuitive notion of observability 
for discrete-time systems over 'R. as given in Example 2.1.2. 
Definition 2.3.2 Let E = (A, B, C, D) be a system over a commutative ring 'R.. 
Then E is called observable if the. map T : n.n -+ 1V"' defined by 
( c ) 
CA 
T= 
c~n-1 
(2.9) 
is injective. 
The condition for observability can also be stated in the following alternative 
form: there exists no x E 'R.11 , x ::f:. 0 such that Cx = CAx = · · · = CA11- 1x = 0. 
But in (2.9) the analogy with condition {i) in Theorem 2.3.1 shows much clearer. 
Next, consider the special case that 'R. is an integral domain. Then the set 
Q := { E I p, q E n., q ::/:- 0} q 
is called the quotient field of 'R.. When we add and multiply fractions as usual, it is 
easily seen that Q is indeed a field. 
Proposition 2.3.3 Let 'R. be an integral domain and E = (A, B, C, D) be a system 
over 'R.. Then. E is observable as a system over 'R. ij and onJy ij E is observable 
considered as a system over the quotient field Q of 'R.. • 
For a proof of this result we refer to [5, p.60]. 
The result of Proposition 2.3.3 is rather surprising. For a system over an integral 
domain 'R., there is no difference in the notion of observability when we regard it as 
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a system overthe ring 'R., or as a system over its quotient field Q. In both the ring 
and the field case, observability is completeiy the same. Hence there is an important 
difference with the concept of reachability; the conditions for the reachability of a 
system over an integral domain n are stronger than the conditions for reachability 
over the corresponding quotient field Q. So for systems over rings, there is no duality 
between reachability and observability in genera!. Nevertheless we still have: 
Lemma 2.3.4 Suppose that the pair of matrices (A, B) is reachable over the com-
mutative ring n with identity. Then (BT, AT) is observable over n. 
Proof 
Suppose that (A, B) is reaebabie over n. Then the columns of (B I AB I 
... An-1 B) generate nn. So in particuiar, (B I. AB I ... A"-1 B) is right-invertible 
over n. Let x E nn and suppose that BTx = BT Ax = .. ·BT(AT)"-1x = 0. 
Then xT(B I AB I · · · I An-l B) = 0, and after multiplication by a right-inverse of 
(B I AB I .. ·An-I B) over n we conclude that x =0. • 
Remark 2.3.5 The result of Lemma 2.3.4 is also true for other types of rings. If 
'R. is a commutative ring without zero divisors, but without an identity, the same 
implication can he proved. 
Remark 2.3.6 Note that the impHeation in Lemma 2.3.4 only holds in one direc-
tion. If ( C, A) is observable over 'R., this does not imply that (AT, cT) is reaebabie 
over n. This fact is illustrated in the following exampie. 
Example 2.3. 7 Let n = R[s], i.e. n is the ring of all polynomials in the inde-
terminate s with coefficients in R. Choose A = 1 and C = s. Then ( C, A) is 
observable because Cx = sx 0 implies that x = 0. So C is injective. However, 
(AT, cT) = (1, s} is not reachable because the one column of cT = s does not 
generate R[s]. Clearly span(s) = { s · p(s) I p(s) E R[sl} is a proper subset of IR[s]. 
Now we have seen that for systems over rings the concepts of reachability and ob-
servability are not dual, we want to restore this duality in a certain sense. Therefore 
wedefine 
Definition 2.3.8 .Let E = (A, B, C, D) be a system over a commutative ring n. 
Then Eis called coreachable if the pair (AT, cT) is reaebabie over n. 
By definition the notions of reachability and coreachability are completely dual. 
From Lemma 2.3.4 we know that when n is a commutative ring with identity, core-
achability implies observability, but not the other way around. Hence coreachability 
is a stronger property than observability for systems over rings. This. is the first 
difference we encounter between systems over rings and systems over fields, because 
in the field case these properties are the same. 
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2.4 Some facts about realizations 
Consider a linear continuons-time system over R of the form (2.3). Assume that the 
initial state x(O) = 0. Then the Laplace transfarm with symbol z of (2.3) is given 
by 
{ 
zx(z) = Ax(z) + Bû(z), 
y(z) = Cx(z) + Dû(z), 
where x(z), û(z) and y(z) are the Laplace transfarms of the state, input and output 
respectively. Eliminating x(z), we obtain 
y(z) = (D + C(zl- A)-1 B)û(z). 
This equation describes the direct relationship between the inputs and the outputs 
of the system. The state-variabie is eliminated. The function relating y(z) and û(z) 
is called the transfer matrix of the system {2.3). It is a matrix over the ring of proper 
real rational functions, i.e. the degree of the numerator of each entry is smaller than 
or equal to the degree of its denominator. 
The idea of transfer matrices as a description of the direct relationship between 
inputs and outputs, is easily generalized to the ring case. For this purpose, we first 
give a formal definition of the concept of proper rational functions over a ring n. 
Definition 2.4.1 Let n he a commutative ring with identity, and R.(z) he the ring 
of all rational functions in the indeterminate z with coeflicients in n. An element 
r(z) E n(z) is called proper if r(z) can he written as 
p(z) 
r(z) = q(z), 
where p(z), q(z) E R.!z] satisfy the conditions 
{i} q(z) is monic (i.e. the coeflicient of the leading term of q(z) is equal to 1), 
(ii) degz(p(z)) :5 degz(q(z)). 
Moreover, if degz(p(z)) < degz(q(z)), then r(z) is called strictly proper. The set of 
all proper rational functions in 'R.(z) is denoted by 'R.p(z). 
Definition 2.4.2 Let :E = (A, B, C, D) he a system over an integral domain 'R.. 
Then the transfer matrix of :Eis the p x m matrix ovèr R.p(z) defined by 
T(z) := D + C(zl- A)-1 B. (2.10) 
When we are studying linear continuons-time systems over R, these systems are 
often not given in state-space form (2.3), but as some differential equations invalving 
only inputs and outputs. From these input-output equations the transfer matrix of 
a system is easily obtained. But a transfer matrix is often not enough; instead of 
it a state-space description of the system under consideration is required. Hence, 
we want to find real matrices A, B, C and D of appropriate dimensions such that 
. 
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T(z) = D + C(zl- A)-tB. We say that I:= (A,B,C,D) realizes T(z) or is a 
realization of T(z). 
From the theory of linear systems over R it is well known that a proper real 
rational transfer matrix always has (non unique) realizations (see for example [47]). 
Moreover, one can always choose (A, B, C, D) in such a way that (A, B) is reach-
able and ( C, A) is observable. Such a realization is called canonical. Among all 
realizations of T(z) the canonical realizations have smallest dimension, i.e. the size 
n of the square matrix A is as small as possible. This is of course a very desirabie 
property because we do not want to introduce superfluons states. 
For systems over integral domains the realization problem is much more compli-
cated. Given a transfer matrix T(z), the existence of a quadrupte of matrices over 
1?.. such that T(z) = D + C(zl- A)-t B, is not very difficult to prove. In principle, 
each entry can be realized separately using the same techniques as in the field case 
(see e.g. [47, Chapter 6]). The realization L: = (A, B, C, D) of the transfer matrix 
T(z) then merely consists of a composition of all these separate parts. Although 
in this way a realization can be obtained, it is very unlikely that this is a minimal 
realization. In order to remove superfluons states, we are also interested in canonkal 
realizations, i.e. realizations that are both reachable and observable. Unfortunately, 
these canonical realizations do not always exist, as is illustrated by the next example 
taken from [85]. 
Example 2.4.3 Let n = R[st. s2] be the ring of all polynomials in the indetermi-
nates St and s2 with coefficients in R. Consider the following 1 x 2 transfer matrix 
T(z) in 'Rp(z): 
T(z) = ( ?-i: I -!!:i ) . (2.11) 
A realization of T(z) is given by I:= (1, (s 1 I s2); 1, 0). Clearly, I: is observable, but 
not reachable, since the columns of B = (St I s2) generate the i deal 
(2.12) 
which is not equal to R(s11 82]. It can be proved that the transfer matrix T(z) does 
not have a canonical realization. The problem is that the columns of the matrix B 
generate an R[81, s2]-ideal, given in (2.12}, which does not have a basis, i.e., there 
do not exist linear independentelementsin R[s1, s2] that generate the R[81, 82]-ideal 
given in (2.12). 
Remark 2.4.4 The problem of non-existence of canonical realizations described 
above can be solved by a slight generalization of the definition of a system over 
a ring n (see [85]}. Instead of a quadrupte of matrices, a system over a ring . 
n is a quintuple (X, A, B, C, D), where X (the state space) is a finitely gener-
ated 'R.-module, and A : X -+ X, B : nm -+ X, C : X -+ 'R.P and D : 
nm - 'R.P are 'R.-linear maps. The definitions for reachability and observability 
are then very straightforward generalizations of the Definitions 2.2.2 and 2.3.2, re-
spectively. For example, a system is called reaebabie in this context if the elèments 
B(e1), •.• , B(em), (AB)(e1), ... , (AB)(em), ... , (An-l B)(e1), ... , (A"-1B)(em) gene-
rate the statespace module X. Here e1, ••• , em denotes the standard basis in 'R.m. 
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In this more general settingit is proven that canonical realizations always exist (see 
[19, Chapter 16, Section 5]). 
If thestate space X = nn, we are back in the situation of Definition 2.1.1. Such 
systems are called free. Since we are mainly interested in free systems, we forget 
about the generalized notion of systems over rings in the rest of the thesis, and 
always use our original Definition 2.1.1 instead. 
The next proposition is also taken from [85] and states that canonkal realizations 
in the classical sense do not contain superfl.uous states. 
Proposition 2.4.5 A canonical realization which is free (i.e. a canonical realization 
in the ordinary sense}, has minimal rank among the free realizations. • 
Now there is only one question left: what are the conditions under which a 
transfer matrix has a (free) canonical realization? Example 2.4.3 indicates that this 
is a difficult problem. However, in the special case of systems over a Principal !deal 
Domain (PID) there is an affirmative answer: 
Proposition 2.4.6 Systems over a PID (Principal !deal Domain} always admit a 
(free) canonical realization. • 
Fora proof of this proposition we refer to [22]. Moreover, this artiele contains 
a constructive proof of the result. So there exists an effective realization algorithm 
for systems over PID's. 
Remark 2.4. 7 Reeall that systems with commensurable time-delays can be mod-
eled as a system over the ring R[s]. Since R[s] is a PID, such systems always have 
a (free) canonkal realization. For systems with incommensurable time-delays this 
does not hold any more. This was already pointed out in Example 2.4.3. Proposi-
tion 2.4.6 is not applicable in this case, because a ring of polynomials in more than 
one indeterminate and with coefficients inRisnot a PID. 
Remark 2.4.8 It is also possible to introduce the dual concept of canonicity. A 
system E =(A, B,C,D) is called cocanonicalifET = (AT,CT,BT,DT) is canonical. 
This means that in acocanonical systems E, (C,A) is coreachable and (BT,AT) is 
observable. Note that in Example 2.4.3 the realization we gave for T(z) is cocanon-
ical, although not canonical. This illustrates the difficulties that arise for systems 
over rings. In contrast to the field case, canonidty and cocanonicity are not the 
same properties. 
2.5 Stability and Hurwitz sets 
At first sight, the generalization of the notion of stability to the theory of systems 
over rings, seems a rather troublesome exercise. At least two problems appear. First 
of all, the notion of stability in the classica! sense, i.e. for systems over the field R, 
is defined as a desirabie asymptotic property of the state- and output trajectories. 
In the ring case, only the system defining matrices are available. Moreover, the 
notion of stability depends on the application one has in mind. Recalling the three 
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examples inSection 2.1, it is obvious that the intuitive notion of sta.bility is different 
in all three cases. Hence, our general definition of sta.bility has to be adapta.ble: a 
specia.liza.tion is neerled in ea.ch separate case. It is possible to incorporate all these 
specia.lizations into one framework. This framework is based on the concept of so-
called Hurwitz sets. The rest of this section is devoted to the elaboration of this 
general· notion of stability. 
Consider the continuous-time system (2.3) over R once more. For this system 
there are at least two different notions of stability. The system is called internally 
stabie if the state x of the system eventua.lly tends to zero if no input is applied. But 
not only the interna.l asymptotic behaviour is interesting; the external asymptotic 
behaviour, although somewhat more difficnlt to describe, is a.lso important. A sys-
tem is called externally stable or BIBO-stable (this is an acronym for Bounded Input 
Bounded Output) if the system, starting with a zero initia! condition, and after 
application of a bounded input trajectory, produces a bounded output trajectory. It 
is well known that both properties are easily tested using only the system defining 
matrices A, B, C and D (see e.g. [47, pp. 175-176]): 
Theorem 2.5.1 Let E = (A, B, C, D) be a continuous-time system over R as de-
scribed in equation (2.9}. Then 
(i) E is internally stable iJ and only if the characteristic polynomial XA(z) = 
det(zi- A) of A has no zerosin c+. Alternatively stated: u( A) cc-. 
(ii) E is externally stable if and only if the entries of the transfer matrix T(z) = 
D + C(zl- A)-1 B have no poles in c+. • 
Both conditions (i) and (ii) in Theorem 2.5.1 can he reformulated when we 
introduce the set 1) := {p(z) E R[z]l V>. E c+ : p(>.) =f:. 0}. 1) can beseen as the set 
of all stabie polynomials; a system is interna.lly stabie if and only if its characteristic 
polynomial XA(z) is a stabie polynomia.l: XA(z) E V. External stability means 
that the denominators of the entries of the transfer matrix T(z) are stable. The 
introduetion of a set of stabie polynomials has two important advantages. First of 
all, the same idea eau he used to define stability in the systems over ring case. But 
what is probably more important: by changing the set of stabie polynomia.ls, the 
notion of stability can he changed. So, in each particular application it is possible to 
choose the set of stabie polynomiais in such a way that it coincides with the intuitive 
notion of stability in that particular case. 
Not any arbitrary set of polynomia.ls eau serve as a set of stabie polynomials. It 
is obvious that because of the special role these sets piay, they have to satisfy certain 
conditions, which are naturally related to the idea ofstability .. A set satisfying these 
conditions is called a Hurwitz set. In the literature they also occur under the name 
stability set (see [44]) or denominator set (see [18]). 
Definition 2.5.2 Let 'R. be an integral domain. A subset 1) of the polynomia.l ring 
'R.[z] is called a Hurwitz set if it satisfies the following conditions: 
(i} V is multiplicative, i.e. 1 E 1) and if p, q E V, then p · q EV. 
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(ii) Each polynomial p E V is monic, i.e. its leading coeflicient is equal to 1, (as 
a consequence, 0 1$ "D). 
{iii) V is saturnted, i.e. if p E V and q is monic and divides p, then q EV. 
{iv) There exists an a: E 'R. such that (z-a:) E V. 
With a Hurwitz set V we can associate a ring of fractions, denoted by 'R.I>(z): 
ni>(z) := {:~;~ e 'R.(z) I p(z) e 'R.(z], q(z) e V}. (2.13) 
Hence, a rational function in 'R.(z) belongs to 'R.I>{z) if it bas a stabie denominator 
polynomial, i.e. the denominator is an element of V. Adding and multiplying 
fractions as expected, it is obvious that 'R.I>(z) is indeed a ring. It can be considered 
as the ring of all stabie rational functions. 
It is now possible to generalize the concept of stability to systems over rings. 
Definitión 2.5.3 Let n be an integral domain and let E = (A, B, C, D) be a system 
over n. Let V be a Hurwitz set in 'R.(z]. Then: 
(i} Eis called intemally stable (with respect to V) if XA(z) := det(zi- A) e V, 
(ii} E is called extemally stable (with respect to V) if all entries of the transfer 
function T(z) = D + C(zl- A)-1 Bof E belong to 'R.I>(z). 
Note that internal stability implies external stability because (zl- A)-1 eau be 
written as (zl- A)-1 = a~i~:~=~~· The converse is not true of course. 
With the definition of stability as given above, the conditions imposed upon a 
Hurwitz set V become clear. First of all, the composition of two stabie systems ought 
to be stabie again, hence V bas to be multiplicative. Clearly this works also the other 
way around. If a stabie system can be decomposed into two completely independent 
subsystems, both these two subsystems have to be stabie too. This clarifies condition 
{iii} of Definition 2.5.2. Since characteristic polynomials are monic, we can restriet 
the definition to this class of polynomials. Finally, an interpretation of condition 
(iv) in Definition 2.5.2 is difficult to give. This is only a teehuical condition that 
facilitates some of the proofs. 
To illustrate the use of Hurwitz sets, and to show how the classica! notion of 
stability can be incorporated in this general framework, we give a few examples. 
Example 2.5.4 Let n. = R, and consider the system E = (A,B,C,D) as a 
continuous-time system over R: 
{ 
x(t) = Ax(t) + Bu(t), 
y(t) = Cx(t) + Du(t). (2.14) 
Let C9 be a subset of C such that Cg n R is non-empty (Cg is a so-called stability 
domain). Define the Hurwitz set V as: 
V:= {p(z) e IR[z]l p(z) is monic and ((p(a:) = 0] =>[a: e Cg])}. (2.15) 
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By definition, the system (2.14) is internally stabie w.r.t. V if and only if XA(z) EV. 
This means that XA(a) = 0 implies that a E Cg. Thus the spectrum of A has to be 
contained in Cg: cr(A) C Cg. So the definition of stability using the Hurwitz set V 
in (2.15) coincides with the notion of Cg-stability. If Cg = c-, we are back at the 
classica! definition of stability for continuons-time linear systems over R. 
Example 2.5.5 Let n = R, and consider a discrete-time system E = (A, B, C, D) 
over R: 
{ 
x(t + 1) = Ax(t) + Bu(t), 
y(t) = Cx(t) + Du(t). 
Define the Hurwitz set V as 
(2.16) 
V:= {p(z) E R[z] I p(z) is monic and ([p(a) = 0] =>[lal< 11)}. {2.17) 
So the system (2.16) is internally stabie if and only if XA(z) has only zeros within 
the open unit disc {zE C llzl < 1}, i.e. all the elementsof the spectrum cr(A) of A 
are smaller than one in absolute value. In this way the classica! notion of stability 
for discrete-time systems is translated into the Hurwitz set terminology. 
From the point of view of systems over rings, the systems E = (A, B, C, D) over 
R considered in the Examples 2.5.4 and 2.5.5, are completely the same. However1 in 
each example the same quadrupte cf.matrices is given another interpretation1 and 
therefore the Hurwitz set V has to be adapted to this specHic interpretation. Such 
an adaptation is a1so possible for time-delay systems1 as is illustrated in the next 
example. 
Example 2.5.6 Let n = R[st. ... 1 sk], and E = (A, B, C1 D) be a system over n. 
Let 0 < 71 < 72 < · · · < 7k denote a k-tuple of incommensurable time-delays and 
introduce the corresponding delay operators O"; (i = 1, ... , k), acting on the state 
and input trajectories: 
(i=l, ... lk). 
Substituting the delay operators O"; for the indeterminates s; (i = 11 ••• 1 k), the 
system E can be considered as a time-delay system: 
{ 
x(t) = A(a-1, ... I O"r.)x(t) + B(a-1> ... 'crr.)u(t), 
y(t) = C(a-11 ••. , ur.)x(t) + D(a-1, ... , O"k)u(t). (2.18) 
This time-delay system is called internally stabie if for any initial condition (which 
is an initia! state trajectory in this case; see Sectiens 1.1 and 1.3), the state x tends 
to zero for t ---+ +oo when no inputs are applied. According to Hale (see [41, 
p.1821 Corollary 4.1J), this intuitive notion of stability iS equivalent to the following 
condition on the matrix A(s1, ... , sk): the system (2.18) is internally stabie if and 
only if all roots of the characteristic equation 
(2.19) 
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lie in c-, the open left half plane .. This condition is a rather straightforward gen-
eralization of the ordinary condition of internal stability for systems without delays 
because in the Laplace transfarm with symbol z the delay operator <Ti is transformed 
to e-.. ••. Moreover, this definition of stability fits a1so into the framework of Hurwitz 
sets in the following way. Define V as 
V:= {p(z, sh ... , sr.:) E R[z, St. ••• , Bk] I p(z, s1, ... , sr.:) is monic in z 
and p(>., e-1).\, ... , e-..".x) = 0 =? >. e c-}. (2.20) 
Then clearly XA(z) E V if and only if the system (2.18) is internally stable. Note 
that the knowledge about the time-delay character of the system (2.18) is notevident 
in the system defining matrices E =(A, B, C, D), but is used in tbe definition of tbe 
corresponding Hurwitz set V. So definition (2.20) formalizes the intuitive notion of 
stability in this partienlar situation into the abstract setting of Hurwitz sets. 
From the three examples above it is apparent that the concept of Hurwitz sets 
is very versatile. They can be modified in such a way that they are useful in a 
lot of interesting applications. Nevertheless, one of the main advantages is not 
mentioned yet, but will certainly become clear in the rest of this chapter. In the 
theory of systems over rings it is possible to wórk with an arbitrary Hurwitz set, so 
without specifying it beforehand. In this way an abstract but very general theory 
of stability and stabilizability can be obtained. In the rest of this chapter this 
abstract framework will be developed. Each partienlar application can be seen as 
a specialization of the general setup. But the main theory is the same in all these 
cases, and is developed only once. The specific details for each partienlar situation 
can be elaborated later on. 
2.6 Pole placement and static state feedback 
One of the main tools in the classical control design of ordinary linear systems over 
the field R is the use of static state feedback. lt is a very straightforward technique 
to change the internal dynamics of the system, for example to achieve internal 
stability. In this section it is explained why static state feedback is not very useful 
in the systems over rings case. This is also the motivation for the approach which 
is used intherest of this chapter, and which is based on the application of dynamic 
feedback. 
Consider a continuons-time system over R given by 
x(t) = Ax(t) + Bu(t), (2.21) 
where A E Rnxn and B E Rnxm (in this section the output equation is not of 
interest). Suppose that this system is not internally stabie w.r.t. a certain Hurwitz 
set V. Then we may try to change the dynamics of tbe system to achieve stability. 
In order to do so, we apply tbe static state feedback 
u(t) = -Fx(t) + r(t), (2.22) 
wbere F is an m x n matrix over R and r(t) is the new input to the system (see 
Figure 2.1). In this way the following closecl-loop system is obtained 
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Figure 2.1: Closed-loop system with static state feedback 
:i:(t) = (A- BF)x(t) + Br(t). (2.23) 
We see that the intemal dynamics of the closecl-loop system (2.23) are different from 
the intemal dynamics of the open-loop system (2.21). To stabilize the system (2.21) 
with respect to the Hurwitz set 'D, we have to find an F E Rmxn such that 
XA-BF(z) = det(zl- (A- BF)) E 'D. 
Formally the idea of static state feedback is easily generalized to the ring case. 
It can be seen as a matrix F E 'R..mxn changing the system defining quadruple of 
matrices (A,B,C,D). 
Definition 2.6.1 Let E =(A, B, C, D) be a linear system over a commutative ring 
'R, with A E 'R_nXn' B E 'R_nXm' c E 'R_PXtl and D E 'R_PXm. Then a matrix F E 'R_mXn 
is called a static state feedback. The feedback F transforms the open-loop system 
E =(A, B, C, D) to the closed-loop system Eet= (A- BF, B, C- DF, D). 
Although Definition 2.6.1looks rather formal, it is easily seen that this is exactly 
the description of a static state feedback in all applications of systems over rings we 
have seen thus far. A static state feedback is simply a linear map from the state 
space to the input space. The knowledge of the state x is used to choose the input u 
in such a way that the internal dynamics of the system are changed in a favourable 
way. 
In the classica! situation of systems over the field R, static state feedback is often 
used for pole assignment. A pole of the system (2.21) is a (complex) zero of the 
characteristic polynomial XA ( z) of A. If a system E = (A, B) over R is reachable, it is 
possible to assign all poles of the system to some arbitrary values by an appropriate 
choice of the feedback F. Moreover, reachability of (A, B) is a necessary condition 
for pole placement too. This so-called Pole-Shifting Theorem is very well known. 
For the proof we refer to [86, p. 134]; on page 185 of [86] an extensive history of the 
realization of this result is given. Unfortunately, the problem of pole placement is 
much more difficult to solve in the systems over rings case. However, the same ideas 
are easily generalized to this more general situation. 
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Definition 2.6.2 Let :E = (A, B, C, D) be a system over an integral domain 'R, 
with A E n_nxn' B E n_nxm I c E n_pxn and D E n_pxm. Then 
(i) :E is called coefficient assignable if for all ao, a1 1 ... , an-1 E 'R there exists 
a static state feedback F E n_mxn 1 such that the characteristic polynomial 
XA-BF(z) of the closed-loop system is equal to 
n-1 
XA-BF(z) = zn + an-lZn-l + · · · + a1z + ao = zn + L a,z;'. 
i=O 
{ii} :E is called pole assignable if for all p11 1J2, ••• , Pn e n there exists a static state 
feedback FE n_m'Xn, such that the characteristic polynomial XA-BF(z) of the 
closed-loop system is equal to 
n 
XA-BF(z) = (z- PI)(z- P2) · · · (z- Pn) = IT (z- Pi)· 
i-1 
From this de:finition it follows that coeffi.cient assignability implies pole assignabil-
ity. The implication in the opposite direction however, does not hold in genera!. 
Moreover, in the field case, pole assignability is equivalent to reachability, but for 
systems over rings the situation is more involved as is illustrated by the next propo-
sitions: 
Proposition 2.6.3 Let r: = (A, B, C, D) be a system over an integral domain 'R. 
Suppose that r: is pole assignable. Then :E is reachable. • 
Fora proof of Proposition 2.6.3 we refer to [85, p. 21] or [5, p.67]. 
Proposition 2.6.4 Let r: = (A, B, C, D) be a single input system over an integral 
domain 'R, i.e. A E n_nxn, B E n_nxl, C E n_pxn and D E n_pxl. Then Ï:: is 
coefficient assignable if and only if r: is reachable. • 
This result may be found in [5, p. 70] or [49, Section 4.3]. 
Proposition 2.6.5 Let r: =(A, B, C, D) be a system over a principal ideal domain 
'R. Then :E is pole assignable if and only if r: is reachable. • 
The proof of Proposition 2.6.5 (in the special case n = R[s]) originates from 
Morse ([71]). In [5, pp. 91-92] a proof for arbitrary principal ideal domains is given. 
An explicit algorithm to assign the poles of a reachable system over a PID to certain 
desired values is described by Eising in [20] and [21]. 
Proposition 2.6.6 Consider the class of linear systems over the polynomial ring 
n = R[s1o ... , s,.], .with k > 1. For this class of systems, reachability does 11Q1 imply 
pole assignability. llli 
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A counterexample that proves this result is given in [89} and [90]. 
The result of Proposition 2.6.6 implies that reachability of a system over a ring 
is in general not enough to ensure its pole assignability. This indicates that static 
state feedback is not such a powerful tool for the control of a system over a ring. 
For systems over the field IR, pole placement by static state feedback is very 
useful for the stabilization of a system. In this case reachability is a necessary 
and suflident condition for pole assignability. Moreover, from [66] we reeall that 
a system ~ = (A, B, C, D) over IR is generically reachable. So in most cases the 
metbod of pole placement can be used to stabilize the system, despite the fact that 
pole assignability is a suflident condition for stabilizability but not a necessary one. 
For systems over an arbitrary integral domain, the strategy for stabilization de-
scribed above is simply not applicable. In general reachability of a system does 
not imply pole assignability, although it is a necessary condition. Moreover, the 
condition of reachability itself is rather restrictive. Recalling Proposition 2.2.5, we 
know that a system over the polynomial ring K:[st. ... , sk] is generically reachable 
if and only if the number of inputs m is strictly larger than the number of inde-
terminates k. So even if 1?. is the principal ideal domain R[s], and reachability and 
pole assignability are equivalent, a system over 1?. = R[s] will only be generically 
reachable if it has at least two inputs. 
When we reeall Example 2.5.6, it is not so difilcult to understand why pole 
placement is such astrong proparty for systems over (polynomial) rings. Consider 
a system ~ = (A, B, C, D) over the polynomial ring R[s1, ••• , sk], and assume that 
it is pole assignable. Let p11 ••. • Pn E IR. Then it is possible to find a matrix. 
F E R[s11 •.. , sk]mxn such that 
XA-BF(z) (z- PI)(z- P2) · · · (z- Pn)· 
Note that in the characteristic polynomial of A- BF the indeterminates s1o .•• , sk 
do not occur any more. Next, regard the system ~ = (A, B, C, D) as a time-delay 
system in the same fashion as in (2.18). The poles of this system are the zeros of 
the characteristic equation 
det(zl- A(e-.,.1•, ... , e-.. k•)) = 0. 
Although in general equations of this type have an infinite number of solutions in 
the complex ~ne, we shall see in Chapter 3 that only a fini te number of these zeros 
is located in c+. However, a.fter application of the feedback law 
the characteristic equation becomes 
XA-BF(z) = (z- Pl)(z- P2) · • · (z- Pn) = 0, 
and there are only a finite number of poles left. So the number of poles is re-
duced drastically by this static state feedback, and this extremely strong result is 
an immediate consequence of our assumption on the pole assignability of the system 
~ = (A, B, C, D). This explains why pole assignability is often a far too strong 
property to ask for. 
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Figure 2.2: Closed-loop system with dynamic output feedback 
Although pole assignability is a su:fficient condition for. stabilizability, it is cer-
tainly not a necessary condition. The su:fficiency follows immediately from the ex-
istence of a polynomia.l of the form (z-a) (with a E 'R.) in V, and the fact tha.t 
V is multiplicative. So (z-a)" is also a stable polyn.omia.l. However, to stabilize a 
system it is not necessary that the poles of the system can be a.ssigned arbitra.rily. 
The existence of a static state feedback F such that XA-BF(z) E V is enough. In the 
special case of time-delay systems as given above, this means that only the (finite 
number of) poles in c+ have to be shifted into the open left half plane c-. But it is 
difficult to fi.nd necessary and sufficient conditions to test this property. Therefore 
we shall consider a more general concept of feedback instea.d. In the rest of this 
chapter it will turn out that the problem of stabilizability can be solved completely 
using this more general notion of dynamic feedback. 
2. 7 Dynamic feedback and stabilizability 
For linear systems over the field R it is well known that the dynamics ·Of a system 
cannot be influenced only by static but a.lso by dynamic feedback. This means that 
the output of a system E is fed back totheinput via another linear dynamica.} system 
r, called a compensator, cf. Figure 2.2 .. Under the condition of well posedness (which 
will be expla.ined later), the closed-loop system is aga.in a.linear system ofthe same 
form as E and r. 
It is obvious that the cla.ss of dyna.mica.l campensators is much larger than tha.t 
of static feedbacks; in fact, all static feedbacks are conta.ined in the class of dynamic 
feedback compensators. Therefore it is clear that dynamic feedback is a more general 
tool, that can be used to solve a larger class of control problems. 
We first generalize the notion of dyna.mic feedback to the situation of systems 
over rings. This can be done in the same fashion as for static static state feedback, 
by fi.rst introducing the concept for systems over fields, and then genera.lizing the 
formulae to the systems over rings case. Since we have alrea.dy seen this forma.Iism 
several times, we now prefer to proceed in a somewhat more informal and intuitive 
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way. However, we still treat both discrete- and continuous-time systems together. 
Therefore the following set of equations is identified with a system 1: =(A, B, C, D) 
over an integral domain 'R: 
{ 
.ó.x = Ax + Bu, 
y = Cx+Du, 
(2.24) 
where .ó. is an operator symbolizing differentiation with respect to time in the 
continuous-time case, and a right time-shift in the discrete-time case. Indescription 
(2.24) the dynamica! structure of a system and the relations between the input u, 
the output y and the state x are much clearer than in the formal Definition 2.1.1. In 
the same way, a compensator r = (F, G, H, J) is not only considered as a quadruple 
of matrices over the integral domain 'R, but also regarcled as a system with input y, 
output v and state w, evolving in time according to the equations: 
{ 
.ó.w = Fw+Gy, 
v = Hw+Jy. 
(2.25) 
Given a system 1: = (A, B, C, D) and a feedback compensator r = (F, G, H, J) 
over n, their feedback interconnection is called welt posed if the closed-loop system 
of 1: and r, as depicted in Figure 2.2, constitutes a linear system again. This means 
that the system equations (2.24) and (2.25) together with the feedback equation 
u=r-v (2.26) 
can be reeast in such a form that a linear system Ê =(A, Ê, ê, D) 
{ 
.ó.x = ~: + ~r, 
y = Cx+Dr, 
is obtained, where ris the new external input, y the output and x the (new) state of 
the closed-loop system. This recasting is possible if and only if the matrix(/+ DJ) 
is invertible as a matrix over 'R (i.e. the determinant of (I+ DJ) is a unit of 'R). 
The invertibility of this matrix is called the well-posedness condition. 
The closed-loop system of Figure 2.2 satisfies the equations (2.24), (2.25) and 
(2.26). Substituting formula (2.26) for u and the secoud formula of (2.25) for v, 
formula (2.24) for y becomes 
y = Cx+D(r -v) = Cx+Dr- DHw-DJy. 
Hence 
(I +DJ)y = Cx- DHw+Dr. 
If the closed-loop system is well posed, the matrix (/+DJ) is invertible over 'R. 
Defining E := (I+ DJ)-1, the previous formula can be rewritten as 
y = ECx- EDHw + EDr. 
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Substitution of this expression in the formulae for Ax and Aw in {2.24) and (2.25) 
yields: 
Ax = Ax + Bu = Ax + Br- Bv = Ax- BHw- BJy + Br = 
= (A- BJEC)x+(-BH +BJEDH)w+ (B- BJED)r, 
Aw = Fw+Gy= 
= GECx+(F-GEDH)w+GEDr. 
So the closed-loop system Ec1 is determined by the equations 
A (wx) = (A-BJEC -BH +BJEDH) (x)+ GEC F-GEDH w 
+ (B-BJED) GED r, 
y = (EG I - EDH) (:) + EDr. 
Finally, define 
A (A-BJEC -BH+BJEDH) 
.- GEC F-GEDH ' 
BA (B-. BJED) 
.- GED ' 
ê .- (EG I - EDH), 
ÎJ .- ED, 
(2.27) 
(2.28) 
(2.29) 
(2.30) 
(2.31) 
and we conclude that the closed-loop system is characterized by the quadrupte of 
matrices Ec1 = (A,B,ê,ÎJ) over 'R. 
Note that the well-posedness condition of (I+ DJ) to be invertible over 'R 
looks rather restrictive. For a lot of rings this condition is generically not satisfied. 
However, if J = 0 or D = 0, then (I+ DJ) = I, and trivially (I+ DJ) is invertible. 
In the case J = 0, formulae (2.28) to (2.31) become 
A ( A -BH ) A ( 8 ) A A A= GO F- GDH ' B = GD ' C = (C I -DH), D = D. (2.32) 
So a strictly proper compensator is always well posed. Moreover, it will turn out 
that when a system is stabilizable by dynamic output feedback, a strictly proper 
compensator (i.e. a compensator r = (F, G, H, 0) without a direct feedthrough) can 
always do the job. Hence the condition of weD posedness is not at all a restrietion 
for the stabilization problem. 
From the exposition above it follows that after application of a dynamic feedback 
compensator r, the dynamics of the closed-loop system Ec~ are changed drastically 
in comparison with the dynamics of the original open-loop system E. This gives the 
possibility to stabilize a system using dynamic output feedback. 
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Deftnition 2.7.1 Let 'R. he an integral domain and V be a Hurwitz set in 'R.[z]. 
Let E = (A, B, C, D) he a system over 'R.. E is called (internally) stabilizable by 
dynamic output feedback with respect to V if there exists a dynamic compensator 
r = (F, G, H, J) over n such that the closed-loop of E a.nd r is well posed and the 
closed-loop system Eet= (A,ÊJ,ê,b), determined by (2.28) to (2.31), is internally 
stable with respect to V, i.e. 
xÀ(z) = det(zl- A) EV. 
The rest of this chapter is devoted to the question of stabilizability for a linear 
system E = (A, B, C, D). For systems over the field R, this question can be split into 
two dual parts, which can be treated separately. First the problem of stabilizability 
using ( static) state feedback is solved. This can be seen as a special case ( C = I and 
D = 0) of the original problem, so with the output equal to the state. For this system 
we want to find a static compensator (i.e. a compensator of rank zero, only consisting 
of a direct feedthrough term J), stahilizing the system. In the case of a general C 
and D, one still wants to use this stahilizing feedback, but the problem is that the 
state is not availahle for feedback. For this purpose, a so-called stabie observer is 
built. This is a stabie dynamica! system taking the input u and the output y of 
the original system E as inputs, and producing an estimate x for the state x of the 
original system E as an output. The problem of finding a stabie observer is called 
the detectability problem and turns out to be dual to the stabilizability prohlem. 
The idea is now to use the output of the observer, i.e. the estimated state x as the 
input to the original stahilizing feedback. It is even possible to combine both the 
observer and the static feedback into one dynamic output feedback compensator. 
The feedback interconnection of the system E with this . dynamic compensator is 
internally stable, and in this way the stabilizability problem is solved. 
For systems over rings this so-called separation principle still works and we can 
follow almost the same strategy. There are only a few differences. The stabilizability 
problem by state feedback has to be solved using dynamic state feedback instead 
of static state feedback. Moreover, the detectability problem has to be reeast in 
a different way because it is impossible to speak of an estimate for the state x in 
the context of systems over rings. It is possible to find an other wording for this 
notion using the concept of Hurwitz sets. With this new formulation the duality 
of the problems of detectability and stabilizability via dynamic state feedback is 
preserved. lt is also possible to combine both solutions to find a dynamic internally 
stahilizing output feedback compensator. 
In the next three sections the program described above is elaborated in more 
detail. First the problems of stabilizability by dynamic state feedback and of de-
tectability are solved. Finally, after the development of these tools, we put them 
together to solve the problem of stabilizability by dynamic output feedback. 
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r + x 
1..-----1r = (F, G, H, J)1--------' 
V 
Figure 2.3: Closecl-loop system with clynamic state feedback 
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2.8 Stabilizability by dynamic state feedback 
Let 'R he an integral clomain ancl let E = (A, B, I, 0) clenote a system over 'R given 
by the equations 
{ 
llx = Ax+Bu, (2.33) 
y = x. 
Let r = (F, G, H, J) he a dynamic compensator ancl consider the closecl-loop system 
depictecl in Figure 2.3. From formulae {2.28) to (2.31) with C =I and D = 0, it 
follows that this closecl-loop system is given by the quadruple Ec~ = (A, Ê, ê, D), 
where 
A= ( A ~BJ -~H ) , Ê = ( ! ) , ê =(I I 0), D = 0. (2.34) 
Since D = 0, we have I+ DJ= I for all JE n_mxn, and thus all clynamic campen-
sators are well posecl. 
Next, let 1J he a Hurwitz in 'R[z], which determines the stabillty of a system. 
Th en we are interested in the existence of a compensator r such that the closed-loop 
system (2.34) is internally stable, i.e. 
clet(zl- Ä) E 1J. 
To answer this existence question we need the following important lemma which 
also will turn out to be very useful in the sequel. 
Lemma 2.8.1 Let 'R. be an integral domain, and let A E n.nxn, B E n.nxm and 
VJ(z) E 'R.[z]n be given. Suppose that the equation 
(zi- A)Ç(z) + Bw(z) = VJ(z) (2.35) 
has a polynomial solution (Ç,w), i.e. Ç(z) E 'R.[z]n and w(z) E 'R.[z]m. Then there 
also exists a polynomial solution (~,w) with {(z) E 'R.[z]n and w(z) E 'R.[z]m which 
satisfies (2.35} and is such that 
degz(w(z)} ~ n -1. (2.36) 
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Pro of 
Let Ç{z) E 'R[z]n and w(z) E 'R[z]m be a solution pair to equation (2.35). Since 
XA(z) = det(zl- A) is a monic polynomial, it is possible to carry out the division 
algorithm with remainder on each of the entries of w(z). So w(z) can be written as 
w(z) = XA(z) · a(z) + {3(z), 
where a(z) and {3(z) are elements of'R[z]m, and degz(/3(z)) < deg(XA(z)) = n. But 
then we have: 
rp(z) = (zi- A)Ç(z) + Bw(z) = 
= (zi- A)Ç(z) + B(XA(z)a(z) + {3(z)) = 
= (zi- A)Ç(z) + XA(z)Ba(z) + B{3(z) = 
= (zi- A}Ç(z) + (zi- A)· adj(zl- A)Ba(z) + B{3(z) = 
= (zi- A)· [Ç(z) + adj(zi- A)Ba(z)] + B{3(z), 
where we used the fact that Cramer's rule, (zi- A)· adj(zi- A) = XA(z) ·I, also 
holds in the ring case. Now define 
~(z) := Ç(z) + adj(zl- A)Ba(z), 
w(z) := f3(z). 
Then clearly ~(z) E 'R[z]n and w(z) E 'R[z]m form a solution pair for (2.35), and 
moreover degz(w(z)) = deg..({3(z)) 5 n- 1. This proves the claim. • 
With help of Lemma 2.8.1 it is possible to prove the following crucial theorem 
which gives a necessary and suflident condition for the solvability of the stabiliz-
ability problem by dynamic state feedback. This result was proved for the first time 
by Emre in [23] but the proof given below is based on the approach of Rouchaleau 
in [80]. 
Theorem 2.8.2 Consider a system E = (A, B, 0, D) over an integral domain 'R, 
and assume that C =I and D = 0. Let 'D be a Hurwitz set in 'R[z]. Then 
E is internally stabilizable with respect to the Hurwitz set 'D 
by dynamic state feedback, 
The matrix (zl- A I B) is right-invertible over 'Rt>(z). 
Pro of 
".;:'' Suppose that ( zi - Al B) is right-invertible over 'Rt>( z). Th en there exist 
matrices Q(z) and P(z) over 'Rt>(z) such that 
(zl- A)Q(z) + BP(z) =I. 
Multiplying this equation by the least common multiple of the denominators of the 
entries of Q(z) and P(z), we obtain the equation 
(zl- A)Q(z) + BP(z) = rp(z) ·I, 
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where F(z) and Q(z) are matrices over the polynomial ring 'R[z], and the least 
common multiple t,o(z) is an element of 'D. Without loss of generality we may 
assume that deg .. (t,o(z)) ;::: n, where n denotes the size of A. Otherwise we simply 
multiply this equation by a polynomial from 1) of sufficiently high degree. Because 
of condition (iv) in Definition 2.5.2 such a polynomial always exists. 
Next, apply Lemma 2.8.1. We conclude that there exist polynomial matrices 
Q(z) and P(z) such that still 
(zl- A)Q(z) + BF(z) = t,o(z) ·I, (2.37) 
but also deg .. (P(z)) ~ n- 1. 
Now reeall that t,o(z) is monic and of degree larger than or equal to n. Since 
deg,.(BP(z)) ~ n- 1, we must have that deg,((zl- A)Q(z)) = deg,.(t,o(z)) and 
(zl- A)Q(z) is monic. ~o Q(z) is monic and deg .. (Q(z)) = deg,(t,o(z)) -1;::: n -1. 
Denoting the degree of Q(z) by k, we conclude that Q(z) is of the form: 
k-1 
Q(z) = zk ·I+ L Qizï. 
i=o 
Therefore det(Q(z)) = zkn + lower order terms, and since Q-1(z) = fei~~~:H, it is 
clear that Q(z) is invertible as a rational matrix (i.e. as a matrix over 'R(z)). 
Next consider the matrix 
P(z)Q-1(z) = (: ( )) · P(z) · adj(Q(z)). 
det Q z 
Since deg,.(P(z)) ~ n -1 and deg,.(adj(Q(z)) ~ (n -1)k (this follows from the fact 
that an (n -1)-minor of Q(z) bas degree lower or equal to (n- l)k), we see that 
deg,.(P(z) · adj(Q(z))) :5 (n- 1) + (n -l)k = nk- k + n- 1 = 
= nk- (k- (n- 1)) :5 nk = deg:(det{Q(z))), 
where the last inequality follows from tbe fact that k = deg .. (Q(z));::: n -1. Hence 
P(z)Q-1(z) is a proper rational matrix. 
Take a realization r = (F, G, H, J) of the transfer matrix P(z)Q-1(z) such that 
dèt(zl- F) = det(Q(z)). According totheresult in Appendix B, such a realization 
always exists. We use this dynamica! system r as a compensator for E. Then the 
closed-loop system Ee~ = (A, ÎJ, ê, ÎJ) is given by formula (2.34), and we have 
det(zl- A) = det (zl- (A- BJ) BH ) = 
-G zl-F 
= det{z/- F) · det(z/ - (A- BJ) + BH(zl - Ft1G) = 
= det(zl- F) · det{zl- A +B(J + H(zl- F)-1G)) = 
= det(zl- F) · det(zl- A+ BP(z)Q-1(z)) = 
= 
det(zl- F) · det((zl- A)Q(z) + BP(z)) 
det(Q(z)) 
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where we took the Schur complement to make the first step. Since by construction 
det(zi- F) = det(Q(z)), and according to (2.37): (zi- A)Q(z) + BP(z) = 'P(z) ·I, 
we conclude that 
det(zi- A)= det(({)(z) ·I)= ('P(z)t E 'D, 
because 'P(z) E 'D and 1) is multiplicative. So the closecl-loop system is internally 
stable. 
"=>" Assume that E = (A, B, I, 0) is internally stabilizable by dynamic state 
feedback. Then there exists a compensator r = (F, G, H, J) over n such that the 
closecl-loop system determined by (2.34) is internally stable. So 
det(z/- A) = det ( zi- ~G BJ) zf!!F) E 'D. 
Since (zl- A)-1 = ~Î~:~=1~· and det(z!- A) E V, it is easily seen that (zl- A) 
is right-invertible over n:D(z). So there exist matrices Q(z), R(z), P(z) and T(z) 
over n:D(z) such that 
( zi- (A- BJ) BH ) . (9(z) Î!(z)) = (I 0) 
-G zl- F P(z) T(z) 0 I . 
The equality for the {1,1)-block yields 
(zl- (A- BJ))Q(z) +BHP(z) =I. 
This formula can he rewritten as 
(zl- A)Q(z) + B(JQ(z) + HP(z)) =I. 
Define Q(z) := Q(z) and P(z) := JQ(z) + HP(z). Since both Q(z) and P(z) are 
matrices over 'R:I)(z) and J and H are matrices over n, it is clear that also both 
Q(z) and P(z) are matrices over n:D(z). Moreover, these matrices satisfy 
(zl- A)Q(z) + BP(z) =I. 
This completes the proof. 
• 
The importance of Theorem 2.8.2 is clear. It gives a necessary and suflident 
condition for a system to he stabilizable by dynamic state feedback. Therefore it is 
much more useful than the results on pole placement and static state feedback in 
Section 2.6. The conditions in that section were often too stroug for stabilizability 
because they were suflident but not necessary. Moreover, the proof of Theorem 
2.8.2 is completely constructive. When a right-inverse of (zl - AIB) over nv(z) 
is obtained, the proof gives a recipe for the construction of a stahilizing feedback 
compensator. 
Theorem 2.8.2 can be seen as a rather straightforward generalization of the 
ordinary result on the stabilizability of systems over R by static state feedback. 
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Let 'R = R and Cg c C be a stability domain such that Cg n R ::F 0. According to 
Example 2.5.4, the set 
V:= {p(z) E R[z]l p(z) is monic and ([p(a) = 0] ===> [a E Cg])} 
is a Hurwitz set, satisfying all conditions of Definition 2.5.2. By Theorem 2.8.2, 
a system E = (A, B, I, 0) over IR is stabilizable with respect to V if and only if 
(zl - A I B) is right-invertible over 'Rt>(z). Using the local-global theorem (see 
Appendix A.3, Theorem A.3.4), it is possible to rewrite this condition as a pointwise 
invertibility condition on the matrix (a/- A I B) for all a E Cg. But a constant 
matrix over C is right-invertible if and only if it has full row rank. So a system 
E = (A, B,I, 0) with A E Rnxn and B E Rnxm is stabilizable with respect to V by 
a dynamic state feedback compensator if and only if 
Va E Cg: rank( a/- A I B) = n. (2.38) 
But this is exactly the condition of the Hautus test for stabilizability of a system 
over R with respecttoa stability domain Cg using static state feedback. Therefore 
Theorem 2.8.2 can be seen as a generalization of the Hautus test to the systems over 
rings case. There is only one important di:fference between these two conditions. For 
systems over fields static state feedback suffices to achieve stability, whereas in the 
systems over rings case we need dynamic state feedback to establish this goal. 
Remark 2.8.3 The condition for stabilizability in Theorem 2.8.2 has one immedi-
ate consequence. Suppose that a system E = (A, B, C, D) over an integral domain 
'Ris reachable. Then (z/- AIB) is right-invertible over 'R[z]. Since by definition 
1 E V, this immediately implies that for each Hurwitz set V, the matrix (zl- AIB) 
is right-invertible over 'Rt>(z). Soa reachable system is stabilizable with respect to 
any arbitrary Hurwitz set by dynamic state feedback. 
Unfortunately, the right-invertibility condition of Theorem 2.8.2 is not always 
easy to check. Sometimes it is useful to state this condition in a slightly different 
way using polynomial ideals. 
Definition 2.8.4 Let 'R be an integral domain, and A E nnxn and B E nnxm. 
Denote by a0(z), ... , aN(z) all n x n minors of the matrix (zl- AIB). Then :J is 
defined astheideal in 'R[z] generated by all n x n minors of (zl- AIB): 
:J := (ao(z), ... , aN(z)}. (2.39) 
Proposition 2.8.5 Let 'R be an integral domain, and A E nnxn and B E nnxm. 
Let V be a Hurwitz set in 'R[z], and :J the ideal defined in (2.39}. Then 
(zl- AIB) is right-invertible over 'Rt>(z), 
The ideal :J contains an element of V, i.e. V n :J ::F 0. 
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Proof 
"=?" Assume that (zl- AIB) is right-invertible over 'R.v(z), and let Q(z) be 
such a right-inverse, so 
(zl- AIB) · Q(z) =I. (2.40) 
We now use the well-known Binet-Cauchy formula (see for example [29, p. 9]), 
which expresses the determinant of a square n x n matrix M = K · L in terms of 
the minors of the n x t matrix K and the t x n matrix L (t > n): 
· · · ku .. ) (litl 
; · det : 
knin l;,.l 
(2.41) 
Application of the Binet-Cauchy formula to (2.40) yields 
(
Plit •' ' Plin) (qitl • ' • q;:n) 
1 = :E det ; ; · det ; : , 
lSi1 <i2<···<ï..Sn+m p . p . q· 
ntt 7Un. tnl qinn 
where P(z) denotes the matrix (zl - AIB). Now reeall Definition 2.8.4 and let 
a:0(z), ... , aw(z) be all n x n minors of (z/- AIB). Then we conclude from the last 
formula that there exist rationat functions qo(z), ... , qN(z) in 'R.v(z) such that 
N 
:Ea:;(z) · q;(z) = 1. (2.42) 
i=O 
. For i= 0, 1, ... , N we know that q;(z) e 'R.v(z), so q;(z) is of the form q;(z) = ~f;~, 
where n;(z) E 'R.(z] and !4(z) E V. Let d(z) denote the least common multiple of 
all the d;(z) (i = 0, 1, ... , N). Then d{z) E V because V is a multiplicative set. 
Multiplication of (2.42) with d(z) gives 
N 
d(z) = :Ea:;(z). n;(z), 
i=O 
where n;(z) = q;(z) • d(z) = ~f=? · d(z) E 'R.(z]. So d(z) belongs to the ideal :J in 
'R.[z] generated by all n x n minors ao(z), ... ,a:N(z) of (zl- AIB). On the other 
hand we already knew that d(z) EV. So indeed V n .:ris non-empty. 
"<=="Let a:o(z), ... ,aN(z) denote all n x n minors of (zl- AIB). For all i= 
0, 1, ... , N, a:;(z) is the determinant of an n x n matrix K;(z) which consists of n 
columns of (zl- AIB). For this square matrix we know that 
K;(z) · adj(K;(z)) = det(K;(z)) ·I= a:;(z) ·I. 
Since K;(z) consistsof n columns of (zi- AIB), it is possible to extend adj(K;(z)) 
with zero rows on the right places to an (n + m) x n matrix K;(z) in such a way 
that 
(zi- AIB) • K;(z) = a:;(z) ·I. 
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It is obvious that the entries ofthe matrix Ki(z) still belong to R.[z]. 
Now, suppose that the ideal.1 generated by a0(z), ... , aN(z) contains an element 
d(z) EV. Then there exist elements go(z),g1(z), ... ,gN(z) in R.[z] such that 
N L a;(z) · g;(z) = d(z). 
i=O 
Define Q(z) := L;f:,0 *f · K;(z). Since for all iE {0, 1, ... , N} the entries of K;(z) 
and also g;(z) belong to R.[z], and because d(z) E V, Q(z) is a matrix over R.'D(z). 
Moreover: 
(zl- AIB) · Q(z) = (zi- AIB) · f_ g;(z) · K;(z) = 
i=O d(z) 
1 N 
= - · L(zi- AIB) · K;(z) · g;(z) = d(z) i=O 
1 N . 1 
= d(z) · ~a;(z)g;(z) ·I= d(z)d(z) ·I= I. 
So Q(z) is a right-inverse of (zi- AIB) over 'R'D(z). 
• 
The reformulation of the stabilizability condition using ideals in R.[z] plays an 
important role throughout the rest of the thesis. It is an algebraically attractive 
restatement of the stabilizability problem: the ideal :J, completely determined by 
the system under consideration, must have a non-empty intersection with the Hur-
witz set 1) that d€fines stability. In Chapter 3 this condition is used to specialize 
the results on stabilizability to the case of time-delay systems. But especially in 
Chapter 5, (polynomial) ideals play the leading role. There we shall see how sys-
tem theoretic properties are translated into properties of (polynomial) ideals and 
how constructive methods from commutative algebra can be applied to verify these 
properties effectively. Proposition 2.8.5 can be considered as a little foretaste of the 
contentsof that chapter. 
2.9 Detectability 
In the previóus section we have seen how a system E = (A, B, C, D) with C =I and 
D = 0 can be stabilized by dynamic feedback. In this situation the output y is equal 
to the state x, so in fact the state is available for feedback to the input. This metbod 
is not applicable when we are dealing with general C and D matrices. In this case 
only the output y can be measured. Still we want to use the technique of dynamic 
feedback, developed in Section 2.8, to stabilize the system. For this purpose we have 
to reeover information on the state x of the system from the data that are available: 
the input u and the output y. So for the application of the dynamic compensator 
of Section 2.8 in the case C :f:. I or D :f:. 0, we fust have to build an observerfor the 
state x of the system. 
In the theory of systems over R, the same problem is encountered. Here a stabie 
observer for the state x of a system E = (A, B, C, D) is defined as a linear dynamic 
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Figure 2.4: Dynamica} system with disturbance input 
system n = (F, G, H, J) which is stable, takes the input u and the output y of E as 
inputs, and produces an output x, such that x(t)- x(t) tends to zerofort ~ +oo, 
irrespective of the initial conditions of the system and the observer. Conditions for 
the existence of such a compensator are well known (see e.g. [86, pp. 245-246]); the 
problem turns out to be dual to the problem of stabilization by static state feedback. 
For systems over rings we have to take a somewhat different point of view. First 
of all, the state of a system does not play a prominent role, because formally a 
system is defined as a quadruple of matrices. Nevertheless a state variabie can be 
introduced to interpret this quadruple as a dynamical system. In this way the state 
variabie x becomes a rather formal object too, and it is diffi.cult to incorporate initial 
conditions in this context. Moreover, in Example 2.1.3, where time-delay systems 
are modeled as systems over a ring, we have seen that the evolution variable x(t) is 
not really the state of the system, and the initia! state is in fact an initial trajectory 
of the evolution variabie x. Therefore we do not want the initia} condition to enter 
the theory explicitly. 
These probieros can be solved by replacing the concept of initial state by the 
addition of a "disturbance" input v as depicted in Figure 2.4. Given a system 
E = (A, B, C, D), the disturbance input v enters only the dyna.mic equation a.nd 
therefore it acts directly on the state x but only indirectly on the output y. So the 
contiguration of Figure 2.4 is characterized by the set of equations: 
{ 
ó.x = Ax+Bu+v, 
y = Cx+Du. 
(2.43) 
An observer for this system has to determine the infl.uence of the input v on the 
original system E =(A, B, C,D). Irrespective ofthe disturbance input v, the output 
of the observer has to be an estimate for the state x of the system E. However, for 
systems over rings the notion of convergence is not defined. Instead we have to use 
the more abstract idea of Hurwitz sets again. In this framework the definition of a 
stabie observer becomes: 
Definition 2.9.1 Let 'R. be an integral domain and V be a Hurwitz. set in 'R.[z]. Let 
E =(A, B, C, D) he a system over 'R. with input u and output y. A stable observer 
n (stable with respect to V) is a system n = (F, (G1 IG2),H, (J1 IJ2)) over 'R., which 
takes (;) as input, produces x as output, and satisfies the following conditions: 
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V 
E y 
n !i: u 
Figure 2.5: Interconnection of system and observer 
{i) det(zl- F) E V, i.e. 0 is internally stabie with respect to V. 
{ii) The configuration of Figure 2.5, characterized by thesetof equations 
I:!. x = Ax+Bu+v, 
y = Cx+Du, 
D.w = Fw + (GtiG2) (;), 
x = Gw+(J1IJ2) (;), 
(2.44) 
gives formally rise to an equation 
x- x= I<(z)v, (2.45) 
in which the transfer matrix I<(z) is stabie with respect to V. So, x- x only 
depends on the disturbance input v, and all entries of I<(z) are elements of 
1<-v(z). 
Definition 2.9.1 can be seen as a generalization of the concept of stabie observers 
to the case of systems over rings. It was suggested by Hautus and Sontag in [44]. 
With help of this definition, the notion of detectability can be introduced very easily. 
Definition 2.9.2 A system E = (A, B, C, D) over an integral domain n is called 
detectable (with respect to the Hurwitz set V) if there exists a V-stable observer for 
E. 
The next theorem is also taken from [44]. It gives a necessary and su:fficient 
condition for a system over an integral domain to be detectable. 
Theorem 2.9.3 Let n be an integral domain and V be a Hurwitz set in 'R.[z]. 
Consider a system E = (A, B, C, D) over n. Then 
E is detectable with respect to V 
(zl CA) is left-invertible over 1<-v(z) (2.46) 
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Moreover, if (2.46) holds, then there exists a strictly proper V-stable observer n = 
(F, G, H, 0) for E. 
Pro of 
"<=" Suppose that (zi ë A) is left-invertible over 'R.v(z). Then there exist 
matrices M(z) and N(z) over 'Rv(z) such that 
M(z)(zi- A)+ N(z)C =I. 
M ultiplying this equation with the least common multiple <p( z) of the denominators 
of the entries of M(z) and N(z) we obtain 
M(z)(zi- A)+ JÎl(z)C <p(z) ·I, 
where M(z) and JÎl(z) are matrices over n[z] and tp(z) E V. Without loss of 
generality we assume that degz(tp(z)) ;::: n; otherwise we multiply the last equation 
with an element of 'D of sufficiently high degree. The existence of such a stabie 
polynomial is guaranteed by condition (iv) of Definition 2.5.2. 
Since A is an n x n matrix and C is p x n, it follows from Lemma 2.8.1 ( or rather 
from a transposed version ofthis lemma), that there exist polynomial matrices M(z) 
and N(z) such that deg.(JÎl(z)) ::; n -1, and still 
M(z)(zi- A)+ N(z)C = tp(z) ·I. 
tp(z) is monic and of degree greater than or equal to n, and because N(z)C is of 
degree less than n, we conclude that M(z) has degree deg,(M(z)) = deg.(tp(z)) -1. 
~~ . 
(M(z)IN(z)) := tp~z) • (M(z)IN(z)) = (M(z)IN(z))(tp(z) · I)-1• (2.47) 
It is obvious that both M(z) and N(z) are strictly proper matrices over 1lv(z) and 
still 
M(z)(zi- A)+ N(z)C =I. (2.48) 
Moreover, with the second description of (M(z)IN(z)) in (2.47), it follows from 
appendix B that there exists a realization (F, (G1 jG2), H, 0) of the transfer matrix 
(M(z)IN(z)), satisfying det(zJ- F) = det(tp(z) ·I) E 'D. 
Next, define the observer n as 
(2.49) 
Clearly, n is internally stable, so we only have to check that from the systems 
equations (2.43) together with the observer equations (2.49) a V-stable transfer 
matrix K(z) from v to x- x is obtained. 
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Substitution of the output equation of (2.43) into (2.49) gives 
.ö.w = Fw + (GtB- G2D)u + G2y = 
= Fw + GtBu- G2Du + G2Cx + G2Du = 
= Fw + GtBu + G2Cx. 
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Combining this equation with the output equation x = Hw of the observer, we 
obtain the transfer matrix from u and x to x: 
x= H(zi- F)- 1G1Bu + H(zl- F)- 1G2Cx = M(z)Bu + N(z)Cx, 
where we used the fact that (F, (G1IG2); H, 0) is a realization of (M(z)IN(z)}. The 
transfer matrix from u and v to x is easUy derived from the :first equation of (2.43): 
x= (zl- A)-1Bu+ (zl- A)-1v. 
Substitution of this formula for x in the. one obtained for x yields 
x = M(z)Bu + N(z)C(zl- A)-1 Bu + N(z)C(z!- A)-1v = 
= (M(z)(z!- A)+ N(z)C)(z!- At1 Bu + N(z)C(z!- At1v = 
= (zi- At1 Bu + N(z)C(z!- A)-1v, 
where inthelast step equation {2.48) is used. Subtracting x from x gives 
x- x N(z)C(zl- At1v- (zl- A)-1v = (N(z)C- I)(zl- At1v = 
= (N(z)C- N(z)C- M(z)(zl- A))(zl- A)-1v = -M(z)v. 
So x- x only depends on v, and the transfer matrix K(z) from v to x- x is given 
by K(z) = ...:.Ji?(z). Since M(z) is a matrix over 'Rv(z), this proves that n is a 
stabie observer for E, so Eis detectable. Moreover, because the observer n defined 
in (2.49) is strictly proper, we have also proven the assertien that a strictly proper 
observer can do the job. 
"=?" Suppose that Eis detectable. Then there exists a V-stable observer n for 
E. Let (L(z)IN(z)) denote the transfer matrix of n from (;) to x. So L(z) and 
N(z) are transfer matrices over 'Rv(z) and x = L(z)u + N(z)y. Substituting the 
output equation y = Cx + Du of the system E in this equation we obtain 
x= (L(z) + N(z)D)u + N(z)Cx. 
Reeall that the transfer matrix from u and v to x is given by 
x = (z!- A)-1Bu + (zi- A)-1v. 
Subtraction of the equations for x and x yields 
x- x = (L(z) + N(z)D)u + (N(z)C- I)x = 
= (L(z) + N(z)D)u + (N(z)C -I)((zl- A)-1 Bu + (zl- At1v) = 
= (L(z) + N(z)(D + C(zl- A)-1 B)- (zl- A)-1 B)u + 
+((N(z)C- I)(zl- A)-1)v. 
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Now reeall that n is a stabie observer for E. So the interconnection of Figure 2.5 
leads to an equation of the form x- x = K(z)v, with K(z) a matrix over 1lv(z). 
Therefore we conclude that (L(z) + N(z)(D + C(zl- A)-1B)- (zl- A)-1 B) = 0 
and that M(z) := (N(z)C- I)(z/- At1 is a stabie matrix. By definition we have 
M(z)(zl- A)= N(z)C -1. So 
-M(z)(zl- A)+ N(z)C =I, 
and (-M(z)IN(z)) is a left·inverse of (z/ ~A) over 1'lt>(z). 
This completes the proof. 
• 
Again, the proof of Theorem 2.9.3 is completely constructive. When a left-
inverse of ( zl ~A) is known, a stabie observer can he obtained by carrying out 
the construction methad described in the proof. 
From condition (2.46) in Theorem 2.9.3 it is clear that for the detectability of 
a system E = (A, B, C, D) only the matrices A and C are important. The input 
matrix B does not play any role. This is similar to the condition for stabilizability 
by dynamic state feedback in Theorem 2.8.2, which is completely determined by 
the matrices A and B. Moreover, we see that the conditions for detectability and 
stabilizability are dual. This is stated more formally in the next 
Corollary 2.9.4 Let E = (A, B, C, D) be a system over an integml domain 1<.. 
Define ET:= (AT, er, BT, DT). Then 
{i} E is stabilizable by dynamic state feedback {::::::::> ET is detectable, 
{ii} E is detectable {::::::::> ET is stabilizable by dynamic state feedback. 
• 
Hence, analogous to systems over fields, stabilizability and detectahility are dual 
concepts, also in the ring case. There is only one difference. For a system over 
a field a stahilizing feedback and a stabie observer can he obtained with static 
state feedback and pole placement techniques. For systems over rings there are 
some dynamics involved. So we conclude that the duality between reachability and 
observability that was lost in the case of systems over rings, can he restored for 
stabilizability and detectability when dynamic campensators are used to define and 
to achieve these properties, insteadof static compensators. 
2.10 Stabilizability by dynamic output feedback 
In the two previous sections we have developed all tools that are required to tackle 
the problem of stabilization by dynamic output feedback. According to the sep. 
aration principle, this problem can he split into two parts. Now that bath parts 
have been solved, we want to combine the construction methods for a stahilizing 
state feedback compensator and a stable observer in order to find a stahilizing out-
put feedback compensator. However, we start with a rather naive (but effective) 
method to stabilize a system. 
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Figure 2.6: Closed-loop system with observer and feedback compensator 
Consider a system E = (A, B, C, D) over an integral domain 'R, and suppose that 
E is both stabilizable and detectable with respect toa Hurwitz set 1J. Construct 
a stahilizing dynamic state feedback compensator r according to the metbod of 
Theorem 2.8.2, and a stable observer n with the metbod of Theorem 2.9.3. The 
idea is now to estimate the state x of the system E with help of the observer 0, 
and to use this estimated state x astheinputto the compensator r. So we are 
interestad in the configuration of Figure 2.6, and show that this system with input 
r and output y is internally stable. 
Since Eis stabilizable by dynamic state feedback, the matrix (z! -AIB) is right-
invertible over 'Rt>(z), and according to Theorem 2.8.2 and its proof, there exists a 
polynomial <,O(z) E 1) and matrices Q(z) and P(z) over 'R[z] such that 
{i) (zl- A)Q(z) +BP(z) = <,O(z) ·I, 
{ii) P(z)Q-1(z) exists as a rational matrix and is proper, 
(iii) P(z)Q-1(z) has .a realization r = (F,G,H,J) such that det(zi- F) = 
det(Q(z)). 
Since Eis detectable, the matrix ( zl ~A) is left-·1nvertible over 'Rt>(z), and it 
follows from Theorem 2.9.3 and its proof, that there exist rational strictly proper 
stabie matrices M(z) and N(z) over 'RD(z) such that 
M(z)(zl- A)+ N(z)C =I. 
Moreover, (M(z)IN(z)) has a realization (R, (T1!T2), V,O) with det(zJ- R) E 1J; 
Let 0 denote the stabie observer 0 = (R, (T1B - T2DIT2), V, 0), and r the 
stahilizing state feedback compensator r (F, G, H, J). Then the configuration of 
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Figure 2.6 is described by the following set of equations 
~x = Ax+Bu, 
y = Gx+Du, 
~w = Rw + (T1B - T2D)u + T2y, 
x = Vw, 
~z = Fz+Gx, 
V = Hz+Jx, 
u = r-v. 
We now show that the resulting linear dynamica! system with input r and output y 
is internally stable. 
First substitute the output equations for y, x and v, and the feedback equation 
u= r- v into the dynamic equations for ~x, ~wand ~z. In this way we obtain: 
~x = Ax+Bu=Ax+Br-Bv=Ax-BJVw-BHz+Br, 
~w = Rw + (T1B - T2D)u + T2y = Rw + T2Cx + TtBr - T1Bv = 
= T2Gx + (R- T1BJV)w,... T1BH z + TtBr, 
ö.z = Fz+Gx=GVw+Fz. 
And the output y equals 
y = Cx+Du = Cx+Dr- Dv=Cx-DJVw- DHz+Dr. 
So the closecl-loop system of Figure 2.6 can be written as 
6 m = (T~C R=r;JV -1fH) (;) + (~+, 
y = (0 -DJV -DH)(;) +Dr. (2.50) 
Defining 
h(~c 
this system is internally stabie if and only if 
(
zl -A BJV 
det(zl- A) = det -T2C zl- R + T1BJV 
0 -GV 
BH) TIBH E'D. 
zl-F 
(2.51) 
Adding the first block row, multiplied by -T11 to the second row gives 
( 
zl- A BJV BH ) 
det(zl- A)= det -T1(zl- A)- T2G zl- R 0 . 
0 -GV zl- F 
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Multiplying the third block column with (zl - F)-1GV and adding this to the 
second block column yields 
det(zl- A) ( 
zl- A BJV + BH(zl- F)-1GV 
= det -T1(zl- A)- T2C zl- R 
0 0 
( 
zl- A B(J +H(zl- F)-1G)V) 
= det(zJ- F). d~t -Tt(zl- A)- T2C zl- R 
( 
zl- A BP(z)Q-1(z)V) 
= det(zJ- F). det -Tl(zl ... A) ... T2C zl- R ' 
where we used the fact that r = (F, G, H, J) is a realization of the transfer matrix 
P(z)Q-1(z). Finally, taking the Schur complement and recalling that the system 
(R,(T1IT2), V,O) is a realization of (M(z)1N(z)), we arrive at 
det(zJ- A} = det(zi- F) · det(zi- R) · 
· det(zl- A- BP(z)Q-1(z)V(zl- R)-1( -T1(zl- A)- T2C)) = 
= det(zl - F) • det(zl - R) · 
·det(zl -A+ BP(z)Q-1(z)(M(z)lN(z)) ( zl ~A)). 
Now, M(z) and N(z) are constructed in such a way that M(z)(zl -A)+N(z)C =I. 
Moreover, Q(z) and P(z) satisfy theconditions (i) to (iii). Thus we have 
det(z/- A) = det(zl- F) · det(zi- R) · det(zl- A+ BPQ-1(z)) = 
= det(zl- F) · det(zJ- R) · det((zl- A)Q(z) + BP(z)) _ 
det(Q(z)) -
= det(zl -R) · det(y:{z) ·I)= det(zJ- R) · cpn(z). (2.52) 
Since both cp(z) E 1) and det(zJ- R) E 'D, and since 'Dis multiplicative, it follows 
that det(zJ- A) E 'D. So the closed.,Ioop system of Figure 2.6 is internally stable. 
We conclude that the con:figuration of Figure 2.6 gives us a method to stabllize a 
system E = (A, B, C, D) under the condition that E is both stabilizable by dynamic 
state feedback and detectable, using only the input and output of E. It is shown how 
a dynamic feedback compensator r and an observer n can be combined to achieve 
internal stability. But the closed-loop system of Figure 2.6 is not really an output 
feedback system, because the observer 0 requires both the input and the output of 
the system E as inputs. 
With a slight modification of the configuration of Figure 2.6 however, we can 
make it into a dynamic output feedback. Instead of ta.king u (the input to the 
system I::) as one of the inputs to the observer 0, we only feed the output v of the 
compensator r, multiplied by -1, back to the observer 0 as depicted in Figure 2.7. 
In this way the interconnection of 0 a.nd r (i.e. the dashed box in Figure 2. 7) with 
input y and output v, can be considered as a.n output feedback compensator. 
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Figure 2.7: Closecl-loop system withoutput feedback 
The dynamic equations {2.50) are only slightly changed by this modification. 
Only one of the inputs to the observer n is altered: in the equation for tl.w the 
input u has to be replaced by -v. In this way we obtain 
tl.w = Rw - (T1B- T2D)v + T2y = 
= Rw - T1Bv + T2Dv + TzCx + T2Du = 
= T2Cx + (R- T1BJV)w- T1BH z + T2Dr, 
and the closecl-loop system of Figure 2. 7 can be written as 
{2.53) 
In comparison with {2.50), only the input matrix is changed. The matrix A however, 
is still the sarne, and therefore also the system configuration of Figure 2. 7 is internally 
stable. 
The configuration in the dashed box, with input y and output v satisfies the 
equations 
l tl.~ = Rw- (T1B - T2D)v + T2 y, x= Vw, tl.z = Fz + Gx, v = Hz+Jx. 
Substitution of the expressions for v and x in the formulae for tl.w and tl.z yields 
tl.w = (R- T1BJV + T2DJV)w + ( -T1BH + T2DH)z + T2y, 
Az = GVw+Fz. 
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We conclude that the dashed box can be considered as a linear system with input y 
and output v, govemed by the system equations 
{ A(~)= (R-T1B~V+T2DJV -T1BH:T2DH)(~)+(~)y, 
. V = (JVIH) (~). 
This linear system over the integral domain 'R is a dynamic output feedback stahi-
lizing compensator for the system E. Note that this compensator is strictly proper 
(there is no direct feedthrough term), so the closed-loop system is well posed. There-
fore we have proven the sufficiency of the following conditions for stabilizability by 
dynamic output feedback. 
Theorem 2.10.1 Consider a system E = (A, B, C, D) over an integral domain 'R, 
and let V be a Hurwitz set in 'R[z]. Then 
E is intemally stabilizable with respect to V by dynamic output feedback, 
~ 
{i) (zi- AIB) is right-invertible over 'Rp(z), and 
(ii) ( zi;; A) is lejt-invertible over 'R'D(z). 
Moreover, ij {i) and (ii) hold, this dynamic output feedback can be chosen strictly 
proper. 
Proof (of the necessity) 
Assume that E = (A, B, C, D) is stabilizable by dynamic output feedback. Then 
there exists a feedback compensator r = {F, G, H, J) such that the closed-loop 
system of Figure 2.2 is well posed and intemally stable. So (I+ DJ) is invertible as 
a matrix over 'R, with inverse E := (I+ DJ)-1, and the matrix A, given in (2.28), 
A- (A.....;BJEC -BH+BJEDH) 
- GEC F-GEDH ' 
is a stable matrix, i.e. det(zi- A) E V. Then (zi - A) is invertible over 'Rv(z) 
because 
(zi- A)-1 = 1 A • adj(zi- A). 
det(zl- A) 
Let Q(z), P(z), R(z) and T(z) bematrices over 'Rv(z) such that 
(Q(z) R(z)) P(z) T(z) 
is an inverse of (zl- A) over 'Rv(z). So 
( 
zl -A+BJEC BH- BJEDH ) ·(Q(z) 
-GEC zl-F+GEDH P(z) R(z)) (/ 0) T(z) = 0 I . 
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The (1,1)-block of this equation yields: 
(zi- A}Q(z} + BJECQ(z} + BHP(z}- BJEDHP(z) =I. 
Defining Q(z) := Q(z) and P(z) := JECQ(z} + HP(z)- JEDHP(z), both Q(z) 
and P(z) are matrices over n7>(z) and moreover 
(zl- A)Q(z) + BP(z} =I. 
Hence, (zl- AIB) is right-invertible over n1>(z). 
On the other hand, the matrix (~~~~ ~~;j) is of course also a left-inverse of 
(zl- A). Multiplying the matrix (zl- A} from the left withits inverse, and taking 
the (1,1)-block again, we obtain: 
Q(z)(zl- A)+ Q(z)BJEC- R(z)GEC =I. 
Define M(z) := Q(z) and N(z) Q(z}BJE- R(z)GE. It is clear that M(z) and 
N(z) are both matrices over n7>(z) satisfying 
M(z)(zl- A)+ N(z)C =I. 
So ( zl; A) is left-invertible over n1>(z). This completes the proof. 
• 
Corollary 2.10.2 Consider a system E = (A, B, C, D) over an integral domain n. 
Assume that E is intemally stabilizable with respect to a Hurwitz set V by dynamic 
output feedback. Then this system is also stabilizable by a strictly proper dynamic 
output feedback compensator. ----
Pro of 
If E = (A, B, C, D) is stabilizable by dynamic output feedback, it follows from 
Theorem 2.10.1 that (zl- AIB) is right-invertible over n1>Jz) and ( zl; A) is left-
invertible over n1>(z). Again applying Theorem 2.10.1 yields that a strictly proper 
compensator can do the job. • 
Theorem 2.10.1 was first stated and proved for strictly proper systems by Khar-
gonekar and Soutag in [58]. The idea of the proof for proper but not strictly proper 
systems is based on a proof in 124]. Unfortunately, the proof in this artiele is not 
completely correct because the existence of a strictly proper observer is not guaran-
teed. We have solVed this problem using Lemma 2.8.1. This lemma is very important 
because it enables us to design strictly proper observers and output feedback com-
pensators, and in this way it is possible to prove Theorem 2.10.1 in a constructive 
way. 
The conditions in Theorem 2.10.1 for the existence of a dynamic output feedback 
compensator look very simHar to the conditions known for linear systems over the 
field R. The separation principle still works and in both cases stabilizability by state 
feedback and detectability are necessacy and sufficient to gua.rantee stabilizability 
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by dynamic output feedback. The only difference is that the dynamics have to 
be incorporated one step earlier. Note that the conditions of detectabllity and 
stabllizability by dynamic state feedback are dual, so we only have to develop a 
test for one of these conditions. A test for the other property is then obtained by 
dualization. Stabilizability by dynamic output feedback is checked by successively 
carrying out both ( dual) tests. 
The invertibility oonditions of Theorem 2.10.1 are not always easy to check. Of 
course this depends on. the application one has in mind, so on the choice of the 
Hurwitz set V. For time-delay systems however, this problem can be facilitated 
a lot. The next chapter is devoted to this subject. There it is shown that this 
invertibility condition can be replaced by a pointwise rank-condition, and in this 
way a generalization of the Hautus test to time-delay systems is obtained. 
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Chapter 3 
Stabilizability of time-delay 
systems 
After the introduetion in Chapter 2 of a rather general framework for the investiga-
tion of stability for linear systems over integral domains, we now return to the class 
of time-delay systems with point delays. For this class of systems it is possible to 
characterize the structure of the Hurwitz sets descrihing stability more explicitly, 
because we are allowed to use the delay-character of the system. With this addi-
tional information the right-invertibility condition on the matrix (zl-- AIB) can be 
replaced by a pointwise rank condition, which facilitates the testing of stabilizability 
considerably . Moreover, the same test can be applied to verify the detectability of 
a system because this concept is dual to the problem of stabilizability by dynamic 
state feedback, as we have seen in Chapter 2. 
Besides the derivation of the pointwise rank condition mentioned above, this 
chapter also bas another goal. When we investigate the stabilizability condition 
more carefully, it seems not very restrictive. In fact, we prove that this condition 
is generically satisfied. To do so, we have to introduce a topology on the space of 
all time-delay systems with point delays. In this topology, the set of stabilizable 
time-delay systems contains an open and dense subset of the space of all time-
delay systems. This indicates that the condition of stabilizability is very weak; it is 
satisfied for alnlost all time-delay systems. 
3.1 Stability of systems with time-delays 
Consider a linear system with k inoommensurable time-delays 0 < r1 < · · · < Tk· 
Let (fi (i= 1, ... , k) denote the delay operator corresponding to the time-delay Ti. 
(i=l, ... ,k). 
Then the time-delay system with k incommensurable time-delays can be written as 
{ 
x(t) = A( (fit ••• , (fk)x(t) + B((fb ... , (fk)u(t), 
y(t) = C((fl• ... , (fk}x(t) + D((J'b .•. , (fk)u(t), (3.1) 
where A, B, C and D are polynomial matrices in the delay operators (J'b ••• , (fk of 
appropriate dimensions. After substitution of the indeterminates s1, ••• , sk for the 
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delay operators 0'1 , ... , O'k, we obtain a quadruple of matrices over the polynomial 
ring R[s1, ... , sk]· This quadruple can beseen as a linear system over the polynomial 
ring IR[s1 , ... , sk], and tagether with the k-tuple h, ... , rk) of time-delays it is still 
a complete description of the time-delay system (3.1). 
To study stabilizability of time-delay systems in the framework of Chapter 2, we 
have to find out first how stability of time-delay systems is defined originally. The 
choice of our Hurwitz set has to correspond to this classica! notion of stability of 
time-delay systems. Although this subject has been under discussion in Example 
2.5.6, we treat it in more detail in this section. 
Consider the autonomous delay system 
x(t) = A(0'1, ... , O'k)x(t). (3.2) 
Classically this system is called stabie if for any arbitrary initial state trajectory 
the corresponding state x tends to zero when t tends to infinity. Sametimes how-
ever, one goes one step further, and demands that the state x tends to zero with 
a certain exponential decay rate a. Both conditions can be investigated with help 
of the characteristic equation of the polynomial matrix A(s1, ... , sr.), thanks to the 
following result. 
Proposition 3.1.1 Let A(sll ... , Sk) E R[sb ... , sk]nxn and (r1, ... , 1'k) be k-tuple 
of incommensurable time-delays. Let 0'1, ••. , O'k denote the delay. operators corre-
sponding to r 1, ... , 1'k· Then for any arbitrary initial state trajectory the correspond-
ing salution of the differential-difference equation 
x(t) = A(0'1, ... , O'k)x(t), 
tends to zero with an exponential decay rate greater than a ij and only ij all roots of 
the characteristic equation 
det(z/- A(e-'T1Z, •.. , e-'Tk•)) = 0, 
are contained in the half-plane 
c_Q ={zE CIRez <-a}. 
• 
Fora proof of this result we refer to [41, Chapter 7, Section 4]. The case a= 0, 
i.e. the case of stability in the classica! sense, can also be found in [3, p. 190]. 
The statement in Proposition 3.1.1 can be proved with aid of the Laplace trans-
formation with symbol z. For example, consider the differential-difference equation 
(3.2) with initial condition 
x(t) = { 0 for t < 0, 
xo for t = 0. 
Let x(z) denote the Laplace transfarm (with symbol z) of x(t). Then we have 
A( ) A( -'Tl. -Tk•) A( ) zx z - x0 = e , ... , e x z , 
hence 
(3.3) 
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From equation (3.3) it is obvious that the zeros of the eharaeteristie equation 
det(z/ -A(e-11z, ... , e-'~'k%)) = 0 are exaetly the eigenvalues (or poles) ofthe original 
autonomous system. If these poles are eontained in the half plane 
C_a ={zE Cl Rez <-a}, 
the state of the system tends to zero with an exponential decay rate greater than a. 
The poles of a system also play an important role for the performance of a system. 
Although a system is stabie if all its poles are contained in c-, the presenee of a 
pole with a small but negative real part, and a very large imaginary part, ean have 
a very unwanted effect. It may lead to a solution which is highly oseillating but 
poorly damped. This is a very unsatisfactory behaviour, and therefore we should 
like to restriet the location of the poles to a smaller subset than the left half plane. 
The Hurwitz set framework allows us to do so: we are free to choose the set of 
favourable pole locations first, and adapt the definition of our Hurwitz set to this 
specific situation thereafter. 
However, to be able to simplify the right-invertibility condition for stabilizability 
to a pointwise rank condition, the Hurwitz set V bas to satisfy some regularity 
conditions that correspond to the set of favourable pole locations. 
Definition 3.1.2 Consider the complex plane C, decomposed disjointly into the 
regions Cg and C6 and the Jordan curve J; so J is the boundary of both Cg and C6• 
Suppose that this decomposition of C satisfies the following conditions: 
(i) Cg and C" are symmetrie w.r.t. the real axis, 
(ii) C9 is eonnected and C" is simply connected, 
(iii) C9 and C" are öoth unbounded, 
(iv) 3aER:Ca={zECIRez<a}cC9• 
Then Cg is called a stability domain. 
Note that some of the conditions in Definition 3.1.2 may be omitted without 
changing the definition. Condition {iv) implies that C9 is unbounded, and sinee C" 
is simply eonneeted, it follows that Cg is connected. 
It is obvious that the definition of a stability domain formalizes the idea of a set 
of favourable pole locations. This is illustrated in the next example. 
Example 3.1.3 Let /3 <a~ 0 and w2 > w1 > 0 he given, and consider the stability 
domain Cg depicted in Figure 3.1. So Cg is defined by 
Cg= {zE C I Rez < /3 or (3.4) (/3 ~ Rez <a and llmzl < wr::'(Rez-a) +w1)}, 
Cb is the interior of C\Cg, and the Jordan curve J is the boundary of C\Cg. It is 
obvious that this decomposition of C satisfies all eonditions of De:finition 3.1.2. 
This stability domain is also of practical interest. A system is stabie with respect 
to Cg if its exponential decay rate is at least ( -/3). However, a lower exponential 
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Figure 3.1: The stability domain Cg 
decay rate (up to (-a)) is allowed if the corresponding solutions only involve a 
low frequency oscillatory behaviour at frequencies less than a value between w1 and 
w2• In this way, desirabie performance criteria can be formalized by an approprîate 
choice of the stability domain Cg. 
When a partienlar stability domain Cg is fixed, the corresponding Hutwitz set 
'Dg is defined as follows. 
'Dg:= {p(z, s1. ... , Sk) E R[z, Sb ... , sk] I p(z, s1, ... , s~c) is monic in z 
and 'Vz E C : p(z, e-1'1=, •.• , e-.,.•=) = 0 =? z E Cg}· (3.5) 
A polynomial p(z, s11 ••• , Bk) E R[z,s11 ••• , s~c] is called stabie if and only if the an-
alytic funCtÎOfi p(z, e-TlZ 7 ,. •! e-ToZ) that ÎS Obtained by SUbstitUtÎOll Of e-T;.Z for the 
indeterminate si (i = 1, ... , k), has all its zerosin Cg. Note that the Hutwitz set 
(3.5) does not only depend on the choice of the stability domain Cg, but also on 
the incommensurable time-delays r1, .•• , Tk occurring in the system. In this way, 
the Hurwitz set framework for the stability of linear systems over rings is special-
ized to the case of systems with incommensurable time-delays. Therefore the design 
methods developed in Chapter 2 are also applicable to this class of systems. Unfor-
tunately, the conditions under which these methods work are still rather diffi.cult to 
check. However, in the time-delay case and with Hurwitz sets of the form (3.5), the 
testing of these conditions can be facilitated a lot. This is the subject of the next 
section. 
3.2 Stabilizability conditions for time-delay sys-
tems 
In this section it is shown that for time-delay systems, the right-invertibility condi-
tion for stabilizability is equivalent with a pointwise rank condition similar to the 
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Hautus test. For the proof of this result we need some results from the theory of 
analytic functions. In literature, these theorems from complex analysis are stated 
in such a way that they are not directly applicable for our purpose. Therefore, we 
devote the first subsectien to a modification of these results so that we can use them 
later on. 
3.2.1 Some auxiliary results on analytic functions 
We start with the deftnition of a commutative (Banach) algebra of analytic functions 
(see for example [13, p. 191J) that plays an important role throughout this section. 
Definition 3.2.1 Let n be a bounded simply connected region in the complex 
plane, and let n denote the dosure of 0. Assume that the boundary J of îl is a 
Jordan curve. Then .A(O) is defined as the algebra of all functions f which are 
analytic in 0 and are continuons on n. Moreover, if we equip .A(O) with the norm 
11/lln := sup{l/{z)llz E ÏÏ}, (3.6} 
.A(O) becomes a commutative Banach algebra. 
Instead of talring 0 an arbitrary bounded simply connected region in the complex 
plane, we may a1so assume that n = U := {z E Cllzl < 1} (soU is the unit 
disc). This is only a small restrietion because a lot of results for the special case 
0 = U remain invariant under conformal mappings, and therefore these results are 
easily generalized to arbitrary bounded simply connected regions, using the Riemann 
Mapping Theorem. In the sequel we only need the following rather restricted version 
of this more general result. 
Theorem 3.2.2 Let 0 be a bounded simply connected region in the complex plane 
and assume that the boundary ofO is a Jordan curve. Then every conformal mapping 
from n onto U extends to a homeomorphism from Ö onto ïi. • 
An extensive treatment on conformal mappingsis given in [83, Section 14]. The 
result stated above is mainly based on [83, TheoreiP 14.19] and [83, Remark 14.20]. 
For the algebra .A(O) there exists a sort of adapted version of the Hilbert Null· 
stellensatz. This result is stated in the next theorem. 
Theorem 3.2.3 Let JI, ... , fn be functions in .A(O), and assume that h, ... , fn do 
not have a common zero in 0. Then there exist functions 9!. ... , Un E .A(O) such 
that 
n 
Tlz E ÎÏ: L':t.(z) · Ui(z) = 1. (3.7) 
i=l 
Pro of 
The case 0 =U can be found in [46, p. 88]. It is based on some results of Rudin 
in [82]. 
If n is an arbitrary bounded simply connected region such that the boundary of 
0 is a Jordan curve, we take a conformal mapping from 0 onto U, and extend it 
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to a homeomorphism from Ü onto ÏÏ. In this way a function <P is obtained that is 
analytic in 0 and continuous on n. Moreover, <P-1 exists and is analytic in U and 
continuous on U. 
Define for i= 1, ... , n: 
Clearly h E A(U), and it, ... , j., do not have a common zero in Ü. We now apply 
the theorem for 0 =U, and in this way we find functions g, E A(U) (i= 1, ... , n) 
such that 
.. 
Vz EU: '.Eh(z) · Üi(z) = L 
i=l 
Finally, define for i = 1, ... , n the functions U• E A(O) by: 
Ui : Ü ---+ C : g; := g; o <P· 
Let z E Ü and define s := <P(z). Then we have 
.. .. .. 
EJ;(z) · g;(z) = E#<P-1(s)) · M<P(z)) = '.Eh(s) · Üi(s) = 1, 
i=l i=l i=l 
and thus the functions Ut. ... , g.,. E A(O) satisfy the claim. 
• 
The next theorem indicates that functions that are continuous on a compact set 
K, satisfying some regularity conditions, and that are analytic in the interior of K, 
can be uniformly approximated by polynomials. 
Theorem 3.2.4 (Mergelyan's Thèorem} Let K be a compact set in the complex 
plane whose complement is connected, and let f be a lunetion that is continuous on 
K and analytic in the interior of K. Let e > 0. Then there exists a polynomial 
p E C[z] such that 
Vz EK: lf(z)- p(z}l < e. (3.8} 
• 
Fora proof of Mergelyan's Theorem we refer to e;g [83, pp. 390-394]. In Sec-
tion 6.2, a special case of this result is elaborated in more detail. 
Combining Theorem 3.2.3 and Theorem 3.2.4, we obtain the following result. 
Corollary 3.2.5 Let 0 be a bounded simply connected region in the complex plane 
such that the complement offi is connected. Let ft, ... ,j.,. E A(O), and assume 
that ft, ... , j.,. do nothave a common zero in fi. Then for every e > 0 there exist 
polynomials Ph ••• , Pn E C[z] such that 
Vz E Ü: ~~/;(z)pi(z) -11 < e. (3.9) 
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Proof 
Since h, ... 'In are functions in .A(O) without a common zero in n, there exist 
according to Theorem 3.2.3 functions g11 ... , Bn E .A(O) such that (3.7) is satisfied. 
By definition the functions h, ... , In are continuons on the compact set n, and thus 
there exists an M E R such that 
Vi E {1, ... ,n} Vz E ri: lli(z)l < M. 
Let e > 0, and apply Theorem 3.2.4 on the functions 91, ... , Bn· Then for every 
iE {1, ... , n} we may find a polynomial Pi E C[z] such that 
e Vz E 0: IB•(z)- p,(z)l < -M. 
n· 
These polynomials Pl• ... ,pn satisfy (3.9) because for every zE ri we have 
Corollary 3.2.5 is only valid for functions defined on a compact subset ri of 
the complex plane. So, in particular, n is bounded. However, the stability of a 
time-delay system is defined with help of a stability domain C9 and its complement 
= C\Cg. So for our purpose we are interested in functions that are analytic in 
c" and continuons on c" and at infinity, because such functions are considered to 
be stable. 
Definition .3.2.6 Let Cg be a st.ability domain satisfying the conditions of Defini-
tion 3.1.2 and let c" denote the interlor of C\C9• The algebra A0(C") associated 
with Cg is defined as the set of all functions I that are analytic in C", continuons 
on ëb and satisfy 
3L eC: lim _ll(z)- Ll = 0. 
izl-+oo, zee. 
(3.10) 
( Condition (3.10) simply says that I can be extended continuously to infinity). 
To generalize Corollary 3.2.5 to the case 0 = C" we have to solve the problem 
that arises because ëb is not a compact set. This can be clone by transforming ëb 
to a compact set using a so·called Möbius transformation. In this way we obtain 
tbe following proposition which plays a crucial role in tbe proof of the main result 
of the next subsection. 
Proposition 3.2. 7 Let ft, ... , In be f'unctions in Ao(C"). Assume that h, ... , In 
do not have a common zero in Cb and that 
3i E {1, ... ,n}: lim lli(z)l =F 0. 
1=1-oo, 
(3.11) 
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Let ê > 0. Then there. exist proper stable rational functions r~> ... , r .. E C(z) (i.e. 
for all i= 1, ... , n we haver; E C(z) n Ao(eb)) such that 
Vz E eb : !t /ï(z) · r;(z) - 11 < ê. 
•=1 
(3.12) 
Moreover, ij for all iE {1, ... , n} the equality j;(z) = j;(z) is satisfied for all z E eb, 
then these proper stable rational functions r1, ... , r n can be chosen to be real rational 
functions, i.e. 
Vi E {1, ... , n} : r; E A0(eb) n R(z). 
Proof 
Choose. a (3 E C9 n R. Such a (3 exists because of condition (iv) in Definition 
3.1.2. Define the Möbius transformation 
T: C\{fJ} ___.., C\{1}: 
with inverse T-1 : 
T-1 : C\ {1} ---+ C\ {(J} : 
z+(J 
T(z) := ---a• 
Z-p 
T-l(s) := (3. s + 1. 
s-1 
Note that the Möbius transformation T maps the point (3 to infinity. Since there 
exists a neighbourhood of (3 that does not contain points of Cb, the image n := T(Cb) 
of Cb under T stays away from infinity, and is therefore bounded. So it is obvious 
that ri = T(Cb) u {1} is a compact set. Moreover, because of condition (ii) in 
Definition 3.1.2, Cb is simply connected, and therefore n is also simply connected. 
The same reasoning is applicable to Cg: since Cg is an open and connected set; also 
C\rï" = T(C9 \ {(J}} is open and connected. 
Define functions A: n---+ c (i= 1, ... 'n) in the following way: 
_ { j;(T-1(s)) for 8 :f= 1, j;(s) := . 
liml•l-oo, zee~ J;( 8) for 8 = 1. 
Since T-1 is analytic in C\{1}, all Î; are analytic in n and continuons on "fi\{1}. 
The continuit~ of j; at infinity ( condition (3.10)) implies that for all iE {1, ... , n}, 
the function j; is also continuous in 1. Hence j; E A(O) for i= 1, ... , n. Moreover, 
since ft, ... , fn have a common zero neither in eb, nor at infinity ( condition (3.11)), 
the functions Ï;, ... 'În do not have a common zero in n. 
Let ê > 0, and apply Corollary 3.2.5 on the functions j1, ••• , În· Then we find 
polynomials p; E C[s] (i= 1, ... , n) such that for all 8 E rï": 
~~Ï;(s)p;(s) -11 < ê. 
Define for i= 1, ... , n: 
C: r;(z) := p;(T(z)). 
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Clearly, all Ti are rational functions which are proper and have poles in f3 only. 
Hence, all Ti are stable: Ti E C(z) n Ao(Cb) (i = 1, ... , n). Let z E 4 and define 
s := T(z). Then sE 0 and z = T-1(s), and we have 
~~fi(z)ri(z) -11 = ~~lï(T-1 (s))pi(T(z)) -11 = ~~Ït(s)pi(s) -11 < t. 
Finally, if for all iE {1, ... & and zE 4 the equality fï{z) = fï(z) is satisfied, 
we define qi(z) := Î(Ti(z) + ri(z)). Since 4 is symmetrie w.r.t. the real axis 
( condition (i} of Definition 3.1.2), all qi are well defined. Moreover, the functions qi 
(i= 1, ... , n) remain proper stabie rational functions, and since qi(z) = qi(z), they 
arealso real: all qi (i= 1, ... , n) belong to R(z) n Ao{Cb)· Let a.gain zE Cb. Then 
we have 
~~fï(z)qi(z) -11 = ~~ ~ft(z)Tt(z) + ~ ~fï(z)Ti(z) -11::; 
::; ~ ~~fï(z)Tï(z) -11 + ~ ~~fï(z)Ti(z) -11 < t. 
This completes the proof. 
• 
At this point, the importance of Proposition 3.2.7 is not very dear. In the next 
subsection, this result is used to construct a stabie polynomial in the ideal:! de-
scribed in Definition 2.8.4. For this purpose, the proper stabie rational functions 
r 11 ••• , Tn are used explicitly. According to the proof of Proposition 2.8.5, this en-
ables us to construct a right-inverse of the matrix (z/- AIB) over the ring nv.(z). 
Therefore the results of this subsection play a crudal role in the reformulation of 
the stabilizability conditions for time-delay systems. 
3.2.2 A pointwise rank condition for stabilizability 
In this subsection, we derive a condition for the stabilizability of a time-delay system 
that is more easily verifiable than the right-invertibility condition of Theorem 2.8.2. 
We follow the same approach as Emre and Knowies in [25]. They were the first 
ones to present such a stabilizability condition, both for time-delay and neutral 
systems, in the case that the stability domain Cg is an arbitrary open left half plane 
Ca = { z E q Re z < a}. We confine ourselves to time-delay systems, but allow a 
more general class of stability domains. In this more abstract setting, we obtain, 
besides a more general result, also somewhat more insight in the ideas bebind the 
pro of. 
Theorem 3.2.8 Let n = R[s11 ••• , sk} and A = A(s11 ••• , sk) E nnxn and B = 
B(sl> ... , Sk) E nnxm. Let (rl, ... 'Tk) be a k-tuple of incommensurable time-delays. 
Let C9 be a stability domain as described inDefinition 3.1.2 and V 9 the Hurwitz set 
coTresponding to Cg as defined in {3.5}. Then 
(z/- AIB) is right-invertible overnv.(z), (3.13) 
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Proof 
"=>" Assume that (zl- A!B) is right-invertible over n'!>g(z). Then there exists 
a matrix G(z, s1, ••• , ss:) over n'l>g(z) such that 
(zl- A(s11 ••• , s~c)IB(s1, ... , 8~o)) · G(z, s1, ... , 8~c) =I. (3.15) 
Let z E C\C9, and substitute z = z and si = e-TJZ (j = 1, ... , k) in (3.15). Since 
G(z,8l>····s~o) is a matrix over 1?.'!>9 (z), the matrix G(z,e-'l'li, ... ,e-T•z) is well 
defi.ned, and it is a right-inverse of 
( AJ A( -T!.f -T~·)IB( -T!..t -TkZ)) z - e , ... ,e e , ... ,e . (3.16) 
So, in pa.rticular, the matrix (3.16) is offull row rank. Since zE C\C9 was arbitrary, 
this proves (3.14). 
"<:::" The implication in the other direction is much more involved. Denote the 
n x n minors of the matrix (zl- A!B) by o:o(z, 8 1, ••• , s~c), ... , o:;v(z, s1 , ••• , s~o), and 
assume that o:0(z, 81. .•. , 8~o) = det(zJ- A(s11 ••. , s~o)). Let .:J be the ideal in 'R.[z] 
generated by all thesen x n minors. Suppose that (3.14) is satisfied. We shall prove 
that this implies that the ideal .:1 contains an element of 'D9• 
Let fJ E C9 n R (according to condition (iv) of Definition 3.1.2 such a (J exists), 
and define for i = 0, 1, ... , N the functions: 
a;: eb -c: ( 
-T!.Z -T0Z) 
·( } ·- O:ï z, e , ... , e 
a, z .- (z- (J)n . 
Claim 1: The functions a0, ••• , a;v belong to .A.0(Cb), have no common zerosin Co, 
and satisfy condition (3.11} of Proposition 3.2.7. 
Proof of Claim 1. lt is apparent that all functions ai (i = 0, 1, ... , N) are analytic 
on Cb and continuons on Cb, so to prove that they belong to the algebra .A.0(C"), we 
have to show that they can be extended continuously to infiuity. 
Because of condition (iv) in Definition 3.1.2 there exists a 1 E R such that 
C" c { z E q Re z ~ 1}. So for all T > 0 and z E ëb we have 
le-T"'I ~ e-T"f. 
The minors o:o(z, 81. ... , 8~o}, •.. , o:;v(z, s1, ••. , 8~o) are of the form 
l 
O:i(z, 81, ... , 8~o) = L qi( 81o ••• , 8~o)zi 
i=O 
(i= 0, 1, ... ,N), 
where q;(slo ... , 8k) is a polynomial in R[slt ... , s~o], and e ~ n. Since !e-T• I is 
bounded in C", this implies that there exist Mo, ... , MeER such that 
Vj E {0, 1, ... ,t}V'z E Cb: lq;(e-n•, ... , e-T••)I ~Mi. 
Now, for o:1, ••• , Ol;v we even know that t < n. Hence for zE ëb and lzl -+ oo we 
have 
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So lim1,.1_oo,zeëï;'a;(z) = 0 for all i= 1, ... , N. On the other hand, ao(z, B1, ••• , Bk) 
is of the form 
n-1 
ao(z, B11 ..• , Bk) = zn + 2: qJ(Bl! •.. , Bk)zi. 
j=O 
So in this case we have 
Hence at E .Ao(eb) for all i 0, 1, ... , N, and, moreover, condition (3.11) of Propo-
sition 3.2. 7 is satisfied. Finally, assumption (3.14) guarantees that a0, ••• , aN do not 
have a common zero in 4. 0 
Claim 2: Ve > 0 3ro, ... , TN E R(z) n .Ao(eb) such that: 
(i) lim ro(z) = 1, 
lzl-oo,zeëï;' 
(ii} Vz E eb: ltat(z)ri(z)- 11 < e. 
~of Claim 2. Let e > 0, and define M := max{!ao(z)l I z E Q. This 
maximum exists because ao is continuons on the closed set e 6 and can be extended 
continuously to infinity (recalllim1 .. 1_oo,zec. ao(z) = 1). Choose 0 < e1 < min(3t', j) 
and apply Proposition 3.2. 7. on the functions ao, ... , aN. Since all functions at satisfy 
the condition 
Vi E {0, 1, .•. , N}Vz E 4: at(z) = at(z), 
we conclude that there exist proper real rational functions r 0 , ••• , TN E R(z)n.Ao(e6) 
such that 
Vz E eb: ·]tat(z)ri(z)- 1., < e1. 
t=O 
{3.17) 
Since all r; are proper, limlzl-oo ri(z) exists for every i E {0, 1, ... , N}. Reeall 
that lim1 .. 1_oo ze'Cai(z) = Ofori = 1, ... ,N and lim11 .....-ao(z) = 1. Combining ' • :: -+oo,zE'\...• 
these observations we obtain 
N 
lim _l:a;(z)r;(z) = lim _ro(z), 
lzl-oo,zeC~ î=O lzl-ao,zECo 
and because of (3.17) this implies that lnm1 .. 1_oo,zeëï;ro(z)- 11 ~ e1. 
Define · · 
fo: 4-- e: fo(z) := ro(z) + 1- lim _ro(w). 
lwl-oo,wec. 
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Then fo is still a proper element in R(z)nAo(Cb), and moreover lim1•1 ...... oo,zech fo(z) = 
1. Replacing r0(z) by f0(z) yields for an arbitrary z E C,.: 
lao(z)fo(z) +ft a;(z)r;(z)- 11 = lta a;(z)r;(z)- 1 + ao(z) · (fo(z)- ro(z))l5 
5 lf:a;(z)r;(z) -11 + lao(z)l·l lim _ro(z) -115 
i=O 1•1-oo,zECh 
A e eM 5 e1 + M ·et< -3 +-A <lt. 3M 
So 'Ye concl11de that f 0, rt. ... , TN satisfy both (i) and (ii). 0. 
With help of Claim 2 we are able to construct a polynomial in 'D9 n ,J'. Let 
· 0 < 1t < 1, and choose rational functions r0 , ••• , rN in R(z) n Ao(C~;) such that both 
condition (i) and condition (ii) of Claim 2 are satisfied. Withoutlossof generality we 
may assume that the denominator polynomials of the rational functions r0, ••• , rN 
are monic. (Otherwise we simply divide by the leading coeffi.cient unequal to 1). 
Now, r;(z) (i= 0,1, ... ,N) may be written as r;(z) = ~:f;~. with n;(z) E R[z] 
and cl;(z) E 'Dg. The denominators d;(z) (i= 0, 1, ... , N) belong to 'Dg because all 
their zeros are contained in Cg. Define '1/J(z) as the least common multiple of all 
polynomials d;(z) (i= 0, 1, ... , N), and g;(z) E R[z] (i= 0, 1, ... , N) by 
g;(z) := r;(z) · '1/J(z) (i= 0,1, ... , N). 
Claim 3: The polynomial 
N 
a(z, s1, ... , s~c) := L a;(z, s1, ... , s~c)g;(z) 
i=O 
is an element of V 9 n .:J. 
(3.18) 
~of Claim 3. It is immediately clear that a(z, s 11 ••• , s~c) is an element of 
the ideal .:1, so it suffices to prove that a(z, s1 , ••• , s~c) E 'Dg. 
First we show that a(z, s1o ••• , s~c) is monic inz. Reeall that the rational fundion 
r0(z), constructed in Claim 2, was proper, but not strictly proper, while the other 
rational functions r,(z) (i= 1, ... , N) were strictly proper. This implies that 
'Vi E {1, ... , N} : deg.(g;(z)} < deg .. (go(z)). 
Moreover, from the fact that liml•l-oo,zec~ ro(z) = 1 we couclude that deg(no(z)) = 
deg(do(z)) and that no(z) is a monic polynomial. Since "P(z) is monic too, this im-
plies that g0 ( z) is a monic polynomial. Recalling our convention on the numbering of 
the n x n minors of (zl- A(s1, ... , s~")IB(slt ... , s~c)), we know that ao(z, s1, ... , s~c) 
is monic in z and 
\/iE {1, ... , N} : degz(a;(z, s1, ... , s~c)) < deg.(ao(z, St. ... , s~o)) = n. 
Combining both results, we couclude that the polynomial a0(z, s1, ••• , s~c)g0 (z) is 
monic in z and that 
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This immediately implies that a(z, s1. ... , s~o) is monic inz. 
Next, substituting SJ = e-'~"i' (j = 1, ... , k ), we obta.in for all z E 4: 
la(z~~z~~~·~·Pl~.,..z) -11 = 
= 1?/l(z)(: -I')"'· ~a;(z, e-n=, ... , e-Tk')r;(z)t.P(z)- 11 = 
= ~~~(z)r;(z) -11 < e. 
So in particular: 
- I a(z, e-nz' ... 'e-'l:z) I 
Vz E C": . 1/l(z)(z -l')n > 1- e > 0. 
Since t.P(z) E 7J9, it bas no zeros in C6, and pole-zero cancellations cannot occur. 
Therefore we conclude 
Vz E Ct. : a(z, e-nz, ... , e-.,.•z) f:. 0, 
hence a(z, s1o ... , sk) E 'D9• CJ 
The polynomial a(z, s1o ... , s,.) constructed in Claim 3 is an element of 'D9 n :J. 
According to Proposition 2.8.5 this implies that (zl- AIB) is right-invertible over 
'Rvg(z). 
This completes the proof. 
• 
CombiDing Theorem 3.2.8 and the results on stabilizability and detectability for 
linear systems over rings in Chapter 2, we obta.in the following explicit conditions 
for the stabilizability of a time-delay system. 
Corollary 3.2.9 Let E = (A, B, C, D) be a linear system over the polynomial ring 
R(sl> •.• , sk] of rank n, descrihing a time-delay system with k incommensurable time-
delays r 1,. .. , 1'k. For i = 1, ... , k the tndeterminate s; corresponds to the delay 
operator a; with time-delay 1';. Let C9 be a stability domain. Then 
(i) E = (A, B, C, D) is internally stabilizable by dynamic state feedback if and 
only if 
(ii) E = (A, B, C, D) is detectable if and only if 
(3.20) 
(iii) E = (A, B, C, D) is stabilizable by dynamic output feedback if and only if both 
(3.19} and (3.20} are satisfied. • 
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Corollary 3.2.9 gives a pointwise rank condition to verify the stabilizability of a 
time-delay system. This condition can be seen as a rather straightforward general-
ization of the well-known Hautus test for sta.bilizability to the case of systems with 
time delays. 
The stabiliza.bility conditions (3.19) and (3.20) are also very satisfactory when 
we oompare them to similar results coming from the infinite-dimensional systems 
approach, mentioned in Chapter 1. Using the latter approach, Pandolfi (see [73]) 
derived the same condition for the stabilizability of a time-delay system. However, 
he does not need dynamic feedback to a.chieve stability; static feedback turns out to 
be sufficient in his approach. Unfortunately, in this static feedback, distributed time-
delays occur, even if the original system only has point delays. Therefore, Pandolfi's 
result is not directly applicable in the systems over rings approach to time-delay 
systems. On the other hand, the stahilizing dynamic compensator obtained with 
Corollary 3.2.9 contains only point delays, and therefore it fits better in our algebraic 
framework. 
Remark 3.2.10 The conditions for stabilizability by dynamic feedback enable us 
to give another interpretation to the algebraic definition of reachability (i.e. of 
Denuition 2.2.2) in the case of systems with point delays. According to Remark 
2.8.3, reachability of a system implies stabilizability with respect to any Hurwitz 
set V. Now, consider exponential stabilizability with a guaranteed decay rate a. So 
look at Hurwitz sets of the form 
'D-a := {p(z,sl!····sk) E R[z,sb···•sA:] I p(z,sb ... ,sk) is monic in z 
and 'r/z e C: p(z, e-11•, ••• , e-.,.••) = 0 => Rez <-a}. 
According to the arguments above, a reaebabie system is always stabilizable with 
respect to V -a independent of the actual value of a. This means that for any ar-
bitrary exponential decay rate a, a dynamic compensator can be found such that 
the closed-loop system is stabie with exponential decay rate a. So in a time-delay 
system that is reaebabie in the algebraic sense, the state x can be steered to zero ar-
bitrarily fast. In a way, this property resembles null-controllability of linear systems 
without delays. 
3.2.3 Pointwise stabilizability 
One of the main problems in th~ stabilizability test of Corollary 3.2.9 is the fact 
that the time-delays 11, ••• , TA: have to be known exactly. In the second part of this 
chapter it is shown that the stabilizability condition is not very sensitive to small 
perturbations of the lengtbs T11 ••• , TA: of the time-delays occurring in the system. 
However, in a lot of cases a good estimate of the lengthof a time-delay is already 
difficult to obtain. In this situation, the stabilizability condition (3.19) is not very 
helpful. Instead, we want to have a stabilizability condition that can be used without 
any knowledge of the time-delays T1 , .•. , TA:· This idea of stability independent of 
delay was introduced by Kamen, who investigated this subject in several articles 
(see [50], [51] and [521). 
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Definition 3.2.11 Let A(sb ... , Bk) E R[s1, ••• , sk]nxn and consider a k-tuple of de-
lay operators Ut, ••. , Uk corresponding tok incommensurable time-delays r 1, ••• , Tk. 
Then the time-delay system 
(3.21) 
is called stable independent of delay if for all k-tuples (Th ... , Tk) E (R+)k and for 
any arbitrary initial state trajectory, the state x(t) tends to zero when t tends to 
infinity. 
Proposition 3.2.12 Thl! system {3.21) is stabie independent ofdelay ij and only 
ij 
Vz E c+ V(hl> ... , h~~:) E (R+)k : det(z/- A(e-h1 ~,, •• , e-hnz)) :f: 0. (3.22) 
• 
A proof of this result may be found in [15]. 
The next step is to define a Hurwitz set 1J which translates the notion of stability 
independent of delay to the abstract framework of stability developed in Chapter 2. 
This is not a very difficult task, but unfortunately this Hurwitz set will not lead 
to easily verifiable conditions for stabilizability independent of delay. However, this 
problem is partly solvable if we use the following Hurwitz set instead: 
'Dp := {p(z,sh ... ,s~~:) E R[z,st, ... ,sk] I p(z,st, ... ,sk) is monic in z 
and Vz E c+ V(st, . .. ,s~~:) E Uk: p(z,st, ... ,s~~:) :f: 0}, (3.23) 
where U denotes the open unit disc {sEC llsl < 1}. 
Definition 3.2.13 Let E = (A, B,C, D) be a linear system over the polynomial 
ring 'R. := R[s1. ... , sk]· Substitute delay operators Ut, ••• , u~c for the indeterminates 
St, ..• , s~~:, and consider E as a time-delay system with k incommensurable delays. 
E = (A, B, 0, D) is called pointwise stable {stabilizable) if and only if it is stabie 
(stabilizable) w.r.t. the Hurwitz set 'Dp. 
It follows front Definition 3.2.13 and Proposition 3.2.12 that a delay system 
which is pointwise stabie is certainly stabie independent of delay. But pointwise 
stability and stability independent of delay are not completely equivalent; in [53] it 
was pointed out that pointwise stability is a slightly stronger property. Although 
the intuitive meaning of pointwise stability remains a little bit obscure, it has one 
important advantage: in the same way as in Subsectien 3.2.2, pointwise stabilizabil-
ity can be tested with a rank condition that is very similar to the Hautus test. Since 
pointwise stability implies stability independent of delay, the practical importance 
of this result is obvious. 
Proposition 3.2.14 Let 'R. = R[s1, ... , Bkj and A E n.nxn and B E 'R..nxm. Then 
(zl- AIB) is right-invertible over 'Rv"(z) 
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The proof of Proposition 3.2.14 is a modification (or even a simplifica.tion) of the 
proof of Theorem 3.2.8. The details can be found in [53]. 
Corollary 3.2.15 Let E = (A, B, C, D) be a linear system over the polynomial 
ring R[s1, ... , s~eJ of rank n, descrihing a time-delay system with k incommensurable 
time-delays. Then 
{i) E = (A, B, C, D) is internally pointwise stabilizable by dynamic state feedback 
if and only i/ 
Vz E c+ V( st. ... , s~e) E zi : rank(zl -A(sll ... , s~e)IB(sl, ... , s~e)) = n,(3.24) 
{ii) E =(A, B, C, D) is pointwise detectable ij and only if 
(3.25) 
{iii) E = (A, B, C, D) is pointwise stabilizable by dynamic output feedback iJ arid 
only if both {3.24) and {3.25} are satisfied. • 
The results of this section are a good mustration of the versatility of the Hurwitz 
set framework for stability. Several notions of stability can be considered within one 
framework. The ma.in theorems of Chapter 2 remain valid in all special cases. Only 
the explicit rank conditions for stabilizability change according to the Hurwitz set 
under consideration. 
3.3 On the genericity of stabilizability 
In this section we return to the ordinary notion of stability for time-delay systems 
as described in Section 3.1, and consider the question how restrictive the stabiliz-
ability conditions of Corollary 3.2.9 are. This gives a.n indication how large the 
class of stabilizable delay systems is, and whether or not we can expect a.n arbitrary 
time-delay system to belong to this class. Or put differently: is the property of 
stabilizability generic? The answer to this question is affirmative, but involves a lot 
of technicalities. The rest of this section is devoted to the proof of this result, but 
before we start with this, we present a more intuitive explanation. This explanation 
is not a proof; it only contains the main idea. 
First, consider a linear system E = (A, B, C, D) over R. The pair (A, B) is 
reachable if a.nd only if 
Vz E C : ra.nk(zl- AIB) = n, (3.26) 
where n is the size of A. In [66, p. 100] it was shown that this condition is generi-
cally satisfied. In this case, genencity is considered in the normed parameter-space 
of matrices A E Rnxn and B E nnxm. Although in [66] the proof is based on consid-
erations different from those presented bere, the result is not difficult to understand. 
First of all, square n x n matrices over R generically have n distinct eigenvalues and 
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thus they are generically diagonilizable. This implies tha.t the matrix (zl- A) is 
singular for only n different values of z, and that in these points the matrix (zl- A) 
bas rank n- 1. lt is obvious that outside these singularity points (3.26) is cer-
tainly valid, while in a singularity point, the matrix B will generically prevent a 
rank drop of the complete matrix (zl- AIB). Of course this argument is not very 
precise in this form. Nevertheless, the strategy proposed to solve this problem is 
used later on to prove the genencity of stabilizability for time-delay systems. The 
crudal point is that the characteristic function p(z) = det(il- A(e-'l'lz, ... , e-""")) 
of a delay system can only have a finite number of zeros in any arbitrary right half 
plane { z E C I Re z ;;:: a}, and therefore the same ideas apply. 
Next, we reeall the condition for the reachability of a system E = (A,B,C,D) 
over a polynomial ring 1C[s1, ••• , sr.]. According to Theorem 2.2.4, this condition can 
be restated as a rank condition in almast the same wa.y as for systems over fields: 
V(z, SJ, ... ' sr.) E jÇ}+l :rank( U- A(sl, ... 'Sr.) I B(sl .... ' sr.)) = n, 
where n is the size of A( si> ... , sr.). In Proposition 2.2.5 we quoted from [67] a 
genencity result on this condition: a system over a polynomial ring is generically 
reaebabie if and only if the number of inputs m to the system is strictly larger than 
the number k of indeterminates in the polynomial ring. The proof of this result is 
based on a completely algebraic approach. The number of polynomial equations that 
have to be satisfied is compared with the number of unknowns, and after application 
of some results from algebraic geometry one can prove the result: except on some 
hypersurfaces in the system-parameter space, the reachability condition is always 
satisfied. So in this case tbe concept of genericity is considered within the so-called 
Zariski topology. 
At first sight, tbis approach also looks very promising for solving tbe genericity 
problem of stabilizability for time-delay systems. In tbis case each indeterminate 
si in the polynomial ring corresponds to an exponential function e-.-;z. Tberefore 
some additional ( exponential) equations are obtained wbicb are probably sufHeient 
to remave tbe condition on the number of inputs. However, this metbod fails because 
we are now dealing with botb polynomial and exponential equations, which do not 
fit into the algebra-geometrie framework. 
In the rest of this section, we give a proof of the genencity of stabilizability based 
on the first strategy we mentioned. So we shall not use the Zariski topology. Instead, 
we follow the approach developed in [38]. We consider the set of all polynomial 
matrices of dimension p x q as a linear space, and construct a topological framework 
from a functional analytic point of view. Note however that this setup has nothing 
to do witb the functional analytic approach to time-delay systems mentioned in 
Chapter 1. The topology only bas to formalize our intuitive ideas on the question: 
when are the parametrizations of two time-delay systems said to be close to each 
other? In Subsection 3.3.1 this topological frameworkis treated in detail. 
Having fîxed a topology for time-delay systelllS, a property is called generic if 
the set of all systems satisfying this property contains a subset which is both an 
open and dense subset of the space of all parametrizations of time-delay systems. 
In Subsection 3.3.2 we show that in our topology thesetof all delay systems wbich 
are stabilizable w.r.t. an arbitrary open left halfplaneis open. The proof of dense-
ness is more involved. We start in Subsection 3.3.3 with some preliminary results 
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on matrices over the ring of analytic functions. These results are used in Subsec-
tion 3.3.4 to show that the subset of stabilizable delay systems is a dense subset of 
the parameter-space descrihing all time-delay systems. 
Finally we have to make an important remark. Throughout the whole section it 
is tacitly assumed that we are dealing with time-delay systems with commensurable 
delays. This implies that there is only one delay operator q needed to describe the 
system equations (3.1). This situation seems much simpler than the incommensu-
rable delay case, but this distinction does not make any difference for the approach 
we take to the problem. All results are easily generalized to the case of incommensu-
rable time-delays, because the assumption of the presence of only one delay operator 
is never used explicitly. This assumption is only made for notational convenience. 
In Subsection 3.3.5 we return to this subject briefly, and explain why the meth-
ods developed in this section are also applicable to systems with incommensurable 
time-delays. 
3.3.1 A topological framework for time-delay systems 
As we have seen in Section 1.3, a time-delay system with commensurable delays is 
completely characterized by a system ~ = (A, B, C, D) over the polynomial ring 
R[s] and the length r of the time-delay occurring in the system. We are interested 
in the question how strong the conditions of stabilizability by dynamic output feed-
back for these systems are. We know that this problem can be split into two dual 
parts: the problem of stabilizability by dynamic state feedback and thè detectability 
problem. In the rest of this section we concentrate on the first problem. When this 
is solved, the same results can be proved for detectability by dualization. According 
to Corollary 3.2.9 only the matrices A and B and the time-delay r are involved in 
the condition for stabilizability by dynamic state feedback. When these three data 
are given, condition (3.19) may be verified. 
Consider a triple ~ = (A(s), B(s), r), with A(s) E R[s]nxn, B(s) E R[s]nxm 
and r E R+. After substitution of the delay operator q with time-delay r for the 
indeterminate s, such a triple is a complete description of the time delay system: 
{ 
x(t) = A(q)x(t) + B(q)u(t), 
qx(t) = x(t- r), qu(t) = u(t- r). (3.27) 
On the other hand, the triple ~ = (A(s), B(s), r) can be seen as a point in the 
parameter-space 
W := {(A(s),B(s),r) I A(s) E R[s]nxn,B(s) E R[s]nxm,T ER+}. (3.28) 
Each element of W corresponds toa time-delay system as defined in (3.27), for which 
the property of stabilizability can be tested. So, to study the concept of genericity, 
weneed a topology on this parameter-space W. In this subsection we introduce two 
different topologies on W. The simplest one turns Wintoa metric space, and is used 
to prove the genericity of stabilizability in the dassical sense, i.e. for stabilizability 
with respect to the stability domain c-. Unfortunately, this topology has some 
unwanted consequences. First of all it does not capture some of the features of the 
parameter-space descrihing all time-delay systems. Moreover, in this topology the 
proof of genericity for an arbitrary stability domain C9 is very troublesome. To 
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solve both problems a more sophisticated topology is introduced: an inductive limit 
topology. This topology is really adapted to our specific situation of time-delay 
systems. In the framework of the inductive limit topology, the gencricity result for 
the stability domain c- remains true, aud the generalization to arbitrary stability 
domains is relatively easy. 
We start with the intróduction of a topology on the space of polynomial matrices 
in R[s]pxq. Although the degree of each element ofR[s]pxq is bounded, it can become 
arbitrarily large. Let us first look at the situation in which the degree is bounded. 
Let iE Nu {0}, and define 
Vt := {P(s) E R[s]pxq I deg,(P(s)) ~i}. (3.29) 
For each element P(s) E Vt there exist matrices P0 , P1, ••• , Pt E Rpxq such that 
l 
P(s) = ï:Hi. 
i=O 
From this observation it is clear that Vt is a finite-dimensionallinear space. Defining 
the norm of P(s) E Vt by 
t 
IIP(s)llt := :E IIHII, (3.30) 
where IIHII denotes the operator induced matrix norm, Vt becomes a normeel linear 
space. 
This exercise may be carried out for each!. EN u {0} separately. Note that the 
spaces Vt are strongly related because for all iE Nu {0}, Vt is a closed subspace of 
Vt+b aud if P(s) E Vt, then IIP(s)llt+l = IIP(s)llt· Define 
00 
V:= U Vt. (3.31) 
t=O 
In spite of the fact that V= R[s]pxq, the choice of a topology on V is not so obvious. 
For each element P(s) E R[s]pxq, there exists au iE N such that P(s) E Vt, aud 
thus P(s) can be written as P(s) = 'Ef:oPisi. Defining P; := 0 for i> i, we eau 
map the polynomial matrix P(s) to the sequence (P;)~0 of real matrices. In this 
way we obtain au explicit description of P(s) in terros of its parameters. In fact, 
there is a 1-1 correspondence between polynomial matrices aud the space i 0(Rpxq) 
consisting of all real matrix sequences with only a finite number of nonzero elements 
(i.e matrices with at least one nonzero entry), via the bijection: 
00 
'1/J: !.o(Rpxq)-+ R[s]"xq: w((H):o) = ï:Hi. 
i=O 
The space i 0(Rpxq) is easily turned into a normed space by defining the norm of 
(P;)~0 by 
00 
II(P;):oll = Ï: IIP;II. 
i=O 
It is evident that the same norm can also be used for polynomial matrices: 
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Definition 3.3.1 Let P(s) be a p x q matrix over R[s] and (P;):o E l 0(Rpxq) be 
such that 
00 
P(s) = 2:P;i. 
i=O 
Then the norm of P( s) is defined as 
00 
IIP(s)llpm := L IIP;II, (3.32) 
i=O 
where IIP;II denotes the operator induced matrix norm of P; for all iE NU {0}. 
In the case of square polynomial matrices, so if p = q, the norm of Detinition 
3.3.1 turns R[s]P><P even into a (non-commutative) normed ring, because 
00 i '"" i IIP(s) · Q(s)llpm = L 11 L P;Q;-;11 $ L L IIP;II·IIQ;-JII $ IIP(s)llpm ·IIQ(s)llpm· 
i=O i=O i=O i=O 
This norm for polynomial matrices also bas another very important property. 
Reeall that in the stabilizability condition of Corollary 3.2.9 the indeterminate s is 
replaced bye-"". Because of Definition 3.3.1, the norm of P(s} is a uniform upper 
bound for the norm of P(e-"•) in the closed right half plane: 
Lemma 3.3.2 Let P(s) E R[s]P><'l. Then 
(3.33) 
Proof 
There exists an l EN such that P(s) E Ve and thus P(s) can be written as 
l 
P(s) = 2:P;si, 
i=O 
with Po, Pt •... 'Pt E wxq. Let 1' > 0, z E c+. Then le-TZI $ 1 and we have 
t t l 
IIP(e--rz)ll = 11 2:P;e-i-rzll $ L IIP;II·Ie-•nl $ L IIP;II = IIP(s)llpm· 
i=O i=O i=O • 
With condition (3.19) in mind, Lemma 3.3.2 has a very interesting consequence 
for square polynomial matrices. 
Corollary 3.3.3 Let A(s) E R[s]nxn. Then 
Vr > 0 'tfz E c+ Vw E c s.t. lwl > IIA(s)llpm: rank(wJ- A( e-n))= n. (3.34) 
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Pro of 
Let T > 0 and zE c+. Let wE c be such tbat lwl > IIA(s)llpm· According to 
Lemma 3.3.2 we have that 
Tberefore I- :A(e_.,.z) is invertible (by tbe corresponding Neumann series). Hence 
wl- A( e-n) is invertible. • 
Unfortunately, the norm of Defi.nition 3.3.1 also bas an important shortcoming. 
Tbe space V = R[s]pxq we are consiclering basically consists of sequences of real 
matrices with a finite number of nonzero elements. However, tbe norm we imposed 
on this space is a sort of l1-norm. This norm does not distinguish between sequences 
with a fi.nite and an infinite number of nonzero elements. Tberefore it is easy to 
construct a Cauchy-sequence tbat does not converge. Hence the normed linear space 
we constructed is not complete. 
The problem noticed above also bas some practical implications. The number 
of delays occurring in a time-delay system is always finite. In tbe normed linear 
space obtained with Definition 3.3.1 it is possible to find a sequence of polynomial 
matrices that converges to a power serles in the norm 11 · ll1nn· Such a power serles 
does not correspond to a time-delay system any more because it involves an infinite 
number of time-delays. Intuitively speaking, tbe space R[s]pxq contains too many 
convergent sequences when we impose tbe norm 11· llpm on it. 
The problem just mtmtioned may be solved by introducing the inductive limit 
topology for V= R[s]pxq. For this, we have to return to tbe linear finite-dimensional 
spaces Vt (tEN U {0}). Withits norm ll·llt defined in {3.30) each Vt is a normed 
linear space. The sequence (Vt)~0 satisfi.es the following properties: 
(i) Vt c Vt+h 
(ii) VP(s) E Vt: IIP(s)llt+l = IIP(s)l!t, 
(iii) Vt is a closed subspace of Vt+l with respect to tbe norm ll·llt+l· 
So, according to [13, Chapter IV, Definitions 5.1 and 5.12], the pair (V, (Vt)teNu{o}) 
is a (strict) inductive system. Therefore we can apply the same approach as in 
[13, Chapter IV, Beetion 5] to construct a topology on V, using the topologies on 
Vt generated by tbeir respective norms 11 • llt· This topology is called tbe (strict) 
inductive limit topology. 
Definition 3.3.4 Let 8 denote the collection of all subsets B c V that satisfy the 
following conditions: 
(i) 0 EB, 
(ii) 'VeE Nu {0} : B n Vt is open w.r.t. the norm 11 • llt on Vt, 
(iii) B is convex and symmetrie around 0. 
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De:fine T to be the collection of subsets of V consisting of all sets 0 c V with the 
proparty 
VP(s) E 0 3B EB: P(s) + B c 0. (3.35} 
Then the pair (V, T) is a locally convex space. T is called the (strict) inductive 
limit topology, and (V, T) is said to be the (strict) inductive limit of (Ve)teNu{O}· 
The claim that the pair (V, T) constitutes a locally convex space is not trivial. 
A proof of this fact can be found in [13, p. 120]. 
At :first sight, the de:finition of the inductive limit topology looks very abstract. 
It is completely determined by the coneetion T containing all the open subsets of 
V. However, the relationship betweenTand the topology generated by the norm 
ll·llpm of Definition 3.3.1 is not difficult to discover. 
Lemma 3.3.5 Let 0 C V be an open set in V w.r.t. the norm ll·llpm on V, i.e. 
VPo(s) E 0 3e > 0: {P(s) E V IIIP(s}- Po(s)l!pm < e} C 0. (3.36} 
ThenOeT. 
Proof 
Let Po(s) E 0. Then there exists an l1 EN such that Po(s) E Ve1 • Choose e > 0 
such that the inclusion of (3.36) ·is satis:fied. De:fine 
00 
B := U{P(s} E VtiiiP(s}lle < e}. 
t=O 
It is obvious that B E B. Let P(s) E B. Then there exists an i 2 e N such that 
P(s) E Ve2 and IIP(s)llt2 < e. Define Q(s) := Po(s) + P(s). Clearly Q(s) E Vt1+t2 
and we have · 
IIQ(s)- Po(s)llpm = IIQ(s)- Po(s)lltt+t2 = IIP(s)lltt+t2 = IIP(s)llt2 < e. 
So according to (3.36), Q(s) = Po(s) + P(s) E 0. Since P{s) EB was arbitrary, we 
conclude that Po(s) + B C 0. • 
Let Tpm denote the topology generated by the norm 11 · llpm of Definition 3.3.1. 
Then Lemma 3.3.5 indicates that 
Tpm~T, 
i.e. every subset of V that belongs to 7;.m is also an element of T. The next example 
illustrates that the topology T is really stronger than 7;,m, and contains open subsets 
of V that arenotopen in the topology 7;.m· 
Example 3.3.6 Consider the following subset B of V: 
00 1 
B := U{P(s) E VeiiiP(s)llt < -e 1}. t=O + 
It is obvious that B E B. Then it follows from [13, p. 120, Lemma 5.5] that B E T. 
However, when we consider B in the topology generated by the norm ll·llpm, Bis 
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notopen any more. This may beseen as follows. It is clear that 0 EB. Let e > 0. 
Then there exists an EEN such that t~I < e. LetPoE Rpxq be such that IIPoll = 1 
and define 
2 2l+2 P(s) := 2l+ 2 ·Po·s . 
Then IIP(s)llpm = u~2 ·IIPoll = < e. But, on the other hand, P(s) E V2t+2 and 
2 1 
IIP(s )llu+2 = 21 + 2 > 
So P(s) ~ B, and thus 0 is not an internal point of B w.r.t. the norm ll·llpm· 
Corollary 3.3. 7 The inductive limit topology T on V is stronger than the topology 
Tpm generated by the norm ll·llpm, i.e. 
• 
Corollary 3.3.7 implies that the notion of convergence in the inductive limit 
topology ris stronger than in '4m· 
Proposition 3.3.8 Let (Pn(s)}neN be a sequence in V that converges to P(s) in the 
inductive limit topology T. Then 
(i) 3f EN: [P(s) E Vt and Vn EN: Pn(s) E Vt], 
(ii) lim IIPn(s)- P(s)llt = 0. 
n-oo • 
The proof of Proposition 3.3.8 follows from the fact that a convergent sequence is 
bounded; subsequent application of Proposition 5.16 in [13, Chapter IV, Section 5, 
p. 123] yields the desired result. 
The statement of Proposition 3.3.8 is the main moti'vation for the introduetion of 
the inductive limit topology: in this way we exactly obtain the notion of convergence 
we are interested in. A sequence of polynomial matrices can only converge if the 
whole sequence has a fixed bounded degree. This implies that a convergent sequence 
of delay systems can only converge to a delay system containing a finite number of 
time-delays. The undesired behaviour that is possible in the topology Tpm generated 
by the norm 11 • llpm of Definition 3.3.1 cannot occur. Moreover, using the same 
argument as in the proof of Proposition 3.3.8, it is easily seen that in the inductive 
limit topology, every Cauchy-sequence in V converges; hence V is complete in this 
topology. So we have found a topology on V that really fits out purposes. 
We conclude this introduetion of the inductive limit topology with the following 
proposition on the continuity of linear mappings. 
Proposition 3.3.9 Let T : V - V be a linear transjormation. Then T is contin-
uous w.r.t. the topologyT ij and only ifT is sequentially continuous w.r.t. T. 
• 
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For a proof we refer to [13, p. 123, Corollary 5.18]. Note that in general the 
equivalence of continuity and sequential continuity, which is well known for Banach 
spaces, does not hold for locally convex spaces. 
With the topologies on polynomial matrices described above, also the parameter-
space W may be equipped with a suitable topology. Of course this can be done in 
two different ways. 
Deftnition 3.3.10 Let E1 = (A1(s),B1(s),r1) and Ez = (A2(s),B2(s),rz) be two 
elementsof the parameter-space W. Then the distance between E1 and E2 is defined 
as 
With this distance function dw, W becomes a metric space. 
But also the inductive limit topology may be applied: 
Definition 3.3.11 Consider the parameter-space 
w = {(A(s),B(s),r) I A(s) E R[s]nxn,B(s) E R[s]nxm,r En+}, 
and define by TA the inductive limit topology on VA = ~[s]nxn, and by TB the 
inductive limit topology on VB = R[s]nxm. The topology on n+ generated by the 
norm I · I is denoted by 1i+ It is clear that 
W=VA x vB x n+. 
The topology T on W is defined as the product topology of the three factors: 
T := TA x TB x 1i·l' 
With abuse of terminology, T is called the inductive limit topology on W. A subset 
0 c W belongs toT if and only if 0 is of the form 0 = OA x OB x Ot·l• where 
OAE 7Á., OB E TB and 01·1 E 1j+ 
Our finàl task is to show that the topology on W generated by the metric dw 
and the inductive limit topology T, both reflect .our intuitive ideas on genericity. 
For each triple E = (A(s), B(s), r) in W, it is possible to check the stabilizability 
of the corresponding time-delay system with help of Corollary 3.2.9. Let Cg be a 
stability domain, and d(mote thesetof all systems in W which are stabilizable w.r.t. 
Cg by 89: 
Sg := {(A(s), B(s),r) E W I Vz E C\C9 : rank(z/- A(e-"z) I B(e-"z)) = n}. 
Now, stabilizability w.r.t. C9 is called generic if. 89 contains a subset S that is an 
open and dense subset of the parameter-space W. In the topologies defined above 
this implies that the set S, and thus certainly the set Sg, covers almast the whole 
space W: 
(i) Sis open: Every system EinS is contained in an open neighbourhood of E 
that completely belengs to S, 
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(ii) Sis a dense subset of W: Every element E E W can be appro:ximated arbi-
trarily close by a sequence of systems in S. 
We conclude that both topologies lead to a formal description of genericity on the 
parameter-space W, :which looks very natura! and is completely in accordance with 
our intuitive ideas on this concept. Note that the condition that S is open is some-
what stronger in the topology generated bythe metric dw since this topology does 
not contain as many open sets as T. On the other hand, the condition that S 
must be dense is stronger in the inductive limit topology because there the notion 
of convergence is much stronger. 
Remark 3.3.12 It is important to note that we have defined topologies on the 
parameter-space W of all time-delay systems, and not on the time-delay systems 
itself. For a delay system with a speellied input-output behaviour there exist many 
different parametrizations. In the metric dw the distance between two different 
parametrizations of the same input-output behaviour is greater than zero, while 
also the inductive limit topology does not refiect that two different parametrizations 
characterize essentially the same system. This might seem strange, but it is no prob-
lem at all because the stabilizability condition of Corollary 3.2.9 is a rank condition 
on the parametrization of a system. To show tha.t time-delay systems are generically 
stabiliza.ble, it suffices to show that this rank condition is generically satisfied on the 
parameter-space W descrihing all time-delay systems. Input-output behaviours are 
not directly involved in this question. 
In almast the same way as for polynomial matrices, it is possible to regard the 
polynomial ring R[s, z] as a.linear space, and to deftne a topology on this space. Also 
in this situation it is possible to introduce the inductive limit topology. However, in 
the sequel this topology is not used explicitly, and tberefore we confine ourselves to 
the definition of a norm. 
Definition 3.3.13 Let p(s, z) E R[s, z], and write p(s, z) as 
I. k 
p(s,z) = LLPiJsii. (3.38) 
i=Oj=O 
Then the norm of p(s, z) is defined as 
t k 
llp(s,z)llp := LL !PiJl· (3.39) 
i=Oj=O 
With this norm, R[s,z] becomes a normed ring. For all q ER and i,j E NU{O}, 
we have 
m n 
So, when q(s,z) = LLqi3sJzi, the triangle inequality implies that 
i=Oj=O 
llp(s,z) · q(s,z)llp ~ llp(s,z)IIP ·!lq(s,z)llp· (3.40) 
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Besides the topology generated by this norm, Definition 3.3.13 has several other 
interesting consequences. Analogously to the polynomial matrix case, there exists a 
1-1 correspondence between polynomials p(s, z) in two indeterminates and analytic 
functions p( e-n, z) that are obtained after substitution of e-Tz for the indeterminate 
s. Moreover, in Section 3.1 we have seen that characteristic polynomials of this 
form determine the stability of a time-delay system. In the Same way as in Lemma 
3.3.2, the norm liP( s, z) liP contains information on some interesting properties of the 
function p( e-'~'•, z) in the right half plane. For example, it is a good measure for the 
magnitude of lp( e-n, z)l in a bounded part of c+: 
Lemma 3.3.14 Letp(s,z) E R[s,z], and assume that the degree ofp in z isn, i.e. 
n Ie 
p(s, z) ='EL PiJ si z' · 
i=Oj=O 
Furthermore assume that there is a j E {0, ... , k} such that Pni :/: 0. Let M > 0 
and e > 0. Ij 
M-1 
llp(s, z)llp < e · Mn+l _ 1, (3.41) 
then 
'Vr > 0 'Vz E c+ s.t. izi $ M: lp(e-TZ, z)l < e. (3.42) 
Proof 
Assume. that (3.41) is satisfied. Let r > 0 and z E c+ be such that lzl :::;' M. 
Then le_.,.z I $ 1 and thus 
Finally, we elaborate on the relationship between polynomial matrices in one 
indeterminate on the one hand, and 2-D polynomials on the other hand. Here the 
characteristic polynomial plays the leading part. In fact we prove that the map x: 
x: R[s]nxn- R[s,z]: x(A(s)) = det(zl- A(s)), (3.43) 
is continuous with respect to the norms 11 • llpm on R[sJnxn and 11 · liP on R[s, z] as 
defined in (3.32) and {3.39), respectively. 
Proposition 3.3.15 Let A(s) E R[s]nxn. Then 
'Vê > 0 36 > OVB(s) E R(s]nxn: 
IIA(s)- B(s)llpm < ó ==* 11 det(z/- A(s))- det(zJ- B(s))llp < ê. (3.44) 
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Proof 
First we consider the map from the n x n matrices over R[s, z] totheir determi-
nants. Reeall from formula (3.40) that the norm of Definition 3.3.13 on the space of 
2-D polynomials is sub-multiplicative. Regarding R[s, z] as a normed linear space, 
this implies that the multiplication of two polynomials in R[s, z] defines a continuons 
mapping from R[s, z] x R[s, z] to R[s, z]. Moreover, the definition of a norm imme-
diately implies that addition is a co]ltinuous mapping too. Now the determinant of 
a matrix is simply a sum of products of entries of the matrix. So, if we define a 
norm on the n x n matrices over R[s, z] entry-wise, the mapping from a square 2-D 
polynomial matrix to its determinant is continuous. Formally, this may be stated 
in the following way. Let P(s,z) E R[s,z]"x". Then for every s > Othere exists a 
6 > 0 such tha.t for all matrices Q( s, z) E R [s, z]nxn satisfying 
Vi,j E {1, ... , n}: I!Pï;(s, z)- qï;(s, z)[l,. < 6, (3.45} 
(where Pii(s,z) and qii(s,z) denote the (i,j)th~ntry of P(s, z) and Q(s,z), respec-
tively), we have 
11 det(P(s, z))- det(Q(s, z))llp < s. (3.46) 
To prove the claim, we consider P(s,z) := (zl- A(s)). Let e > 0. Choose 
6 > 0 such that (3.45) implies (3.46). Let now B(s) E R[s]"x" be such that IIA(s)-
B(s)ilpm < 6. There exists an eEN such that A(s) and B(s) can be written as 
( t 
A(s) = l:A,s', B(s) = l:B.s', 
i=O i=O 
with A, and Bi E Rnxn (i= 0, ... , t). Let Ajk(s) and Aijk denote the (j, k)th entry 
of A(s) and Ai respectively. The same notation is used for B(s) and B •. 
Let j,k E {1, ... ,n}. Then 
ll(zl- A(s))ik- (zl- B(s))ikiiP = IIB(s)Jk- A(s)Jkllp = II(B(s)- A(s));kllp = 
( l 
= 11 l:(Biik- A.;k) · s•11P = E IBiik- Ai;kl $ 
i=O i=O 
l 
:5 E IIB•- Aïll = IIA(s)- B(s)llpm < ó, 
i=O 
where we used the fact that the ·absolute value of every entry of a constant matrix 
is smaller than or equal to the operator induced norm of that matrix. 
Now apply (3.46) with (zl- B(s)) playing the role of Q(s, z). Then we obtain: 
11 det(zl- A(s))- det(zl- B(s})llp < e. 
This completes the proof. 
• 
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3.3.2 On the robustness of the property of stabilizability 
In this subsection the first part of our genericity result is proved. Initially, we only 
consider stability domains ofthe form C9 = C_a ={zE C I Rez <-a}. We prove 
that the set s_a consisting of all elements in w that are stabilizable w.r.t. C_a is 
itself an open subset of W. This implies thàt stabilizability w.r.t C-a is a robust 
property: it is preserved under smal! perturbations of the parameters descrihing the 
system. Later on it turns out that this result is also enough to prove the genericity 
of stabilizability w.r.t. arbitrary stability domains. 
We start consiclering stabilizability w.r.t. the stability domain c-, and use the 
topology on W generated by the metric dw. Given a nominal stabilizable system, 
an upper bound is derived for the distance between thls nominal system, and all 
perturbed systems that are allowed: if the distance between a perturbed system and 
the nominal system is smaller than this up per bound, the perturbed system is still 
stabilizable. Since thls upper bound is always larger than zero, thls immediately 
implies that the set 80 consisting of all delay systems in W that are stabilizable 
w.r.t. c- is an open subset of w. 
Then we switch over to the inductive limit topology. Since thls topology is 
stronger, the robustness result for stabilizability w.r.t. the stability domain c- still 
holds. But in this setting this result can be generalized to arbitrary open left half 
planes. Suppose that a E R is given. In the inductive limit topology T the set S-a 
descrihing all time-delay systems that are stabilizable with respect to the stability 
domain C_a ={zE c I Rez <-a} is an open subset of w, or in the terminology 
of Definition 3.3.11: S_a ET. 
We start this program with the following well-known result on linear operators 
(see e.g. [61]) that is also valid in the far more general context of Banach algebras. 
In the proof of one of the main results of this subsection we only need this restricted 
version. 
Lemma 3.3.16 Let A0 E cpxq, with q > p. Assume that A0 is offull row rank, so 
A0 is right-invertible, with right-inverse Bo. Then 
\IA E pxq: IIA- Aoll < ll~oll ===>A is right-invertible. (3.47) 
• 
Reeall from Corollary 3.2.9 tha.t the stabilizability condition for time-delay sys-
tems is a full rank condition on a matrix in the variabie z, that has to be satisfied 
for all zE C\C9 • Therefore it is apparent that Lemma 3.3.16 is helpful to prove the 
robustness of this condition. We first study the special case in which the stability 
domain C9 equa.ls the open left half plane c-. 
Theorem 3.3.17 Let 'Eo = (Ao(s),Bo(s),To) be a point in W, and assume that 
the time-delay system {3.27} corresponding to !:0 is stabilizable w.r.t. the stability 
domain c-' i. e. 
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Then there exists a p > 0 such that in the topology generated by the metric dw all 
systems E in the ball around Eo with radius p, 
Ball(Eo,p) := {E E W I dw(E,Eo) < p}, 
are stabilizable w.r.t. c-. 
Proof 
First of all, there exists anI! EN such that A0(s) and B0(s) can be written as 
t 
A0(s) = l:A;s1, 
i=O 
Next, de:fine G as 
t 
Bo(s) = 'l:Bii. 
i=O 
G :={zE C I Rez 2::0 and lzl ~ IIAo(s)llpm + 1}. (3.48) 
From Theorem 3.2.8 it follows that the matrix (zl- A0(s)IBo(s)) is right-invertible 
over 'R.D(z), so that (zl- Ao(e-1'D'")IBo(e-1'D•)) bas a right-inverse T(z) which is 
analytic on c+. Since Gis a compact subset of c+, T(z) is bounded on G and 
K := max{IIT(z)lll zEG} (3.49) 
is well-de:fined. 
Choose 
p :=min ( 1' 4~<' IIAo(s)~lpm + 1. 4~1!. min(IIAo(~)llpm' IIBo(~)llpm)) · (3.SO) 
Th en clearly p > 0. We show that all systems in Ball(Eo, p) are stabilizable. 
Let E = (A(s},B(s),T) E W be such that dw(E,E0) < p. The proofthat Eis 
stabilizable w.r.t. c- is divided into two parts: the case lzl > I!Ao(s)llpm + 1, and 
the case lzl ~ IIAo(s)llpm +I. 
Let zE c+, and assume that lzl > IIAo{s)llpm + 1. Since dw(E, Eo) < p we have 
IIA(s)llpm ~ IIAo(s)ilpm + IIA(s)- Ao(s)llpm < IIAo(s)llpm + p. 
Using (3.50) it follows that 
lzl > IIAo(s)llpm + 1 ;;:: IIAo(s)llpm + P > IIA(s)llpm 
According to Corollary 3.3.3 (with w = z) this implies that 
rank(zJ- A(e-u)) = n, 
and thus certainly rank(zJ- A(e-n) I B(e-'")) = n. 
The secoud case is more involved. Let zE , lzl ~ IIAo(s)llpm +I. We start by 
proving that 
ll(zl- A( e-n) I B(e-n))- (zl- Ao(e-1'0•) I Bo(e-1'0•))11 < ~· (3.51) 
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First note that 
ll(zl- A(e-r•) I B(e-n))- (zl- Ao(e-11>") I Bo(e-11>•))11 $ 
$ IIAo(e-11>•)- A(e-rz)ll + IIB(e-n)- Bo(e-11>")11· 
Now clearly 
(3.52) 
IIAo(e-11>•)- A(e-r•)ll $ IIAo(e-11>•)- Ao(e-r")ll + IIAo(e--r")- A(e-n)ll.(3.53) 
Since IIA(s)- Ao(s)llpm $ dw(E, Eo) <pand p $ 4~, it follows from Lemma 3.3.2 
that the secoud term in (3.53) is bounded from above: 
IIAo(e--r•)- A(e-7 ")11 $ IIAo(s)- A(s)!lpm < P $ 4~. (3.54) 
To estimate the other term, we apply the Mean Value Theorem: 
i t 1T I!Ao(e-11>•)- Ao(e-n)ll = 112: A;· (e-•11>•- e-' .... )11 = 11 LA;· iz e-ie•dell 
i=O i=O 11l 
$ t IIA;II· ilzi1T le-•.;·lde $ IIAo(s)llpm. e. (IIAo(s)llpm + 1) ·Ir- rol $ 
i=O 11l 
1 $ IIAo(s)llpm. e. (IIAo(s)llpm + 1). p < 4K' {3.55) 
where in the last inequality (3.50) was used. (Note that in the denvation of formula 
(3.55) i is a summation variabie and not the complex number z). In a completely 
analogous way we may prove that 
IIB(e-1'•)- Bo(e-11>")1! $IIB(e-n)- Bo(e-n)ll +!lBo( e-T"")- Bo(e-1'0")11 < 2~. 
Using the previous inequality together with (3.54) and (3.55) in (3.52), we obtain 
(3.51). 
Next reeall that ( zl- Ao{ e-To•) I B0{ e-11>•)) is right-invertible, with right-inverse 
T(z). Moreover IIT(z)ll $ K. So 
Jl(zl- A( e-n) I B(e-rz))- (zl- Ao(e-11>") I Bo(e-1'0"})11 < ~ $ IIT~z)ll' 
After application of Lemma 3.3.16 we immediately see that (zl -A( e-n) I B(e-n)) 
is right-invertible, hence 
This completes the proof. 
• 
According to Theorem 3.3.17, the set of all parametrizations of time-delay sys-
tems that are stabilizable w.r.t. c-, is an open subset of W in the topology gener-
ated by the metric dw. This immediately implies that the same result holds in the 
inductive limit topology, because we have seen in Lemma 3.3.5 that this topology is 
stronger. 
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Corollary 3.3.18 The set of all parametrizations of time-delay systems that are 
stabilizable w. r.t. the stability domain c-, is an open subset of W in the inductive 
limit topology 7 of Definition 3.3.11: 
{(A(s}, B(s), r) E W I Vz E c+: rank(zf- A(e-·u) I B(e-n)) = n} E 7. • 
Our n€Xt step is to generalize this result on stabilizability w.r.t. the stability 
domain c- toa result on the stabilizability w.r.t. an arbitrary open left half plane 
C_.". For this purpose we introduce the following operator. 
Deflnition 3.3.19 Let a ER. Then the operator Ha: W-W is defined by 
H."(A(s),B(s),r) =(al +A(e.,.as),B(e.,.as),-r). (3.56) 
Denote the set of all n x n and n x m matrices over R[s] of degree smaller than 
or equal toe by Vnxn,t and Vnxm,t• respectively. If A(s) E Vnxn,t and B(s) E Vnxm,!• 
i.e. if A(s) and B(s) are of the form 
t t 
A(s) = L:A;s', B(s) = L:B;s•, 
i=O i=O 
and if T > 0 is given, tben the operator Ha maps A(s) and B(s) to 
t 
a:/ + L A;e'.,."' s' and 
i=O 
t 
L:B;e'.,."'s', 
i=O 
respectively. lt is obvious that for all a: E R, the operator Hà is affine. Moreover, 
Ha is invertible with inverse H-a· The main reason for our interest in the operator 
Ha is tbe following result. 
Lemma 3.3.20 Let a: ER, and consider a delay system E = (A(s),B(s),T) E W. 
Then we have: 
(A(s),B(s),-r) is stabilizable w.r.t. the stability domainC-a, (3.57) 
H."(A(s), B(s), r) is stabilizable w.r.t. the stability domain c-. (3.58) 
Proof 
":::}" Assume that E = (A(s), B(s), r) is stabilizable w.r.t. C_.", i.e. 
Vz E C\C-à: rank(zf- A(e-n) I B(e_.,.z)) = n. 
Let zE c+ and define w :::=z-a:. Then wE C\C_.", and thus 
rank(wl- A(e-.,.111 ) I B(e-.,.111 )) = n. 
Substitution of w = z - a: in the last formula yields 
rank(zJ- (a:J + A(e'~'"'e-n)) I B(e.,.ae-'~'"')) = n. 
Since z E c+ was arbitrary, the definition of H." implies tbat Ha(A(s), B(s), r) is 
stabilizable w.r.t. c-. 
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"<?" Assume that H..(A(s),B(s),r) is stabilizable w.r.t. c-, so 
Vz E c+ : rank(zl- (o:I + A(e""e-" .. )) I B(e""e-'T .. )) = n. 
Let z E C\ C_a and define w := z + o:. Then w E c+ and substituting w = z + o: in 
the last formula., we obtain 
ra.nk(zl- A(e-"z) I B(e-'T•)) = n. 
This holcis for all zE C\C-a, so (A(s),B(s),r) is stabilizable w.r.t. C-a· 
• 
According to Lemma 3.3.20, it is possible to translate the problem of stabiliz-
ability of a system E = (A(s),B(s),r) w.r.t. an open left half plane C_a to the 
problem of stabilizability of the transforrned system Hc.(A(s), B(s), r) w.r.t. the 
half plane c-. Now the crucial point is that in the inductive limit topology this 
transformation operator Ha is continuous. 
Proposition 3.3.21 Let o: E R and consider the operator Ha : W - W, as defined 
in (3.56}. In the inductive limit topology T on W, the operator Ha is continuous. 
Proof 
First note that Ha is an affine operator; without the term o:I in the first compo-
nent, the operator Ha would have been linear. In this situation, Proposition 3.3.9 
is still valid, and it suffices to show that Ha is sequentially continuous. 
Let (Ao(s),B0(s),r0 ) be an element of W, and let (Ai(s),B1(s),ri)ieN be a 
sequence in W converging to (A0(s), B0(s), r0). Then Ai(s) converges to Ao(s), and 
a.ccording to Proposition 3.3.8 there exists an l 1 EN such that 
{i} Ao(s) E Vnxn,t1 and Vj EN: Ai(s) E Vnxn,t1 , 
{ii} j.im IIAi(s)- Ao(s)lle1 = 0. J-00 
In the same way there exists an C2 E N such that 
(iii} Bo(s) E Vnxm,tz and Yj EN: Bj(s) E Vnxm,t2 , 
and finally 
(v} Jim lri- rol = 0. 
J-00 
Define l := max(lhl2) and denote for jEN u {0} the point Ha(Ai(s}, Bi(s), TJ) 
in W by (Ä;(s), B;(s),rj)· Then Äj{s) EVnxn,f and Èj(s) E Vnxm,t and we only 
have to show that 
Jim IIÄi(s)- Äo(s}llt = 0, 
:J-00 
(3.59} 
(3.60) 
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So 
For alljEN U {0} the matrix AJ(s) may be written as 
t 
Aj(s) = LA.iis'. 
i=O 
l 
Äi(s)- Äo(s) = 2:(A;,e;,.Ja- Aoïe'To<>) ·i= 
i=O 
t 
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= L[(A;i- Aot)é,.J<> + Aot(ei''"'- eiTo<>)] • s'. (3.61) 
i=O 
Let K := sup({é,.Ja Ij EN} U {1}). Since (r;)~1 is a convergent sequence, it is 
bounded from above and thus K exists. Next, define for jEN: ai:= ma.x{lei.-Ja-
eîTo<>ll i = 0, 1, ..• , i}. Then limi-oo a; = 0 because r; converges to r0 when j tends 
to infinity. Using both the definitions of K and (aj);eN in (3.61) we obtain 
IIÄ;(s)- Äo(s)llt ::5 K ·IIAJ(s)- Ao(s)lle +a;· IIAo(s)llt- 0 (j-+ oo), 
and indeed (3.59) is satisfied. In a completely analogous way (3.60) is proved. After 
application of Proposition 3.3.8, we conclude that in the inductive limit topology T 
H<>(A;(s},B;(s),r;)- H<>(Ao(s),Bo(s),ro) (j-+ oo). 
Thus Ha is continuous. 
• 
The proof of Proposition 3.3.21 shows another advantage of the inductive limit 
topology. In this topology the proof of the continuity of Ha is relatively easy. In the 
topology on W generated by the metric dw the denvation of a similar result seems 
very troublesome. 
Using the previous results on the operator Ha, it is possible to generalize Corol-
lary 3.3.18 to arbitrary open left half planes. 
Corollary 3.3.22 Let a E R, and let C_a denote the stability domain {z E C I 
Rez <-a}. In the inductive limit topology Ton W, thesetof all parametrizations 
of time-delay systems that are stabilizable w.r.t. c_" is open: 
{(A(s), B(s}, r) E W I 'Vz E C\C-a: rank(zl- A( e-n) I B(e_,.z)) = n} ET. 
Proof 
Let So and S_a denote the sets of all parametrizations of delay systems in W 
that are stabilizable w.r.t. c- and C_a, respectively. According to Corollary 3.3.18, 
So is an open subset of W. From Lemma 3.3.20 it follows that 
S_" = H;;(So), 
i.e. S_a is the inverse image of Sounder the mapping HOt. Since HOt is a continuons 
mapping and S0 is open, this implies that S_a is also an open subset of W. In other 
words S_a E T. • 
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Remark 3.3.23 In this subsection, only stabilizability w.r.t. an arbitrary open 
left half plane was considered. This specialization looks rather restrictive, but it is 
sufficient to prove our genericity result for arbitrary stability domains C9 • Reeall 
from Definition 3.1.2 that for every stability domain Cgthere exists an & ER such 
that the left half plane C_& is contained in C9 • It is our objective to prove that the 
set S_& consisting of all delay systems in W· that are stabilizable w.r.t. C_6 is an 
open and dense subset of W. Since C_6 c C9 , the set 89 of all parametrizations 
of time-delay systems that are stabilizable w.r.t. Cg, contains the set 8_6 • So, 
after proving the genericity of stabilizability w.r.t. arbitrary open left half planes, 
the same result for general stability domains as described in Definition 3.1.2 follows 
immediately. 
Remark 3.3.24 At first sight, Theorem 3.3.17 and Corollaries 3.3.18 and 3.3.22 
seem to have very much in common with the result of Pandolfi in [74, Section 5]. 
However, there are several differences. First of all, Pandolfi's result is obtained 
within the framework of distributed parameter systems. As already noted in Chap-
ter 1, this is a more general class of systems. Moreover, in the setting of Pandolfi, 
perturbations are described in a completely different way. In [74], systems are de-
scribed with help of linear operators acting on the (infinite-dimensional) state space 
and the (finite-dimensional) input space. Perturbations of these systems are consid-
ered as perturbations of these operators and they are measured in the operator norm 
induced by the norms on the input and state space. In this context, the robustness 
of stabiliza'bility against these perturbations is studied. In our approach, the state 
space does not play any role. We describe perturbations within a topology on the 
space W of all parametrizations of time-delay systems. Pandolfi's result certainly 
holds in a much more general setting, but our result is more suitable to capture 
the concept of genencity for the time-delay systems under consideration. So the 
results of this subsection are not an immediate consequerice of the werk of Pandolfi. 
Although these results look very similar, there is not a clear relationship, and the 
differences are more conspicuous. 
3.3.3 Some results on matrices of analytic functions 
In this subsection, we make some preparations for the second part of the proof of our 
genencity result. In this proof (which is given in the next subsection) weneed some 
properties of matrices of analytic functions. Especially the relationship between the 
rank of these matrices and their determinants is studied. This relationship is clarified 
using projection matrices. Since these results are also interesting in themselves, we 
isolate them from the rest, and devote this subsection to this subject. 
The first lemma describes how projections can be useful for the computation of 
the determinant of a matrix. 
Lemma. 3.3.25 Let A1 and A2 be two arbitrary square matrices, and E a projection. 
Define p(E) := rank(E). Let a be an indeterrninate. Then 
det(aEA1 +(I- E)A2) = ap(E) • det(EA1 +(I- E)A2). (3.62) 
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Pro of 
Choose a basis {x11 ••• , Xn) such that range(E) = {x11 ••• , Xp(E)) and range( I-
E) = {Xp(E)+l! ... ,xn}· Let B = ( ~~ ) denote the matrix of EA1 +(I- E)A2 
with respect to this new basis, where B1 consists of the first p(E) rows of B, and 
B2 of the last n- p(E) rows. Then ( a~1 ) is the matrix of aEA1 +(I- E)A2 
with respect to this basis. Hence 
det(aEA1 +(I- E)A2) = det ( a~1 ) = aP(E) · det ( ~~ ) 
= ap(E) · det(EA1 +(I- E)A2). • 
Let Q(z) be an n x n matrix over the ring of analytic functions on C, i.e. all 
entries of Q(z) are analytic functions in z. Define 
p(z) := det(Q(z)). (3.63) 
It is clear that in a point >. E C, the matrix Q(>.) is of full rank if and only if 
p(>.) i= 0. Using a suitable projection E, it is also possible to obtain more precise 
infotmation on the rank of Q(>.) from the determinant function p(z) when p(>.) = 0. 
Proposition 3.3.26 Let Q(z) be an n x n matrix of analytic functions, and p(z) = 
det(Q(z)). Assume that fora certain >. E C: p(>.) = 0. Define the matrix of analytic 
functions Q1 (z) as 
Let E be a projection such that EQ(>.) = 0. Then 
p(z) = (z- >.)P(E) · det(EQ1(z) +(I- E)Q(z)). 
Moreover, ij p(E) = k, then 
{ 
p(jl(.>.) = 0 for j = 1, ... , k- 1, 
p<kl(>.) = k! · det(EQ'(>.) +(I- E)Q(>.)). 
Pro of 
Q(z) may be written as Q(z) = Q(>.) + (z- >.)Q1(z). Therefore, 
(3.64) 
(3.65) 
p(z) = det(EQ(z) +(I- E)Q(z)) = det((z- >.)EQ1(z) +(I- E)Q(z)) = 
= (z- >.)P(E) · det(EQ1(z) +(I- E)Q(z)), 
where in the last step Lemma 3.3.25 is used. The result on the derivatives of p(z) 
in >. when p(E) = k, is an easy consequence of formula (3.64) and the definition of 
Q1(z). • 
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Corollary 3.3.27 Let Q(z) be an n x n matrix of analytic functions, and p(z) := 
det( Q(z)). Then 
[ p(..\) = 0 } ] V..\ E e: p'(..\) #- 0 => rank(Q(..\)) = n- 1 . (3.66) 
Pro of 
Let À E e be such that p(Ä) = 0 and p'(..\) #- 0. Choose a projection E with 
range(Q(..\)) = ker(E). Since Q(..\) is singular, p(E) = rank(E) ?: 1. According to 
Proposition 3.3.26 we have 
p(z) = (z- ..\)P(E) • det(EQ1(z) +(I- E)Q(z)). 
Suppose that p(E) > 1. Then p'(..\) = 0. This contradiets our assumption, and 
therefore p(E) == 1. This implies that dim(range(Q(..\))) = n- 1. • 
Remark 3.3.28 From Proposition 3.3.26 it follows that (p(..\) = 0 and p'(À) #- 0) 
is a sufficient condition for Q(..\) to have rank n- 1. However, it is not a necessary 
condition because it is also possible that rank(Q(..\)) = n- 1 while p'(Ä) = 0. In 
that case the matrix EQ'(..\) +(I- E)Q(..\) is singular. 
In Subsection 3.3.4, it turns out that for our purposes matrices Q(z) of analytic 
functions, for which the determinant p(z) has only simple zeros, are of special inter-
est. According to Corollary 3.3.27 this type of matrices has the property: if p( À) = 0 
the.n rank(Q(..\)) = n -1. 
Let Q(z) be given, and assume that À E eis such that p(Ä) = det(Q(..\)) = 0 and 
also p'(..\) = 0. Then it is possible to perturb Q(z) in such a way that À becornes a 
simple zero of p(z). However, before we can prove this result, we first need a lemma 
that describes how a constant matrix can be perturbed in order to increase its rank. 
Lemma 3.3.29 Let A be an n x n matrix over e, and assume that rank(A) = e. 
For each j E {1, ... , n- f.}, there exists a matrix BE Rnxn satisfying the following 
properties: 
(i) IIBII = 1 and rank(B) = j. 
{ii} '101., /3 #- 0: range(01.A + /3B) =range( A) EB range(B). 
Proof 
Let e1, .•• , en denote the standard basis in en. Th en there exists a permutation 
1r : {1, ... , n} ~ {1, ... , n} such that 
range( A) = (Ae".(l)• ... , Ae".(t)}· 
Choose veetors e;1 , ••• , e;n-l from the standard basis satisfying 
(e;1 , ••• , e;n-t) EB range( A) = en 
Let j E {1, ... , n- f.}, and define B as 
{ 
Be1r(k) = 0 for k = 1, ... , f., f. + j : 1, ... , n, 
Be1r(k) = e;k-l for k = 1'. + 1, ... , f. + J. 
(3.67) 
(3.68) 
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With this choice of B, it is obvious that (i} is satisfied. 
F:rom the construction of Bit is immediately clear that range( A) n range(B) = 
{0}. Moreover, the inclusion range(a:A + {JB) c range( A)+ range(B) is trivial. So, 
to prove (ii}, we only have to show the correctnessof the other inclusion. 
Let Xt E range( A). Then there exists an Y1 E (e .. (lh ••• , e .. (t)) such that x1 = 
Ay1. But clearly By1 = 0. Hence 
(a:A+{JB)(!Yt) = Ayl + f!_Byl = Xt. 
a: a: 
and x1 E range(a:A + {JB). 
Let x2 E range(B). Then there exists an Y2 E (e .. (l+l)• ••• , e .. (t+J)) such that 
By2 = x2• Since Ay2 E range( A), there exists an y3 E (e .. (l)• ••• , e .. (t)} such that 
Ay2 = Aya. Now 
1 a: (a:A + {JB) • fj(Y2- Ya) = {j(Ay2- Aya) + By2- Bya:::: By2 = x2, 
and x2 E range(a:A + {JB). This completes the proof of (ii). • 
At this stage all ingredients to prove the main result of this subsection are avail-
able. The result describes how a matrix of analytic functions may he perturbed in 
order to reduce the multiplicity of one of the zeros of its determinant to 1. 
Proposition 3.3.30 Let Q(z) be an n x n matrix of analytio functions, and define 
p(z) = det(Q(z)}. Assume that À E C satisfies p(À) = 0. Let g(z) be an analytic 
function such that g'(À) ::f: 0. 
Then for each e > 0 there exists an n x n polynomial matrix .à.(s) over R[s], 
that satisfies the following properties (where Q(z) := Q(z) + .à.(g(z)) and p(z) := 
det(Q(z))): 
(i) ll.à.(s)llpm < ë, 
(ii) deg(.à.(s)) ::5 1 if g(À) is real, and deg(.à.(s)) ::5 2 ij g(À) is complex, 
(iii) p(À) = 0 and .P'(À) ::f: 0. 
Proof 
If p1(À) # 0, the proof is trivial: take .à.(s) = 0. 
Assume p'(À) = 0. Let e > 0. If rank(Q(À)) = n -1, define B1 := 0. Otherwise, 
choose a matrix Bt according to Lemma 3.3.29, with IIBtll = 1 and rank(Bt) = 
n- 1- rank(Q(À)) in such a way that 
'r/a: ::f: 0: range(Q(À) + o:B1) = range(Q(À)) $ range(Bt). 
This implies that for all a: ::f: 0: rank(Q(À) + a:B1) = n -1. 
Fix a::= ie and apply Lemma 3.3.29 again, but now to the matrix Q(À) + o:B1. 
In this way we find a matrix B2 (possibly depending on a:), satisfying IIB2II = 1, 
rank(B2) = 1, and 
'r/{3 ::f: 0: range(Q(À) + a:B1 + {3B2) = range(Q(À)) ~ range(Bt) $ range(B2). 
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So for every {3 :F 0, the matrix (Q(,~) + oB1 + /3B2) has rank n. 
Let E denote the projection on range(B2) along range(Q(>.) + oB1}, so that 
E(Q(>.) + oB1) = 0 and EB2 = B 2• Then p(E) = rank(E) = 1. Define Qc.(z) := 
Q(z) + o:B11 and Pa(z) := det(Q"'(z)). So Pa(>.)= det(Q(>.) + oB1) = 0, and using 
formula (3.65) from Proposition 3.3.26 we obtain: 
N ext we show that 
ker(Eq(>.) +(I- E)Qa(>.)) C ker(Qc.(>.)). 
Let x E ker(EQ'(>.) + (I- E)Qc.(>.)). Then Eq(>.)x = 0 and (I- E)Q0 ().)x = 0. 
By construction EQa(>.) = 0, hence the last equality implies that Qa(>.)x = 0, and 
we conclude that x E ker(Qatpha(>.)). 
Since dim(ker(Qa(>.))) = 1, we now divide the problem into two different cases: 
~.J..· ker(EQ'(>.) +(I- E)Qa(>.)) = {0}. 
Then p~(>.) det(EQ'(>.) +(I- E)Qa(>.)) :F 0, and A(s) := oB1 satisfies both 
{ii) and {iii) and also {i) because ll~(s)llpm = JJoB1II::::; te. 
Case 2: ker(EQ'(>.) +(I- E)Qc.(>.)) = ker(Qc.(>.)). 
If g( >.) is real, de fine for all {3 e R\ { 0} 
~p(s) := oB1 + /3(s- g(>.))B2; 
if g(>.) is complex, define for all {3 e R\{0} 
~p(s) := o:B1 + f3(s- g(>.))(s- g(>.))B2. 
Then in each case ~p(s) e R[sl"x", and moreover (ii) is satisfie~. 
Let {3 E R\{0} and define Q{z) := Q(z) + ~p(g(z)). Then Q(>.) = Q(>.) + oB1, 
and in both the real and the complex case there exist a "Y :/; 0 such that Q'(>.) = 
q(>.) + 1B2• Since Q(>.) = Q(>.) +oBI is singular, we still have that p(>.) = 0, and 
according to Proposition 3.3.26, 
p'(>.) = det(EQ'(.~) +(I- E)Q(>.)) = det(E(q(>.) + 1B2) +(I- E)Qc.(>.)). 
Assume that x E ker(E(Q'(>.) + "'(B2 ) +(I- E)Qc.(>.)). Then x E ker(Qç,(À}). So 
by assumption x E ker(Eq(>.) + (1- E)Qa.(>.)). Moreover we have that EB2 = B2, 
and thus we obtain 
1B2x = (E(q(>.) + 1B2) +(I- E)Qa(>.))x- (EQ'(>.) +(I- E)Qc.(À))x = 0. 
So (Qa(À) +1B2)x = 0. By construction Qc.(>.) +1B2 = Q(>.) +oBI +1B2 has full 
rank, and thus x= 0. This implies that rank(E(Q'(>.) +1B2) +(I- E)Qc.(À)) = n. 
Therefore p'(>.) # 0, and Q(z) satisfies condition {iii) for all {3 :F 0. 
In order to satisfy {i}, we choose 
{3 .:= ~e · min(gt>.)' 1), 
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when g(>.) is real, and 
(3 := ~e · min(g(.\): g(>.), g(.\) ~ g(>.) ,1), 
when g(>.) is complex. Then it is easily verified tha.t IIAp(s)llpm < e. This completes 
the proof. • 
Remark 3.3.31 If the matrix Q(z) of analytic functions bas the property tha.t 
Q(z) = Q(z), also its determinant p(z) bas this property. This implies tha.t >.is a 
zero of p(z) ofmultiplicity k, if and only ifX is a zero of p(z) ofthe same multiplicity. 
Note that if also g(z) = g(z), and g(.\) is complex, the reduction process described 
in the proof of Proposition 3.3.30 reduces the multiplicity of both the zeros >. and X 
to 1 in only one step. Although in general a perturbation matrix A{s) of degree 2 
is needed to rednee the multiplicity, this matrix handles both the zeros >. and X at 
the same time. 
Remark 3.3.32 Corollary 3.3.27 and Proposition 3.3.30 are formulated in a very 
general context of matrices over analytic functions, but in the next subsectien they 
are only used fora very special case. It is clear that for the stabilizability properties 
of a system E corresponding to a point (A(s), B(s), r) E W, the matrix (zl -
A( e-n)) is very important. Therefore the results of this subsection are applied to 
the case Q(z) = (zl- A(e-u)) and g(z) =e-n. Then clearly j(>.) = ~re--r>. #:: 0 
for all>. E C. In this perspective Proposition 3.3.30 describes how the matrix A(s) E 
R[s]nxn bas to be perturbed in such a way that (zl- (A(e--rz) +A( e-n))) satis:fies 
the condition of Corollary 3.3.27. Note that the degree of the perturbation matrix 
A(s) is bounded above by 2. Therefore it doesnotmatter whether perturbations 
are considered within the norm ll·llpm on R[s]nxn or in .the inductive limit topology: 
the result holds in both cases. 
3.3.4 Approximation by stabilizable time-delay systems 
In this subsection, the secoud and finalpart of our genericity result is proved. We 
show that the subset 89 of W, consisting of all parametrizations of time-delay sys-
tems that are stabilizable w.r.t. the stability domain C9, is a dense subset of W. 
This means that in every open neighbourhood of a non-stabilizable system E E W, 
there exists a point f: E W corresponding to a time-delay system that is stabilizable 
w.r.t. C9 • In other words, there exists a sequence of stabilizable systems (E.;).;eN in 
89 that converges toE. In this subsection, such an approximation by stabilizable 
time-delay systems is constructed explicitly. 
The strategy to prove this result is the same as in Subsection 3.3.2. First we 
consider the problem for the special case of stabilizability w.r.t. the stability domain 
c-, and use the topology on W generated by the metric dw. When this is proved, 
the generalization to the inductive limit topology T on W is very straightforward. 
Finally, this result for the stability domain c-, can be shifted to any other open 
left half plane with help of the operator Hcx of Definition 3.3.19. Since every sta-
bility domain C9 contains an open left half plane, this immediately implies that 
approximation by C9-stabilizable delay systems is also possible. 
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The main idea of the proof is as follows. Suppose that E = (A(s),B(s),r) is a 
point in W, such that the corresponding time-delay system is not stabillzable w.r.t. 
c-. Using Corollary 3.3.3, it is easy to show that for all matrices À(s) e R[s]nxn, 
the analytic function p(z) = det(zl- À(e-'~"z)) has only a finite number of zerosin 
c+. Using Rouché's Theorem, and Corollary 3.3.27 and Proposition 3.3.30 of the 
previous subsection, it is possible to prove that for every e > 0, there exists a matrix 
Ae(s) E R[s]nxn such that IIA(s)- A,(s)llpm < and 
Vz e c+: [ rank(z/- A.,(e-n)) < n ===> rank(z/- A.(e-n}) = n -1]. 
So, in all points z e where the matrix (zl- A.( e-n)) loses rank, it only loses 
rank 1. This loss of rank has to be compensated by the matrix B(s). Therefore 
this matrix is perturbed in such a way that the perturbed version B.{ s) satisfies the 
inequality !IB.(s)- B(s)llpm < ie and is such that 
Vz E c+ : [ rank(zl- A.(e-'~"")) < n ===> rank{zl- A.( e-n) I Be(e-'~"")) = n]. 
Since the analytic function Pe(z) = det(zl - A.(e-n)) only has a finite number 
of zeros in the closed right half plane, it is possible to satisfy this condition. In 
this way we find a stabilizable time-delay system Ee = (A.(s}, Be(s), r) such that 
dw(E, Ee) < e, and the proofis complete. 
The rest of this subsection only consists of a detailed elaboration of the scheme 
of the proof given above. The first lemma describes the location of the zeros of the 
analytic function p(z) = det(zl- A(e-'~"•)) corresponding to the square polynomial 
màtrix A(s). 
Lemma 3.3.33 Let A(s) e R[s]nxn and r > 0 be given. Then the analytic function 
p(z) = det(z/- A(e-'~"")) only has a finite number of zeros in the closed right half 
plane c+. Moreover, all zeros of p(z) in c+ are located within the semi-disc 
D :={ze C I Rez 2:: 0 and lzl :5 IIA(s)llpm}· (3.69) 
Proof 
From Corollary 3.3.3 (with w equal to z), we know that 
Vz e c+, lzl > IIA(s)llpm: rank(z/- A(e-TZ)) = n. 
This implies that p(z} has no zerosin C+\D. So allzerosof p(z) in are contained 
in D. Since Dis a compact set, the analytic function p(z) only bas a finite number 
of zeros inside D. This p~;oves the claim. • 
Corollary 3.3.34 Let A(s) E R[s]nxn and.r > 0 be given. Let l E N be such that 
A(s) can be written as 
t 
A(s) = LAJsi. 
i=O 
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Let b ER, and define the polynomial matrix At,(s) by 
l 
Ao(s) := -b·I + EAie-i'~"6si. 
j=O 
Then the analytic junction p(z) = det(zl- A( e-n)) only has a finite number of 
zeros in the half plane {z E C I Rez ~ b}. Moreover, all zeros of p(z) in this half 
plane are located within the semi-disc 
Pro of 
Define the analytic function Pö(z) := det(zi- Ab(e-n)). It is easily seen that 
Pb(z) is just a shifted version of p(z): 
Po(z) = det(zl- Ab(e-n)} = det((z + b)I- A(e_.,.( .. #))) = p(z + b). 
Therefore À is a zero of p(z) if and only if (>.- b) is a zero of Pb(z). So the zeros 
of p( z) in the half plane { z e C I Re z ~ b} correspond to the zeros of p6( z) in c+. 
Application of Lemma 3.3.33 to the matrix Ab( s) yields the desired result. • 
Remark 3.3.35 If the polynomial matrix A(s) in Corollary 3.3.34 is completed to 
a system E = (A(s}, B(s), r) E W, then A6(s) is simply the first component of 
H-b(A(s), B(s), 1'). 
In the proof of one of the main results of this subsection, we have to assume 
that the analytic function p(z) = det{zJ- A(e-"z)) bas no zeros on the imaginary 
axis. Moreover, we are interested in suitable perturbations of the corresponding 
polynomial matrix A(s). The next proposition describes how a polynomial matrix 
A(s) can be perturbed in such a way that the corresponding analytic function p(z) = 
det{zl- A{e-u)) bas no zeros on the imaginary axis. Combining the results of 
Lemma 3.3.33 and Corollary 3.3.34, it is shown that an arbitrary small perturbation 
of A(s} is enough to satisfy this condition. 
Proposition 3.3.36 Let A(s) E R[s)nxn and r > 0 be given. Let e > 0. Then there 
exists a polynomial matrix A1(s) E R[s)nxn satisfying the jollowing properties: 
{i) IIA(s)- A1(s)llpm < e, 
(ii) deg(A1(s)) = deg(A(s)), 
(iii) p1(z) := det(zl- A1{e-n)) has no zeros on the imaginary axis. 
Pro of 
We construct the matrix A1(s) in the following way. From Corollary 3.3.34 it 
follows that the analytic function p(z) only bas a finite number of zeros in any 
arbitrary right half plane. So there exists a b < 0 such that p(z) bas no zerosin the 
strip 
{zeCib< Rez<O}. 
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There exists an l EN such that A(s) can be written as A(s) = EJ=oAisi. Define 
for all ê E {b, 0): 
l 
A.s(s) := -êl + l:Aie-i,.6si. 
i=O 
Then IIA6(s)- A(s)!lpm ::; ó + E~=0 IIAJII ·le-iTó- 11, and it is easily verified that 
there exists a 6 E (b, 0) such that IIA&(s) - A(s)llpm < e. · Define A1(s) := A6(s). 
Then clearly (i) and (ii) hold. To prove (iii), reeall that p(z) has no zeros on the line 
{zE C I Rez = 6}. Let wE R. With exactly the sameargument on the shifting of 
zeros as in Corollary 3.3.34, we have 
and thus (iii) is satisfied too. .. 
The next theorem is arestatement of a well~known result from complex analysis. 
lt plays a crucial role in the rest of this subsection because it describes in what way 
small perturbations of an analytic function infl.uence the location of its zeros. For a 
proof of this result we refer to e.g. [83, Theorem 10.43]. 
Theorem 3.3.37 (Rouché's Theorem) Let f and g be two functions that are ana~ 
lytic inside and on a bounded Jordan curve J. Suppose that f and g have no zeros 
on J. Denote by Nt and N9 the total number of zeros of f and g inside J, also 
counting multiplicities. Then 
[ Vz E J: 1/(z)- g(z)i < 1/(z)IJ => N9 = N,. (3.70) 
• 
It is evident that under the same conditions as in Theorem 3.3.37, and after the 
definition of ê := min{lf(z)ll zE J}, the condition 1/(z) -g(z)i < ó implies that f 
and g have the same number of zeros inside J. This observation is exploited in the 
next lemma. 
Lemma 3.3.38 Let A(s) E R[s]nxn and r > 0 be given. Let J be a bounded Jordan 
curve in c+ such that p(z) = det(zl A( e-n:)) has no zeros on J. Then there exists 
a_n t > 0 such that for all polynomial matrices Ä(s) E R(.s]nxn satisfying IIA(s) -
A(s)llpm < ë, the characteristic function p(z) := det(zJ- A( e-n:)) corresponding to 
Ä(s), has the same number of zeros within J as p(z) (counting multiplicities), and 
no zeros on J. 
Proof 
Define Pc(s, z) := det{zl- A(s)). Then p.,(s, z) E R[s, z], and the degree of 
p.,(s, z) in z is n. Define 
ó := min{lp(z)ll z E J}, (3.71) 
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and M := 1+max{lzll zE J}. Now apply Proposition 3.~.15. Choose an! > 0 such 
that for all matrices A(s) E R!s]nxn satisfying IJA{s)- A(s)llpm < l, the following 
inequality holds: 
. M-1 
IIPc(s, z)- Pc(s, z)llp < Ó Mn+l _ 1 . (3.72) 
Here Pc(s, z) denotes the characteristic polynomial det(z/- Ä(s)) of Á(s), which is 
also of degree n in z. We show that for l, the claim of Lemma 3.3.38 holds. 
Let Á(s) E R[s]nxn be such that IIA(s)-Ä(s)llpm < ë. First apply Lemma 3.3.14 
to r(s, z) := Pc(s, z)- Pc(s, z) and use inequality (3.72). In this way we obtain: 
Vz E C+, lzl :$ M: lp(z)- p(z)l < 6. (3.73) 
So in particular lp(z)- p(z)l < 6 for all zE J. Apparently p(z) bas no zeros on J. 
(Otherwise there would be a"\ E J such that lp(l)l < 6, which contradiets definition 
(3.71)). Finally, because both p(z) and p(z) are analytic functions without zeros on 
J, Rouché's Theorem and formulae (3.71) and (3.73) imply that p(z) and p(z) have 
the same number of zeros inside the Jordan curve J (counting multiplicities). • 
Lemma 3.3.38 indicates that small perturbations of the matrix A( s) affect the 
zerosof p(z) only slightly: they cannot cross the Jordan curve J. The idea is now to 
perturb A(s) in such a way that the multiple zéros of p(z) inside J become simple, 
without changing the total number of zeros inside J. In this approach, Rouché's 
Theorem (in the disguised form of Lemma 3.3.38), plays an important role. 
Proposition 3.3.39 Let A(s) E R[s]nxn and r > 0 be given. Let J be a bounded 
Jordan curve in c+, and assume that p(z) = det(z/- A(e_.,.%)) has no zeros on J. 
Choose ë > 0 such that Lemma 9.3.38 is satisfied. Let Np denote the total number 
of zeros of p(z) within J, counting multiplicities. Then: 
VeE (O,ë} 3Ä(s) E R[s]nxn such that 
(i) IIA(s)- Ä(s)llpm :$ e, 
(ii) deg(Ä(s)) :5 max(deg(A(s)), 2), 
(iii). The analytic function p(z) = det(z/- Ä(e-u)) has Np zeros within J, and all 
these zeros are simple. 
Pro of 
Let e E (0,!). Then it follows from Lemma 3.3.38 that for all Ä(s) E R[s]nxn 
satisfying IIA(s)-Á(s)llpm < e < ë, the number ofzeros ofp(z) = det(z/ -Ä(e--rz)) 
inside J equals Np. Let Lp denote the number of simple zerosof p(z) within J. The 
proposition is proved with the following induction argument: 
Vi E {0, 1, ... , Np- Lp} 3Ai(s) E R[s]nxn such that 
(1} IIA(s)- A;(s)llpm ::::;1j! · e, 
(2} deg(A;(s)) :$ max(deg(A(s)), 2). 
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Figure 3.2: Location of the zeros inside a Jordan curve J 
(3} The analytic function p;(z) = det(zl- A,(e-rz)) has at least Lp+ i simple 
zeros within J, i.e. Lp; 2: Lp+i, where Lp; denotes the number of simple zeros 
of p;(z) enclosed by J. 
i= 0: This is trivial: choose A0(s) = A(s). 
Induction step: Suppose that for certain i E {0, 1, ... , Np - Lp - 1} we have 
found a matrix Ai(s), satisfying (1}, {2} and {3}. If Lp; 2: Lp +i + 1, choose 
A;+l(s) = A;(s), and we are ready. 
Next assume that Lp; = Lp + i. Since i < Np - Lp, we know that at least one 
of the Np zerosof p;(z) inside J is a multiple zero. Let>.;, j E {1, ... , l} denote all 
distinct zerosof p;(z). Then there exists a p > 0 such that the circles C; defined by 
Ci ={zE C llz- Àjl = p}, (3.74) 
neither interseet one another nor the Jordan curve J (see Figure 3.2). Apply Lemma 
3.3.38 to each of these circles Ci. Then for all j = 1, ... , l we find an ë; > 0, such 
that for all A(s) E R[s]nxn, the inequality IIA(s)- A(s)jjpm < ëj implies that p;(z) 
andp(z) = det(zi -A( e--r")) have the same number ofzeros within Ci, and no zeros 
on C;. Define € := min{ë; Ij= 1, ... , i}. 
Assume without loss of generality that >.1 is a multiple zero of p;(z). Apply 
Proposition 3.3.30 to Q(z) := zl- A;(e-.,.•), with g(z) = e-Tz and >. = >.1• Clearly 
g'(>.1) = -Te-r>.1 :f: 0, and so there exists a polynomial matrix Ä(s) E R[s]"x", with 
deg(Ä(s)) :5 2, in norm bounded by 
IIÄ(s)llpm < min(€, 2;~ 1 • e), 
and such that p(z) = det(Q(z) + Ä(e-.,.")) only has a simple zero in z = >.1 . We 
show that A;+l(s) := A;(s)- Ä(s) satisfies the requirements {1}, (2} and {3}, with 
i replaced by i + 1. 
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{1) and (2} are very straightforward: 
IIA(s)- Ai+l(s)llpm 5 IIA{s)- Ai(s)llpm + ll~(s)- Ai+t(s)llpm 5 
2i - 1 1 2i+1 - 1 
5 . e + 2i+l . e = 2i+l . e, 
and deg(At+1(s)) 5 max(deg(Ai{s)),2) 5 max(deg(A{s)),2). 
(9) Since II~+I(s}- ~(s)llpm < €, we can apply Lemma 3.3.38 toeach of the 
circles C; defined in (3.74), separatëly. In this way we obtain that for all j E 
{ 1, ... , f}, the number of zeros of Pi+ I ( z) within C; is equal to the number of zeros of 
Pt(z) within C; (counting multiplicities). This implies that the Lp, circles containing 
a simple zero of Pi(z), also contain exactly one (simple) zero of Pi+1{z). Moreover, 
the multiple zero À1 has become simple by construction, and thus 
LPi+l ~ Lp; + 1 = Lp + i + 1. 
This completes the proof of the induction argument. The correctness of Propo-
sition 3.3.39 follows immediately by taking Ä(s) AN,.-L"(s). • 
Proposition 3.3.39 shows that the matrix perturbations introduced in Proposition 
3.3.30 can be used successively to reduce the multiplicity of zeros to 1. Rouché's 
Theorem guarantees not only that the total number of zeros within the Jordan 
curve J remains constant, but also that simple zeros remain simple. Combining 
Propositions 3.3.36 and 3.3.39, together with the results of the previous subsection, 
we can finish the first part of the proof as indicated in the introduetion of this 
subsection, by an appropriate choice of the Jordari curve J. 
Theorem 3.3.40 Let A(s) E Rls]"xn and T > 0 be given. Then for alle> 0 there 
exists a matrix Ae(s) E R~s]nxn such that 
(i) IIA(s)- A,(s)llpm < e, 
(ii) deg(A.{s)) 5 max(deg{A(s)),2), 
{iii) 'r:/À E c+: [rank(.H- A.(e-TÀ)) < n ==? rank(M- Ae(e-TÀ)) = n- 1] . 
Proof 
Let e > 0. Choose, according to Proposition 3.3.36, a matrix A1(s) E R[s]nxn 
of the Banle degree as (A(s)), satisfying IIA(s)- At(s)llpm < ie, and such that 
p1(z) := det(zl- At(e-n)) has no zeros on the imaginary axis. 
De:fine R := IIA1(s)llpm+l, and the Jordan curve J, as depicted in Figure 3.3 by 
J :={zE C I (Rez = 0 and lzl < R) or (Rez ~ 0 and lzl = R)}. (3.75) 
So, according to Lemma 3.3.33, all zeros of p1 ( z) in c+ are located inside the Jordan 
curve J. Let Np1 denote the number of zeros of p1(z) enclosed by J (counting 
mul tiplidties ). We choose ! > 0 according to Lemma 3.3.38, and apply Proposition 
3.3.39 with è :=i· min(l,e,l). Then we :find a matrix A,(s) E IR[s]nxn such that 
(1) IIA1(s)- Ae(s)llpm 5 i· Inin(l,e,!} 5 te, 
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Figure 3.3: The Jordan curve J 
(2) deg(A,(s)) $ ma.x(deg(A1(s)), 2), 
(3) Pe(z) = det(zJ- Ae(e-rz)) has Np1 zeros within J, that are all simple. 
Thls matrix Ae(s) clearly satisfies {i) and (ii): 
1 1 
IIA(s).,. Ae(s)llpm $ IIA(s)- AI(s)Jipm + !IA1(s)- Ae(s)Jipm < 2e + 2e = e, 
and deg(Ae(s)) $ ma.x(deg(A1(s)),2) $ ma.x(deg(A(s)),2). 
Next we prove {iii). Since IIA,(s)IJpm < IJAI(s)llpm +~.Lemma 3.3.33 implies 
that pe(z) has no zerosin c+ outside J. Moreover, because IIA1(s)- Ae(s)Jipm < ë, 
we know from Lemma 3.3.38 that p,(z) has no zeros on J. Therefore all zeros of 
Pe(z) in c+ are located within J. According to (3}, all these zeros are simple, and 
. thus we have: 
Vz E c+ : [pe(z) = 0 ===> ~(z) :fo 0]. (3.76) 
Now, let ..\ E c+, and assume that rank(..\!- Ae(e-'"À)) < n. Define Q(z) = 
(zl- Ae(e-rz)). Then Pe(z) = det(Q(z)), and we know that Pe(..\) = 0. Moreover, 
according to (3.76), ~(..\) :fo 0, and thus it follows from Corollary 3.3.27 that 
rank(Q(..\)) = rank(..\/- Ae(e-'".\)) = n- 1. 
This completes the proof. 
• 
In the next part of this subsection we are concerned with perturbations of the 
matrix B(s). Suppose that a point :E = (A(s), B(s), r) E Wis given. First perturb 
A(s) in such a way that for Ae(s) conditions {i), {ii) and (iii} of Theorem 3.3.40 
are satisfied. Then it follows from Lemma 3.3.33 that the analytic function Pe(z) = 
det(zl- Ae(e-n)) has only a finite number of zerosin c+, say ..\1> ... ,..\k. We 
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know that for each iE {1, ... , k}, rank( À;[- A.(e-'T>.;)) = n -1, and therefore the 
left-kernel of the matrix (Àil- A.(e-'T>.•)), i.e. the linear subspace of en consisting 
of all row veetors xT, such that xT · (Àil- A.(e-'T>.;)) = 0, is one-dimensional. So 
for each iE {1, ... ,k}, this left-kernel is spanned by one row vector vJ Een. Now 
(>-.;!- A.(e-'T>.•)) I B(e-'T>.;)) has rank n if and only if 
(3.77) 
So, in order to achieve stabilizability, we have to perturb B(s) in such a way that 
for the perturbed version Be(s) the following holds: 
'Vi E {1, ... , k} : vi · B.(e-'T>.') =F 0. (3.78) 
To find such a perturbation of B(s), we first look for a vector b that is not 
perpendicular to a given finite set of vectors. 
Lemma 3.3.41 Let the column veetors Vt. .. . 'Vk E en be given, and assume that 
they are all nonzero. Then there exists a vector b E Rn such that 
'V i E {1, ... , k} : v[ · b :I- 0. 
Pro of 
First define for all i= 1, ... , k the linear spaces 
Vi :={x E Rn I v"[ ·x= 0}. 
Since all veetors Vi are nonzero, the sets Vi are linear subspaces of Rn, with dimension 
smaller than or equal ton- 1. This implies that each Vi is a nowhere dense subset 
of Rn. Application of Baire's Category Theorem (see for example [83, Theorem 5.6 
and Remark 5. 7]) yields 
• 
Intuitively, the result of Lemma 3.3.41 is clear. The veetors Vt. ... , Vk correspond 
to linear subspaces Vt. ... , Vk in Rn of dimension smaller than or equal to n - 1. 
Now one simply has to piek a vector b E Rn, that is not an element of one of these 
subspaces Vt. ... , Vk. Since we only consider a finite number of subspaces, this is a 
rather easy task. 
Lemma 3.3.41 makes it possible to find a perturbation of the matrix B(s) that 
is suitable for our purpose. This result is stated in the next lemma. 
Lemma 3.3.42 Let the veetors Vt. . .. 'Vk E en and bt. .. . 'bk E en be given. As-
sume that for all i E {1, ... , k} : llvdl = 1. Then 
'Vê > 0 3(3 E Rn : (i) 11/311 < ê, 
(ii) 'Vi E {1, ... , k} : vi · (bi+ (3) =F 0. 
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Pro of 
Let e > 0. Choose, according to Lemma 3.3.41, a vector 'Y E Rn such that 
vJ · 'Y # 0 for all iE {1, ... ,k}. If for all iE {1, ... ,k} we have v[ · b, = 0, then 
(3 !e · 'Y satisfies the claim. Otherwise, choose a p E (0, min{jvJ · b•l I vJ · b, # 
0, i= 1, ... ,k}), and define 
(3 := ~ · min(e, p) · ll~ll • 'Y· 
Then {i) is clear: llf311 5 t·e·l < e. To prove {ii}, let i E {1, ... , k}. If v'f ·bi= 0, 
then 
vJ ·(bi+ (3) = vJ • (3 = ~ · (vJ'Y) · ll~ll · min(e, p) # 0. 
On the other hand, if vJ · bi # 0, then 
So, in either case vJ· (bi + (3) # 0. 
• 
At this point, the proof for the stability domain c-, outlined in the introduetion 
of this subsection, is almost complete. We only have to state and prove the main 
result. 
Theorem 3.3.43 Let E = (A(s),B(s),r) E W be given. For alle >0 there exists 
a point f:: = (Ä(s), Ê(s), f) E W such that 
(i} dw(E, f::) < e, 
(ii) deg(À(s)) :::; max(deg(A(s)), 2) and deg(Ê(s)) = deg(B(s)), 
(iii) The time-delay system wrresponding to f:: is stabilizable w. r. t. c-, i.e. 
Proof 
Let ,e > 0. First apply Theorem 3.3.40 to A(s), and choose a matrix Ä(s) E 
R[s]nxn such that 
(1) IIA(s)- Ä(s)llpm < !e, 
(2) deg(Ä(s)) :::; max(deg(A(s)), 2), 
(3) 'r/z E c+ : [rank(zl- Ä(e-TZ)} < n ===> rank(zi- Ä(e-TZ)) = n- 1]. 
According to Lemma 3.3.33, the function p(z) = det(z/- Ä(e-"z)) has only a finite 
number of zeros in c+, say ..\1 , ••• , Àk. Only in these points (zl- Ä(e--rz)) loses 
rank, but then still rank(z/- Ä(e--rz)) = n -1. So the left-kernel of (zl- À( e-n)) 
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is one-dimensional for all z E {À11 ••• , Àk}· Choose veetors Vt. •• • , vk of norm 1 in 
en' spanning these left-kernels: 
V i E {1, ... , k} : span{ Vi} = {x E en I XT. (Àtl- Ä(e-T"'i)) = 0}. 
Denote for all i E {1, ... ,k} the fust column of B(cr..\i) by bi. According to 
Lemma 3.3.42 there exists a (3 E Rn such that llf311 < !e and vl· (bi + (3) 1: 0 for all 
i= 1, ... ,k. 
Define Ë(s) as the sum of B(s) and the n x m matrix ((3 I 0), consisting of the 
column (3, completed with zeros: 
Ë(s) := B(s) + (f31 0). 
Then obviously (ii)holds, and we only need to show that f: = (Ä(s), Ë(s), T) satisfies 
both (i) and {iii). 
dw(E,Ê) = IIA(s)- Ä(s)llpm + IIB(s)- B(s)llpm + IT- Tl< 
1 1 1 1 
< 2e + 11((3 I 0)11 = 2e + llf311 < 2e + 2e = e. 
To prove (iii}, let z E e+. If z '1. {Àl. ... ' Àk}, then rank(zl- Ä(e-TZ}) = n, so 
certainly rank(zl- Ä(e-rz) I B(e-rz)) = n. 
Otherwise, suppose that z = >.i for certain i E { 1' ... I k}. Let x E en be such 
that 
(3.79) 
Hence, xT is an element of the left-kernel of(>.,!- Ä(e-r>.;)), and there exists an 
a E e such that x= a· Vï· Now the first column of B(e-r"';) is b1 + (3, and 
0 = xT ·(bi+ (3) = avJ· (bi+ !i) =a· [vf · (b; +!i)]. 
We conclude that a = 0. This completes the proof. 
• 
Ftom Theorem 3.3.43 it follows directly that the subset of W consisting of all 
parametrizations of time-delay systems that are stabilizable w.r.t. e-, is a dense 
subset of W. Note that the conditions on the degrees of Ä(s} and B(s) are essential. 
Construction of a sequence of stabilizable systems converging to E, but with an 
increasing d~gree in s, is of no use for our genencity result because this would 
require systems with time-delays of constantly increasing length. However, since 
Theorem 3.3.43 enables us to construct a sequence of stabilizable systems in W of 
bounded degree in s and converging to E, the same result holds in the inductive 
limit topology T on W. 
Corollary 3.3.44 Let E = (A(s),B(s),T) E W be given, and assume that Eis not 
stabilizable w.r.t. e-. Then there exists a sequence Ej = (A;(s),B;(s),T}jeN in w 
such that all systems E; are stabilizable w.r.t. e-. Moreover, in the inductive limit 
topology T on W, the sequence Ei converges toE for j-+ oo. 
Proof 
Define €1 := deg(A(s)), l 2 := deg(B(s)} and e := €1 + t2 + 2. According to 
Theorem 3.3.43, for each j E N there exist matrices Ai(s) E Vnxn,t and Bi(s) E 
Vnxm,t such that 
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(i) IJA(s)- Ai(s)llt < j and 
(ii) :E; :::::: (A1(s),Bi(s),r) is stabilizable w.r.t. c-. 
From {i) and Proposition 3.3.8 we conclude that in the inductive limit topology the 
sequence (:E1);eN converges to :E when j tends to infinity. Together with {ii}, this 
proves the claim. • 
In the inductive limit topology, Corollary 3.3.44 may be generalized to an arbi-
trary stability domain Cg. 
Corollary3.3.45 Let Cg be a stability domain, and :E = (A(s),B(s),r) E W. 
Assume that :E is not stabilizable w.r.t. Cg. Then there exists a sequence :Ei == 
(A;(s),Bj(s),T)JeN in W such that all systems :Ei are stabilizable w.r.t. Cg. More-
over, in the inductive limit topology T on W, the sequence :E1 converges to :E for 
j-+ oo. 
Pro of 
According to Definition 3.1.2, there exists an a ER such that C_"' CCg. Apply 
Corollary 3.3.44 to the system H"'(A(s), B(s), r), where H"' is the operator defined 
in (3.56). In this way we obtain a sequence :Ei= (Aj(s), Bi(s), r)JeN of systems that 
are stabilizable w.r.t. c-, and converging to H"'(A(s), B(s), r). Both the operator 
H"' and its inverse H_"' are (sequentially) continuous, because of Proposition 3.3.21. 
So the sequence (H_"'(Aj(s), BJ(s), T))jeN converges to ll_<>Ha(A(s), B(s), r) = 
(A(s),B(s),r) when j -+ oo. Moreover, all systems :Ei = (AJ(s),B1(s),r) are 
stabilizable w.r.t. c-, so for all j E N H_"'(AJ(s),BJ(s),r) is stabilizable w.r.t. 
C_"'. Since C_01 c Cg, we conclude that the sequence (H-a(A3(s),BJ(s),T))JeN 
satisfies the claim. 
• 
After all these preparations, the main result on genericity is stated in the next 
theorem. 
Theorem 3.3.46 Let Cg be a stability domain. Then time-delay systems of the 
form (9.27} are generically stabilizable w.r.t Cg by dynamic state feedback. In other 
words: · 
In the inductive limit topology T on W, the subset Sg of the parameter-space 
W, oonsisting of all parametrizations :E = (A(s), B(s), T) of time-delay systems 
satisfying 
Vz E C\Cg : rank(z/- A( e-T") I B(e-n)) = n, 
contains an open and dense subset of the space W. 
Proof 
There exists an Oe E R such that C_a = { z E c I Re z < -a} c Cg. Let s_"' 
and 89 denote the subsets of W consisting of all delay systems that are stabilizable 
w.r.t. C_a and Cg respectively. Then 8_01 c 89 • Combining Corollaries 3.3.22 and 
3.3.45, we know that s_"' is an open and dense subset of W. Hence Sg contains an 
open and dense subset of W, and thus stabilizability w.r.t. Cg is a generic property . 
• 
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3.3.5 Generalization to the case of incommensurable time-
delays 
In Subsectiens 3.3.1 to 3.3.4, a denvation of our genericity result is given for systems 
with commenstirable time-delays. This restrietion was only made for notational 
convenience; the incommensurable delay case is not significantly morè difficult. In 
this subsection we explain that our genericity result on stabilizability also holds for 
the more general class of systems with incommensurable time-delays. We point out 
that exactly the same argumentsas in Subsectiens 3.3.1 to 3.3.4 may be used to 
prove this result. 
In the algebraic terminology, a time-delay system with k incommensurable delays 
r 17 ••• , rk is modeled as a system over the ring R[s17 ••• , Bk], where the indeterminate 
Si corresponds to the delay operator O'i with time-delay Tï. To apply a topological 
approach to our genericity problem, first a parameter-space wk (the incommensu-
rable version of W) has to be introduced. Denoting R[s1, ••• , sk] by 'R., Wk is defined 
as: 
'AJ {'t" (A B ( )) I A E -nnxn, B E .,..,nxm, YVk := .... = ' ' 'Tt, •.• 'Tk 1'\. /'\. 
T{E R+(i = 1, ... ,k)}. (3.80) 
In the same way as in the commensurable dela.y case, a matrix over R[s1, ••• , sk]pxq 
ca.n be seen as a k-dimensional sequence of p x q matrices over R, with only a finite 
number of nonzero elements. So definition of a.n l1-norm is possible, and in this way 
the polynomial matrix norm ll·ll,m ofDefinition 3.3.1 ca.n be generalized to the case 
of incomm~nsurable delays. A1so the inductive limit topology (see Definition 3.3.4) 
is applicalfe in this more general context, but the definition becomes technically 
more invot,ed. Finally, the norm 11 • liP for polynomials in two indeterminates, 
introducedl in Definition 3.3.13, is easily extended to polynomials in more tha.n two 
indeterminpl-tes. 
With lese generalized definitions of the norms a.nd topologies, the results of 
Subsectien 3.3.1 remain valid. Most of these results rely either on the structure of 
inductive mits, or onthefact that for all zE c+: le-..... 1::; 1. Since all time-delays 
Ti are stric ly greater tha.n zero, we still have: 
' 
Vi E (1, ... ,k} Vri > OVz E c+: le-T;zl::; 1, (3.81) 
i 
and the m· e proofs ca.n be applied. The only difficulty left is the result of Propo-
sitien 3.3. 5 on the continuity of the map x from a polynomial matrix to its char-
acteristic olynomial. Here exponentials do not play a role. However, in the proof 
of this reslllt the number of indeterminates is not significant. Therefore this result 
also holds ~n the case of incommensurable time-delays. 
The reJults of Subsection 3.3.2 are easily generalized, as far as the perturbations 
ofthe mat{• ices A(s11 ••• , Bk) and B(s11 ••• , Bk) are concerned. However, in Theorem 
3.3.17 per urbations of the lengtbs of the time-delays leadtoa more complicated 
situation. But generalization to the incommensurable delay case is still possible. 
Because o (3.~1 ), all perturbations of th: time_:~~ays ca~ .. ~~ztreated_~~~~essivel~!~ 
each step , (z = 1, ... , k), the exponent1als e , ... , e •- and e • , ... , e , 
I 
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corresponding to all time delays except r;, are bounded above by 1 in absolute 
value because we assume that z E c+. Therefore exactly the same techniques as in 
formula (3.55) may be applied successively, for each r, separately, to arrive at the 
desired result. 
To explain this ·idea· more clearly, consider the case of two incommensurable 
time-delays. Let Ao(slls2) = E~0 Ej=0 A;is1•s2i, and consider a zE c+ such that 
lzl :::; IIAo(sh s2)llpm + 1. Then 
k l 
IIAo(e-Tlz, e-1"2")- Ao(e-'h", e-1;)")11 :::; 1: I: IIA;JII·Ie-•Ttze-'iTllz- c•flze-i1;tzl :::; 
i=Oj=O 
k t 
:::; L E IIA;ill· (le-iTtz- e-ift~i + ie-i'l'lz- e-i1,zl) :::; 
i=Oi=O . 
Ie i 
:5 EL IIA;ill· (lil·lzl ·lf1- r1l + lil·lzl·lf2- r21):::; 
. i=Oj=O 
Taking f1 and f2 close enough to r1 and r2 respectively, this last expression can be 
made arbitrarily small. 
Subsection 3.3.3 is already put in a general context, so. here nothing has to 
be done. Note however that in Proposition 3.3.30 only one time-delay is needed 
to achleve an appropriate perturbation of the matrix Q(z), and that g(z) = e-T;z 
satisfies the condition g'(..\) =fi 0 for all ,\ E C. 
In the first part of Subsection 3.3.4 we are now dealing with analytic functions 
of the form 
p(z) = det(zl- A(e-1"1", ... , e-Tfc")). 
Thè assumption on the absence of zeros on the imaginary axis can be removed in 
airoost the same way as it. was done in Proposition 3.3.36. The proof becomes 
somewhat unclear because of notational difficulties, but the same ideas still apply. 
Of course Rouché's Theorem is still valid, and it is also easily seen that all zeros of 
p(z) = det(zl- A(e-7'1", ••• , e-1".~;z)) in c+ are contained in a compact subset of c+. 
Therefore, Lemma 3.3.38 still holds, and the same process of successively reducing 
the order of the zeros to 1 can be used. Again, Rouché's Theorem guarantees that 
the total number of zeros in c+ remains constant, and that simple zeros remain 
simple. Moreover, the results of Subsection 3.3.3 imply that the condition on the 
degree of A(s11 ••• , s~:) is satisfied. Also perturbations of the matrix B(sl> ... , s~o) 
are easily found. For a sultable perturbation {3, one has to substitute the right half 
plane zeros {..\11 ... , ,\"} ofp(z) = det(z/ -A(e-Ttz, ... , e-Tfcz)) in B(e-TtZ, ... , e-....... ). 
Since there is only a fini te number of zeros of p( z) in c+, the method of Lemma 
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3.3.42 is still a.pplicable. Therefore a.lso Theorem 3.3.43 ca.n he generalized to the 
case of incommensurable time-delays. Finally, the generalization of the genencity 
result for sta.bilizability w.r.t. c- to a.rbitrary stability domains C9 is completely 
a.na.logous to the commensurable delay case. Only the shift operator Ha of Definition 
3.3.19 ha.s to be adapted a little. 
Summa.rizing, we conclude that our genencity result for the stabilizability of 
time-delay systems with commensurable time-delays, is a.lso true for systems with 
incommensurable time-delays. 
Theorem 3.3.47 Let Cg be a stability domain satisfying the conditions of Defini-
tion 9.1.2. Time-delay systems with incommensurable time-delays of the form 
x(t) = A(u1 , ••• , u~:)x(t) + B(u1 , ••• , u~c)u(t), 
where u; (i = 1, ... , k) denotes the delay operator corresponding to a time-delay 
T;, are generically stabilizable w.r.t. Cg by dynamic state feedback in the following 
sense: 
The subset of the parameter-space 
W~: = {(A(sb···•Sk),B(slo···•sk),(Tio····Tk)) I A(sx, .•. ,s~c) E R[sl!···•sk]nxn, 
B(sx. ... , Sk) E R[sx. ... , s~:]nxm A Ti> 0 (i= 1, ... , k)}, 
consisting of all parametrizations E = (A( si. ... , s~:), B(slt ... , s~:), (TI, .•. , Tr.)), of 
time-delay systems satisfying 
Vz E C\Cg : ra.nk(zl- A(e-'T!.Z, ... , e-'V) I B(e-'1'1~, ... , e-'l').z)) = n, 
contains an open and dense subset of the space W~:. 
• 
Since stabilizability by dynamic state feedback a.nd detectability are dual con-
cepts, application of Corollary 3.2.9 (iii) yields the following result. 
Corollary 3.3.48 Let C9 be a stability domain satisfying the conditions of Defini-
tion 9.1.2. Consider all time-delay systems with incommensurable time-delays ofthe 
form 
x(t) = A(ub ... ,u~:)x(t)+B(ui, ... ,u~:)u(t), 
y(t) = C(ulo ... ,u~:)x(t)+D(ui, ... ,uk)u(t), 
where u, (i = 1, ... , k) denotes the delay operator corresponding to a time-delay 
Ti· For this class of systems both detectability and stabilizability by dynamic output 
feedback w.r.t. the stability domain Cg are generic properties. • 
Theorem 3.3.47 a.nd Corollary 3.3.48 are rather strong results: when a stability 
domain Cg satisfying the eonditions of Definition 3.1.2 is fixed, the property of 
stabilizability w.r.t. Cg by dynamic output feedback is generic, both for systems with 
commensurable and ineommensurable time-delays. This indicates that the eondition 
for stabilizability is very weak; it is satisfied for almost all time-delay systems. On 
the other hand, the problem of finding a.n interna.lly stahilizing feedback compensator 
turns out to he very difficult. We return to this question in later chapters. 
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Chapter 4 
Constructive commutative 
algebra 
In Chapter 2 we have seen that the framewerk of linear systems over rings provides 
a very versatile and powerful method for the description of a large class of systems 
and also for the design of feedback compensators. Especially systems over polyno-
mial rings turned out to be important, certainly for the application to time-delay 
systems. In this algebraic framework, a lot of interesting properties of a system 
can be reformulated as properties of polynomial ideals. A little foretaste of this 
approach was given in Proposition 2.8.5, but in the next chapter we elaborate more 
on this subject. However, the translation of a problem into terros of polynomial 
ideals does not yield a final answer to our question; it is only a restatement of the 
same problem, in the expectation that the new question is somewhat easier to an-
swer. For polynomial ideals, this is iudeed the case: there exist several constructive 
methods in commutative algebra to verify properties of polynomial ideals algorith-
mically. This chapter gives an introduetion to two of these methods: Gröbner bases 
and characteristic sets. In the next chapter, we shall study the application of these 
methods to solve some probieros for linear systems over polynomial rings. 
Although a lot of probieros in the field of constructive commutative algebra may 
he considered as classical (e.g. the merobership problem fora polynomial ideal), the 
interest in this field has increased rapidly inthelast two decades. This "revival" has 
two main causes. First of all, the Gröbner-basis method, invented by Buchberger in 
1965 and refined in the years after, made it possible to find algorithmic solutions to 
a lot of probieros in commutative algebra. The only problem was ( and in some sense 
still is) that the computations were very time and memory consuming. With the 
increasing speed and memory capacity of new generations of computers, the Gröbner 
basis method became also practically applicable. Nowadays most computer algebra 
packages contain standard software for the computation of Gröbner bases. 
This wide availability of powerlul algorithms also opens the way for new appli-
cations. Formerly, the restatement of a question into a problem of commutative 
algebra was not useful, because this new problem was not solvable anyway. Nowa-
days this situation has changed drastically. Because of the existence of techniques 
like the Gröbner-basis method, it becomes interesting to find reformulations of a 
problem into algebrak terms, and to find solutions using the powerful tools in this 
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field. Our approach to systems over polynomial rings as sketched in the first lines of 
this chapter, should also be seen in this perspective. It is motivated by the powerful 
algorithmic tools nowadays offered by computer algebra. 
In the methods from constructive commuta.tive algebra considered in this chap-
ter, polynomial ideals play the leading role. Ma.nipulations on the elements of a 
polynomial ideal are carried out with the objective to find a set of generators with 
a number of useful properties. With this new set of generators a lot of problems 
are solvable, e.g. the memhership problem or the problem of computation module 
a polynomial ideal. The same techniques may also be used to eliminate some vari-
ables from a system of polynomial equations. This enables us to find a solution to 
such a system of equations. There are several methods to carry out these simplifi-
cations, for example Gröbner bases, characteristic sets and resulta.nts (see e.g. (32, 
Section 122]). In this chapter we only consider the first two methods. 
In Section 4.1 we give an introduetion to the Gröbner basis method. It only 
contains the main ideas of the algorithm, and some of its applications. Within the 
scope of this thesis we are only able to give a little of the ftavour of this method. 
For a more thorough treatment we refer to the literature. Two recent hooks on this 
subject are [14] and [2]. 
Section 4.2 is devoted to the method of characteristic sets. We shall treat this 
subject in much more detail. This is motivated by the fact that this metbod is not 
as well known as Gröbner bases, and not as widespread. Compared to Gröbner 
bases, there exists only very little literature on characteristic sets, and therefore it is 
probably more useful to dweil somewhat longer on this subject. Finally we make a 
comparison of both methods in Section 4.3. It turns out that characteristic sets are 
not as well developed as Gröbner bases yet, and that Gröbner bases form a more 
powerful and versatile tooi for the problems we are interested in. Therefore mainly 
the method of Gröbner bases is applied in the rest of this thesis. 
4.1 Gröbner bases 
As already mentioned in the introduetion of this chapter, the Gröbner basis metbod 
is nowadays probably the most powerful metbod in constructive commutative alge-
bra. It was invented in 1965 by Buchberger, who named the method after his thesis 
advisor Prof. W. Gröbner. In fact, it was Hironaka who introduced the concept 
of Gröbner bases under the name "standard bases" in 1964 (see [45]), but unfortu-
nately his proof of existence was not constructive. Instead, Buchberger obtained an 
algorithm for the computation of these bases. An implementation of this algorithm 
is nowadays available in most computer algebra packages like Mathematica, Maple 
and Reduce. 
The purpose of this sectien is to give a short introduetion to the Gröbner basis 
method: how does it work, and what can you do with it? For a more detailed 
study a.nd for refinements of the algorithms we refer to the vast literature on this 
subject. We mainly follow the same approach as in [76], because this treatment is 
very compact, but we shall also give some extensions from other references. Other 
short introductions are given in [7J and [27, Chapter 2]. 
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4.1.1 The Euclidean algorithm 
The Gröbner basis metbod can he seen as a generalization of the well-known Eu-
clidean division algorithm. To illustrate the resemblances, we start with a short 
glimpse at this algorithm. 
Let IC he a field and consider the Euclidean ring IC[x] consisting of all polynomials 
in the indeterminate x with coefficients in IC. Every ideal I in IC[x] is principal and 
its monic generator is uniquely determined. This ·is the monic polynomial in I of 
lowest degree; it can he seen as the simplest nonzero polynomial contained in the 
ideal I. When the generator g of anideal I is known, a lot of questions on the ideal 
I are easily answered. For example, a polynomial p E IC[x] belongs to I if and only 
if g divides p. The variety V(I) of the ideal I, i.e. the set of all common zeros of 
the polynomials in I, is simply the set of zeros of g. Two ideals are equal if and 
only if their monic generators are equal toeach other. 
Often, a finite numher of polynomials PI> ••. , Pk E K[x] are given, generating 
together the ideal I== {pil ... ,p~o). In this case, questions like those posed above, 
are not easily solved directly. A monic generator of I bas to he computed first. This 
can he clone with the Eudidean division algorithm. 
Definition 4.1.1 Let P1 and P2 he polynomials in K[x], and assume that p1 is 
nonzero. Then there exist two uniquely determined polynomials q E IC[x] and 
rE /C[x], with deg(r) < deg(p1) such that p2 can he written as 
P2 = q·pl +r. 
ris called a remainder of P2 after division hy Pb and is denoted by r = rem(P2,p1). 
Proposition 4.1.2 (Euclidean algorithm) Let P1 and P2 be two nonzero polynomials 
in /C[x], and assume that deg(pi) ::::; deg(P2). · Apply the following algorithm: 
g := P2i r := Pti 
while r :f:. 0 do 
remainder := rem(g, r); 
g := r; 
r := remainder; 
od; 
After termination of the algorithm g is a generator of the ideal (ph pz). Moreover, 
g is a greatest common divisor of the polynomials P1 and P2· • 
A proof of the termination of this algorithm, and of the correctness of the result 
can be found in for example [14, pp. 41-42] or [93, pp. 53-55]. 
The generator of an ideal spanned by more than two polynomials can be com-
puted by successive application of the Euclidean division algorithm. 
The algorithm of Proposition 4.1.2 has two important features. First of all, the 
degree of a polynomial plays an important role. It can he seen as a measure for 
the compleXity of a polynomial. In the algorithm a sequence of polynomials with 
strictly decreasing degree is ohtained. Since such a sequence must he finite, this 
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yields a polynomial of minimal degree that is contained in the original ideal. By 
definition, this bas to be a generator of the ideal. For the construction of the sequence 
of polynomials with decreasing degree, the concept of division with remainder as 
described in Definition 4.1.1 is used. 
The Gröbner basis algoritbm can be seen as a generalization of this idea to 
rings of polynomials with more than one indeterminate; it is based on the same 
principles. Given a polynomial ideal, we want to obtain a set of generators of low 
complexity, So we fust need a measure for the complexity of a polynomial in more 
than one indeterminate: a generalized notion of degree. For this an ordering on 
monomials (i.e. on polynomials consisting of only one term) is required. Moreover, 
a generalized division algoritbm is necessary to make tbe computation of polynomials 
oflower (generalized) degree possible. The Gröbner basis algoritbm is a metbod that 
guarantees that with tbis division algorithm, and in a finite number of steps, a set 
of generators is obtained that have sóme very useful properties. 
4.1.2 Term orderings 
Let K be an arbitrary field, and let 'R := K[x1, ... , xn] denote the ring of polynomials 
in the indeterminates x1, ••• , Xn witb coefficients in K. In this subsection an ordering 
on the monoruials in 'R is defined. In this way the notion of degree is generalized to 
polynomials in more than one indeterminate. 
First we need a ranking of the indeterminates of tbe polynomial ring. This 
ranking indicates what indeterminate is considered to be more important than the 
others, and induces a multidegree on the monoruials in 'R.. 
Definition 4.1.3 A ranking of tbe indeterminates x1, .•. , Xn is a permutation 11: of 
the index set { 1, ... , n}. The indeterminates are ordered according to tbe sequence 
x".(l)• ••• , x,..(n)· If 1 ~ i < j ~ n, then x,..( i) is said to be of higher ranktban x".(il> 
and we write X".(i) >- x".(i). 
Deflnition 4.1.4 Let m = {Jxf1 ···x~" be a monomial in 'R., and suppose that 
a ranking 11: of tbe indeterminates x1, .•• , Xn is fixed. Tben the multidegree of m, 
denoted by mdeg(m), is defined as the n-tuple 
{4.1) 
Example 4.1.5 Let 'R. = R[x1 , x2, x3] and fix the ranking x2 >- x3 >- x1 • Then the 
multidegree of xix~x3 is (7, 1, 2). 
We conclude tbat a ranking of indeterminates specifies a bijective map from the 
set of all monomials in 'R. to the set N0, where N0 denotes the set Nu { 0} consisting 
of all non-negative integers. So, if a total ordering on the n-tuples in N0 is fixed, this 
automatically leads to an ordering of monomials in 'R. However, to maintain the 
properties of the notion of degree, this ordering on N0 bas to satisfy some regularity 
conditions. 
Definition 4.1.6 A term ordering on the monomials in the polynomial ring 'R 
consistsof a ranking 11:, and an ordering >on N0 satisfying tbe following properties: 
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(i) > is a total ordering on N0, 
(ii) If a, /3, 'Y E N0 are such that a> /3, then a+"(> /3 + 'Y, 
(iii) > is a well-ordering. This means that every non-empty subset of N0 has a 
smallest element under >, 
(iv) (1, 0, ... , 0) > (0, 1, 0, ... , 0) > .. · > (0, ... , 0, 1). 
A monomial m1 is said to he smaller than a monomial m2 if mdeg(m1) < mdeg(m2). 
Conditions (ii) and (iii) imply that (0, ... , 0) is the smallest element of N0, so 
a constant term is always smaller than a monomial containing at least one inde-
terminate. Moreover, condition (ii) indicates that if a pair of monoruials m1 and 
m2 satisfi.es m1 > m2, and we multiply both by another monoruial a, then also 
am1 > am2• Condition (iv) ensures that the ordering of the indeterminates in the 
term ordering > is the same as in the ranking 11'. Wh en an ordering on Nö ( and 
thus on the monoruials in R.) is fixed, notions like maximum, minimum etc. arealso 
well defi.ned. Some important orderings satisfying the conditions of Definition 4.1.6 
are the following: 
Definition 4.1.7 Let a= (a1, ... ,Cl'n) and /3 = (/31. ... ,/3".) E Nö. 
(i) The (strict) lexicographic ordering (or pure lexicographic ordering) >1ex is de-
fi.ned by 
a >tex /3 :{:::::} there exists a jE {1, ... , n} such that 
a; = /3; for all i < j and ai > !3J. 
(ii) The graded lexicographic ordering (or total-degree ordering) >tdeg is defi.ned by 
n n 
a >tdeg /3 :{:::::} (E a; > L /3;) or 
i=l i=l 
n n {(Ï: Cl';: = L /3i) and a >tex /3). 
i=l i=l 
(iii) The graded inverse lexicographic ordering >grevlex is defi.ned by 
n n 
Cl' >grevlex /3 :{:::::} (L>i > L ,8;) or 
i=l i=l 
n n 
((Ï:a;: = 2:.8;:) and there exists aj E {1, ... ,n} 
i=l i=l 
such that a;= ,8; for all i> j and ai< /3;). 
Example 4.1.8 Let R. be the polynomial ring R[xi> x2, x3] with ranking X2 >- x1 >-
x3. Consider the monoruials 
m1(xi,X2,x3) = 
m2(X1, X2, X3) = 
m3(x1> x2, x3) = 
xfx2xa; 
X1X~X3j 
XIX~x5; 
mdeg(m1) = (1, 3, 1), 
mdeg(m2) = {2, 1, 1), 
mdeg(ma) = (2, 1, 2). 
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Then it is easily verified that 
(2, 1, 2) >tex (2, 1, 1) >tex (1, 3, 1) so m3 >tex m2 >tex mt, 
{2,1,2) >tdeg (1,3,1) >tdeg (2,1,1) so ma >tdeg m1 >tdeg m2, 
(1, 3, 1) >grevlex(2, 1, 2) >grevtex{2, 1, 1) so ml >grevlexm3 >grevlexm2. 
Next we adopt the convention to write a monomial in 'R with multidegree a = 
(a1, ••• , an) as xc.. A polynomial in 'R is simply a fini te sum of monomials. We will 
use the notation 
p(x) = I: Cc.X"', 
c.EN~ 
always tacitly assuming that only finitely many of the coefficients Cc. are nonzero. 
Definition 4.1.9 Let 'R = K:[x11 ••• , Xn] and assume that a ranking of the indeter-
minates x1, ... ,xn, and an ordering on N0 are fixed. Let p(x) = Ec.eN(; Cc.Xc. be a 
nonzero polynomial in 'R. Then 
(i) The degree of p is defined as the maximum of the multidegrees of the terms in 
p; 
deg(p) := max{a e N0 I Cc. ::j:. 0}. (4.2) 
(ii) The leading coefficient of pis 
lc(p) := Ccleg(p)· (4.3) 
(iii) The initial term of p is defined as 
in(p) := lc(p) · xdeg(p). (4.4) 
The definition of degrees and initia! terrus is easily generalized to subsets F of 
the polynomial ring 'R: 
deg(F) .- {deg(p) I p E F\{0}}, 
in(F) .- {in(p) I p e F\{0}}. 
(4.5) 
(4.6) 
The initia! terms play an important role in the definition of Gröbner bases. How-
ever, before giving this definition in Subsection 4.1.4, we first generalize the other 
important ingredient of the Euclidean algorithm to the case of polynomial ringsin 
more than one indeterminate: the division algorithm. 
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4.1.8 Generalized division 
Let F he a finite subset of the polynomial ring 'R., and let I= (F) he the ideal 
generated by the polynomials in F. In analogy with Proposition 4.1.2, a division 
algorithm bas a double purpose. On the one hand it is used to manipulate the 
polynomials in F in such a way that new polynomials in I are obtained that are 
of lower degree than the polynomials in F. On the other hand we want to use the 
same algorithm to verify whether or not a given polynomial belongs to the ideal I. 
The algorithm presented in this subsectionis basedon these two ideas. 
Definition 4.1.10 Let F he afinite subset ofthe polynomial ring'R. = JC[x11 ••• ,x"] 
with term ordering >. A polynomial q E 'R. is called an admissible combination of 
F if either q = 0 or q can he written as an expression of the form 
q = :E c('Y,p) · x1 • p, 
oyEN~;pEF 
with c('y,p) EK., and satisfying the condition 
deg(q) = max{deg(x7 • p) I c(1,p) # 0}. 
(4.7) 
The case q = 0 may he considered as a special case of (4.7), when we regard the 
polynomial q = 0 as the polynomial generated by the empty sum. If q -:/:; 0 is an 
admissible combination of F, q can he generated in such a way that the termsof 
highest degree do not cancel out. 
Example 4.1.11 If P1 and P2 are polynomials in 'R., and CVt. a2 EN~, then xa1 ·Pt-
X02 ·p2 is an admissible combination of {PllP2} if and only if X01 ·in(pt) # X02 ·in(P2)· 
Lemma 4.1.12 Let F be a finite subset of the polynomial ring 'R. = K.[xll ... , x"] 
with term ordering >, and denote the ideal generated by the initial terms of F by 
(in(F)}. For every element p E (in(F)) there exists an admissible combination q of 
F such that 
in(q) = in(p). (4.8) 
Proof 
Let p E {in(F)). Then there exists a polynomial f E F such that in(!) divides 
in(p). Take q = !~~~ · f. • 
In the next propositiön, the notion of admissible combination plays the same role 
as division with remainder in the Euclidean division algorithm {compare Definition 
4.1.1 and Proposition 4.1.2). 
Proposition 4.1.13 (Generalized division algorithm) Let F be a finite subset of 
the polynomial ring 'R. = K.[x1, ••• , Xn] with term ordering >. For every polynomial 
p E 'R. there exists a decomposition p = q + p satisfying the following properties: 
(i) q is an admissible combination of F, 
(ii) p = 0 or in(p) rf. (in(F)). 
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Pro of 
Let p E 'R. and apply the following algorithm 
p:=p; q :=0; 
while (p ::f: 0 and in(p) E {in(F))) do 
od; 
m := admissible combination of F such tha.t in(m) = in(p); 
q:=q+m; 
p:=p-m; 
Since in every step of the algorithm, the degree of the admissible combination 
m strictly decreases, it fellows that the desired result is obtained, if the algorithm 
terminates. To prove termination, let Po = p, and Pk be the value p after k loops. 
Suppose that Pk # 0 and in(pk) E (in(F)). Then deg(pk+t) < deg(pk)· So (po,Pl, ... ) 
is a sequence of polynomials of strictly deseending degree. Since > is a well-ordering 
( condition (iii) of Definition 4.1.6), every strictly decreasing sequence is finite. Hence 
the algorithm termina.tes. • 
Note that if a nonzero polynomial p, with in(p) E (in(F)), is decomposed into 
p = q + p accörding to Proposition 4.1.13, then in(q) = in(p). 
Remark 4.1.14 The algorithm in the proof of Proposition 4.1.13 is called ditlision 
by F. The polynomial p that is obtained after terminatien of this algorithm is called 
a remainder of p ajter division by F. This polynomial plays the same role as the 
remainder in the Euclidean division algorithm. 
Remark 4.1.15 Since there is a lot of freedom in the choice of an admissible combi-
nation mE F such that in{m) = in(p), the remainder of a polynomial after division 
by F is lli!1 unique. 
Remark 4.1.16 If there exists a remainder of the polynomial p after division by 
F that is zero, then it is obvious that p E (F). However, in general it is possible 
that there are polynomials in the ideal {F) for which there exists a remainder after 
division by F that is nonzero. In the next subsectien we shall see that exactly the 
property 
p E (F) Ç::::> each remainder of pafter division by Fis zero, 
characterizes a Gröbner basis. 
4.1.4 The definition of Gröbner bases 
This subsection is devoted to the formal definition of the concept of Gröbner bases. 
Moreover, the relationship between Gröbner bases and the generalized division al-
gorithm is elaborated. 
Definition 4.1.17 Let I be anideal in the polynomial ring 'R. = K[x1, •.• , xn] with 
term ordering >, and assume that I is nonzero. A finite subset G of I is called a 
Gröbner basis of I if and only if in(G) generates the ideal (in(I)), i.e. 
(in(G)} = (in(I)} (4.9) 
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Remark 4.1.18 Every nonzero polynomial ideal I has a Gröbner basis. Namely, 
consider the ideal (in(I)} and let M be a finite subset of in(I) generating the ideal 
(in(I)). Then any finite subset G of I such that M Ç in(G) is a Gröbner basis of 
I. This implies that a Gröbner basis is not unique. In fact, every finite subset of 
I\{0} containing a Gröbner basis of I, is itself a Gröbner basis of I. 
Remark 4.1.19 A fini te set of monomials is a Gröbner basis fortheideal generated 
by these monomials. 
Definition 4.1.17 indicates that for a finite subset F of anideal I the property 
of being a Gröbner basis of I is completely determined by the initia! terms of F 
and I. The definition can be seen as a generalization of the one-indeterminate 
case. In that situation, the generator g of an ideal I is a nonzero polynomial of 
minimal degree. Hence (in(g)} = (in(I)}. In this perspective, Definition 4.1.17 
is simply a generalization of this characterization to polynomial ringsin more than 
one indeterminate. There are even more resemblances: also the relationship between 
the generator of an ideal and the Euclidean division algorithm is preserved in some 
sense. 
Proposition 4.1.20 Let I be an ideal in the polynomial ring 'R = IC[xl! ... , Xn] 
with term ordering >. Let F be a finite subset of I. Then the following conditions 
are equivalent: 
(i) F is a Gröbner basis of I. 
(ii) For every polynomial p E I, each remainder of p after division by F is zero. 
(iii} For every polynomial p E I, there exists a remainder of p after division by F 
that is zero. 
Pro of 
(i} ::;. (ii) Assume that F is a Gröbner basis of I, and let p E I. After division 
by F, p can be written as p = q + p, where q is an admissible combination of F, and 
either p = 0 or in(p) ~ (in(F)}. Clearly q EI, and thus also p = p- q EI. Since 
F is a Gröbner basis of I, we have 
in(p) E (in(I)) = (in(F)}. 
Hence p = 0. 
(ii} =? (iii) Trivia!. 
(iii) => {i) Assume that for every p E I there exists a remainder of p after 
division by F that is zero. Let p E I. Then there exists an admissible combination 
q of F such that p = q. So in(p) E {in(F)). Since p EI was arbitrary we conclude 
that (in(I)} = (in(F)), and Fis a Gröbner basis of I. 
• 
Corollary 4.1.21 Let I be anideal in the polynomial ring 'R = JC[x1, ••• , Xn] with 
term ordering >, and let G be a Gröbner basis of I. Then 
(i) G generates the ideal I: (G} =I. 
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{ii) Let p E 'R. Then p E Z ij and only if each remainder of p after division by G 
is zero. 
• 
Corollary 4.1.21 states some very interesting properties of Gröbner bases. First 
of all they are generating sets for the corresponding ideal, but moreover, when a 
Gröbner basis of an ideal is obtained, the memhership problem can he solved algo-
rithmically using the generalized division algorithm of Proposition 4.1.13. Therefore 
a Gröbner basis of an ideal can he seen as a generating subset with some very useful 
properties. Note that the terminology "basis" for a generating subset is a.little bit 
old-fashioned because the elements of a Gröbner basis are not linearly independent 
in general. 
Unfortunately not every generating subset of a.n ideal is a Gröbner basis. 
Example 4.1.22 Let 'R = R[x1, x2], and choose the ranking x1 >- x2 ànd the pure 
lexicographic ordering of Definition 4.1.7 (i). Define 
ft .- x1 +x~ - 1, deg(fr) = (1, 0); in(fr) = x1. 
/z .- X1X2 + X2 + 3, deg(fa) = (1, 1); in(j2) = XtXz. 
Let F := {Ir, h} and Z := (F). Then F is not a Gröbner basis of Z. This due to 
the fact that 
g :::::: -x~ + 2x2 + 3 = -xz · ft + h E Z, 
and in(g) = -x~ is not an element of the ideal (xl>x1x2) = (in(F)}. With the 
results of the next subsection it is easy to show that {ft, g} is a Gröbner basis of Z, 
but at this moment this statement is difficult to verify. 
We conclude that there is still one problem left. Given a finite set of generators 
of a polynomial ideal, we want to construct a Gröbner basis of that ideal. This is 
the subject of the next subsection. 
4.1.5 Computation of Gröbner bases 
The importance of the Gröbner basis method does not only originate from the nice 
structure of these generating sets. The interest in this method was mainly initiated 
by the fact that Gröbner bases can be constructed algorithmically. This makes 
it possible to apply this technique for the solution of several probieros concerning 
polynomial ideals. 
· The idea behind the construction algorithm is straightforward. Given a finite 
set F of polynomials, we take a polynomial p in the ideal (F}, and compute the 
remainder of p after di vision by F. This remainder has to he an element of(F). If it 
is nonzero, we add the remainder to the set F, and continue with this new extended 
set of generators. Now a few questions arise. How do you choose a polynomial 
p E (F)? Is there any guarantee that the algorithm terminates, in other words, is a 
Gröbner basis obtained after a finite number of steps, and how is this verified? The 
main point of the Gröbner basis algorithm is that when we consider only a special 
kind of polynomials intheideal (F) (namely the so-called S-polynomials), all these 
questions are answered automatically. 
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Definition 4.1.23 Let Ph P2 be elements of the polynomial ring 'R = Kfx~> ... , xn] 
with term ordering >. Define a:= deg(p1) and {3 := deg(p2). Let 1 be the n-tuple 
in N(j such that "Yi = max(a;, /3i), (i= 1, ... , n). The monomial x"~ is called a least 
common multiple of in(pt) and in(p2). Now the S-polynomial of p1 and P2 is defined 
as 
(4.10) 
The name S-polynomial is an abbreviation of subtraction polynomial. They are 
constructed in such a way that the initial terms of the two componènts p1 and P2 
cancel out. 
Example 4.1.24 The polynomial g in Example 4.1.22 is the S-polynomial of h 
and ft. 
S-polynomials have the following important property: 
Proposition 4.1.25 Let I be an ideal in the polynomial ring 'R. = K[x" ... , Xn] 
with term ordering >. Assume that I is generated by a finite subset F C 1?..\{0}. 
Th en 
F is a Gröbner basis of I, 
'Vp, q E F : there exists a remainder of S (p, q) after division by F 
that is zero. 
For a proof we refer to [76, p. 226], [7, p.191] or [14, p.84]. 
• 
Proposition 4.1.25 implies that we only have to consider remainders ofS-polynom-
ials to verify whether a generating set is a Gröbner basis of an ideal. This observation 
leads quite naturally to the following construction method for Gröbner bases. 
Theorem 4.1.26 (Gröbner basis algorithm) Let I be a nonzero ideal in the poly-
nomial ring 'R. = JC[xt, ... , Xn] with term ordering >. Let F be a finite set in 'R. 
which generates I. Then a Gröbner basis of I can be constructed with the following 
algorithm in a finite number of steps: 
Fo .- F; 
where S(p, q)i denotes a remainder of the S-polynomial of p and q after division by 
F;. lfFi+t = Fi, then Fi is a Gröbner basis of the ideal I. 
Prooi' 
According to Proposition 4.1.25 it su:ffices to show that this algorithm terminates. 
So we only have to findakEN such that Fr.= Fr.+l· 
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By definition, Ei Ç Fi+I, and thus (in(Fi)} Ç (in(Fi+I)). Since K:[xt. ... ,x.,] is a 
Noetherian ring, the ascending cha.in 
{in(Fo)} Ç (in(F1)) Ç • · · 
becomes stationa.ry. Hence there exists a k E N such that 
{in(Fr.)) = {in(Fr.+I)). 
Let r E Fr.+I \Fr.. Then there are polynomials p and q in Fr. such that r is 
a remainder of S(p, q) after division by Fr.. However, in(r) e (in( Fr.)}, and thus 
Proposition 4.1.13 implies that r = 0. This contradiets the definition of Fr.+l, and 
we conclude tha.t Fr.+l \Fr. = 0. • 
The algorithm of Theorem 4.1.26 only describes the main idea bebind the con-
struction of Gröbner bases. The algorithms implemented in most computer algebra 
packages contain a lot of refinements to prevent unnecessary divisions and adding 
of polynomials to a basis. For more details on this subject we refer to [7] and [2]. 
Remark 4.1.27 Application of the Gröbner basis algorithm to an ideal generated 
by a finite set of polynomials F ={ft, ... , Ir.} in 'R. does not only yield a Gröbner 
basis G = {g1, .•. , gt}. Implicitly, also the relations between the polynomials in F 
and Gare computed. All polynomials in Gare 'R.-linear combinations of ft, ... , Jr.. 
Sometimes these polynomial coefficients relating the polynomials of G to F are 
needed in subsequent computations. By an accurate bookkeeping of the interre-
lations between polynomials, it is possible to obtain these coefficients during the 
Gröbner basis algorithm. For this extra information one has to pay a price: the 
necessary computer space and time are increased considerably. 
It was already noted in Remark 4.1.18 that an ideal does not have a unique 
Gröbner basis with respect to a given term ordering. This degree of freedom can be 
eliminated by imposing some extra conditions on Gröbner bases. 
Definition 4.1.28 Let Z be anideal in the polynomial ring 'R. = K:[x11 ••• , x,.] with 
term ordering >, and assume that Z is nonzero. A reduced Gröbner basis of Z is a 
Gröbner bàsis of Z such that 
{i) 'rJp EG: lc{p) = 1, 
(ii) For all pEG, no monomial of p lies in {in(G\{p})}. 
Proposition 4.1.29 Let I be a nonzero polynomial ideal in 'R = K:[x17 ••• , x.,]. For 
a given term ordering > on 'R., the ideal I has a unique reduced Gröbner basis. • 
For the proof of this result we refer to [14, p.91]. There a proof of the existence 
and uniqueness of a reduced Gröbner basis is given, and also an algorithm for its 
computation. 
The algorithms in most computer algebra packages like Maple and Reduce are 
based on the definition of reduced Gröbner bases, sometimes with a slightly differ-
ent convention on the leading coefficients. In the Gröbner basis algorithm of these 
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programs, the rednetion process is carried out automaticaJ.ly. Note that reduced 
Gröbner bases w.r.t. different term orderings may be different. Also the computa-
tional expenses differ. The computation of a reduced Gröbner basis w.r.t the pure 
lexicographic ordering is typically far more time consuming than the computation 
w.r.t. the graded lexicographic (tdeg) orderingor the graded rEiverse lexicographic 
(grevlex) ordering. In the next subsection it turns out that this observation has 
important implications for some of the applications of the Gröbner basis method, 
especially for elimination. 
4.1.6 Application of Gröbner bases 
The Gröbner basis metbod can be applled to solve several questions on polynomial 
idea.ls and their varieties. For example, the result of Corollary 4.1.21 yields a metbod 
to decide on tbe memhership problem in an algorlthmic way. Also the problem 
whether two polynomial ideals are equal is not difficult to solve. Since a reduced 
Gröbner basis is unique w.r.t. the chosen term orderlng, it suffices totest whether 
the reduced Gröbner bases of the two ideals are identical. However, to one of the 
main applications of the Gröbner basis metbod we have paid too llttle. attention 
thus far: the use of Gröbner bases for elimination. 
Let !I, ... , j,. be polynomials in 1?. = 1C[x1o ... , x .. ], and let K. denote the algebraic 
closure of IC. Suppose that we want to find a solution in lê" of the system of 
polynomial equations ft(x11 ••• ,x .. )= h(x11 ••• ,x .. )=···= j,.(x11 ••• ,x .. )= 0. So 
we are interested in the variety V(I) of the ideal I:= (ft, ... , j,.} generated by the 
polynomials JI, ... , j,. (see also Appendix A.2). A Gröbner basis of I contains a lot 
of information on this varlety V(I). 
Proposition 4.1.30 Let ft, ... , j,. be polynomials in 1?. = /C[xl> ... , x"], and I = 
(ft, ... ,j,.). Let G be a Gröbner basis oji w.r.t. a given term ordering >. Then 
(ii) V(I) is zero-dimensional, i.e. V(I) is non-empty and contains finitely many 
points, if and only if 
Vie{1, ... ,n}3peG3jeN: ~:~j =x{. (4.11) 
Sketch of the proof 
(i) is a very straightforward corollary of the Hilbert Nullstellensatz. A proof of 
(ii) can be found in [7, p.209] or [14, p. 232]. It relles on the fact that V(I) is 
zero-dimensional if and only if IC(x1, ••• , x .. ]/I is a finite (but not zero) dimensional 
vector space over IC. · • 
According to Proposition 4.1.30, a Gröbner basisofan ideal indicates whether the 
col-responding variety contains zero, a finite number, or infinitely many elements. 
When the lexicographic ordering is used, the Gröbner basis metbod can even be 
applied for the elimination of indeterminates. 
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Theorem 4.1.31 Let I be a nonzero ideal in the polynomial ring'R. = K[x11 ••• ,xnl· 
Assume that the term ordering on 1?.. is fixed by the ranking x1 >- x2 >- • • • >- x,., 
and the pure lexicographic ordering on N0 as defined in Definition 4.1. 7 {i}. Let G 
be a Gröbner basis of I w. r. t. this term ordering. Then for all k E { 1, ... , n}, 
G~c := G n K[x~c, ... ,x,.] (4.12) 
is a Gröbner basis of the ideal 
Ik:= In K[x~c, ... ,x,.] (4.13) 
in the polynomial ring K[xk, .. . , x,.J. 
Proof 
Let k E {1, ... , n} and q E I~c. Because of the lexicographic term ordering, we 
know that for all polynomials p E 1?.., the inequality deg(p) ::5 deg(q) implies that 
p E K[xk, ... ,x,.]. Since q EI, Propositions 4.1.13 and 4.1.20 imply that q is an 
admissible combination of G: 
q = 2: c(a,p) ·x"'· p. 
pEG,aeN~ 
If c(a,p) ::j:. 0, then deg(x"' · p) :5 deg(q). Hence, c(a,p) =I 0 implies that x"'· p E 
K[xk, ... , x,.J. Therefore q is an admissible combination of Gk, and it follows from 
Proposition 4.1.20 that G~c is a Gröbner basis of the ideal I~c in K[xk, .. . , x,.]. • 
We conclude that application of the Gröbner basis algorithm with respect to a 
lexicographic term ordering yields a set of generators of an ideal that is in triangular 
form. First a number of polynomials in indeterminates of low rank is obtained, and 
later on also indeterminates of higher rank occur. If the variety V(I) of the ideal 
I is zero-dimensional, and the Gröbner basis G is reduced, Gn contains exactly one 
polynomial, and allelementsof V(I) can be computed by backward substitution. 
This is possible because the zero-dimensionality of I guarantees that G1c+1 Ç G~.: for 
all k E {1, ... , n- 1 }. In this perspective, the Gröbner basis algorithm looks very 
simHar to GauB-elimination, where a triangular form for a system of linear equations 
is obtained to facilitate the search of common zeros. 
Example 4.1.32 Consider the system of polynomial equations 
{ 
xi - Sx1 = -1, 
XtXz - 4XtX3 + 6X3 = -2, 
xix2 + Sx2x3 = 2. 
To find asolution, we compute aGröbner basis ofthe ideal {ft,/2, fa) in R[x1,x2,x3], 
where !I = x~ - 5xt + 1, b. = x1x2 - 4XtX3 + 6x3 + 2 and fa = xix2 + Sx2x3 - 2. 
We use the lexicographic term ordering with ranking x1 >- x2 >- x3• In this way the 
Gröbner basis {g11 92, ga} is obtained, where 
91 = Sx1 - xi - 1, 
g2 = 75x2 - 4x~ + 22x~ - 290x~ + 26xi + 2010x3 + 750, 
93 = 2x~ - 9x3 + 145xi - 24x~ - 1010xi - 388xa - 30. 
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To find a solution, we first compute all solutions to the equation g3 = 0. Numerically 
this is relatively easy because g3 is a univariate polynomial in the indetermmate 
xa. Substitution of these solutions in the equations q1 = 0 and q2 = 0 yields the 
corresponding values of x1 and x2• 
Remark 4.1.33 Note that the ranking of the indeterminates prescribes in what 
order the indeterminates are eliminated. When there are some variables of special 
interest, the ranking may be chosen in such a wa.y tha.t all other indeterminates are 
elimina.ted first. 
The elimina.tion procedure of Theorem 4.1.31 is not only useful for the compu-
tation of common zeros of polynomials; it also helps to find a Gröbner basis of the 
intersection of two polynomial ideals. This metbod is based on the following result. 
Lemma 4.1.34 Let I and .1 beideals in the polynomial ring 1C[x1 , ••• ,xn], and let 
t denote another indeterminate. Then 
In :J = (t. I+ (1 - t} . .1) n IC[xl> ... I Xn]• (4.14} 
• 
For a proof of this result we refer to [14, p. 186]. 
Remark 4.1.35 Suppose tha.t I= ÛJt, .•• ,pk} and .1 = (qt. ... ,qt) are ideals in 
the polynomialring 1C[x11 ... ,xn]· Then the ideals t·I, (1-t)·.1 and t·I+(1-t)·.1 
belong to the extended polynomial ring 1C[x11 ••• , Xn, t]. To obtain a Gröbner basis 
of In .1, we first compute a Gröbner basis G of 
t ·I+ (1 - t) · .1 = {t · P1> ... , t • Pk• (1- t) · ql> ... , (1- t) · qt) 
w.r.t. the Iexicographic term ordering with the rank of t higher than that of all 
other indeterminates. Combining Lemma 4.1.34 and Theorem 4.1.31, we conclude 
that G n 1C[x11 ... , xn] is a Gröbner basis of In :J w.r.t. the lexicographic term 
ordering. 
The elimination metbod using Gröbner bases w.r.t. a pure lexicographic ordering 
also has an important shortcoming. As already mentioned in Subsection 4.1.5, the 
computation of a Gröbner basis w.r.t. a pure lexicographic ordering is very time 
consuming, certainly when we oompare it withother term orderings. Therefore this 
part of the elimina.tion metbod is not very attractive from the computational point 
of view. However, for zero-dimensional ideals this problem can be circumvented. 
In this case it is possible to construct a univarlate polynomial in the ideal under 
consideration with help of an arbitrary Gröbner basis. 
Proposition 4.1.36 Let I be a nonzero ideal in 'R. = 1C(x1,; •• , Xn], and let G be 
a Grölmer basis of I w.r.t. an arbitrary term ordering. Let i E {1, ... , n} and 
consider a univariate polynomial p in the indeterminate x, of degree k: 
k 
p(xi) = L:aix{. 
i=O 
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Let for each j E {0,1, ... , k} the monomial x{ be written as 
x{= qi + r;, 
where qi is an admissible combination of G and ri is a remainder of x{ after division 
byG. Then 
k 
p EI <=:::;} l:a;r; = 0. 
j=O 
Proof 
":::;." Assume that p EI. Then 
k 1: k 
L ai x{ = L a;qi + L a;r; E I. 
J=O i=O j=O 
(4.15) 
The admissible combination q; of G is an element of I for all j E {0, 1, ... , k }. 
Therefore EJ=o a;qi E I and thus 
k 
l:a;r; EI. 
i=O 
Since all ri (j = 0, 1, ... , k) are remainders after division by G, we know that 
for every j = 0, 1, ... , k either r; = 0 or in(r;) r:f. (in(G)). This implies that the 
polynomial EJ=o a;r; does not contain a nonzero admissible combination of G, and 
therefore it is a remainder after division by G. Since G is a Gröbner basis of I, we 
conclude that Ej=o air i = 0. 
"<=" Assume that EJ=o a;r; = 0. Since qi (j = 0,1, ... , k) is an admissible 
combination of G, it follows that Ej=0 a;qi + EJ=oairi EI. Hence p EI. • 
Zero-dimensional ideals always contain univariate polynomials in each of their 
indeterminates. Using Propooition 4.1.36 we obtain the following result (see e.g. [4] 
and [7]). 
Proposition 4.1.37 Let I be a zero-dimensional ideal in n = K[x1, ••• , Xn], and 
let G be a Grdbner basis of I w.r.t. an arbitrary term ordering. Let iE {1, ... , n}. 
Compute the remainders r; of x{ (j = 0,1, ... ) after division by G, until these 
remainders become linearly dependent over K: 
k 
l:a;ri =0. 
i=O 
Then Ej=0 ai x{ is a univaria te polynomial in . the indeterminate Xi in I of lowest 
possible degree. • 
In the computer algebra package Maple, the metbod of Proposition 4.1.37 is 
available as an algorithm under the name finduni. Application of this algorithm 
speeds up the elimination procedure considerably. 
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4.1. 7 Complexity issues and closing remarks 
The computation of a. Gröbner basis is extremely time and space consuming, cer-
tainly for somewhat larger problems. This observation is not very surprising because 
the problems that can be solved by this metbod are very complex themselves. A lot 
of research bas been done in the investigation of this complexity issue for Gröbner 
bases. To get a little feeling for the problem, we mention a few results. 
It is clear that the time and space consumption of an algorithm depends on the 
complexity of the input applied to it. For Gröbner bases, the complexity of the 
input is measured by the number of indeterminates of the polynomial ring under 
consideration, and by the degrees of the input polynomials. The number of input 
polynomials is often omitted because this number occurs as a linear term in the 
general expression. Denoting the number of indeterminates by n, and the degree 
by d, the complexity of the Gröbner basis computation was estimated by several 
authors, and under various assumptions. They obtain the following expressions 
dfJ(n) 
1 (4.16) 
(see e.g. [64], [63], [70] and the references therein). These estimates illustrate that 
the computation of a Gröbner basis can be extremely involved. This is probably 
due to the fact that an enormons amount of intermediate polynomials have to be 
computed. These polynomials become more and more complex in each subsequent 
step of the algorithm. Moreover, formulae ( 4.16) indicate that especially the number 
of indeterminates in the polynomial ideal is ~;:ritical for the complexity of Gröbner 
basis computations. 
Next, we look at the outcome of all these computations: the Gröbner bases 
themselves. From Proposition 4.1.29 we reeall that a reduced Gröbner basis of an 
ideal is unique w.r.t. the chosen term ordering. This implies that before the Gröbner 
basis computation w.r.t. a given term ordering starts, the number of elements 
of the corresponding reduced Gröbner basis is fixed. One of the shortcomings of 
the Gröbner basis metbod is that this number cannot be predicted beforehand. 
However, there exist some upper bounds for this number; an overview of existing 
results is given in [2, p. 513]. Unfortunately, an exact solution is not known yet, and 
the final reduced Gröbner basis can become very complex. Not only the number 
of elements of a Gröbner basis may become very large, also the degrees of these 
polynomials in some of the indeterminates, and their coeffidents may grow very 
rapidly. This makes the final . salution very difficult to overlook. Also possible 
subsequent numerical computations suffer from this complex structure of Gröbner 
bases: numerical computation of the zeros of a polynomial becomes more involved 
for polynomials of high degree and with large coefficients. 
Finally, we mention once more that this section only contains the main ideas of 
the Gröbner basis algorithm. There is much more to say about refinements of the 
algorithm, and on other applications. It is impossible to give a list of representative 
referenees on this subject bere. Instead we refer once more to [14] and [2] and to 
the bibliographies at the end of these books. 
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4.2 Characteristic sets 
The Gröbner basis method is not the only method in constructive commutative al-
gebra to manipulate polynomial ideals. There are several alternatives, for example 
the classica! technique of resultants, and the characteristic sets algorithm. In this 
section we give a rather extensive introduction. to this last method. Although this 
method is based on a completely different philosophy, there are a1so some resem-
blances with Gröbner bases. On the one hand, the characteristic set of a polyn.omial 
ideal characterizes the ideal in a completely different way than a Gröbner basis; in 
general it is not a generating set. Instead, the concept of so-called ascending chains 
is the key idea. On the other hand, the main ingredients of the characteristic sets 
metbod look very simHar to those of Gröbner bases: there is a (partial) ordering 
on polynomials, and a (pseudo) division algoritbm to compute polynomials of lower 
rank. In this perspective, tbe characteristic sets metbod can be seen as another 
sort of generalization of tbe Euclidean algorithm to polyn.omials in more tban one 
indeterminate. 
The notion of characteristic sets was introduced by J.F. Rittin bisworkon dif-
ferential algebra (see [78], [79]). Later on, E.R. Kolchin gave a more rigorons basis 
to tbe work of Ritt, at least from tbe algebraic point of view, in .bis exposition on 
differentlal algebra (see [59]). Although cbaracteristic sets are intended to deal witb 
differentlal algebra in tbe first place, they can also be very useful in ordinary com-
mutative algebra. Tbis was already pointed out by Ritt in [79], wbere he devoted 
one chapter to tbe non-differential case. However, in tbe field of constructive com-
mutative algebra tbere was only little interest in Ritt's characteristic sets method. 
Tbrougb the workof Wu-Wen-Tsun (see [101]), it became clear tbat also intbis field 
cbaracteristic sets migbt be a powerful tooi, and new interest was awakened in the 
subject. Finally, tbe implementation by D. Wang of the cbaracteristic sets algorithm 
in tbe computer algebra package Maple (see [96] and [97]), made it possible totest 
tbe method on its practical merits. 
One of tbe main difficulties in the study of characteristic sets is the fact tbat 
the definitions used by the authors mentioned above do not coincide. Ritt and 
Kolchin use a definition which has very strong properties and is theoretically very 
interesting, but with this definition cha.racteristic sets are difficult to compute. Al-
thougb Ritt suggests an algorithm, it is a partly non-constructive one. On tbe otber 
hand, the definition of Wu-Wen-Tsun is based on the construetive part of Ritt's 
algorithm. It has the advantage that it is rather easily computable (tbis is in fact 
what Wang's implementation does), but the outcome is not as powerful as Ritt's 
original characteristic sets. 
In this section we give an overview of both approaches simultan.eously. One of 
the main topics is tbe internal strueture of characteristic sets. We describe to what 
extent a characteristic set uniquely determines a polynomial ideal. In this way it is 
also possible to clear up the confusion, caused by the before mentioned disagreement 
on tbe definition issue. Furthermore we investigate some of the applications of 
the characteristic sets method in commutative algebra. Except for elimination, 
characteristic sets can also be used to solve several questions on polynomial ideals. 
The method is especially suitable for the representation of a radical ideal as a finite 
intersectien of prime ideals. 
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In this section we follow the same lines as in [35]. This paper contains an overview 
of the chara.cteristic sets method, mainly basedon [79], [101] and [98]. It especially 
emphasizes the difference between Ritt- and Wu-characteristic sets. Moreover, some 
results are derived in a slightly different way. Another overview of the characteristic 
sets metbod can be found in [10]. 
Finally we remark that in this whole section we confine ourselves to the non-
differential case. 
4.2.1 Ritt-characteristic sets 
Tbe purpose of this subsection is merely to give the frameworkin which characteristic 
sets can be defined. We shall take the same approach as was originally taken by 
Ritt. To do so, we have to introduce a few, partly new, concepts; some of them 
we already encountered in tbe section on Gröbner bases, often in a slightly different 
form. 
Let }C be a fixed basic field of characteristic 0, and consider the set of inde-
terminates {x11 x2, .•. ,x,.}. In the same fashion as in Definition 4.1.3, a ranking is 
defined, inducing an ordering on these indeterminates. It describes which indetermi-
nates are considered to be more important than others. To facilitate the notation in 
the subsequent subsections, we assume (without lossof generality) that this ranking 
is fixed in the following way: 
(4.17) 
In tbe characteristic sets metbod this ordering is used to introduce a partial ordering 
on tbe polynomials in JC[x1, ... , x,.]. So bere we encounter tbe first difference witb 
Gröbner bases. 
Definition 4.2.1 Let f E JC[x1, ... , xn]· Tben tbe class of f is defined as: 
{ 
-1 if f = 0, 
class(f) := 0 . if f E JC\{0}, 
max{ i I de15z, (/) > 0} if f E JC[x1, ... , Xn] \JC, 
(4.18) 
where deg.,, (/) denotes tbe degree of f, considered as a polynomial in x, witb co-
efficients in JC[x1, ... , Xi-h xi+11 ••• , x,.]. So if l is not a constant, the class of f is 
the index of the largest variabie (in tbe ordering ( 4.17)) tbat actually occurs in f. 
Definition 4.2.2 Let /, g E JC[x1, ... , x,.]. Then f has a higher rank than g (nota-
tion f >- g) if one of the following properties is satisfied: 
(i) class(/) > class(g), 
(ii) class(/) = class(g) = p for certain p > 0, and deg.,P(f) > deg.,P(g). 
If for two polynomials f and g neither f >- g nor g >- f, then f and g are said 
to have the same rank, and we write f "'g. 
Note tbat tbe ranking defined in Definition 4.2.2 only imposes a partial ordering 
on the polynomial ring JC[x11 ... , Xn]· For example, the polynomial xf + x1xi has 
lower rank tban x1 + xa, but has tbe same rank as xi + 2xfx~ + x1x2. 
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Definition 4.2.3 Let I he a polynomial in JC[xll ... , Xn], with class(J) = p ~ 0. 
A polynoniial g is called reduced with respect to I ( notation g <1 !) if one of the 
following conditions is satisfied: 
(i) p = 0 and g = 0, 
(ii) p > 0 and degzp(g) < deg'~'P(f). 
Of course it is also possible that a pair of polynomials is reduced with respect to 
each other. An example is the following: 
f = xf + 3x~ + Sx1 - 2 
g = (xi + 2xt)xi + x1x2 + 1. 
In a polynomial ring in one indeterminate, a generator of an ideal I is a nonzero 
polynomial that is reduced with respect to all other nonzero polynomials of the ideaL 
In this situation the Enelideau algorithm constrocts a sequence of polynomials in 
which each successar is reduced with respect to its predecessor. The same ideas are 
applicable to polynomial rings in more than one indeterminate. When a polynomial 
I is not reduced with respect to a polynomial g, we can achleve this property by 
carrying out a same sort of di vision algorithm. However, when class(g) = p, then g 
is not necessarily monic, considered as .a polynomial in Xp, and the normal Enelideau 
division algorithm cannot he applied. To overcome this problem we introduce an 
alternative way for computing the remalnder of one polynomial with respect to 
another polynomial. 
Definition 4.2.4 Let I he a polynomial in K:[xll ... , Xn], and assume that p = 
class(f) > 0, and and degxp (!) = d. Then I can uniquely he written as 
d 
f = L:aiX~ 
i=O 
with a; E K:[x1, ... , Xp-1]. The coefficient ad, betonging to the highest power X: of 
I is called the initial of f, denoted as 
I,= ad. 
Note that there is a big difference between initials and initial terms as defined 
in ( 4.4); an initial term is always a monomial, while an initial may he a polynomial 
with more than one term. Using initials, the alternative division algorithm, called 
pseudo-division, is given by: 
Definition 4.2.5 Let j,g E K:[x1, ... ,xnJ, and assume that g =P 0. Then there 
exist an integervEN U {0} and a polynomial q such that I;f- qg is reduced with 
respect to g. The pseudo-remainder of f with respect to g is the polynomial R in 
the formula 
I%1 =qg+R, 
where v is chosen as smallas possible, while R remains reduced with respect to g. 
In this way, Ris uniquely defined. Notation: R = prem(f, g). 
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Definition 4.2.5 is illustrated by the following example. Choose: 
f = X1X~ +xi 
g = X1X2 + 1. 
Then XI(xlxi + xn = (xiX2 + l)(xiX2- 1) + 1 + xf. So prem(f, g) = xf + 1. 
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With the foregoing definitions, we can introduce the key idea of the characteristic 
sets method: the notion of ascending chains. 
Definition 4.2.6 An ascending chain .A is a sequence of polynomials in the ring 
JC[xll ... , Xn], 
.A= (fl, .. • 1 /r), 
which satisfies one of the following properties: 
(i) r = 1 and !I =F 0; 
(ii) r > 1, 0 < class(h) < class(h) < · · · < class(/r ), and moreover, !; is reduced 
with respect to f• for each j >i (i= 1, ... , r- 1). 
Note that when .A is an ascending chain, the set F = {/1, ••• , fr} is auto-reduced, 
i.e. for all pairs /i,!; E F, i =F j, f• is reduced with respect to!; and!; is reduced 
with respect to fï. By definition, an ascending chain has a triangular form and 
contains at most n polynomials. In the sequel it turns out that this makes the 
characteristic sets method especially suitable for elimination purposes. 
The concepts of reducedness and pseudo-remainders may be extended to ascend· 
ing chains in the following way: 
Definition 4.2. 7 Let .A = (h, ... , fr) be an ascending chain in JC[x1, ... , Xn]. A 
polynomial g E JC[x11 ... , xnl is called reduced w.r.t. .A if g is reduced w.r.t. all 
polynomials h, ... , fr· 
Defi.nition 4.2.8 Let .A= (ft, ... , /r) be an ascending chain in JC[x11 ... , Xn], and 
assume that for i = 1, ... , r: Pi := class(li) > 0. Denote the initial of f• by h 
Let g be an arbitrary polynomial and define R,. := g. Now it is possible to form 
successively the remainders Jl,._h ... , Ro by pseudo dividing Ri by /i: 
g~ R,. = Qr/r + Jl,._l 
1::Ï1 Rr-1 = qr-1/r-1 + Rr-2 
IrR1 = qi/1 +Ro 
Defining R := Ro, we can combine these equations in order to get: 
lî'1 • • .J;~g = iitf1 + • • • + ijrfr + R, (4.19) 
and we write R = prem(g, .A). Ris called the pseudo-remainder of g with respect 
to the ascending chain .A. 
If .A only consistsofa nonzero constant, prem(g, .A) := 0 for all g E JC[x11 ... , xn]· 
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It is obvious that a pseudo-remainder with respect to an ascending chain is 
reduced w.r.t. that ebain. 
Next, the partlal ordering -< on polynomials is extended to ascending chains. 
Definition 4.2.9 Let A and 8 be ascending ebains in K:[xb ... , x.,], 
A = (f1, ... ,J,.), 
8 = (Yt.···•Y•). 
Then 8 has lower rank than A (notation 8 -< A) if either (i) or (ii) below holds 
true: 
(i) 3j ~ min(r, s) such that 11"" 01, ... , l;-1 "'Y;-1 while 9; -< f;. 
(ii) 8 > r and h "' Yb .. ·, f,. "" g,.. 
With this definition it is possible for a given set of ascending chains, to introduce 
the notion of minimal ascending chains. The next two lemmas state this observation 
in a more formal way. 
Lemma 4.2.10 In every nonempty set of as eending chains in K:[x1, ••• , Xn] there 
is an ascending chain which is not of higher ronk than any other chain in the set. 
Proof 
We here give the rutt's proof (see also [79, p. 4]). 
Let V be an arbitrary set of ascending ebains in K:[xt. ... ,xn]· Define Vi as the 
set of all ascending chains in V, such that the first polynomial of a chain in Vi does 
not have higher rank than the first polynomial of any other chain in V. If all ebains 
in V1 contain only one polynomial, we are ready: every chain in Vi has the desired 
property. Otherwise, let V2 be the set of all ebains in Vi, such that the rank of 
the secoud polynomial of a chain in V2 is not higher than the rank of the second 
polynomial of any chain in Yt. Again, if all ebains in V2 have two elements, we 
are done: every chain in V2 has the desired property. Otherwise we construct V3 in 
the same way as before. In this way we continue, but because an ascending chain 
contains at most n polynomials, the process terminates after at most n steps. • 
The next lemma is a specialization of the previous result. 
Lemma 4.2.11 Let (A")A:eN be a sequence of ascending chains in K:[x1, ... ,xn] 
such that for all k E N we have that either Ak+t -< Ak or Ak+t "'A". This means 
that the rank of the ascending chains never increases. Then there exists an index k 
such that for all k > k: 
A~o"'Ak. 
So, for all k;::: k, A" is a minimal ascending chain for the sequence. 
• 
A proof of this result ma.y be found in [101]. 
Now, let F be a (not necessarily finite) set of polynomials, containing at least 
one nonzero polynomial. An ascending chain A is said to belong to F if every 
polynomial of A is an element of F. 
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Definition 4.2.12 Let F be a finite or infinite set of polynomials, containing a 
nonzero polynomial. Then an ascending chain A is called a (Ritt)-characteristic set 
of F if the following two conditions hold: 
(i) A belongs to F, 
(ii) if 8 is an ascending chain and 8 belongs toF, then the rank of 8 is not lower 
than the rank of A. 
From Lemma 4.2.10 it is immediately clear that every non-empty polynomial set 
F :f:. {0} bas a characteristic set. However, this characteristic set is not necessarily 
unique. Moreover, the definition is valid for both finite and infinite polynomial 
sets. So characteristic sets of a finite polynomial set are defined in the same way as 
characteristic sets of the polynomial ideal generated by this finite polynomial set, 
although they are, in general, completely different; 
Remark 4.2.13 The definition of characteristic sets as given above was introduced 
by Rltt in [78]. It is different from the one Wu-Wen-Tsun gives in [101}. The 
differences will be pointed out later on in Subsection 4.2.3. 
4.2.2 Some results on Ritt-characteristic sets 
In this subsection we derive some results, mainly due to Rltt (see [79]), that show 
why characteristic sets are such an interesting tooi in constructive commutative alge-
bra. We are especially interested in the relationship between polynomial ideals and 
their characteristic sets. The main aim of this subsection is to give an overview of the 
properties of characteristic sets, once tbey have been calculated. The computation 
of characteristic sets is the subject of the next subsection. 
The first lemma gives an other characterization of characteristic sets. 
Lemma 4.2.14 Let F be a non-empty (finite or infinite) set of polynomials in 
JC[xt.···•xn], and assume that F :f:. {0}. Let A= (fi, ... ,f.,.) be an ascending 
chain that belongs to F. Then: 
A is a {Ritt)-characteristic set of F, 
\::lp E F: [pis reduced w.r.t. A=> p = 0]. 
Pro of 
"=?" Suppose that A is a (Ritt}-characteristic set of F, and let p E F, p reduced 
w.r.t. A. 
If A only consists of a nonzero constant, p = 0 is the only polynomial that is 
reduced w.r.t. A. 
Now suppose that class(h) > 0, and assume that p is nonzero. If the class of 
p is higher than that of /.,., we can get an ascending chain of lower order than A 
by adjoining p to A (recall Definition 4.2.9 (ii)). Since .A is a characteristic set, 
this cannot happen. So the class of p is lower than or equal to that of f.,.. Let 
j =min{ i I class(/;) ~ class(p)}. Then class(/j) ~ class(p), but since pis reduced 
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w.r.t. A, we must have p -< IJ. Also class(IJ-t) < class{p), so (ft, ... , IJ-11 P) is 
an ascending chain of lower rank than A. This contradiets the fact that A is a 
characteristic set. 
"{:::" Let A be an ascending chain such that for all p E F for which p is reduced 
w.r.t. A it follows that p = 0. Assume that A is not a characteristic set, but 
the ascending chain 8 = (917 ... , g,) is. Then 8 has lower rank than A. First 
assume that h ,...., 91, ... , Ir ,...., 9r, and s > r. Then 9r+l is reduced with respect to 
A, so 9r+I = 0, which contradiets the assumption that s > r. So there exists an 
j 5 min( r, s) such that ft "' 9t. ... , /;-1 "" 9J-b while 9i -< IJ. Then Di is reduced 
w.r.t. A and therefore 9i = 0. Again we derive a contradiction. • 
With help of the previous lemma it is quite easy to prove the following: 
Lemma 4.2.15 Let A = (ft, ... , fr) be a (Ritt}-characteristic set of a finite or 
infinite polynomial setFin K[$t, ... ,xn], and assume that class(fl) > 0. Let Iï 
denote the initial of k Then 
V i = 1, ..• , r : Iï ~ F. 
Proof 
Let i E {1, ... , r }. By the definition of ascending chains, /i is reduced w.r.t. 
A. Now suppose that Ii E F. Since A is a characteristic set of F, it follows from 
Lemma 4.2.14 that Ii = 0, which is a contradiction. • 
Using the two foregoing lemmas it is possible to derive the relationship between 
characteristic sets of polynomial ideals and pseudo-remainders. Eventually this leads 
to a full characterization of prime polynomial ideals based on their characteristic 
sets. First we need the following theorem. 
Theorem 4.2.16 Let I be a nonzero ideal in K[x11 ••• , xn], and let A= (ft, ... , Ir) 
be a.n a.scending chain that belongs to I. Then 
A is a (Ritt)-characteristic set of I 
Vp E I : prem(p, A) = 0. 
Proof 
"{:::" Assume that for all p E I we have prem(p, A) = 0, and suppose that 
A is not a (Ritt)-characteristic set of I. Then, according to Lemma 4.2.14, there 
exists a nonzero polynomial p E I that is reduced with respect to A. Therefore 
prem{p, A) = p "1- 0. This contradiets our assumption, and thus A has to be a 
(Ritt)-characteristic set of I. 
"=>" To prove necessity, assume that A is a characteristic set of I. Let p E I and 
R = prem(p,A). Then, according to formula (4.19), there exist integers v1, ••. , Vr E 
NU {0} and polynomials a 11 ••• , ar such that 
r Ir ... J;·p = '2:,ad; + R. 
i=O 
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Since /; E I (i = 1, ... , r), it follows that R E I. Moreover, by the definition of 
the pseudO:.remainder, Ris reduced w.r.t. A. Using Lemma 4.2.14 we immediately 
conclude that R = 0, and thus we have prem(p, A) = 0. Since p E I was arbitrary, 
this proves our claim. · • 
If I is a prime polynomial ideal, it is even completely determined by each of its 
(Ritt)-characteristic sets via pseudo-remainder computations. 
Theorem 4.2.17 Let P be a (nonzero) prime polynomial ideal in K[x1 , .. . ,xn], 
and suppose that A = (ft, ... , fr) is an as eending chain that belongs to P. Th en 
A is a Ritt-characteristic set of P 
P ={pI prem(p,A) = 0}. 
Pro of 
"=}" Suppose that A is a characteristic set of P. Then it follows from Theorem 
4.2.16 that Vp EP: prem(p,A) = 0. SoP C {pI prem(p,A) = 0}. 
On the other hand, let p E K[x1.. ; . , Xn] and suppose that prem(p, A) = 0. Then 
there exist integers v1, ••• , Vr and polynomials a 1, ..• , ar such that 
r 
I?··· I~·p = L ad;. 
i=O 
Now, fl, ... , Ir E 'P, so I?··· r:•p E P. By assumption P is prime, and thus 
it follows that óne of the factors of If1 .. ·I:• p is an element of P. Since A is a 
characteristic set, Lemma 4.2.15 indicates that I 11 ... , Ir do not belong to P. So 
pEP, and we have proven that {pI prem(p,A) = 0} CP. Together with the other 
inclusion this yields that P = {p I prem(p, A)= 0}. 
"{:::" Suppose P ={pI prem(p,A) = 0}. Then certainly 
Vp E P : prem(p, A) = 0. 
So, according to Theorem 4.2.16, A is a characteristic set of P. 
• 
The result of Theorem 4.2.17 is very important. It indicates that a prime poly-
nomial ideal is completely determined by each of its characteristic sets. What par-
ticular characteristic set A is chosen, does not make any difference. The prime 
polynomial ideal consists precisely of the polynomials that have pseudo-remainder 
zero w.r.t. A. Moreover, it is clear that an ascending chain A can be the character-
istic set of at most one prime polynomial ideal. 
In Theorem 4.2.17, the condition of primality on the ideal Pis really necessary. 
This is illustrated in the next example. 
Example 4.2.18 Consider the polynomial ring R(x, y] with ranking x ....; y on the 
indeterminates. Let F = {xy}, and denote by (F) the ideal in R[x,y] generated by 
the polynomial xy. (F) is not a prime ideal because xy E (F), but neither x nor y 
is an element of (F). lt is immediately clear that A= (xy) is a (Ritt)-characteristic 
set of (F}. 
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Next, consider the polynomia.l y fl. {F}. Sine~ the initial.of xy is x, we have 
x· (y) = 1· (xy) +0, 
and thus prem(y, .4.) = 0. We conclude that for a polynomial ideal I that is not 
prime, having (Ritt)-characteristic set .4., there may exist polynomials p outside I 
still satisfying prem(p, A) = 0. 
Compared to Gröbner bases, it looks rather restrictive that characteristic sets 
can only deal with prime polynomial ideals. Nevertheless, this is a very interesting 
class of ideals in view of the following problem. 
Let F = {ft, ... , fm} he a set of polynomials in K:[x1, ... , Xn], and suppose that 
we want to compute all common zerosof the polynomials inF. In the same way as 
in Subsectien 4.1.6, this problem may he restated as follows: we are interestad in 
determining the variety V( {F}) of the ideal {F) in the algebraic ciosure ië of K:. From 
the Hilbert-Nullstellensatz it follows that the variety of {F} and the variety of the 
radical of (F}, rad((F}), are identical. Moreover, a radical ideal is the intersectien 
of a finite uurober of prime ideals (see Corollary A.1.17 in Appendix A.l). Given a 
finitesetof polynomials F, there exist prime polynomial ideals 'P11 ••• , 'Pk such that 
With each prime polynomial ideal we can associate a characteristic set .4.;. Given a 
set F, we are interestad in a metbod to compute characteristic sets .4.1> ... , Ak for 
'P1, ••• , 'Pk. Since each characteristic set has a triangular form, we obtain a relatively 
simple representation of the variety of {F) in this way. This also leads to a solution 
ofthe original problem: the determination of all common zerosof the polynomials 
inF. 
4.2.3 Computation of characteristic sets 
The application of characteristic sets for the solution of some of the problems men-
tioned in the previous subsection is only possible, if there exists a constructive 
metbod for computing characteristic sets. In this subsection, we describe an algo-
rithm that plays a very important role in the characteristic sets framework. It can 
he considered as the first step in the computation of (Ritt)-characteristic sets of 
prime polynomial ideals. 
For a finite set of polynomials it is relatively easy to find a characteristic set. 
This ca.n he done, for instance, using the following a.lgorithm. 
Algorithm 4.2.19 Let F i: {0} he a finitesetof polynomials. Then the following 
procedure computes a (Ritt)-cha.racteristic set of F: 
h :=a polynomial oflowest rank in F\{0}; 
.4. ~= (fl); 
if class(h) =I= 0 then 
while (3p E. F\{0}: pis reduced w.r.t . .4.) do 
g :=a polynomial oflowest rank in F\{0} that is reduced w.r.t . .4.; 
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fi· 
' 
A:= (A,g); 
od; 
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The correctness of this algorithm, whieh originates from llitt, can be verified 
using the definition of (llitt)-eharacteristic sets. 
The computation of characteristic sets for polynomial ideals is much more in-
volved. However, for polynomial ideals that are rodical, llitt also suggests a solution 
(see [79, pp. 88-90]). The crucial part of this algorithm was later used by Wu-Wen-
Tsun to define and compute characteristic sets in his own sense. This is the souree 
of a lot of confusion, because llitt-characteristic sets and Wu-eharacteristic sets are 
not the sarne notions in general. Of course, there are also a lot of relationships, 
and one of the main aims of this section is to bring up both the resemblances and 
differences. 
· To introduce the frarnework of Wu-characteristic sets, we follow the sarne lines 
as Wang in [96]. We start with some new definitions. 
Definition 4.2.20 Let F = {!I, ... , /~c} be a finite polynomial set in X:[x1, ... , xnl, 
containing at least one nonzero polynomial. Then a llitt-characteristic set of F is 
also called a basic set of F. 
Definition 4.2.21 Let F = {!I, ... , J,.} be a fini te polynomial set in X:[xt. ... , Xn], 
containing at least one nonzero polynomial. Then a medial set of F is an ascend-
ing chain that belongs to the polynomial ideal (F}, generated by the polynomials 
ft, ... , f~c in F, and with rank not higher than that of the basic set of F. 
Definition 4.2.22 Let F ={ft, ... , /k} be a finite polynomial set in X:[x1, ... ,xn], 
containing at least one nonzero polynomial. A medial set A of F is called a Wu-
characteristic set of F if 
V/ E F: prem{f,A) = 0. (4.20) 
Note that a Wu-characteristic set of a finite polynomial set F does not belong to 
F, but totheideal {F} generated by the polynomials inF. Moreover, it is clear that 
a Wu-eharacteristic set of Fis highly related to both (F} and the llitt-characteristic 
sets of {F}. If anideal is eharacterized by a finite set F of generators, one therefore 
often speaks ( with some abuse of terminology) of the Wu-eharacteristic set of {F}. 
From Definition 4.2.22 and Theorem 4.2.16 itfollows that a (Ritt)-cbaracteristic 
set of tbe ideal {F}, generated by a finite set of polynomials F :f. {0}, is also a 
Wu-cbaracteristic set of F, but not tbe other way around. This is illustrated by the 
following exarnple. 
Example 4.2.23 Take the polynomial ring R[x, y] with ordering x -< y and let 
ft = x2, h = xy + 1. Define F := {ft,/2}. Since ft and h have no common 
zeros, the Hilbert Nullstellensatz yields {F) = R[x, y]. So A= (1) is a (llitt)-
cbaracteristic set of {F}. On the other hand it is easily verified that the ascending 
chain 8 = (x2,xy + 1) is a Wu-characteristic set of F. Now A is also a Wu-
characteristic set of F, but 8 is not a (llitt)-cbaracteristic set of {F) because A is 
an ascending cbain in {F} of lower rank than 8. 
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From Example 4.2.23 it is obvious that the concept of Wu-characteristic sets 
for finite polynomial sets Fis weaker than that of (Ritt)-characteristic sets for the 
corresponding ideals (F}. However, this has the advantage that Wu-characteristic 
setscan be computed more easily. Moreover, given a finite polynomial set F =F {0}, 
a lot of the properties of the variety of the polynomial ideal {F) remain valid for the 
Wu-characteristic sets of F. Since a Wu-characteristic set is an ascending chain, its 
triangular structure is preserved. This makes the Wu-characteristic sets metbod very 
suitable for the computation of the solutions of a system of polynomial equations. 
Moreover, we may expect that the computation of a Wu-characteristic setfora finite 
polynomial set F =F {0} is the first step in the computation of a Ritt-characteristic 
set of (F}. 
To explain the main ideas, weneed still another definition. 
Definition 4.2.24 Let f E K:[x1, ... , Xn] and let K. be the algebraic ciosure of K:. 
A point a = (ah ... , an) E K;n is called an (extended} zero of f if 
f(at, ... ,an) = 0. 
In the same way wedefinefora polynomial set F and a polynomial gin K:[x1, ... , Xn]: 
Zero(F) = {a E tn I V/ E (F): f(a) = 0}, 
Zero(Ffg) = {a E tn I V/ E {F}: /(a)= 01\ g(a) =F 0}. 
(4.21) 
(4.22) 
When F contains only a nonzero constant, we call F contradictory. In thls case 
Zero(F) = 0. 
Note that Zero(F) is the variety of the ideal {F), generated by the polynomials 
in F, but Zero(F/g) is not necessarily a variety. 
We now give the algorithm to compute a Wu-characteristic set as stated by Wang 
in [96]. lt is a generalization of the so-called "Ritt principle", because the original 
ideas stem from the work of Ritt (see [79, pp. 88-90]). 
Algorithm 4.2.25 Given a fini te set of polynomials F = {ft, ... , Ik} in the ring 
K:[x1, ... , Xn], containing at least one nonzero polynomial. Then the following algo-
rithm is applied: 
Q:=F;R:=F; 
while R =F 0 do 
C := a medial set of Q; 
if C is contradictory 
then R := 0; 
fi; 
od; 
else R := {prem(q,C) I q E Q\C}\{0}; 
Q := QUCUR; 
Proposition 4.2.26 Let F = {!1, ... , f~ç} be a finite set of polynomials in the 
ring K:[xl> ... , xn], containing at least one nonzero polynomial, ana' apply Algorithm 
4.2.25. Then: 
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(i) The algorithm terminates. 
(ii) After termination of the algorithm, C is a Wu~characteristic set of F. 
(iii) lfC =(ct, ... , c,.) and !i denotes the initialof Cï (i= 1, ... , r), then 
Zero(C/g) C Zero(F) C Zero(C), 
r 
Zero(F) = Zero(C/g) U U Zero(Fi), 
i=l 
whereg=J1 .. ·lr andFi=FU{li} (i=1, ... ,r). 
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(4.23) 
(4.24) 
• 
To prove Proposition 4.2.26, we need the following lemma from Wang (see [96]). 
Lemma 4.2.27 Let F =I {0} be a finite set of polynomials in K:[xll ... , xn] and 
M = (mb ... , m,) a medial set of F, with class(mt) > 0. Let m be a nonzero 
polynomial reduced with respect to M. Define F := F U { mt. ... , m.} u { m}. Th en 
any medial set M of F will have lower rank than M. 
Pro of 
Let i3 be a basic set of F, and B a basic set of F := F U { mt. ... , m,}. Th en 
clearly B does not have higher rank than M. 
Now assume that B has the samerank as M. Since mis reduced with respect to 
M, it is also reduced with respect toB. But because m =I 0, it follows from Lemma 
4.2.14 that B, which is a basic set of F U {m}, must have strictly lower rank than 
B. In this way we find 
M :5 i3 -< r3"' M. 
On the other hand, if B has lower rank than M, it is immediately clear that 
M :5 i3 :5 r3 -< M. 
In either case M has strictly lower rank than M. 
Proof of Proposition 4.2.26 
• 
(i) Termination: To prove the termination of Algorithm 4.2.25 it is su:fficient to 
show that the while-loop will be carried out only a finite number of times. 
Let M; denote the medial set C in the lh while-loop. If a certain M; is con-
tradictory, i.e. if it contains only a nonzero constant, the algorithm terminates 
immediately. Othetwise it follows from Lemma 4.2.27 that M;+l is an ascending 
chain of lower rank than M;. So Mt.M2, ... is a sequence of ascending ebains 
with strictly decreasing ranks. According to Lemma 4.2.11 such a sequence can 
only contain a finite number of chains, say e. This means that Mt is a medial set of 
the final finite polynomial set Qt. The pseudo-remainder of an arbitrary polynomial 
in Qt with respect to Mt must therefore be zero, i.e. R = 0. Thus the algorithm 
terminates. 
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(ii} Correçtness: To prove the correctness of the Algorithm 4.2.25, we first show 
that the ascending chain C, for which the algorithm terminates, helongs to the 
polynomial ideal (F). Denote hy Q; and Rithesets Q and Rat the start ofthe lh 
while-loop, and let M; he the ascending chain C calculated in the lh while-loop. 
We start to prove by induction that 
Vj E {1, ... , i} : (QJ) C (F), {RJ) c (F) and {Mj} c {F}. (4.25) 
j = 1: Q1 = F, R1 = F and M 1 is a media! set of F, so clearly {Q1) C (F}, 
(R1} c {F) and (Mt) c (F). 
induction step: Assume that {QJ} C (F), (R;) C (F) and (M;) C (F). Then 
R;+t = {prem(q,MJ) I q E Q;\Mi}· Let v E R;+l and M; = (m1> ... ,m.,), 
with initials / 1, ... , 18 respectively. Then there exists a polynomialp E Qi\Mi, 
integers vl> ••• , v8 and polynomials 0:1> ••• , 0:8 such that 
s 
111 • • • I:•p = L: o:imi + v. 
i=l 
Hence 
s 
v = - L: o:;m; + 111 • • • I:•p E (M; u Q;). 
i=l 
Since both (M;} c (F} and (QJ) c (F}, it follows that v E (F), and because 
v E R;+l was arhitrary, we conclude that (R;+t) c (F). Reeall that Qi+l = 
Q1 U M 1 u RJ+l· Since the three sets in the decomposition of QJ+l belong 
to (F), it is clear that (QJ+l) c (F}. Finally, Mi+l is a medial set of Qi+l· 
So M 1+1 helongs to (QJ+t)· Since {QJ+1} c (F), we certainly have that 
(MJ+l) c (F). 
Since Algorithm 4.2.25 terminates with C = Ml c (F), the ascending chain C 
belongs to {F). Moreover, C is a media! set of Qt. Now Q1 = F and Qi c Qi+1 
for all j, soF c Qt. For all polynomials q E Qe we have prem(q,C) = 0. So in 
partienlar 
V/ E F: prem(J,C) = 0, 
and C is a Wu-characteristic set of F. 
(iii) Zero-inclusions (4.23) and (4.24): Finally, to prove the zero-inclusions, we 
need the following result: 
Vj E {1, ... ,l-1}: Zero(QJ) = Zero(QJ+I)· (4.26) 
The correctness of this claim can he seen as follows. 
"::>"Let o: E Zero(QJ+t)· Let f E Qi. Because Qi+l = QJUMJUR;+l it follows 
that f E Qi+l• so /(o:) = 0 and o: E Zero(QJ)· 
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"c" Let a e Zero(Q;). Since M; is a medial set of Q;, all elements of M; 
belong to (Q;), soa e Zero(M;). Let v e R;+l· Then there exists a polynomial 
p e Q; \M;, integers vt •.•. , v, and polynomials /3t. ... , /3, such that 
' I[I ... I:•p = E /3ifni + v. 
i::l 
Since a e Zero(M;) and a e Zero(Q;}, it follows that a is a zero of v. Now v e R;+l 
was arbitrary, hence a e Zero(Rj+t)· Let f e Q;+l = Q; U M; U R;+l· Then f is 
an element of at least one of the sets Q;, M; or R;+l· However, in either case we 
know that a is a. zero of f. Soa e Zero(Q;+l)· 
Since Ql = F' it follows that for all j e { 1' ... I e}: 
Zero(F) = Zero(Q1) = Zero(Q;). 
Next, because C is a medial set of Qt, all its elements belong to (Qe}. Let 
a e Zero(F). Then a e Zero(Qt)· Since C c {Qe}, it is obvious that a e Zero(C). 
This proves that Zero(F) C Zero(C}. 
On the other hand, suppose C = ( c1, ••• , Cr) with initials /1, ••• , Ir. Define 
r 
u:= ITh 
i=l 
Let a e Zero{C/g) and p e Qt. Then prem{p1 C) = 0, so there exist integers 
llt, ... , Vr and polynomials f3t, ... 1 /3r such that 
r 
I[I ... I:~P = L /3iCi· (4.27) 
i::l 
Since a e Zero(C), a is a zero of the right-hand side of (4.27)1 so a is a zero of 
I[I · · ·I:•p too. By assumption a is not a zero of one of the initials Iï1 1 ••• 1 1:", 
hence a must be a zero of p. Now p e Qe was arbitrary, so this proves that a e 
Zero(Qt) = Zero(F). Therefore Zero(C/g) C Zero(F). 
To prove (4.24), first reeall that we already have shown that Zero(C/g) C 
Zero(F). Since for all i e {11 ... , r} we have F c F;, it is clear that Zero{Fi) C 
Zero(F). Hence 
[zero(Cfg) U Q Zero{Fi)] c Zero(F). (4.28) 
Let now a e Zero(F) c Zero(C). Assume that a rf. Zero(C/g). Then there bas 
to exist an initialli such that a is a zero of h But then a is a zero of Fi. So we 
also have 
Zero(F) c [Zero(C/g) u iQ Zero(Fi)]. (4.29) 
Formulae {4.28} and (4.29) together yield {4.24). 
This completes the proof. 
• 
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Example 4.2.28 Consider the same system ofpolynomial equations as in Example 
4.1.32: 
{ 
xl- 5xt = -1, 
X1X2- 4XtX3 + 6Xa = -2, 
xtx2 + 8x2xa = 2. 
To find a solution, we consider the ideal (!I,h,fa} in R[xl>x2,xa], where ft = 
x~ - Sx1 + 1, h = x1x2 - 4xtxa + 6xa + 2 and fa = xix2 + 8x2xa - 2, and compute 
a Wu-characteristic set of {ft, /2, fa} with respect to the ordering x1 >- x2 >- x3 
of indeterminates, using Algorithm 4.2.25. In this way the Wu-characteristic set 
(hl> h2 , ha) is obtained, where 
ht = 2x~ - 9x~ + 145x~ - 24xi - lOIOxi - 388xa - 30, 
h2 = (1 +xi) · x2- 4x~ + 26xa + 10, 
ha = 5xt - xi - 1. 
Since the initial of ha is a nonzero constant in R, and the initial xi + 1 of h2 has no 
zerosin common with h1, we conclude from formula (4.23) that thesetof common 
zeros of the polynomials ft, h and fa is equal to the set of common zeros of the 
Wu-characteristic set (h11 ~.ha). To find a solution, we first compute all solutions 
to the equation h1 = 0. This is relatively easy because h1 is a univarlate polynomial 
in the indeterminate x3• Substitution of these solutions in the equations h2 = 0 and 
h3 = 0 yields the corresponding values of Xt and x2. 
Note that in Algorithm 4.2.25 the metbod to find a medial set C of Q is not 
specified. The user has the freedom to choose a metbod himself. The most obvious 
choice is to take a basic set of Q. Such a basic set (which is a (Ritt)-characteristic set 
of the finite polynomial set Q) can be computed with Algorithm 4.2.19. Therefore 
Algorithm 4.2.25 and 4.2.19 together constitute a fully constructive metbod for the 
computation of a Wu-characteristic set of the polynomial set F. 
Of course it is also possible to calculate a medial set C of Q in another way. 
Several suggestions are made in the paper of Wang (see [96]). In that paper the 
performances of the various methods are also compared. Wang was the first one 
who stated this so called "generalized characteristic sets algorithm" as we did it 
above. It is a generalization of an algorithm mentioned by Wu-Wen-Tsun in [101], 
which, in turn, was inspired by the original ideas of Ritt. 
An implementation of the algorithm, with various possibilities to choose the 
· medial set C, already exists for the computer algebra package Maple (see [97]). The 
program is developed by Wang and is available by anonymous ftp, together with a 
manual. 
4.2.4 Irreducible ascending chains 
In the previous subsectien we explained how a Wu-characteristic set of a finite set 
of polynomials F can be computed. These Wu-characteristic sets turned out to be 
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ascending ebains in the ideal {F), but did not have as strong properties as Ritt-
. characteristic sets of (F). Nevertheless, both the definitions of Ritt- as well as 
Wu-characteristic sets suggest that there is a close relationship between these two 
concepts. This relationship can be determined completely for so-ealled irreducible 
characteristic sets. In this subsection it is explained how this can be done. Moreover, 
the study of irreducible ascending ebains yields the main ideas for the treatment of 
reducible characteristic sets that are considered in the next subsection. 
The proofs of the main results of this subsection are rather teehuical and long. 
To preserve the continuity of our exposition, and to illuminate the main ideas more 
clearly, these proofs are omitted bere. However, in Appendix C they are elaborated 
in full detail. 
In the title and the introduetion of this subsection we frequently encountered 
the term "irreducible ascending chain". For univariate polynomials the concept 
of irreducibility is well bown: let IC be an arbitrary field and let p E JC[x] be a 
polynomial such that deg(p) > 0; · then p is called irreducible if it is impossible to 
factorize p as p = ql · q2, where qt. q2 E .K:[x] are polynomials with deg(qi) > 0 
(i= 1, 2). This notion of irreducibility ean be generalized to ascending chains. This 
idea was first used by Ritt (see [79, pp. 88-90]), but we prefer to give the more 
formal definition according to Wu-Wen-Tsun (see [101, pp. 233-234]). 
Definition 4.2.29 Consider an ascending chain 
A=(ft, ... ,f,.), 
in JC[xt, ... , x,.] and assume that class(li) =Pi, with 
0<pt<P2< .. ·<p,.. 
Define for i = 1, ..• , r: 1/i := x 111 and mi := deg.,,.1 (!i), and denote the other original 
x-indeterminates in the original order as u1, ... , ud. d := n-r is called the dimension 
of the ascending chain A. 
Write the polynomials (11, ... , fr) in A as 
{ 
11 = c1011r1 + cnYr1- 1 + · · · + c1m1 
f2 = C20Y2'2 + C21Y2'2-l + · ·' + C2m2 A . 
/r = CroY~ + Cr1Y~-1 + · · · + ~ 
where the eoefficients e;0 =I= 0 are the initials of the polynomials Ji, and each coeffi-
cient C;j is itself a polynomial in u11 ••• , ud, 111, ••• , 1/i-l with coeflidents in .K:. Since 
fï is reduced with respect to fl, ... , fï-1> the degrees of C;j in y11 ••• , Yï-1 are less 
than m1, ... , mi-l respectively. 
Let the transeendental extension field .K:( u1, •.• , ud) of .K:, obtained by adjoining 
the symbols u11 ••• , ud to .K:, be denoted by JC0. Then the ascending chain: A is called 
irreducible if the following r conditions are all satisfied: 
(i) Let Ï1 denote the polynomial ft, considered as a polynomial in /Co[y1], so with 
coefficients in /Co. Then Ï1 is irreducible in !Co[Yt]· 
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(ii) Let the algebraic extension field of K0, obtained by adjoining an (extended) 
zero 'f/1 of ft = 0, be denoted by Kt := Ko('r/1). Then the polynomial Ï2, 
obtained by substituting 'f/t for Yt in /2, is irreducible in K1[y2]. 
{iii} Let the algebraic extension field of Kt, obtained by adjoining an (extended) 
zero 'f/2 of /2 = 0, be denoted by K2 := X::t('f/2). Then the polynomial j3, 
obtained by substituting 'f/1 for Yt and 'f/2 for Y2 in !3, is irreducible in K:2[Ya]. 
(r) Let the algebraic extension field of K,._2, obtained by adjoining an (extended) 
zero 'r/r-1 of Ïr-1 = 0, be denoted by 1(;,._1 := x:;,._2('f/,.-t)· Then the polynomial 
j,., obtained by substituting ('rJt, .•. , 'f/r-1) for (Yt •... , Yr-1) in J,., is irreducible 
over K,._t[y,.]. 
Let 1Jr be an (extended) zero of j,. = 0 and K,. := K:..-1(17,.} the algebraic extension 
obtained by adjoining 1Jr to 1(;,._1. Then the u; and the 1Ji are allelementsof K:. := K:,., 
and the point 
ij= (ul> ... ,U,t.'l1t.· .. ,f7,.) (4.30) 
can be considered as a point of the affi.ne space i;:.d+r = i:;n. ij is called a generic 
point of A. K:. is called a generating field of A. 
From Definition 4.2.29 we see that the polynomials of an irreducible ascending 
chain are themselves irreducible in a very specHic sense. Intuitively it is clear that 
this has to be related with the primality of the polynomial ideal conesponding to 
this ascending chain A. In the next proposition this relationship between irreducible 
ascending chains and prime polynomial ideals is .elaborated. Moreover, it gives an 
alternative characterization of irreducible ascending chains. 
Proposition 4.2.30 Let A= (ft, ... ,f,.) be an ascending chain in K:[x1 , ... ,x,.], 
andrename the indeterminates in the same way as in Definition 4.2.29. Then we 
have: 
A = {ft, ... , f,.) is irreducible 
Vj = 1, ... , r: (!1, ... , IJ} is a prime ideal in J(;o[YI> ..• , Y;]. 
{This means that (11} is a prime ideal in Ko[Yt], (ft, h} is a prime ideal in Ko[Yll Y2l 
and so on, until the final condition: (ft, ... , Ir) is a prime ideal in K:o[Yl> .•. , y,.]) . 
• 
For a proof of this result, we refer to Appendix C. 
The concept of irreducible ascending chains also enables us to give another char-
acterization of the property of a polynomial to have pseudo-remainder zero with 
respect to a chain. This is very important, because when a polynomial p and an 
ascending chain A are given, the equality prem(p, A) = 0 contains a lot of informa-
tion, but this information is very hard to extract. For irreducible ascending chains 
however, there exists an easy translation, given in the next proposition. A proof of 
this result may be found in [101, p. 234, Lemma 3]. 
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Proposition 4.2.31 Let A= (fl, ... , f,.) be an ascending chain in the polynomial 
ring K[u1, ••. , ud, Yt.· .. , y,.J (in the notation of Definition 4.2.29}, and assume that 
A is irreducible. Let 
be a generic point, as defined in (4.30}. Let p E K[u11 ••• , ud, Yt. ... , y,.]. Then 
prem(p,A) = 0 
ij is an extended zero of p. 
• 
This result of Wu-Wen-Tsun describes the relationship between a polynom.ial p 
with the property prem(p, A) = 0, and the variety V(A) of the irreducible a.scending 
chain A. On the other hand, we know from Proposition 4.2.30 that the polynomials 
of a.n · irreducible a.scending chain A genera te a prime polynom.ial ideal in the ring 
ICo[Yx. ... , y,.], a.nd from Theorem 4.2.17 that an ascending chain A= (ft, ... , f,.) is 
a (llitt-) characteristic set of the prime i deal (ft, ... , f,.} if and only if 
(ft, ... , f,.} = {p I prem(p, A) = 0}. 
Therefore it is intuitively clear that in the ring ICo[Yh ... , y,.] there is astrong link 
between irreducible ascending chains a.nd (llitt-) characteristic sets of prime poly-
nomial ideals. However, the exact relationship is still unclear, and, moreover, we are 
merely interested in (llitt-) characteristic sets over the ring K[uh ... , ud, Yt, ... , y,.]. 
To solve this unsatisfactory situation, we introduce two ideals that clarify the struc-
ture of the probieros mentioned above. 
Definition 4.2.32 Let A = (ft, ... , f,.) be a.n a.scending chain in the polynomial 
ring K[u1, ••• , ud, Yt. ... , y,.] (in the notation of Definition 4.2.29). Then :Fis defined 
as 
,. 
j: := fE ad, I a• E JCo[yt, · .. , y,.]}. (4.31) 
i=l 
So J: is the ideal in Ko[Yh ..• , y,.] generated by the polynomials ft, ... , f,.. On the 
other hand we define :F as 
T 
:F := {p E K[ut. ... , ud, Yb ... , y,.]l 3a; E Ko[Yb ... , y,.] s.t. p = L: ad.}. ( 4.32) 
i=l 
It is not difficult to see that :Fis anideal in K[uh ... , ud, Yb ... , y,.]. 
From the definition it follows that every polynomial p E :F, is also a.n element of 
J:. So in the ring Ko[Yh ... , y,.] we have: :F C J:. However, the following property 
is more important: 
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Lemma 4.2.33 Let A = (ft, ... , fr) be an as eending chain in the polynomial ring 
Jc:[u1, ... , ud, Y1 1 ... , Yr] {in the notation of Definition 4· 2. 29}. Let F and :F be de-
fined as in (4.32} and (4.31}. Then 
F is a prime ideal in JC[u1, ... , ud1 Yt •... , Yr], 
:F is a prime ideal in lCo[Yl, •.• , Yr]· 
• 
For the proof of Lemma 4.2.33 we again refer to Appendix C. 
At this point it is possible to determine the exact relationship between irreducible 
ascending cha.ins on the one hand, and Ritt-characteristic sets of prime polynomial 
ideals on the other hand. 
Theorem 4.2.34 Let A = (!I 1 ••• 1 fr) be an ascending chain in the polynomial ring 
JC[u11 .•• , ud, Y1t ... , Yr] {in the notation of Definition 4.2.29}. Define the ideals F 
and :F as in {4.92} and (4.91), respectively. Then the following three statements are 
equivalent:. 
(i) The ascending chain A is irreducible, 
(ii) :Fis a prime ideal in 1Co[Y1t ... , Yr], and A is a (Ritt-) characteristic set of :F, 
{iii} :Fis a prime ideal in JC[u1. ... , ud, Yt. ... , Yr], and A is a (R'itt-) characteristic 
set of :F. 
• 
A detailed proof of this result is given in appendix C. 
Theorem 4.2.34 is a very interesting result. Given an irreducible ascending chain 
A, it gives a characterization of a prime ideal F such that A is a (Ritt-) characteristic 
set of this prime ideal :F. Moreover, from Theorem 4.2.17 we know that the prime 
ideal of which A is a (Ritt-) characteristic set is unique, at least in the polynomial 
ring under consideration. So, for an irreducible cllain A, Theorem 4.2.17 shows that 
{p I prem{p, A) = 0}. 
is an alternative description of the prime ideal F, defined in ( 4.32). In fact, the 
polynomials in A "generate" this prime ideal in a very special way. 
Theorem 4.2.34 does not only give a clearer view on the structure of irreducible 
characteristic sets of prime ideals, it also enables us to describe the link between 
Wu- and Ritt-characteristic sets, at least in the irreducible case. 
Theorem 4.2.35 Let P = {p1, ... ,pm} be a finite polynomial set in Jc:[x1, ... , Xn} 
containing a nonzero polynomial, and let A= (ft, ... , fr) a Wu-characteristic set 
of P. Re name the indeterminates x1, ••• , Xn in the sa me way as in Definition 
4.2.29. Suppose that A is an irreducible ascending chain in the polynomial ring 
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JC[ull ... , u4, 111, ... , Yr]· Let :F denote the prime ideal as defined in (4.92}. Then 
(P) CF and A is a Ritt-characteristic set of (P). 
Moreover, ij the dimension of the irreducible ascending chain A is zero (so all · 
indeterminates occur once as leading variable, i.e. d = 0, r = n, Xi = Yi and 
/Co= IC}, then we even have (P) = :F. 
Pro of 
Since A is an irreducible ascending chai.n, A is a Ritt-characteristic set of :F. So, 
according to Theorem 4.2.17, 
:F = {p I prem{p, .A) = 0}. 
Let p E P. Since .A is a Wu-characteristic set of P, prem{p, A) = 0. Sop E F. This 
proves that Pc :F, and therefore also {P) c :F. 
Now suppose that A is nota Ritt-characteristic set of (P). Since .A is an ascend-
ing chain belonging to (P), there exists an ascending chain B in (P) of lower rank 
than .A. Then B also belongs to :F, and it is an ascending chai.n of lower rank than 
A. We conclude that .A-18 nct a Ritt-characteristic set of :F, and this contradiets 
the result of Theorem 4.2.34. So necessarily A is a Ritt-characteristic set of (P). 
Finally, assume that the dimension of A is zero. Let p E F. Since JC0 = IC, it 
follows from Definition 4.2.32 that there exist polynomials /3i E JC[yh ... , Yn] such 
that 
n 
P = 'E /3;(Yh .. ·, Yn)#YI. · · ·, Yi)· 
i=i 
Since all fi E (P}, it is clear that p E (P}. So F c (P). The inclusion (P} C :F 
always holds (also when the dimension of Aisgreater than zero), and thus the proof 
is complete. • 
So, given a finite set ofpolynomials P :f: {0}, we can compute a Wu-characteristic 
set of P rather easily with Algorithm 4.2.25. When the resulting chai.n is irreducible, 
this chain is also a Ritt-characteristic set of the ideal (P), generated by the polyno-
mials in P. 
Corollary 4.2.36 Let P = {p11 ... ,Pm} be a finite polynomial se.t containing a 
nonzero polynomial, and assume that {P) is a prime ideal. Let A = (ft, ... , fr) be 
a Wu-characteristic set of P, and suppose that A is irreducible. Let :F be defined as 
in (4.92). Then (P) = :F. 
Pro of 
Since A is irreducible,. A is a Ritt-characteristiè set of the prime ideal :F, but also 
of {P}. Both :F and {P} are prime ideals in the same ring JC[ub ... , u4, y1, ... , 1/r], 
and according to Theorem 4.2.17, A can only he the characteristic set of one prime 
polynomial ideal at a time. Therefore we must have (P} = :F. • 
If A is an irreducible Wu-characteristic set of a finite polynomial set P, and 
the ideal (P) generated by P is not prime, and the dimension of A is greater than 
zero, then the equality :F = {P} does not holdingeneraL This is illustrated in the 
following example. 
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Example 4.2.37 Let IC = R, and consider the polynomials in the indeterminates 
u and y, with the ordering u -< y. Define p1 (u, y) := uy and P := {p1}. Clearly, (P} 
is nota prime ideal. Now A= (p1) is a Wu-characteristic set of P, and, moreover, 
it is irreducible. According to Theorem 4.2.35 A is a Ritt-characteristic set of (P). 
On the other hand, because !(uy) = y, the prime ideal :F, as defined in (4.32), 
is 
:F = (y} = {yg(u, y) I g(u, y) E JC[u, y]}. 
A is also a Ritt-characteristic set of :F, and {P) c :F, but clearly :F ~ (P). 
From Example 4.2.37 we see that in general an irreducible Wu-characteristic set 
A of a polynomial set P may describe a larger polynomial ideal (namely the prime 
ideal :F) than the ideal (P) generated by the polynomials in P. However, this in a 
sense superfiuous part of :F is not unnecessarily large. 
Corollary 4.2.38 Let P = {p11 ••• ,pm} be a finite set of polynomials containing 
a nonzero polynomial, and let A = (ft, ... , fr) be a Wu-characteristic set of P. 
Suppose that A is irreducible, and define the prime ideal :F as in (4.92). Let g be a 
prime ideal in JC[x11 ••• , Xn] such that 
(P) cg c :F. 
Then g =:F. 
Pro of 
We only have to prove that :F c Q. Since A is an irreducible ascending chain, 
we know from Theorem 4.2.34 that A is a (Ritt-) characteristic set of :F. We show 
that A is also a (Ritt-) characteristic set of g. 
First of all, because A is a Wu-characteristic set of P, we know that A belongs 
to {P). SoA also belongs to Q. Now suppose that A is nota (Ritt-) characteristic 
set of g. Th en there exists an ascending chain 8, belonging to g, of lower rank than 
A. Since g c :F, this chain 8 also belongs to :F. So 8 is an ascending chain in :F of 
lower rank than A. This contradiets the fact that A is a (Ritt-) characteristic set 
of :F, and we condude that A is also a (Ritt-) characteristic set of Q. 
Finally, :F and g are prime i deals in the same ring JC[x11 ••• , xn], and A is a 
(Ritt-) characteristic set of both :F and Q, so according to Theorem 4.2.17 we have 
F ~ • 
It is also possible to describe the part of :F which does not belong to {P) more 
explicitly. Although it is rather difticult to do this in terms of polynomial sets, the 
relationship can be characterized completely with help of the varieties of {P} and 
:F. The next proposition, which originates from the workof Wu (see [101]), states 
this result. 
Proposition 4.2.39 Let P = {p1, ••• ,pm} be a finite polynomial set containing a 
nonzero polynomial, and suppose that A= (/I, ... , fr) is a Wu-characteristic set of 
P. Assume that A is irreducible. Let I; denote the initial of/; (i= 1, ... , r), and 
let :F be the prime ideal as defined in (4.82). Then 
T 
V(P) = V(:F) U U V(P U {I;}). (4.33) 
i=l 
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Proof 
":::>" We know already that P C :F, so V(:F) C V(P). Moreover, for all i e 
{1, ... , r}: Pc P U{!;}, so V(P U{!;}) C V(P). Hence 
lQv(Pu{Ii})] cV(P). 
"c" Let a E V(P). Assume first that there exists an initial I; such that a is a 
zero of I;. Then a E V(PU{l;}) and so 
1' 
a E V(PU{I;}) CU V{PU{I,}). 
i=l 
Next assume that a is nat a zero of one of the initials 111 ••• , I,.. Let p e :F. 
Since A is a Ritt-characteristic set of :F, prem(p, A) = 0, and there exist integers 
liJ> ••• , 11,. and polynomials !3t. ... , /3,. such that 
,. 
1r .. ·I~·p = 'LJ.Jïf,. (4.34) 
i=l 
Since A belongs to (P}, a is a zero of all polynomials fï, and therefore a is a zero 
of the right-hand side of ( 4.34). By assumption a is not a zero of 11, ... ,!,., so it 
must he a zero of p. p E :F was arbitrary, soa E V(:F). 
We conclude that in both cases 
,. 
a E V(F) c V(:F) U U V(P U g} ). 
i=l 
This completes the proof. 
• 
The result of Proposition 4.2.39 is illustra.ted by our example. 
Example 4.2.40 In the situation of Example 4.2.37, so with Pt = uy, !1 = u, 
P = {p1} and .r = (y}, the varieties in (4.33) become: 
V(P) = {(u,y)lu=OVy=O}= 
= {(û,O) I u EK:} u {(O,y) I y EK:}, 
V(:F) = {(u, 0) I y E K:}, 
V(PU{l1}) = {(O,y)lyeK}. 
( where K: denotes the algebraic ciosure of IC). Indeed we have 
V(P) = V(F) u V(P u {ft}). 
Proposition 4.2.39 is very important for the following problem. Let P be a fini te 
polynomial set, and suppose we are interestad in the set of all common zeros (in 
the algebraic dosure K: of IC) of the polynomials in P. So we want to compute the 
variety of P in K:. 
Suppose that after the computation of a Wu-characteristic set, this set turns 
out to be an irreducible ascending chain. Then we can decompose the variety of 
P as described in Proposition 4.2.39. This yields a prime ideal .r (with (Ritt-) 
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characteristic set .A), and finite polynomial sets P;, := Pu {Ii}, (i= 1, ... , r). Since 
the initial I; is reduced with respect to A, {Pi) will have a (Ritt-) characteristic set 
of lower rank than .A. (Recall the "::;." part of the proof of Lemma 4.2.14.) For all 
i E {1, ... , r} we can compute Wu-characteristic sets of P;. If they all turn out to 
be irreducible, we can decompose the corresponding varieties again. This process 
can be continued until the polynomial sets Ê1 we get become contradictory: the 
polynomials in Ê1 generate the whole ring, and the variety V(.Ë'ï) of Pi is empty. In 
this way we end up with a sequence of (Ritt-) characteristic sets .A1, ••• , A~: and a 
decomposition 
V(P) = V(.F1) u··· U V(.Fk), {4.35) 
where .Ft. ... , .rk are prime polynomial ideals and for all i E {1, ..• , k }: A is a (Ritt-
) characteristic set of :fi. Since an irreducible ascending chain uniquely determines 
a prime polynomial ideal, the sequence of characteristic sets (.A1, ••• , A~:) is an 
unambiguous description of the variety V(P). 
Of course the process described above has one serious drawback. In each step 
we have to assume that all Wu-characteristic sets we have computed in that step 
are irreducible. This is a quite restrictîve condition, but fortunately, also when we 
encounter reducible ascending ebains during the computation, the process can be 
carried out in almost the same way. The next subsectionis devoted to this subject. 
4.2.5 Decomposition of varieties and radical ideals 
This subsection bas a double purpose. On the one hand we generalize the results 
on the decomposition of variaties obtained in the previous subsection to the case of 
reducible ascending chains. On the other hand, we are interestad in a reformulation 
of these results in terros of polynomial ideals. Such a reformulation is possible, and 
in this way the characteristic sets metbod becomes a constructive metbod for the 
computation of the Lasker-Noether decomposition of a radical ideal, representing it 
as a finite intersection of prime ideals {for some theoretica! background we refer to 
Appendix A, Theorem A.l.16, Corollary A.l.17 and Theorem A.2.8). The key to 
the solution is the observation that the decomposition process explained in subsec-
tion 4.2.4 for irreducible ascending chains, may be carried out in a similar way in 
the reducible case. To explain this idea, we follow the same lines as Wu-Wen-Tsun 
in [101]. 
Consider an ascending chain .A = (ft, ... , fr) in IC[x·ll ... , x,.] and rename the 
indeterminates as in Definition 4.2.29. Assume that A is reducible. Then there 
exists an integer k E N such that 
Ák-1 =(ft, h, ... 'fk-1) 
is irreducible with genetic point fik-t= (u1. ... , ud, 771, •.• , 'Ylk-t) and the polynomial 
Jk, obtained by substitution of ('T/b ... , 'IJk-t) for (Yll ... , Yk-1) in f~:, is a reducible 
polynomial in ICk-l[Y~:], where IC1:-1 is the algebraic extension field 1Co('l7l! ... , 'IJk-t), 
obtained by successively adjoining TJ1> ••• , 7Jk-l to IC0• Let the irreducible factoriza-
tion of the polynomial ]A: in IC~:-t[Yk] be given by 
Jk = l11 · .. Yh· ( 4.36) 
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So h 2:: 21 and all polynomials g; E K:~c-I[Y~c] (i = 1, ... 1 h) are irreducible over 
K~c-dY~c]. 
The coeflicients of the polynomial 9i (i= 11 ••• 1 h) in (4.36) areelementsof K~c-1 • 
From the theory of algebraic field extensions (see for example [104, p. 56])1 it follows 
that each coeflicient c; of 9ï may be written as 
{jj 
Cj=-~ 
"Yj 
with Pi E K[u11 ... , ud,?Jl! • .. ,7Jk-1] and "Yi E K[u11 ... , ua]· After multiplication of 
(4.36) with the product of all denominator polynomials "Yi we obtain: 
(4.37) 
where d E K[u~t ... , u4] and all Öi E K[u1, ... , ua][1JI> ... , 1J~c-1HYk] (i = 1, ... , h). 
Since dE K[ut. •.. , ua]1 dis trivially reduced with respect to .A~c = (!I, ... , f~c). 
Let i E {1, ... , h}, and consider the polynomial g;. In this polynomial we can 
successively substitute back (Yk-11 •.• , y1) for (7Jk-1> ... , 171) in the following way. 
Öi E K:[uh · · ·, Ua][?JI, ···,17k-I] [y~c]. 
Regard Öi as a polynomial in K[uJ. ... , u4][7JI, ... , 1J~c-2H11~c-l! y,.J, (so as a polynomial 
in the indeterminates ?Jk-1 and y,. with coeflicients in K[ul> ... , ua][171> ••• , 11~:-2]), and 
replace f/k...;l by Yk-1· This yields a polynomial: 
Ö2i E K[u1, · · · , Ua] ['71, • • • , 1Jk-2] [Yk-1, Y~:]. 
The polynomial Îk-h obtalned by substituting ( flh ... , 17~c-2) for (Yb ... , Yk-2) in 
fk-1l is irreducible with extended zero 'lJ~:- 1 • So Îk-1 is a minimal polynomial in 
Yk-l over Ko(1'/l! •.. , 1Jk-2)· Thus from the theory of algebraic field extensions (see 
[104, p. 56]), it follows that 
degYk-1 (92•) = deg'1k-t (gi) < de~k-1 (Îk-1) ::;; degYk-t Ur.-t), 
and we see that 021 is reduced with respect to f~c-11 because Yk-1 is the indeterminate 
of highest rank occurring in fk-l· Moreover, the indeterminate Yk is not infiuenced 
by this substitution. 
In this way we continue: regard g2i as a polynomial in the indeterminates 'lJ~c-2 , 
Yk-1 and y,. with coeflicients in K[u11 ... , uaH'lJJ. • •• , 'lJk-a] and replace 'lJk-2 by Yk-2· 
This yields a polynomial: 
öaï E K[u11 ... , ua][11t. • .. , '1Jk-3][Yk-2, Y1c-11 Yk]· 
Since the polynomial A-2• obtained by substituting ('171, .•. , 1'/A:-3) for (ylt ... , Yk-3) 
in f~c-z, is irreducible with extended zero f/lc-2, the results in [104] yield again that 
degYk-2 (9a;) = deg11k_2 (Ö2i) < de~k-2 (ÎI.-2) ::;; de~k-2 (fk-2)· 
Of course, the indeterminates Yk and Y~c-1 are not infiuenced by this successive 
substitution process. So finally we obtain a polynomial g; such that 
g; E K[u1, ... , ua)[Y11 ... , Y~c], 
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and for all jE {1, .. . ,k -1}: 
deg111 (gi) = deg,u (Yk+1-j,i) < deg11/Ï;) ::5 deg11j (/i), 
while 
de~~ (gï) = de~.(9;('71• ... , 111c-1t Yk)) = deg11.(ü;) < deg11,.(i,.) ::5 deg11.(!,.). 
Wè conclude tha.t 9; is reduced with respect to A,.. 
The sameprocesscan he ca.rried out for ea.ch polynomial g; (i= 1, ... , h) sepa.-
ra.tely. So we have found a constructive method that enables us to compute explicitly 
polynomials 9; E X:[ult ... , ud, Yr. ... , Y~c] (i= 1, ... , h) such that all g; are reduced 
with respect toA,. and 
Next consider the polynomial 
91 ... 9h- dfk· 
(4.38) 
This is a polynomial in K:(ul> ... , ud, Yb ••• , Yk], but, for the moment, we consider it 
as a polynomial in the indeterminate y~c: 
N 
91 • · · 9h - dik = 2: bjvf., 
j=O 
with coefficients bi E X:[u11 ••• , ud, Y1. ... , Y~c-1]. Let {3i (j = 0, 1, ... , N} denote 
the element in X:k-lt obtained by substituting (171, ... , '7k-1) for (Yll ... , Yk-1) in bi. 
Then for all jE {0, 1, ... , N} we have bi= 0, because (recall (4.37}) 
Ül"''Üh = dk 
Therefore fik-1 = ( u1, ... , ud, '11> ... , 77~c- 1 ) is an extended zero of all polynomials bi 
(j = 0, 1, ... , N), and application of Proposition 4.2.31 (recall that the ascending 
chain A~c-1 is irreducible with generic point fin-1) yields that 
Vj E {O,l, ... ,N}: prem(bi,An-1) = 0. 
So for each jE {0, 1, ... , N} there exist integers vi,l> ..• , Vj,k-1 EN and polynomials 
Qji E X:[u1, ... , ud, Y1, ••• , Yk-1] such that 
k-1 
I "J,t I"j,k-tb " f 1 ••• k-l j = .L,.., qji ;, 
i=l 
where I; denotes the initia! of/;. Define for all i= 1, ... , k- 1: vi := max(vJ,i Ij= 
0, 1, ... , N}. Then there exist polynomials ij; E X:[u1, ... , ud, y1, ... , Y~c] such that 
k-1 
Ir ···IZ:ï1 <u1···9h- df~c) = l:ii;k 
i=l 
So, defining ii~c :=111 • • • I;:ï1 d, we finally get 
k 
Ir ... IZ:ï1 01 · · ·uh = E iid;. 
i=l 
(4.39} 
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Proposition 4.2.41 Let P = {PI> ... , Pm} be a finite set of polynomials in the ring 
K[x1, ... , Xn] containing a nonzero polynomial, and let A = (!I, ... , fr) be a Wu-
characteristic set of P. Assume that for all i = 1, ... , r: class(lï) > 0 and denote 
the initial of !i by h Rename the indeterminates X1. ... , Xn as u1. ... , ud, Y~> ... , y,. 
in the same way as in Definition 4.2.29. Assume that A is reducible. Then there 
exists a k E N such that A1c-1 = (!1, ... , f~c-1) is irreducible with generic point 
77k-l E K~!t-1 , while the polynomial j,. = J;. (17k-I. y,.), obtained by substituting 
77k-l for ( ul> ... , ud, Yl> ... , Yk-1) in /k, is reducible over K1c-1· Let Ü1 · · · Üh be an 
irreducible factorization of j,., and de fine the polynomials g1, •.• , Bh and d as in 
(4.37}. Construct polynomials 91> ... , 9h in K[ul> ... , ud, Y1, ... , y,.] such that all 9i 
are reduced with respect to A1c and satisfy (4.38}. Then the variety of P can be 
decomposed as 
le-l h 
V(P) = U V(Pu {/ä}) U U V(P U {g1}). (4.40) 
i=l j=l 
Moreover, in this situation the following two statements hold: 
(i) V i E {1, ... , k - 1}: any medial set of P U A U {/ä} has lower rank than A. 
(ii} Vj E {1, ... , h}: any medial set of P U A U {g1} has lower rank than A. 
Pro of 
We start with the proof of equality (4.40). 
"::)" Clearly for all i= 1, ... ,k-1 we have Pc Pu{/ä}, so V(PU{/i}) c V(P), 
and completely analogousforallj = 1, ... ,h: Pc PU{g1}, so V(PU{g1}) c V(P). 
This proves "::)". 
"C" Let a: E V(P). Since A belongs to (P}, a: is a zero of all polynomials fï in 
A. So a: is a zero of the right-hand side of (4.39). Therefore a: must be a zero of 
one of the factors of the left-hand side of (4.39). Thus a: is a zero of some Ii or some 
9i and we conclude that there exists ani E {1, ... , k- 1} oranjE {1, ... , h} such 
that a: E V(P U {/i}) or a: E V(P U {g1} ). 
To prove (i}, let 1 ~ i ~ k - 1. Then the initia! Ii is reduced with respect to A. 
So, according to Lemma 4.2.27 any media! set of P U A U {/i} has lower rank than 
A. 
Finally, because for all j E {1, ... , h}, 9i is reduced with respect toA,., 9i is 
also reduced with respect to A. Hence, (ii} is proved with completely the same 
argument. • 
Combining Proposition 4.2.41 and Proposition 4.2.39, it is possible to derive a 
constructive method for the decomposition of the variety of an arbitrary polynomial 
ideal into irreducible varieties (see Definition A.2.6). The prime polynomial ideals 
corresponding tothese irreducible varieties (recall Proposition A.2.7) are determined 
by their (Ritt-) characteristic sets. 
Start with a polynomial set P = {p1, ... ,pm} and compute a Wu-characteristic 
set of P with Algorithm 4.2.25. If it is contradictory, (P} is the whole ring and the 
algorithm terminates because V(P) is empty. Otherwise, the Wu-characteristic set 
A= (!1, ... , fr) of Pis an ascending chain with for all iE {1, ... , r} : class(fï) > 0. 
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First a.ssume that .A is an irreducible ascending chain. Then we decompose V(P) 
as in formula ( 4.33}: 
r 
V(P) = V(F) U U V(P U g} ), (4.41) 
i=l 
where :Fis the prime idea.l as defi.ned in (4.32) and.A is a (Ritt-) characteristic set 
of :F. 
If .A is reducible, we apply Proposition 4.2.41 and write 
k-1 h 
V(P) =U V(Pu {Iï}) U U V(PU {gj}). (4.42) 
i=l j=l 
In both the reducible and the irreducible case we can decompose the varieties of 
the polynomial sets P U {I;} and P u {g;}. in completely the same way. Beca.use .A 
belongs to (P), PU {I;} and Pu.Au {I;} generate the same ideal: The same holds 
true for Pu{gi} and PU.AU{gi}. Therefore we continue the process with these larger 
polynomial sets. From Proposition 4.2.41 it follows that Pu.Au{I;} and PU.AU{g;} 
must have Wu-characteristic sets of lower rank than .A. In this way, the rank of 
the Wu-characteristic sets we are computing is strictly decreasing. So at a certain 
moment this process terminates, because then all the Wu-characteristic sets under 
consideration are contradictory. At that moment we have found a decomposition 
V(P) = V( :Ft) U··· U V(:F1), ( 4.43) 
where :F1 , ..• , :Fi are prime polynomil,tl ideals and the computed ascending chains 
.A1, ••• , .A, are irreducible (Ritt-) characteristic sets of :F1 , ••. , :Fi respectively. So 
:F1, ..• , :Fi are completely determined by .A1, .•• , At and we have found a constructive 
proof for Theorem A.2.8, the decomposition theorem for algebrak varieties stated 
in Appendix A.2. 
Corollary 4.2.42 Let P = {p1, ••• ,pm} be a polynomial setcontaining a nonzero 
polynomial, and assume that {P) is a prime ideal. Let .A = (il, ... , fr) be a Ritt-
characteristic set of (P}. Then .A is an irreducible ascending chain. 
Proof 
Let A be a Ritt-characteristic set of the prime ideal (P), and a.ssume that A 
is reducible. Then we can carry out the decomposition process described above to 
arrive at the decomposition (4.43): 
V((P)) = V(:FI) U··· U V(:F"), 
where :Fi( i = 1, ... , l) are prime i deals with characteristic sets .A1, ••• , .A1 respec-
tively. From the description of the decomposition process it follows immediately that 
all ascending ebains .A11 ••• , .A, are irreducible and have strictly lower rank than .A. 
Now (P} is a prime idea.l, and therefore the variety V(P) is irreducible (see 
Proposition A.2.7). This implies that there exists a k E {1, ... , l} such that 
V(P) = V(:Fk)· 
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Since (P) and :F~c are both prime ideals, it follows that (P} = :F~c (see for example 
[105, pp. 160-1611). Therefore Ak is an ascending chain in {P} (= :F,.) oflower rank 
than A. This contradiets the assumption that A is a Ritt-characteristic set of (P}, 
and we conclude that A must he irreducible. 
• 
Using the results of Appendix A.2, formula (4.43) can he translated back into 
terros of polynomial ideals. Let (P} denote the ideal generated by the finite set 
of polynomials P. Then, according to Corollary A.2.11, Id(V(P)) = /(P). More-
over, because :Ft, ... , :Ft. are prime ideals, we have Id(V(F;,)) = F;, (i = 1, ... , l). 
Successive application of (A.5) finally yields 
f{P) =:Ft n .. · n 71, (4.44) 
where the prime ideals :Fi, ... , J=i are completely determined by their irreducible 
(Ritt-) characteristic sets At. ... , Az. In this way we have derived a constructive 
method to carry out the Lasker-Noether decomposition theorem for radical ideals 
as described in Corollary A.1.17. 
Formula (4.44) mayalso be used to solve the merobership problem for radical 
ideals. Suppose we have a finite polynomial set P ={Pb ... ,pm} and a polynomial 
g E IC[xt. .. . , x.,], and we want to know whether or not g E /(P). Then we first 
decompose the radical of {P} as before: 
M= :Ft n···nJ=i. 
This decomposition is determined by the (Ritt-) characteristic sets A1, •.• , A, of the 
prime polynomial ideals :F1, ••• , J=i respectively. Now clearly g E /(P5 if and only 
if 
Vi = 1, ... , l: gE :F;,. 
Since A;, is a (Ritt-) characteristic set of the prime ideal :F;, we know from Theorem 
4.2.17 that in this case the merobership problem is easy to solve: g E :F;, ~ 
prem(g, A;,)= 0. Combining these results we obtain: 
g E f{P) <===> Vi E {1, ... , l} : prem(g, Ai) = 0. ( 4.45) 
Finally we have to make a cri ti cal remark. All parts of the decomposition metbod 
described in this subsectien were constructive, · except one: the factorization of the 
polynmnial j,. over IC~c-1 (formula (4.36)). In general this is a quite di:fficult prob-
lem, although lately Wang has given a possible solution to this problem (see [99]). 
Nevertheless, the factorization question remains the most important bottleneck in 
the characteristic sets method. 
4.2.6 Complexity issues 
There is not much known yet on the complexity of the characteristic sets algorithm. 
Like Gröbner basis computation, the computation of a Wu-characteristic set can 
become very time and space consuming. In [28] some e:fficient algorithms are given 
together with bounds on the complexity. Often it is assumed that the computation 
of a characteristic set is somewhat less involved than the computation of Gröbner 
bases because a Gröbner basis of a polynomial ideal has stronger properties than a. 
Ritt- or Wu-characteristic set. 
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4.3 A comparison of Gröbner bases and charac-
teristic sets 
After the introduetion of two different methods from constructive commutative alge-
bra in the previous sections, the question arises which methad is the most favourable 
one to use. It is a.lmost impossible to give an exhaustive a.nswer to this question be-
cause it very much depends on the particular situation which metbod is preferable. 
In this section we summarize the results of this chapter and campare both methods. 
In this way we obtain some insight in the considerations that lead to a choice for 
one of the methods in some specHic situations. 
In Section 4.1 we have seen that a Gröbner basis is a set of generators of a 
polynomial ideal with some very useful properties. Using Gröbner bases it is possible 
to decide on the memhership problem for arbitrary polynomial ideals, Operations 
on ideals, like summation and intersection, are easily carried out explicitly with 
help of Gröbner bases. Also for the determination of varieties of polynomial ideals, 
Gröbner bases may be applied. If a pure lexicographic term ordering is used, a 
triangular form is computed, and with backward substitution the variety of anideal 
is obtained. Therefore the Gröbner basis algorithm is a constructive metbod that 
may handle both polynomial ideals and their varieties. 
The applicability of characteristic sets is far more restricted. In general they are 
not a generating subset of a polynomial ideal. Only irreducible ascending ebains 
farm an exception; in some sense they generata a specHic prime ideal, as explained 
in Definition 4.2.32 and Theorem 4.2.34. Only the memhership problem for prime 
polynomial ideals can be solved directly. Moreover, the decomposition of a charac-
teristic set in irreducible ascending ebains enables us to solve the same question for 
radical ideals too. However, the main application of characteristic sets is the com-
putation of the variety of a polynomial ideal. Since by definition ascending ebains 
have a triangular form, characteristic sets are especially suitable for this purpose. A 
Wu-characteristic set obtained with Algorithm 4.2.25 is often enough todetermine 
the variety of a polynomial ideal. 
Although the differences between Gröbner bases and characteristic sets are often 
very significant, both methods are sametimes also quite related toeach other. When 
for anideal in the polynomial ring K[x1, •.• , Xn] a Gröbner basis is computed with 
respect to the pure lexicographic term ordering and a ranking x1 -< x2 -< · · · -< Xn 
of the indeterminates, the. resemblances with the Ritt-Wu algorithm are often quite 
remarkable. Of course there remain differences, both in the ordering of polynomials 
(total vs. partial) and in the reduction process (remainders vs. pseudo-remainders), 
but the outcome of both algorithms may look very similar. This is illustrated by 
the next result. 
Proposition 4.3.1 Let I be a zero-dimensional ideal in K[x11 ••• ,xn], and let G be 
a reduced Gröbner basis of I w.r.t. the pure lexicographic term ordering with ranking 
X1 -< X2 -< • • • -< Xn· 
Assume that G contains exactly n polynomials. Then G is a Ritt-characteristic set 
of the ideal I w.r.t. the same ordering of indeterminates. 
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Proof 
Let G = {91, ... , 9n} be a reduced Gröbner basis of I w.r.t. the pure lexico-
graphic term ordering with ranking x1 -< x2 -< • • • -< Xn· According to Proposition 
4.1.30 {ii) there exists for every indeterminate x1 (i= 1,.;., n) a polynomial p eI 
such that in(p) = c. · xf' with c. E IC and n; E N. Since G is a Gröbner basis of 
I we have in(p) E (in(G)), and thus there exists a g E G sueh that in(g) divides 
in(p). So G has a triangular form, and renumbering the polynomials in G we have 
that for every i E { 1, ... ,n} the polynomial g, E G is an element of IC[x1. ... , Xi] 
and in(g,) = ~ · xi' with & E IC and m1 E N. 
First we show that A := {91, ... , 9n) is an ascending chain in 1C[x1, ... , Xn]· Let 
j, k E { 1, ... , n} with j < k. It is obvious that the polynomial 9J is reduced with 
respect to g,.. To prove that g,. is also reduced with respect to g1 we consider an 
arbitrary monomial q of 9k· Since Gis a reduced Gröbner basis of I, we know that 
q (/. ({~ • xf" I i= 1, ... , n}}. So in particular deg.,i(q) < m1 = deg.,,{q1). This 
implies that g,. is reduced w.r.t. g1 and thus A is an ascending chain. 
Finally, assume that there exists a nonzero polynomial p e I that is reduced 
w.r.t. A, i.e. 
'Vi E {1, ... , n} : deg.,,(p) < <leg.,1(9i) = m;. 
Of course, the same inequalities hold for in(p). Therefore in(p) (/. (in(G)). This 
contradiets the fact that G is a Gröbner basis of I. We conclude that the only poly-
nomial p E I that is reduced with respect to A is the zero-polynomial. According 
to Lemma 4.2.14, this implies that A is a Ritt-characteristic set of I. • 
Proposition 4.3.1 indicates that for zero-dimensional ideals the differences be-
tween Gröbner bases and characteristic sets are not so apparent. This is illus-
trated by Examples 4.1.32 and 4.2.28; it is easily verified that the reduced Gröbner 
basis (g3 , g2, g1) of the zero-dimensional polynomial ideal in this example has the 
same rank as the Wu-characteristic set (hl> h2, h3). Therefore they are both Ritt-
characteristic sets of the polynomial ideal under consideration. The condition in 
Proposition 4.3.1 on the number of polynomials in the reduced Gröbner basis of 
a zero-dimensional ideal is always satisfied if I is a prime ideal (see [30, Proposi-
tion 5.9]). But also when I is not prime, this condition seems not very restrictive; 
if a zero-dimensional ideal is in so-called general position (see [30, Section 7]), the 
number of polynomials in its reduced Gröbner basis is often equal to n. 
When an ideal is not zero-dimensional, its reduced Gröbner basis with respect 
to the pure lexicographic term ordering is sametimes still related to a characteristic 
set. In [26, Chapter 4] the relationship between these two concepts is stuclied in 
more detail. Also in [10, pp. 83-85], some results on this subject are given. 
If in a partienlar situation there are only minor differences between Gröbner bases 
and characteristic sets, the complexity of the algorithm to compute one of them is 
an important argument for the choice of one of these methods. Often it is claimed 
(see e.g. [10, p. 89]) that the characteristic set algorithm is generally faster than the 
corresponding Gröbner basis computation. However, the Gröbner basis algorithm is 
more mature: it is better known and developed, and more generally available than 
the characteristic sets algorithm. Moreover, some questions on polynomial ideals 
are only solvable using Gröbner bases. 
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The most important argument for the choice of a specHic metbod is the appli~ 
cation for which it is used. For the determination of the variety of a polynomial 
idea.l, the computation of a characteristic set is often enough. This metbod bas a.lso 
won its spurs in tbe field of mechanica.! geometry theorem proving (see [10]). The 
Gröbner basis metbod on tbe other hand, is especially suita.ble for manipulations 
with and operations on polynomia.l ideals. Beca.use of its transparent structure, 
a wide variety of probieros in this field can be solved (see e.g. [14, Chapter 4]). 
Moreover, Gröbner bases can also be used for mechanica.! geometry theorem proving 
and for tbe determination of va.rieties of polynomial ideals. Especially in this last 
application, Gröbner bases have the advantage tha.t some partia.l information on a 
variety is obtainable from a. Gröbner basis w.r.t. an arbitrary term ordering. If a.n 
ideal is zer~dimensional, univariate polynomials in the idea.l can be obtained from 
this Gröbner basis using the metbod of Proposition 4.1.37. Since the determination 
of a Gröbner basis w.r.t. tbe (reverse) gradedlexicographic term ordering is mucb 
faster than w.r.t. the pure lexicographic term ordering, this procedure speeds up 
the computations considerably. 
In tbe rest of this thesis, Gröbner bases are used a.lmost exclusively to solve our 
questions on polynomia.l ideals. Our motivation for this choice is twofold. First, 
we are interested in botb polynomial ideals and their varieties, and we have just 
seen tbat for the study of polynomia.l ideals, the Gröbner basis metbod is a more 
appropriate tool. Second, because of the direct correspondence hetween Gröbner 
bases and polynomial ideals, tbis metbod has a great fiexibility. In tbe next chapter 
it turns out tbat most of tbe probieros we are interested in may be reformulated as 
questions on polynomia.l ideals in several different ways. With the characteristic sets 
metbod only one (or none) of these salution strategiescan be used in genera!. With 
Gröbner bases on tbe contrary, every reformulation leads to a different constructive 
solution metbod for the problem under consideration .. The fiexibility of the Gröbner 
basis metbod enables us to test several solution strategies and to judge them on their 
roerits and efficiency. In this way it is possible to find effective solution methods 
for the problems we are interested in. The general applicability and the greater 
fiexibility of the Gröbner basis metbod are the main incentives for the use of Gröbner 
bases in the next chapter. 
Chapter 5 
Testing reachability and 
stabilizability 
In Chapter 2, conditions were derived for the reachability and stabilizability {w.r.t. 
a given Hurwitz set V) of a system over a commutative ring n. Both conditions look 
very similar; fora system I:= (A, B, C, D) over an integral domain n, they can he 
formulated as right~invertibility conditlans on the matrix (zl- AIB). In this chapter 
we present a metbod to test these conditions explicitly. Our approach is based on 
the introduetion of a polynomial ideal that enables us to test the right~invertibility 
of the matrix (zl- AIB) over various rings simultaneously. In this way, reachability 
and stabilizability can be treated at the same time. 
The idea bebind our approach is as follows. First we introduce some ideals in the 
ring 'R[z] related to the the matrix (z/- AIB). Next, the conditions on the righ~ 
invertibility of the matrix (zl- AIB) are restated as relatively simple conditions 
on these polynomial ideals. The main step is the explicit determination of these 
ideals using the Gröbner basis metbod introduced in Chapter 4. With this tool 
from constructive commutative algebra, we obtain explicit algorithms to test the 
reachabillty of systems over polynomial rings. For stabilizability, we mainly confine 
ourselves to time-delay systems with point delays. 
The results of the first part of this chapter (Sections 5.1 and 5.2) were already 
mentioned in [40], but bere we give a more detailed elaboration and also include the 
proofs. Section 5.3 is mainly basedon [39]. 
5.1 Right-invertibility and polynomial ideals 
Let n be an integral domain, and consider a system I: = (A, B, C, D) over the 
ring n. According to Definition 2.2.2 and Theorem 2.2.3, the reachability of this 
system only depends on the matrix pair (A, B): the matrix (zl- AIB) bas to be 
right~invertible over 'R[z]. When a stability defining Hurwitz set V in 'R[z] is :lixed, 
the same observation can be made for stabilizability · by dynamic state feedback 
and for detecta.bility. For stabilizability by dynamic state feedback it is required 
that the matrix (zl - AIB) is righ~invertible over the ring 'Rv(z) of all stabie 
transfer functions (see Theorem 2.8.2). According to Theorem 2.9.3, the condition 
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for detectability is completely dual: the matrix ( zi ~ A) has to be left-invertible 
over 'R.t>(z). Finally we reeall that also the separation principle carries over to the 
case of systems over rings: if a system is detectable and stabilizable by dynamic 
state feedback, it is also stabilizable by dyna.mic output feedback. 
From this summa.ry of some of the main results of Chapter 2 we conclude that 
all these results yield conditions on the matrix pairs (A, B) and (C, A). Moreover, 
the conditions on ( C, A) are dual to those on (A, B). So, to verify these conditions 
explicitly, one only needs a. method for the determination of the right-invertibility 
of the matrix (zi- AIB) over the polynomial ring n[z], a.nd the ring of stabie 
transfer functions 'R.t>(z), respectively. Since the matrices C and D of the system 
E = (A, B, C, D) are not involved in this, we omit them throughout this chapter. 
Instead we use the convention that a system over a ring n is given by a matrix pair 
E = (A,B) with A E nnxn and BE nnxm. 
We start with the introduetion of an ideal that plays a key role in this chapter. 
It enables us to give a very straightforward characterization of the reachability and 
stabilizability of a system. 
Definition 5.1.1 Let E = (A, B) be a system over an integral domain n, with 
A E nnxn and B E nnxm. Then. the idea.l I in 'R.[z] associated with E, is defined as 
I= {~P(z) E n[z]I3M(z) E 'R.[z](n+m)xn s.t. (zi- AIB). M(z) = ip(z). I}. (5.1) 
Since the set I is closed under addition, and also under multiplication by ar-
bitrary elements from 'R.(z], I is iudeed an ideal in 'R.[z]. Recalling the proof of 
Theorem 2.8.2 we conclude that if 1p(z) is a monic element of I, then there exists a 
dynamic state feedback compensator for the system E = (A,B) such that the char-
acteristic polynomial det(zi- A) of the closed-loop system is equal to (rp(z)) ... So, 
to some extent the monic elements of I characterize the characteristic polynomials 
of all closed-loop systems that are obtainable by dynamic state feedback. 
The next result explains our interest in the ideal I. 
Proposition 5.1.2 LetE =(A, B) be a system over an integral domain n, and let 
I be the ideal in n.[z] associated with E as defined in (5.1}. Let V be a Hurwitz set 
in 'R.[z]. Then 
{i) E =(A, B) is reachable <==::} I= n[z], 
(ii) E = (A, B) is stabilizable w.r.t. V In V :f:. 0. 
Pro of 
{i) Assume that E = (A, B) is reachable. Then the matrix (zl- AIB) is right-
invertible over 'R.[z], hence 1 E I. On the other hand, if I = 'R.[z] then 1 E I, and 
thus (zi- AIB) is right-invertible over n[z]. 
{ii) Assume that E = (A, B) is stabilizable w.r.t. the Hurwitz set V, so (zl-
AIB) is right-invertible over nt>(z). So there exists a matrix M(z) over nt>(z) such 
that 
(zi- AIB) · M(z) =I. 
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Multiplying this equality by the least common multiple <p(z) of all denominators of 
the entries of M(z), we obtain 
(zl- AIB) · M(z) = <p(z) ·I, 
where <p(z) E V, and M(z) a matrix over the polynomial ring 'R.[z]. Hence <p(z) EI, 
and thus In V =F 0. 
To prove the implication in the opposite direction, let <p(z) E In V. Since 
<p(z) EI, there exists a matrix M(z) over 'R.[z] such that 
(zl- AIB) · M(z) = <p(z) ·I. 
Dividing both left.. and right-hand side by <p(z), we conclude that ~ · M(z) is a 
right-inverse of (zl- AIB) over 'R.p(z). • 
\Vhen the ideal I associated to the system E is knovm, conclusions on the reach-
ability and stabilizability of E are more easily drawn. So, to test the reachability 
and stabilizability of a system E, we first want to determine the conesponding ideal 
I explicitly. If 'R is a polynomial ring, this can be done using the Gröbner basis 
techniques of Section 4.1. Unfortunately, the definition of the ideal I in (5.1) is not 
very suitable for computation. The Gröbner basis algorithm can only be applied 
when a set of generators of a polynomial ideal is given. However, the ideal I is 
described in a completely different way. Therefore it is necessary to make a small 
detour. We first introduce some ideals that are closely related to I, or are even 
equal to I. They have the advantage that they can be determined exactly using the 
Gröbner basis method. In this way we obtain enough information to decide on the 
reachability and stabilizability of the system under consideration. 
In this section we confine ourselves to the definition of the ideals used throughout 
this chapter, and to the relations between them. This can be done for systems over 
arbitrary integral domains 'R. In the next section we specialize to the case that 'R is 
a polynomial ring, and show how these ideals can be computed using the Gröbner 
basis algorithm. 
Definition 5.1.3 Let E = (A, B) be a system over an integral domain 'R, with 
A E n,nxn and B E n,nxm. Let et (i = 1, ... , n) denote the ith unit vector in 'R.n, 
and define for iE {1, ... , n}: 
'}{i:= {<p(z) E 'R.[z]l 3"P(z) E 'R.[z]"+m s.t. (zl- AIB) · '1/J(z) = <p(z) · ei}.(5.2) 
Then the ideal '}{ associated with E is defined as 
(5.3) 
i=l 
In the same way as fortheideal I, we may prove that all 'Xi (i= 1, ... , n) are 
ideals in 'R[z]. They can be considered as a column-wise definition of the ideal I. 
Therefore it is easily verified that 
'}{=I. (5.4) 
InSection 2.8 we already encountered anideal .:Tin 'R.[z] that was used for the 
same purpose astheideal I of Definition 5.1.1: the reformulation of the condition 
for stabilizability of a system, as a condition on the intersection of the ideal .:T and 
the Hurwitz set V. Here we repeat the definition of this ideal. 
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Definition 5.1.4 Let E = (A, B) be a system over an integral domain n, with 
A E nnxn and B E nnxm. Define N := ( n: m) - 1 and denote all n x n minors 
of the matrix (zl- AjB) by a 0(z), ... , aN(z). Then the ideal .:J associated with E 
is the ideal in n[z] generated by all thesen x n minors of (zi- AIB): 
.:J := (ao(z), ... , aN(z)). (5.5) 
The next result describes the relationship between the ideals 'I and .:J. 
Lemma 5.1.5 Let E = (A, B) be a system over an integral domain n, with A E 
nnxn and BE nnxm. Define the ideals 'I and .:J associated with E as in (5.1} and 
(5.5), respectively. Then 
.:r c 'I c ..[J. (5.6) 
Proof 
The proof of this result is based on the same ideas as the proof of Proposition 
2.8.5. 
".:J cT' Let a(z) be one of the n x n minors of (zl- AjB). Then there exists 
an n x n submatrix K(z) of (zl- AIB) such that a(z) = det(K(z)), and according 
to Cramer's rule we have 
K(z) · adj(K(z)) = det(K(z)) ·I= a(z) ·I. 
Extending the matrix adj(K(z)) with zero rows on the right pla.ces, we obtain an 
(n + m) x n matrix Ï<(z) over R[z] such that 
(zl- AjB) · i((z) = a(z) ·1. 
Hence a(z) E 'I. Since a(z) was an arbitrary n x n minor of (zl- AjB), it follows 
that all principal minors of (zl- AIB) belang to 'I, so .:J C 'I. 
"'IC .JJ'" Let <P(z) E 'I. Then there exists a matrix M(z) E R[zj(n+m)xn such 
that 
(zl- AjB) ~ M(z) = <P(z) ·I. (5.7) 
Let ao(z), ... , aN(z) denote all n x n minors of the matrix (zl- AIB). Taking 
determinants on bath right- and left-hand side of (5.7), and usi:ng the Binet-Cauchy 
formula (see e.g. [29, p. 9] or formula (2.41)), we find polynomials Po(z), ... , f3N(z) E 
'R.[z] (the n x n minors of the matrix M(z)) such that 
N 
l:ai(z),Bi(z) = (<P(z))". 
i=O 
We conclude that (<P(z))n E 3, a.nd thus by definition <P(z) E .;:;. 
• 
It is important to note that the inclusions in the opposite directions do not hold 
in generaL This is shown by the following two counterexamples. 
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Example 5.1.6 Let 'R. = R, and consider the system E = (A, B) with 
A=(~ ~) and 
Then (z- 1) EI because 
(zl- AIB) · (~ !) = (• ~ 1 z ~ 1 ~) (i !) = (z- 1) • (~ n · 
However, the only nonzero 2 x 2 minor of (zl- AIB) is (z-1)2• Hence (z -1) ~:I, 
and we conclude that in this case I ~ :I. 
Example 5.1.7 Let 'R..= R, and consider the system E= (A,B) with 
A=(~ ~) and 
The only nonzero 2 x 2 minor of (zl -AlE) is z2• Hence ..J.J = (z}. Next we compute 
I. Let cp(z) EI. Then there exist polynomials m;;(z) E R[zJ (i= 1,2; j = 1,2,3) 
such that 
(zi- AIB) (:~:~;~ :~~i~~.) = (~ ~1 ~) (:~~~~~ :~~.~~~) = ·(cp~) <p~z)) · 
ms1(z) ma2(z) mst(z) ma2(z) 
In this way we obtain the equations 
{ 
z • mu(z)- m21(z) = <p(z), 
z · m12(z) - m22(z) = 0, 
z · m21(z) = 0, 
z • mz2(z) = <p(z). 
So m21 (z) = 0, and <p(z) = z · mu(z) = z · m22(z) = z2 • m12(z). We conclude that 
all polynomials in I are ofthe form z2 ·mdz), with m12(z) an arbitrary polynomial 
in R[z], and thus I= {z2}. So in this particular case we have fl = (z) ~ {z2} =I. 
Finally we introduce another ideal related to I. At the moment, this relationship 
isnot very clear, but in the next sections the computation ofthis ideal turns out to 
be very similar to the computation of 1-l. 
Definition 5.1.8 Let E = (A, B) be a system over an integral domain 'R, with 
A E n_nxn and BE n_nxm. Let iE {1, ... , n}, and introduce n- i new indetermi-
nates Qi+l• ••• , Qn· Define the polynomials p;1 , ••• ,p;,.+,.. in 'R[z, Qi+l! •.• , Qn] as the 
componentsof the following (n + m)-dimensional row vector: 
(Pil • • • Pi,.+,..) := (~ l1lqi+l • • • qn) • (zl- A I B). (5.8) 
i-1 
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The ideal .C; in 'R.[z] is defined as the intersection of 'R.[z] and the ideal in the ex-
tended polynomial ring 'R.[z, qi+l, ... , qn] generated by the polynomials p;1 , ••• , p;,.+".: 
.C; := (p;l, ... ,pi.,+m} n 'R.[z]. (5.9} 
The intersection of all ideals .C; (i= 1, ... , n) is called .C: 
n 
.c == n .c;. (5.10) 
i=l 
The conneetion between the ideal .C and the ideal I is elaborated in the next 
lemma. 
Lemma 5.1.9 Let E = (A, B) be a system over an integral domain 'R., with A E 
n.nxn and B Ë nnxm. Define the ideals I, .C; (i= 1, ... , n) and .C associated with 
E, as in Definition 5.1.1 and 5.1.8, respectively. Then 
ViE{l, ... ,n}: Zc.C;. (5.11) 
Consequently, 
ze .c. (5.12) 
Pro of 
Let i E {1, ... ,n} and let rp(z) E Z. Then there exists a matrix M(z) E 
'R.[zj(n+m)xn !;lUCh that 
(zl- AIB) · M(z) = cp(z) ·I. 
Pre-multiply this equation by the n-dimensional row vector (Q.:.;_:.glllqi+1 • • • qn) 
i-1 
consisting of (i - 1) zeros, one 1, and ( n - i) indeterminates qî+ 1, .•. , qn. In this way 
we obtain 
{p;l • "Pi.,+m) · M(z) = (~irp(z)lq;+lcp(z) "'qncp(z)), (5.13) 
î-1 
where p;17 ••• ,p;,.+m are defined as in (5.8). Let (ttt,i(z) · · ·ttn+mAz))T denote the 
ith column of the matrix M(z). Then the ith component of (5.13) indicates that 
n+m 
rp(z) = L p;ilt;,;(z) 
j=l 
is an element of the ideal (p;w .. 'p;,.+",} in the polynomial ring n[z, qi+b ... 'qn]· 
By assumption cp(z) E 'R.[z] and we conclude that 
rp(z) E (p;w .. ,p;,.+".} n 'R.[z] = .C;. 
Since rp( z) E I was arbitrary, this proves the claim. 
• 
Again, the inclusion in the opposite direction does not hold in general This is 
illustrated in the following example. 
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Example 5.1.10 Let 'R. = R, and consider the same system E = (A, B) as in 
Example 5.1.7, i.e. 
and 
Then we know that I= (z2). We now compute C1 and C2• 
Let q2 be an indeterminate. Then 
(z -1 0) (1 I Q2) • (zl- AIB) = (1 I Q2) 0 z 0 = (z I Q2Z- 11 0), 
and the ideal (z, Q2z-l} generated by the elementsof this vector is the complete ring 
R[z, Q2], because 1 = -(q2z-1)+q2·Z e (z, Q2Z-1). So cl = (z, Q2Z-l}nR[z] = R[z]. 
For the ideal C2 we compute 
(0 ll) · (zl- AIB) = (0 ll) (~ ~1 ~) = (0 I z I 0). 
Hence C2 = {z) and we conclude that 
c = C1 n C2 = (z). 
Therefore I= (z2} c (z) = C, but C t:/.. I. 
The next proposition summarizes most of the results we derived on the relation-
ships between the ideals introduced in this section. 
Proposition 5.1.11 Let E = (A, B) be a system over an integral domain 'R., and 
let I, 'H., .:J and C be the ideals associated with E, introduced in Definitions 5.1.1, 
5.1.9, 5.L4 and 5.1.8, respectively. Then 
3 CI='H.C C. (5.14) 
• 
If we specialize somewhat further, and assume that the ring n under consid-
eration is a polynomial ring over a field IC, we can also determine the connections 
between the varieties of the ideals I, 'H., .:J and C. In fact, all these varieties turn 
out to be equal. 
Proposition 5.1.12 Let IC be an arbitrary field, and let n = IC[s1, ••• , sk] be the 
ring of all polynomials in the indeterminates s11 ••• , Bk with coefficients in IC. Let 
E = (A, B) be a system over 'R., and consider the ideals I; 'H., .:1 and C associated 
with E, introduced in Definitions 5.1.1, 5.1.3, 5.1.4 and 5.1.8, respectively. Then 
V(.:J) = V(I) = V('H.) = V(C). (5.15) 
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Proof 
From the inclusions (5.14) and formula (A.2) in Appendix A.2, it follows imme-
diately that 
V(.C) c V(1l) = V(I) c V(.1). 
Moreover, according to (5.6), we have I C ...;:J, and thus V(#) c V(I). From 
formula (A.7) we reeall that anideal and its radical have the same variety, and thus 
we conclude that V(.1) = V(#) C V(I). This proves the equality V(I) = V(.1). 
Soit remains to be shown that 
n 
V(I) c V(.C) = U V(.C;). 
i=t 
Assume that A and B are n x n and n x m matrices over n, respectively. Denote 
all minors of the matrix (zl- AIB) by ao(z), ... , aN(z). By definition, all these 
minors areelementsof the polynomial ring n[z] = JC[z, St, ... , Bk]· 
Let (z, 811 ••• , Bk) E V(I), and denote the k-tuple (811 ••• , sk) of elementsin the 
algebraic closure K; of JC by s. Then (z, s) E V(.1) and thus (z, s) is a common zero 
of all n x n minors of the matrix (zl- AIB). This implies that 
rank(zl- A(s)IB(s)) < n, 
where A(s) and B(s) denote thematrices over K; that are obtained after substitution 
of si for the indeterminate s; (j = 1, ... , n) in thematrices A and B. We conclude 
that there exists an i E { 1, ... , n} and a ( normalized) vector in K:_n of the form 
(Q.:.:..:_g 111 ÏÏi+ t • • • ÏÏn) 
i-t 
such that 
(Q.:.:..:_gllliiï+t" · ·iin) · (zl- A(s)IB(s)) = 0. 
i-t 
Therefore, the point (z, s, ÏÏi+b ... , iin) E K:_l+k+n-i is a common zero of the polyno-
mials Pïw .. , Pi,.+,.. in n[z, qi+t, ... , qn] as defined in (5.8). 
Let now p E .C;. Then p E {p;1 , ••• ,p;,.+ ... ) n n[z], and there exist polynomials 
/3i E n[z, qi+t• ... , qn] (j = 1, ... , n + m) such that 
n+m 
p(z, Sb· .. , Bk)= L: /3j(Z, Sb ... , Bk, qi+b· .. , qn) · p;i(z, St, ... , Bk, qi+b· .. , qn)· 
i=t 
Substitution of the point (z, St, ... , Bk, {j;+l, ... , lin) on both right- and left-hand side 
yields p(z, 81. ... , sk) = 0, so (z, s) is a zero of the polynomial p. Since p E .C; was 
arbitrary, (z, s) E V(.C;) and we conclude that 
n 
V(I) c V(.C;) C U V(.C;) = V(.C). 
i=l 
This completes the proof. 
• 
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Proposition 5.1.12 indicates that fora system over a polynomial ring X::[s11 ••• , sk] 
it does not matter which of the idea.ls I, 1-l, :J or C is used todetermine the variety 
V(I). This is important for some of the later a.pplications that only require the 
computa.tion of the variety V(I). It gives us some ftexibility: we are free to choose 
the metbod that is computationally the most e:fficient. However, for the computation 
of the ideals themselves, our freedom is somewha.t more restricted because in general 
there are some dUferences between these ideals. Nevertheless, the ideals :J and C 
contáin important information on the idea.l I. 
5.2 Gröbner basis computations 
Let X:: be an arbitrary field, and s1, .•• , sk be a. k-tuple of indeterminates. In the 
rest of this cha.pter we only consider systems over polynomia.l rings 'R. of the form 
'R. = IC[ si. . .• , Sk]· For this type of rings it is possible to determine the idea.ls I, 1-l, 
:J and C associated with a system E = (A, B) explicitly using the Gröbner basis 
techniques of Section 4.1. In this section it is shown how Gröbner bases ofthese 
ideals can he computed. 
A metbod for the determination of a Gröbner basis of the ideal .1 associated 
with a system E .::= (A, B) is not di:fficult to obtain. Since :J is defined as the idea.l 
generated by the n x n minors of the matrix (zl- AIB), stráightforward application 
of Buchberger's algorithm (see Theorem 4;1.26)yields the desired result. 
Algorithm 5.2.1 Let E = (A, B) he a system over tbe polynomial ring 'R. = 
!C[s1. •.. , sk], with A E 'R.nxn and B E 'R.nxm, and let > be a term ordering on 
the monomials of lC[z, s1, .•. , sk]· 
Step 1 Determine the fini te subset F of /C[z, s1. .•• , sk] consisting of all n x n minors 
of the matrix (zl - AIB), 
Step 2 Compute a. Gröbner basis G of the ideal generated by the polynomia.ls in 
F w.r.t the term ordering >, using the Gröbner basis a.lgorithm of Theorem 
4.1.26. 
Proposition 5.2.2 Consider a system E = (A, B) over the polynomial ring 'R. = 
/C[s1, ••• , Sk], and let .1 betheideal associated with E, as defined in Definition 5.1.4. 
Let> be a term ordering on IC[z, s1, ••• , SJ:]. Then the set G obtained in Algorithm 
5.2.1 is a Gröbner basis of :J w.r.t. the term ordering >. • 
The determination of a Gröbner basis for the i deals Ci (i = 1, ... , n) and their 
intersection C is somewhat more delicate. During the computation we first have to 
introduce some new indeterminates that are eliminated later on. As we have seen in 
Theorem 4.1.31, Gröbner bases w.r.t. a pure lexicographic term ordering are very 
useful for this purpose. 
Algorithm 5.2.3 Let E = (A, B) he a system over the polynomial ring 'R. = 
X::[s1 , ... , Bk], with A E 'R.nxn and B E n.nxm, and let 11' he a ranking of the in-
determinates z, St. ••• , Sk. Let i E {1, ... , n} he given. 
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Step 1 Introduce n -i new indeterminates Qi+l, ••. , Qn and construct the n-dimen-
sional row vector 
(~l1lqi+l'' •qn)• 
i-1 
Step 2 Compute 
(Pit'' 'Pin+m) := (Q.:.:.:.9.Illq;+l' · ·qn) '(zf- AIB), 
i-1 
and consider P>1 , •• • ,pin+m as elementsof the polynomial ring 
JC[z, s1, ... , St., Qi+t. •.. , q,.J. 
Step 3 Fix a ranking 11'e on the indeterminates z, s1, ... , s~c, Qi+l• ••• , q,. in such a 
way that 
(i) the new indeterminates q;+l, ••. , Qn are of higher rank than the original 
indeterminates z, Stt ••• , St., 
(ii) in the extended ranking 11'e, restricted to the indeterminates z, s1, ••• , Bk, 
the ordering of the indeterminates z, s1, ••• , Bk is the same as in the orig-
inal ranking 1r. 
Step 4 Compute a Gröbner basis G; of the ideal (p;1 , ••• , p;,.+".} in the polynomial 
ring JC[z, s1. ... , Bk, Qi+l• ... , q,.] w.r.t. the pure lexicographic term ordering 
with ranking 11'e, using Theorem 4.1.26. 
Step 5 Determine G; := G; n JC[z, Sb ... ' St.]· 
Proposition 5.2.4 Let :E = (A, B) be a system over the polynomial ring 'R = 
JC[s1, ... ,sk], with A E 'Rnxn and BE 'Rnxm, and consider the ideals C;, (i= 
1, ... , n) associated with E, as defined in Definition 5.1.8. Let 1r be a ranking of the 
indeterminates z, 81, ... , Bt.· Then for every i E {1, ... , n} the set G;, obtained in 
Algorithm 5.2.9, is a Gröbner basis of .C; w.r.t. the pure lexicographic term ordering 
with ranking 1r of indeterminates. 
Pro of 
Let i E {1, ... , n }. According to Definition 5.1.8, the ideal .C; is defined as 
.C; = (p;11 •• • ,p,,.+•.) n JC[z, s1,. .. , Bk]· 
So we want to apply the Gröbner basis metbod to eliminate the indeterminates 
Qi+l• • •• , q,.. Recalling Theorem 4.1.31, this is possible by computing a Gröbner 
basis G; of the ideal (P>1 , ••• , p;,.+.,.J w.r.t. the pure lexicographic term ordering. For 
this purpose the ranking of the indeterminates q;+11 ••• , q,. has to be higher than 
the ranking of the indeterminates z, s1, ... , Bk. Since this condition is satisfied in 
Step 3 {i), and because the mutual ordering of the indeterminates z, s1, ••• , s,. is 
preserved (see condition (ii) of Step 3), the result of Theorem 4.1.31 implies that 
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à i = Gin K[z, s1, ••• , s~e] is a Gröbner basis of C; w.r.t. the pure lexicographic term 
ordering with ranking 1r of indeterminates. • 
To obtain a Gröbner basis of the ideal C = f\".:1 C,, we first compute for every 
i E {1, ... , n} a Gröbner basis of ~ w.r.t. the pure lexicographic term ordering, 
usingfor every i E {1, ... , n} the sameranking 1r of indeterminates. Subsequent 
determination of the intersectien is then possible with standard Gröbner basis tech-
niques. Successive application of Lemma 4.1.34 and Remark 4.1.35 on Ch ... , C.,. 
yields a Gröbner basis of the ideal C w.r.t. the pure lexicographic term ordering 
with ranking 1r. 
The denvation of a metbod for the computation of a Gröbner basis for the ideals 
'H.; (i = 1, ... , n) and 'H., introduced in Definition 5.1.3, is much more involved. 
First we have to characterize the ideals 'H.ï (i = 1, ... , n) in a somewha.t different 
way1 that is more suitable for computation. For this purpose we need the following 
definition. 
Definition 5.2.5 Let E = (A,B) be a system over the polynomial ring 'R = 
K(s1, ... , s~e], with A E 'R.nxn and B E nnxm. Introduce an n-dimensional row 
vector ( q1 • • • q.,.) of new indeterminates and define 
(pl · · · Pn+m) = (qi · · · qn) • (zl- AIB), . (5.16) 
where the elements p1, ••• ,Pn+m are polynomials in the ring 'R.[z, qh ... 1 q .. ]. The 
i deal P in 'R[z, q1, ••• , q .. ] is defined as, 
P := (Pll • .. 1Pn+m}, 
and for every i E {1, ... , n }: 
P; := P 11 R.[z, q;]. 
(5.17) 
(5.18) 
Lemma 5.2.6 Let E = (A, B) be a linear system over the polynomial ring 'R. = 
K[sl!···•sk], with A E 'Rnxn and BE 'Rnxm, and consider the ideals 'H., (i= 
1, ... , n) and P, (i= 1, ... , n) associated with E, introduced in Definition 5.1.9 and 
Definition 5.2.5, respectively. Then for every iE {1, ... , n} we have 
'H.t = {<,o(z) E 'R.[z]l q; • <,o(z) EPi}, (5.19) 
In the proof of Lemma 5.2.6 we use the following result that is stated separately 
because it is also very useful in subsequent sections. 
Lemma 5.2. 7 Let ii be an integral domain, and let M be an n x t matrix over ii. 
Introduce a vector (q1 • • • q .. ) of indeterminates, and let '1/;(qh ..• , q .. ) E 'k[ql, ... 1 qn]t 
and Ç E fin be two veetors satisfying the equation 
(5.20) 
Define 'I/Jo E 'k_t as the l-dimensional vector over ii that is obtained after substitution 
of ql = q2 = ··· = qn = 0 in '1/J(qt,·· .,qn)· Then 
(5.21) 
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Pro of 
~ l -Let 'lj;(qi. ... , q,.) e R[q17 ... , q,.] and Ç e R" he veetors such that (5.20) is 
satisfied. Introduce a new indeterminate >.. Since (q1 • • ·q,.) is a row vector of ind~ 
terminates, (5.20) holds for an arbitrary choice of q; (i= 1, ... , n), so in particular 
it remains valid when we replace (q1 • • • q,.) by (>.q1 · • · >.q,.): 
(>.q1 · · • >.q,.) • M • 'lf;(>.qt. ••. , >.q,.) = (>.qt · • · >.q,.) • Ç. 
After subtracting (>.q1 • • • >.q,.) • Ç on both left- and right-hand side, and factoring 
out the common term >., we obtain 
>. · (qt · · ·qn) • [M'If;(>.qt. ... , >.q,.)- Ç] = 0: (5.22) 
Now we regard the left-hand side of (5.22) as a polynomial in the indetermmate 
>. with coeflicients in 7Ï[q11 ••• , q,.]. It is obvious that the constant term of thls 
polynomial is zero. Next, consider the linear term in>.. The coefficient of this term 
is obtained by substitution of >. = 0 in (q1 • • • q,.) · [M'Ij;(>.q11 ... , >.q,.)- ÇJ, and is 
therefore equal to (ql .. ·q,.) · [M'I/Jo- Ç]. From formula (5.22) it follows that also 
this coefficient is zero: 
(qt • · ·q,.) · [M'I/Jo- Ç] = 0. (5.23) 
Since M'lj;0 - Ç is a vector in nn and (qt · · ·q .. ) is a vector of indeterminates, (5.23) 
implies that M'I/Jo- Ç = 0. This completes the proof. • 
The importance of Lemma 5.2.7 is not difficult to explain. In the sequel the 
result is applied to the situation 1Ï = R[z], where n denotes the polynomial ring 
K[st, ... , sk]· In this case, the lemma states that if M(z) E R(z]nxt and Ç(z) E 'R(z)n 
are given, it is not really necessary to look for solutions x of the equation 
(ql · · · qn) • M(z) ·X= (ql · · · Qn) • Ç(z) 
in the extended module R[z, qt. ... , qn]t. A solution x e R[z, q11 ••• , q,.]l exists if and 
only if there exists a solution in n[z]t. Moreover, a method is given to eliminate 
the superfluous indeterminates ql> ... , qn from a solution in the extended module 
R[z, Qt. ••• , qn]t containing these indeterminates. This idea is also used in the proof 
of Lemma 5.2.6. 
Proof of Lemma 5.2.6 
Let iE {1, ... ,n}. 
"C" Let cp(z) E 'H.i. Then there exist polynomials '1/J;(z) E 'R[z] (i= 1, ... ,n+m) 
such that 
(zl- AIB) · ( '1/Jtiz) ) = cp(z) • e;, 
'1/Jn+m(z) 
where e; denotes the ith unit vector in nn. Pr~multiplication of this equality by 
the row vector ( q1 • • • qn,) of indeterminates yields 
( 
'1/Jt(z) ) 
(pl · · · Pn+m) • : = q; · cp(z), 
'1/Jn+m(z) 
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where P; E 'R.[z, qb ... , qn] are defined as in (5.16). We conetude that q, · <p(z) = 
Ej,!;_n Pi· '1/J;(z) EP n 'R[z, qi] =Pi. 
":::>" Let <p(z) e 'R.[z] be such that qi • <p(z) ePi. Then there exist polynomials 
f:JJ(Z, ql! ... , q,.) E 'R.[z, ql! ... , q,.] (j = 1, ... , n + m) such that 
n+m 
qi • <p(z) = L f:li(z, q1,. .. , q,.) ·Pi· 
i=l 
Collecting the coeffi.cients f:J;(z, q11 ••• , q,.) (j = 1, ... , n+m) in an n+m-dimensional 
vector ((:J(z, qb ..• , qn) = (f:JI(z, ql, ... , q,.) • · · f:Jn+m(z, ql! ... 1 q,.))T over the polyno-
mial ring 'R[z1 q1, ••• 1 q,.J, and using definition (5.16) of the vector (p1 • • • Pn+m), the 
previous formula can be restated as 
(qi · · · qn) · (zi- AIB) · (:J(z, qb ... , q,.) = (ql · · · qn) · (<p(z) • ~). 
Let (:J0(z) E 'R[z]"+m denote the vector obtained after substitutiou of q1 = q2 = 
· · · = q,. = 0 in (:J(z, qh ••• ,qn)· Then application of Lemma 5.2.7 with ii = 'R.[z] = 
JC[z, s11 ... , s~c] yields 
(zl- AIB) · f:lo(z) = <p(z) ·ei> 
and thus, according to Definition 5.1.3, we have <p(z) E 11.;. 
• 
The characterization of the ideals 11.; (i= 1, ... , n) given in Lemma 5.2.6 indi-
ca.tes that for the determination of these ideals, eliminatien of indeterminates plays 
a crucia.l role. However, to compute 11.; for a fixed value of i, the indetermina.tes 
qt. . .. , qi-h qi+h ..• , q,. on the one hand, and the indeterminate q; on the other hand, 
have to be treated differently. The indeterminates q11 ... , qi-1! qi+l, ... , qn can be 
eliminated in the same way as in Algorithm 5.2.3, using an appropriate ranking of 
the indeterminates and applying the Gröbner basis algorithm w.r.t. the pure lexico-
graphic term ordering. Elimination of the indeterminate qi is more delicate because 
only the coeffi.cients of the polynomials in 'R[z, q;] that are linear in qi belong to 11.,. 
The next algorithm describes how this computation may be carried out. 
Algorithm 5.2.8 Let E = (A, B) be a system over the polynomial ring 'R. = 
1C(s11 ••• , s~c] with A E n,nxn and B E n,nxm, and let 1r be a ranking of the in-
determinates z, s11 ... , s~c. Let i E {1, ... , n} be given. 
Step 1 Introduce n new indeterminates q1, ••• , q,. and construct the n-dimensional 
row vector (ql · • · qn)· 
Step 2 Compute 
(PI··· Pn+m) := (ql · · · qn) · (zl- AIB), 
and consider Pl, ... , Pn+m as elements of the polynomial ring 
Step 3 Choose a ranking 7re of the indeterminates z, s1, ... , s~c, q11 ..• , qn satisfying 
the following conditions: 
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(i) the rank of the indeterminates qlt ... , qi-1> q;+l, .•• , q11 is higher than the 
rank of the indeterminate q;, 
(ii) The rank of q; is higher than the rank of the indeterminates z, sb ... , s,., 
(iii) The ordering of the indeterminates z, s1 , ... , s,. in the extended ranking 
11'e, is the sameasin the original ranking 11'. 
Step 4 Determine a Gröbner basis G; of the ideal (Pt, ... ,Pn+m) in the polynomial 
ring K:[z, Sb ••. , s1., qb •.. , qn] w.r.t. the pure lexicographic term ordering with 
ranking 'll'e, nsing Theorem 4.1.26. 
Step 5 Compute Gi := G; n K:[z, St, .•. ' s,., q;]. 
Step 6 Determine the set 
Proposition 5.2.9 Let E = (A, B) be a system over the polynomial ring 1?.. = 
K:[s1. ... , s~.:] with A E nnxn and B E n_nxm, and let 1r be a ranking of the indeter-
minatea z, s11 ... , s~:. Then for every iE {1, ... , n}, Algorithm 5.2.8 yields a finite 
subset H; of'R.[z] with the property 
(5.24) 
i.e. the ideal in 'R.[z] generated by the polynomials in H; is equal to the ideal1t; 
associated with the system E, introduced in Definition 5.1.3. Moreover, H; is a 
Gröbner basis o/1-1.; w.r.t. the pure lexicographic term ordering with ranking 11'. 
Proof 
LetiE{1, ... ,n}. 
"(H;) C 1-l.t Let 1,0{ z) E H;. Then q; • 1,0( z) is an element of the Gröbner basis 
of the ideal P = {Pb ... , Pn+m} as defined in Definition 5.2.5. Since the polynomial 
1,0(z) only contains the indeterminates z, s1, ••• , SA:. we even have 
According to Lemma 5.2.6, this implies that 1,0(z) E 1-l.;. We conclude that H; C 1-l.;, 
hence also {H;} C 1-l.i. 
"(H;};) 1-1.;" Let <p(z) E 'H+ Then it fellows from Lemma 5.2.6 that q; · <p(z) E 
P; C P. According to Definition 5.2.5, this ideal P in 'R.[z, q1, ••. , qn] is contained 
in (ql, ... ,qn)· 
In Step 4 of Algorithm 5.2.8 we compute a Gröbner basis G; ofP w.r.t. the pure 
lexicographic term ordering with ranking 1r e of indeterminates, satisfying conditions 
(i), (ii) and (iii) listed in Step 3 of the algorithm. According to Theorem 4.1.31, 
this implies that G, = G; n 'R[z, q;] is a Gröbner basis of the ideal Pi w.r.t. the 
pure lexicographic term ordering with the indetermmate qi of higher rank than the 
indeterminates z, s1, ... , Bk· 
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Since qi • tp(z) E 'Pï, and Gi is a Gröbner basis of 'P; w.r.t. this specified lexico-
graphic term ordering, we know from Proposition 4.1.20 that q,·tp(z) is an admissible 
combination of the polynomials in G;: 
q; · <p(z) = E c(a1oa2,g)qf1x"'2 • g, (5.25) 
gEÓ;,<>l ENo,<>2EN~+l 
where c( a 1, a 2, g) E K. and x"'2 denotes the monomial in K.[z, s1, ••• , sk] with multi-
degree a2. Moreover, if c(a11 a2, g)-:/; 0, then 
(5.26) 
Since G, C 'P, and every polynomial in 'Pis a linear combination of qlo ... ,qn, all 
elements gE G; have the property 
degq;(g) ~ 1. 
So, because of (5.26}, only polynomials of the form g = (J; • h with h E Hi occur 
in the admissible combination (5.25), and also a 1 = 0. Therefore (5.25) may be 
rewritten as 
q; . <p(z) = (5.27) 
If ê(a2, h) -:/; 0, the inequality deg(q,x"'2 ·h) 5 deg(qitp(z)) is still satisfied, and implies 
that also deg(x"'2 h) =:;; deg(tp(z)), because the degree in qi of both polynomials is 
equal to 1. Dividing (5.27) by q, we obtain 
<p(z) = 
and we conclude that <p(z) E {Hi}'R[z]· Moreover, each polynomial tp(z) E 'H; is an 
admissible combination of elements of H,, and therefore we know from Proposition 
4.1.20 that H; is a Gröbner basis of 'Ji; w.r.t. the pure lexicographic term ordering 
with ranking 11". • 
After computation of Gröbner bases of the ideals 1i; (i = 1, ... , n ), a Gröbner 
basis of the ideal'H = nf=l'Ji; may be obtained by repeated application of the 
Gröbner basis technique for the determination of the intersection of two polynomial 
ideals as explained in Remark 4.1.35. Since 1i =I, this yields a constructive metbod 
for the computation of the ideal I associated with a system E = (A, B). 
Remark 5.2.10 The algorithms developed in this section explain our preferenee 
for the Gröbner basis metbod (in comparison with the characteristic sets method) 
to a grea.t extent. For the computa.tions of the ideals we are interested in, it is often 
necessary to introduce new indeterminates that are eliminated later on. For this 
purpose characteristic sets are of no use; these computations can only be carried out 
with Gröbner basis techniques. However, in the next sections it turns out that in 
some applications only the varieties of ideals have to be determined. In these cases, 
the characteristic sets metbod may be an alternative for Gröbner basis computations. 
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We end this section with an example that illustrates the effectiveness of the 
algorithms developed in this section. 
Example 5.2.11 Let 'R = R[8], and consider the system E =(A, B) with 
A= ( 1 58+2) 
82 -s 0 ' 
B _ ( 38+2 ) 
- 2s3 - s -1 · 
The ideals I, .J, 1i and C associated with E are ideals in the polynomial ring 
'R[z] = R[8, z]. We apply the algorithms derived in this section to compute a 
Gröbner basis of the ideals .J, 1i and C with respect to the pure lexicographic 
term ordering with the ranking of indeterminates fixed by 8 >- z. Using the com-
puter algebra package Maple V.2 for the actual Gröbner basis computations, we 
obtain the following results. 
The Gröbner basis of .J is J = {it.h}, where 
j 1 = 18908 + 136z6 + 236z5 - 798z4 - 609z3 + 2655z2 + 270z - 1890, 
h = 8z7 + 4z6 - 42z5 + 21z4 + 108z3 - 99z2 • 
The Gröbner basis of C1 is L1 = {l11,l12}, where 
l 11 = 908- 8z4 - 4z3 + 18z2 -15z + 9, 
el2 = 8z5 + 4z4 - 42z3 + 21z2 + 108z - 99. 
The Gröbner basis of C2 is L2 = { l21, l22}, where 
e21 = 8-1, 
e22 = z. , 
The Gröbner basis of1i1 is H 1 = {h11 ,h12 }, where 
h11 = 908 + 8z5 - 4z4 - 46z3 + 39z2 + 93z - 90, 
h12 = 8z6 + 4z5 - 42z4 + 21z3 + 108z2 - 99z. 
The Gröbner basis of 1i2 is H2 = {h2t. h22}, where 
h21 = 18908 + 136z6 + 236z5 - 798z4 - 609z3 + 2655z2 + 270z - 1890, 
h22 = 8z7 + 4z6 - 42z5 + 21z4 + 108z3 - 99z2 • 
To obtain a Gröbner basis of C = C1 n C2 and of 1i = 1i1 n 1i2, with respect 
to the same pure lexicographic term ordering, the procedure explained in Remark 
4.1.35 is carried out. This yields the following results. 
The Gröbner basis of Cis L = {lt.l2}, where 
el = 908 + 8z5 - 4z4 - 46z3 + 39z2 + 93z- 90, 
e2 = 8z6 + 4z5 - 42z4 + 21z3 + 108z2 - 99z. 
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The Gröbner basis of 11. is H = {h11 h2}, where 
h1 = 18908 + 136z6 + 236z5 - 798z4 - 609z3 + 2655z2 + 270z - 1890, 
h2 = 8z7 + 4z6 - 42z5 + 21z4 + 108z3 - 99z2• 
From these results it is obvious that :J = 11. beca.use the Gröbner bases J and 
H of these idea.ls are completely the same. Moreover, the elements of the Gröbner 
basis H are admissible combinations of the polynomia.ls in L: 
ht = 2l•lt + 17. i'}., {5.28} 
(5.29) 
Completely in a.ccordance with Proposition 5.1.11 we conclude that :J = 1t ~ C. 
With this example it is also possible to illustrate that the varieties of the idea.ls 
:r, 1t and Care the same. It is immediately clear that V(.C) c V(1t) because 1t c .C. 
Let now a.E V(1t). Then ht(a) = h2(a) = 0. Since z = 0 is a zero of both h2 and 
t2, it follows from (5.29) that h2 and t2 have the sameset of zeros. So i 2(a) = 0, 
and substitution of a in (5.28) yields t 1(a) = 0. Therefore a E V(.C), and since the 
equality V(:J) = V(1t) is trivia!, we have shown that V(:J) = V(1t) = V(C). 
5.3 Testi:p.g reachability 
After the development of algorithms for the computation of the ideals :!, 1t and C 
associated with a system E = (A, B), explicit methods to test the reachability of a 
system are not difficult to obtain. According to Proposition 5.1.2 (i}, a necessary 
and sufBeient condition for the reachability of a system over an integral domain 
'R is that the ideal I assoeiated with the system is equal to the ring n[z]. If we 
consider a system over the polynomial ring 1\::[81, •.• , s,~:], a Gröbner basis G of the 
ideal 1t = I, may be obtained with Algorithm 5.2.8. Recalling Definition 4.1.17, 
the ideal I equals n[z] if and only if its Gröbner basis G contains a nonzero element 
of the field K:. However, also the other algorithms of Section 5.2 can be used totest 
the reachability of a system over a polynomial ring because of the equality of the 
varieties ofthe ideals I, 11.,:! and .C that was proved in Proposition 5.1.12. 
Lemma 5;3.1 Consider a linear system E = (A, B) over the polynomial ring n = 
K:[st. ... , 8,~:], and let I, :J and .C be the ideals associated with E as defined in 
Section 5.1. Then 
I= n[z] {:::::} :J = n[z] {:::::} .C = n[z]. (5.30) 
Pro of 
If I= n[z], then V(I) = 0. So, according to Proposition 5.1.12, a.lso V(..1) = 0 
and V(.C) = 0. Application of Corollary A.2.10 of the Hilbert Nullstellensatz yields 
that ..1 = n[z] and C = n[z]. Tbe otber implications are proved in a completely 
analogous way. • 
Lemma 5.3.1 indicates tbat necessary and sufBeient conditions for the reacha-
bility of a system can also he given in terms of the ideals ..1 and .C. According 
to Definition 4.1.17, tbe Gröbner bases of these ideals have to contain a nonzero 
element of tbe field K. 
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Remark 5.3.2 With the result of Lemma 5.3.1, it is possible to give an alternative 
proof of Theorem 2.2.4. This theorem states that the reachability of a system 
L: = (A, B) over the polynomial ring K:[s11 ••• , s~e] is equivalent to the following 
pointwise rank condition: 
'rl(z, 811 ••• , 8,.) E f::/•+l : rank(H- A(811 ••• , 8,.) I 8(81 •••• , s,.)) = n, (5.31) 
where n denotes the size of the matrix A. The proof of the necessity of condition 
(5.31) remains the same, but using the ideals I and .:r, the proof of suffi.ciency 
can be facilitated. If (5.31) holds, there is for every point (.i, 81> ... , s~e) E if:."+1 
an n x n minor of the matrix (zl- A(s1, ... , sk)!B(s1, ... , s,.)) that is unequal to 
zero. So the n x n minors of this polynomial matrix do not have a common zero. 
Therefore V(.:J) = 12l, and according to the Hilbert Nullstellensatz this implies that 
.:1 = 'R.[z]. Subsequent application of Lemma 5.3.1 and Proposition 5.1.2 (i) yields 
that I= 'R.[z] and thus that E = (A, B) is reachable. 
If the ideal.:J is used to verify the reachability of a system L: = (A, B), application 
of Algorithm 5.2.1 suffi.ces to draw a conclusion. The system is reaebabie if and only 
if the Gröbner basis of the ideal .:1 associated with E contains a nonzero element 
of the field IC. Note that the outcome of Algorithm 5.2.1 is independent of the 
condusion on the reachability of the system under consideration. In any case a 
Gröbner basis of the ideal .:1 w.r.t. the chosen term ordering is obtained. 
It is obvious that the same observation holds for the reachability tests based 
on the ideals C and 11.. However, if a system is reachable, the computations of the 
Gröbner bases of C. and 11. take a very special form. This additional structure can be 
used to adjust Algorithms 5.2.3 and 5.2.8 in such a way that the computations for 
testing the reachability of a system are speerled up considerably. For this increased 
computational efficiency we have to pay a price: if the system E = (A, B) is not 
reachable, the output of the modified algorithms is not a Gröbner basis of the ideals 
C. or 11. any more. 
The next proposition indicates that for reachable systems, it is not necessary to 
carry out Algorithm 5.2.8 for each i E { 1, ... , n} separately to obtain a Gröbner 
basis of the ideal 11.. In this situatión one Gröbner basis computation suffi.ces to 
draw our conclusion. 
Proposition 5.3.3 Let E = (A, B) be a system over the polynomial ring n = 
JC[st. . •. , sk], and let P be the ideal in 'R.[z, qb .. • , Qn] associated with E, introduced 
in Definition 5.2.5. Then 
Pro of 
(zl- AIB) is right-invertible over n[z], 
The reduced Gröbner basis ofP is G = {q1, ... , Qn}, 
independent of the chosen term ordering. 
"<=" Suppose that { q1, ••• , Qn} is the reduced Gröbner basis of P, and let i E 
{1, ... ,n}. Then it is obvious that q; E Pn'R[z,qi] = P;, and thus, according to 
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Lemma 5.2.6, 1 E 1ii. So for all i E {1, ... , n} we have 1ii = 'R.[z], and therefore 
also 
n 
1i = n 'Hï = 'R.[z]. 
i=l 
Since 1i =X, this implies that (ti- AIB) is right-invertible over 'R.[z]. 
"::;." Suppose that (zl- AIB) is right-invertible over 'R.[z], and let the matrix 
M(z) E 'R.(zj(n+m)xn be a right-inverse. Recalling Definition 5.2.5, the ideal 'P in 
'R.[z, qt, .•. , qn) is generated by the polynomials Pt. ... , Pn+m determined by 
(5.32) 
So, in particular, each polynomial Pi (i= 1, ... , n+m) is an 'R.[z)-linear combination 
of the polynomials q; (j = 1, ... , n ), and we conclude that in the ring 'R.[z, q1, ... , qn] 
we have · 
(pll · · · .Pn+m)n[z,'l1,····9") C {qt. · · ·, qn}n[z,ql, ... ,q")· 
Multiplying formula (5.32) from the right by M(z), we obtain 
{pl • .. Pn+m) • M(z) = (ql · · • qn)· 
Hence, each polynomial qi (j = 1, ... , n) may be written as an 'R.[z]-linear combi-
nation of the polynomials Pl •... ,Pn+m· This yields 
(qh • · • 'qn)n[z,q~o ... ,q,.) C {pi.·· • 'Pn+m)'R[z,IJl, ... ,q,.)• 
We conclude that 
and thus G = { q1, •.. , qn} is a set of monomials generating the ideal 'P. According to 
Remark 4.1.19, Gis a Gröbner basis of 'P, independent of the chosen term ordering. 
Since the polynomials inGalso satisfy the conditions (i} and (ii} in Definition 4.1.28, 
this Gröbner basis is reduced. 
• 
Using Proposition 5.3.3, we obtain the following algorithm for testing the reach-
ability of a system over a polynomial ring. 
Algorithm 5.3.4 Let E = (A, B) be a system over the polynomial ring 'R. = 
K[sl, ... 'Sk], with A E nnxn and BE nnxm. 
Step 1 Introduce n new indeterminates qt. ..• , qn and construct the n-dimensional 
row vector (ql .. · qn)· 
Step 2 Compute 
(PI·· 'Pn+m) := (ql• • ·qn) • (zl- AIB). 
Step 3 Determine the reduced Gröbner basis G of the ideal (p1, ... ,Pn+m} in the 
polynomial ring 'R.[z, q11 ••• , qn] w.r.t. an arbitrary term ordering. 
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Step 4 If G = {ql> ... , q,.}, then E = (A, B) is reachable; otherwise E = (A, B) is 
not reachable. 
Proposition 5.3.3 and Algorithm 5.3.4 are very important from the computational 
point of view. If we wanttotest the reachability of the system E = (A, B) using the 
metbod basedon the idealrt, Algorithm 5.3.4 shows that only one Gröbner basis 
w.r.t. an arbitrary term ordering has to he computed. From Proposition 5.2.9 we 
know that in general the computation of a Gröbner basis of the ideal 1{ requires n 
Gröbner basis computations w.r.t. the pure lexicographic term ordering, plus the 
determination of the intersectien of n different ideals. In Subsection 4.1.5 we already 
mentioned that the computation of a Gröbner basis w.r.t. the pure lexicographic 
term ordering is typically more time consuming than the determination of a Gröbner 
basis w.r.t. the graded lexicographic or graded inverse lexicographic term ordering. 
Therefore Algorithm 5.3.4 speeds up the computations in two different ways: the 
number of Gröbner bases that have to be computed is reduced from more thàn n 
to only 1, and moreover, it is allowed to determine this Gröbner basis w.r.t. an 
arbitrary term ordering. 
The result of Proposition 5.3.3 also has an intuitive interpretation. From Thee-
rem 2.2.4 we know that the matrix (zl -AIB) is right-invertible over tbe polynomial 
ring 'R[z], if and only if it has pointwise full rank. So when we substitute an arbi-
trary point (z, s1, ••• , 8~:) E K:,k+l for the indeterminates z, St. ... , s1., the left kemel 
of the matrix 
(5.33) 
is equal to { 0}. To test this condition, we want to obtain all solutions of the equation 
(ql"' ·qn) · (zl- A(st,··. ,s~:)IB(st.···•sk)) = (0· ··0). (5.34) 
If for every point (z, B11 ••• , 8~:) E ië"+1 the matrix {5.33) has full rank, the only 
solution to equation (5.34) is ql = q2 = · · · = qn = 0. This is indicated by the 
reduced Gröbner basis of the ideal P: it consists of the polynomials q1, ••• , qn only. 
On the other hand, if there exists a point ( z, 81, ..• , Bk} E iëk+1 in which the 
rows of the matrix (5.33) are ië-linearly dependent, there exists a nonzero row vector 
(qt · .. !În) E K:,n such that 
(!Ît"''IÎn) · (ZI- A(sll ... ,sk)IB(st.····sk)) = (0 .. ·0). 
Since the variety of the ideal P is completely determined by its Gröbner basis, this 
indicates that in this situation { qt. ... , q,.} cannot be a Gröbner basis of P. 
If for a certain point (z, s11 ••• , sk) E ië"+1 the left kemel of the matrix (5.33) 
is unequal to {0}, the dirneusion of this left kemel is larger than or equal to 1. 
This implies that an element (q1 • • • qn) of the left kemel remains an annihilating 
row vector for the matrix (5.33) after multiplication by an arbitrary constant in ië. 
Therefore it is possible to normalize the row vector (q1 · • • qn) in such a way that 
its first nonzero component becomes equal to 1. We conclude that the rank of the 
matrix (5.33) is strictly smaller than n if and only if there exists ani E {1, ... , n} 
and a row vector in K:,n of the form 
~lllqi+l"'qn) (5.35) 
i-1 
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such that 
(Ç911Iqï+t' · ·qn) · (ZI- A(st. ... ,s~:)lB(st, •.. ,8~:)) = (0· · ·0). 
i-1 
The reachability test using the ideals C; (i = 1, ... , n) and C is based on this 
equivalence. For every iE {1, ... , n} an n-dimensional row vector of the form 
is introduced, in which q;+l, •.. , qn are considered as indeterminates. Next, the 
polynomials Pit, ... , p;,.+.., are computed using formula (5.8): 
(Pit··· Pi,.+..,)= (Ç911Iqi+t · · · qn) · (zl- A( st. ... , Sk)IB(sb. · ·, Sk)). 
i-1 
If there exists ani E {1, ... , n} for which the ideal (p,w .. , p;,.+ ... } bas a non-empty 
variety, the corresponding system E = {A, B) is not reaebabie because there exists 
a point (i, St, ... , Bk) E iék+1 in which the matrix (ZI- A(s11 ••• , sk)IB(sl> ... , sk)) 
is not of full row rank since its left kern el contains a nonzero element. By definition 
(5.9), the point (i, St. ... , §k) is an element of V(C;), and thus V(C) Uf.:1 V(C;) =/: 
0. On the other hl!lld, if for all i E {1, ... , n }, the variety of the ideal (p;1 , ••• , Pi,.+m} 
is empty, we know already that V(C) = Uf=t V(C;) = 0, and mày conclude that 
E = (A, B) is reachable. This condusion may also be drawn directly. There does 
not exist a point (i, 811 • •• , sk) E iék+1 for which the left kernel of the matrix (zl-
A(s1, .. ;,8~:)1B(8t, ... ,sk)) contains an element ofthe form (5.35). Hence, for all 
(i, St, ... , 8~:) E iêk+1, the matrix (ZI -A(B1, ••• , Bk)IB(Bh ... , Bk)) bas full row rank. 
From the Hilbert Nullstellensatz it follows that for every i E {1, ... , n }: V(C;) = 
0 if and only if Ci = 'R.[z]. This condition is satisfied if the ideal generated by 
the polynomials Pi1 , ••• , Pi,.+m, computed in Step 2 of Algorithm 5.2.3, is equal to 
the polynomial ring 'R.[z, qi+t. ... , qn]· Therefore it is not necessary to eliminate the 
indeterminates qi+l• ... , qn explicitly, using a Gröbner basis w.r.t. the appropriate 
pure lexicographic term ordering. Instead it suffices to determine a Gröbner basis of 
the i deal {p;1 , ••• , Pi .. +m) w .r. t. an arbitrary term ordering, and to verify whether this 
Gröbner basis contains a nonzero element of the field JC. Since in general Gröbner 
basis computations w.r.t. the graded lexicographic orgraded inverse lexicographic 
term ordering are considerably faster than Gröbner basis computations w.r.t. the 
pure lexicographic term ordering, this modification increases the computational ef-
ficiency of the reachability test based on the ideal C. 
Summarizing the considerations elaborated above, we obtain the following algo-
rithm totest the reachability of a system over a polynomial ring. 
Algorithm 5.3.5 Let E = (A, B) be a system over the polynomial ring 'R. = 
JC[sh ... 'Sk], with A E n_nxn and BE n_nxm. 
Step 1 Compute for every iE {1, ... , n} the set G; in the following way: 
Step I Introduce n- i new indeterminates qi+t• ... , qn, and construct the 
n-dimensional row vector (Ç911Iqi+l · · · qn)· 
i-1 
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Step 11 Compute 
(p;l ... Pin+m) = (Q.:..:.;,Q.Illq;+t· .. q,.) · (zl- A(s1, ... ,sk)IB(sl, ... ,sk)), 
i-1 
and consider p;1 (j = 1, ... , n + m) as elements of the polynomial ring 
JC[z, St. • . • , Sk, qi+b • • • 'q,.]. 
Step lil Determine a Gröbner basis G; of the ideal (p;1 , ••• , p;,.+".) w.r.t. an 
arbitrary term ordering. 
Step 2 If for every i E {1, ... , n} the Gröbner basis G; contains a nonzero element 
of IC, then E = (A, B) is reachable. Otherwise, E is not reachable. 
As we have seen before, Algorithm 5.3.5 proceeds from Algorithm 5.3.4 by a 
normalization of the elementsin the left kernel of the matrix (zl- AIB). Insteadof 
searching for all elements in the Ieft kernel of a matrix, we are only interested in those 
elements that are normalized in a very specific way. Of course this normalization 
can be carried out in several different ways. For example, instead of normalizing 
the first nonzero component of the vector, it is also possible to normalize the last 
nonzero component, and to consider veetors of the form 
(qt•••qn-il11~· (5.36) 
i-1 
In fact, a different ordering of the components of the n-dimensional vector yields 
another normalization, and Algorithm 5.3.5 may be modified accordingly. However, 
these modifications do not change the algorithm essentially. Permutation of the rows 
of the matrix (z!- AIB) has exactly the same outcome. Therefore it is obvious that 
the right-invertibility of the matrix (z!- A.IB) over the polynomial ring 'R[z] is not 
infl.uenced by these modifications. 
Camparing Algorithms 5.3.4 and 5.3.5, we see that in Algorithm 5.3.4 only one 
Gröbner basis has to be computed, while in Algorithm 5.3.5 n Gröbner basis compu-
tations are required. So at first sight, Algorithm 5.3.5 does not seem very attractive 
from the computational point of view. However, Algorithm 5.3.5 also has an im-
portant advantage. From Subsection 4.1.7. we reeall that the complexity of the 
Gröbner basis algorithm is highly dependent on the number of indeterminates in 
the·polynomial ringunder consideration. In Algorithm 5.3.4 a Gröbner basisofan 
ideal in a polynomial ring with n + k + 1 indeterminates is computed. In Algo-
rithm 5.3.5 on the other hand, n Gröbner bases are calculated, with n + k + 1 - j 
indeterminates (j = 1, ... , n), respectively. Since in this case the number of indeter-
minatas is smaller, this metbod may be faster, despite the fact that more Gröbner 
bases have to be calculated. Note that in each step these computations become less 
involved because the number of indeterminates is strictly decreasing. Moreover, if 
the system E (A, B) is not reachable, it is very likely that this is detected in the 
first step, after the computation of only one Gröbner basis. If G1 does not contain 
a nonzero element of JC it is already impossible that E = (A, B) is reachable. From 
the proof of Proposition 2.2.5 on the genericity of reachability for systems over rings, 
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given in [67], it follows that generically the fact that a system is not reaebabie is de-
tected in the first step of Algorithm 5.3.5. Therefore we expect that in this situation 
Algorithm 5.3.5 is the most favourable option. 
We end this section with a comparison of the performances of the algorithms 
we developed to test the reachability of a system. For this purpose we applied 
these algorithms to two different examples. These experiments were made in the 
computer algebra package Maple V, running on a Sun/Sparc workstation with a 
25MHz processor. To compute Gröbner bases, we userl the function gbasis from 
the grobner package, with the graded lexicographic term ordering and an automatic 
ranking of the indeterminates (for any details, see [9, pp. 469-478]). All timings 
are given in CPU secouds without excluding the time for garbagè collection. This 
garbage collection took place every lMb. Statistics on the use of memory are not 
given because the required amount of memory was not critica! in these examples. 
Example 5.3.6 Consider the matrices A, B and B1 over the polynomial ring R[s], 
given by 
( 
2s-3 -s2 +3s-8 -2s+6 ) 
A = s + 3 s2 + 4 2s2 - 5s + 4 , 
-7s+9 -8s+7 s+4 
(
s
2
+3s-2 2) 
B= 0 5s+l , 
4s+7 -s+2 
So 8 1 consists of the first column of B. Based on the genericity conditions of 
Proposition 2.2.5, we expect E = (A, B) to be reachable, but E1 = (A, Bt) not to 
be reachable. 
The reachability of both E = (A, B) and E1 = (A, 8 1) is now tested with four 
different methods: 
Method 1 Computation of a Gröbner basis of the ideal.:T associaterl to the system. 
Method 2 Algorithm 5.3.4. 
Method 3 Algorithm 5.3.5. 
Method 4 A modification of Algorithm 5.3.5 in which the normalization is carried 
out in the opposite direction, using row veetors of the form (5.36). 
The results of the application of these methods on this partienlar example are 
given in Table 5.1. First the conclusion (reachable/not reachable) is given, then the 
computing time (in CPU seconds) neerled to arrive at the result. The computer time 
neerled in Metbod 1 to verify the reachability of E = (A, B) was highly variable. 
The indicated value is the mean of four samples. 
Before drawing any conclusions, we first show that the proposed methods can 
easily handle systems over polynomial rings in more than one indeterminate. 
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I Table 5.1 11 :E = (A, B) I Et = (A, Bt) I 
Metbod 1 reaebabie not reaebabie 
56.1·102 3.3 
Metbod 2 reachable not reaebabie 
17.8 98.4 
Metbod 3 reaebabie not reachable 
8.8 27.1 
Metbod 4 reaebabie not reachable 
9.0 19.9 
Example 5.3. 7 Consider tbe matrices A, B and B1 over tbe polynomial ring 
R[s11 s2] given by 
( 
81 + 82 81 - 1 0 ) 
B = 1 s~ + 1 St - 3 , 
0 81-82 82 + 2 
Now B1 consists oftbe first two columns of B. After application oftbe same metbods 
as mentioned in Example 5.3.6, Table 5.2 is obtained. The results confirm our 
expectations based on the genericity conditions of Proposition 2.2.5: E = (A, B) is 
reachable, E1 =(A, Bt) is not. 
not reachable 
145.3 
When we study Table 5.1 and Table 5.2, they look very similar, and yield al-
most the same conclusions on the performances of the different methods. The most 
striking result is tbe extreme bebaviour of Method 1. Altbougb this method is the 
fastest option in the non-reachable case, it is very slow in detecting tbe reachability 
of a system. Tberefore it was applied only once in Example 5.3.7. In the reaebabie 
case, Metbod 2 is already much better, but this metbod is relatively slow for sys-
tems tbat are not reacbable. Metbod 3 and 4, basedon Algorithm 5.3.5, behave 
very well in botb cases. Tbey are tbe fastest option in tbe reaebabie case, and if a 
system is not reachable, this is also detected within a reasonable amount of time. 
Finally we see tbat tbere is a small difference between Method 3 and Metbod 4 due 
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to the modification ofthe normalization procedure. Since the same modification can 
be carried out by a suitable pennutation of the rows of (zl- AIB), this difference 
probably depends on the particular structure of the system under consideration. 
The behaviour of the different algorithms, listed in Table 5.1 and 5.2, is typi-
cal for their performances. With several other test-examples the same conclusions 
were obtained. The results on the complexity of the Gröbner basis computations, 
given in Subsectien 4.1.7, explain these conclusions only to a limited extent. As 
expected, Algorithm 5.3.5 is somewhat faster than Algorithm 5.3.4, certainly for 
non-reaebabie systems, because all Gröbner basis computations in Algorithm 5.3.5 
involve a strictly smaller uurober of indeterminates than the Gröbner basis compu-
tation in Algorithm 5.3.4. However, this reasoning does not hold for the ideal .:J. 
Although the determination of a Gröbner basis for this ideal requires the smallest 
number of indetenninates, the computation eau be very time consuming. Probably 
this is caused by the other factor that determines the complexity of Gröbner basis 
computations: the degree of the polynomials the algorithm starts with. For the 
computation of a Gröbner basis of :J, all principal minors of the matrix (zl- AIB) 
are required. In this step, the degrees of the polynomials that are involved in the 
subsequent Gröbner basis computation grow very rapidly. In the Algorithms 5.3.4 
and 5.3.5 on the otber hand, all polynomials under consideration remain linear botb 
in z and in all indeterminates that are introduced additionally. Altbough this ob-
servation may explain the difference in performance between Metbod 1 on the one 
side, and Methods 2, 3 and 4 on the otber side, one problem remains unsolved: why 
is there in the reaebabie and non-reaebabie case such a huge difference in the perfor-
mance of Metbod 1, basedon the ideal.:J? Unfortunately, the results of Section 4.1. 7 
do not give a clear answer to this question. 
Remark 5.3.8 Note that in the reachability tests based on the ideals :J and C., we 
are only interested in the question whetber tbe varieties of these ideals are empty. 
For this purpose it is also possible to use tbe characteristic sets algorithm because 
this metbod is very suitable for the determination of the variety of a polynomial 
i deal. 
Remark 5.3.9 The methods for testing the right-invertibility of the matrix (z/-
AIB) over the polynomial ring K:[z, s1,, •. , s,~,] developed in this chapter, do not 
depend on the speci:fic structure of this matrix. Therefore all methods are also 
applicable to verify the right-invertibility of arbitrary matrices over polynomial rings. 
However, the conclusions on the performances of the different algorithms do not hold 
in this more general situation, hecause they may he in:fluenced by the particular 
structure of the matrix (zl- AIB). In comparison with the other indetenninates, 
the indeterminate z plays a very special role, because it only occurs in the term 
z ·I. When this feature is lost, the performances of the algorithms may change 
considerably. 
5.4 Computation of a right-inverse of (zl- AIB) 
The reachability of a system E == (A, B) over a polynomial ring 1?. is not only 
interesting for its own sake. In the design of feedback compensators, the reacha-
bility of a system is often assumed, in order to design a controller achieving some 
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requirements that are speellied beforehand. In the construction of these compen-
sators, right-inverses ofthe matrices (zl -AIB) and (BIABI· · ·IAn-lB) often occur 
explicitly. In Section 2.8 for example, we have seen how a stahilizing feedback com-
pensator can he obtained from a right-inverse of the matrix (zl- AIB) over the ring 
'Rv(z) of all stabie transfer functions. If a system is rea.chable, a rlght-inverse over 
'R[z] exists, and independent of the choice of a specific Hurwitz set 1>, this rlght-
inverse can he used in the construction of a stahilizing compensator, given in the 
proof of Theorem 2.8.2. Another example is the input-output decoupling problem. 
In (18] it is shown how this problem is solvable for systems over unique factorization 
. domains, under the condition of rea.chability. The construction of an input-output 
decoupling compensator relies on the availability of a right-inverse of the matrix 
(BIABI· · ·IAn-l B). We conclude that the information that a system E = (A, B) 
is reachable is often not enough for the design of feedback compensators. We are 
also interestad in the computation of a right-inverse of thematrices (zl- AIB) and 
(BIABI· · ·IAn-l B). In this section it is shown that with a small modification of 
Algorithm 5.3.4 it is possible to compute these right-inverses. 
Let E = (A, B) be a system over a polynomial ring n = K:[s11 ••• , sk], with 
A E nnxn and BE nnxm, and ássume that Eis reachable. In Algorithm 5.3.4 this 
property is verified with help of an n-dimensional row vector (q1 • • • q,.) of indeter-
minates. Defining 
(p1• • ·Pn+m) = (qt·•·q,.) ·(zl- AIB), 
the matrix ( zl-: AIB) is right-invertible over 'R[z] if and only if the reduced Gröbner 
basis G of the i deal P = (Ph ... , Pn+m} is { qt. ... , q,.}, independent of the chosen 
term orderlng. 
According to Remark 4.1.27, application of the Gröbner basis algorithm to the 
set of polynomials {p1, ... ,Pn+m} does not only yield a reduced Gröbner basis 
{ Qh •.• , q,.}, but also a set of coefficients in 'R[ z, q1, ... , q,..] descrihing the relation-
ship between the polynomials p1, ••• ,Pn+m on the one side, and the polynomials 
Qh .•• , Qn on the other side. So, for every i E {1, ... , n} we may obtain polynomials 
mii E 'R[z, Q1, ... , qn] (j = l, ... , n + m) such that 
n+m 
q; = 2:: mii ·Pi· 
j=l 
(5.37) 
Let M(z,q1 , ., • ,qn) denote the (n+m) x n matrix over 1l[z,q11 ••• ,qn] with m1; as 
(j, i)th entry. Then it follows from (5.37) that 
(ql '· · Qn) = (Pl • · · Pn+m) · M(z, ql> • • •, Qn)· 
Substitution of the definition of (Pi· · · Pn+m) in this formula yields 
(q1 • • · qn) · (zl- AIB) · M(z, q1. ... , q,.) = (q1 • · • qn) ·I. 
Next we apply Lemma 5.2.7 (with 'R = 'R[z]) to all columns of M(z, q1 , ••• , q11 ), and 
conclude that the matrix Mo(z) over 'R[z], obtained after substitution of q1 = q2 = 
· · · = Qn = 0 in the matrix M(z, Q1, ••• , qn) is a right-inverse of (zl- AIB): 
(zl- AIB) · Mo(z) =I. 
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In general, a right-inverse of the matrix (zi - AIB) is not unique. However, if 
one partienlar right-inverse is obtained, it is possible to give a characterization of 
all right-inverses. 
Proposition 5.4.1 Let P be a p x q matrix over an integral domain ft, and assume 
that ME ftqxp is a right-inverse of the matrix P. Then 
N E ftqxp is a right-inverse of P, 
3G E ftqxp such that N = M + (I - M P)G. 
Proof 
".ç:" Assume tliat N is ofthe form N = M + (I- M P)G, with G a q x p matrix 
over ft. Then 
P·N = PM +P(I- MP)G =I +PG- PMPG =I +PG -PG =I. 
":::;." Let N be a right-inverse of Pover ft, and define G := N- M. Using the 
fact that P N = I, we then have 
M + (I- M P)G = M + (I- M P)(N- M) = 
= M +(N -M) -MP(N -M) = 
= N-MPN+MPM=N-M+M=N. • 
Let now E = (A, B) be a system over the polynomial ring 'R = K:[sh .•. , sk], 
withA E n,nxn and B E n,nxm. Assume that we have obtained a right-inverse M0(z) 
over 'R[z] of the matrix (zi - AIB), using the Gröbner basis metbod described at 
the beginning of this section. When we defi.ne 
C(z) :=I- Mo(z) · (zl- AIB), 
we know from Proposition 5.4.1 (with ft = 'R[z)} that every right-inverse N(z) of 
(zi- AIB) over 'R[z] bas the following form: 
N(z) = Mo(z) + C(z) · G(z), (5.38) 
where G(z) is an arbitrary ( n+m) x n matrix over 'R[z]. This degree of freedom may 
be used to find a right-inverse that meets the requirements of our control purposes. 
From Section 2.8 we reeall that the degree in the indeterminate z of the right-
inverse M0(z) ofthe matrix (zl -AIB) is important forthe construction of a feedback 
compensator. When we decompose the matrix Mo(z) into two blocks, Q(z) and 
P(z), containing the fi.rst n, and the last m rows of M0(z), respectively, 
Mo(z) = ( ~~~~ ) , 
we are interested in a solution with deg.(P(z)) ::;; n- 1. To satisfy this condition, 
Lemma 2.8.1 is used. First we write P(z) as 
P(z) = XA(z) · P1(z) + P~(z), 
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in such a way that deg:(P2(z)) < deg(xA(z)) = n. Then it follows from Lemma 
2.8.1 that the matrix M(z) = ( ~~;~ ) , with 
Q(z) = Q(z) + adj(zl- A)· B · P1(z), 
P(z) = P2(z), 
is a right-inverse of (zl- AIB), satisfying the condition deg,(P(z)) :5 n- 1. More-
over, since 
(zl """A)· Q(z) + B · P(z) =I, 
t~is implies that deg.(Q(z)) :5 n- 2, and thus we have obtained a right-inverse 
M(z) such that deg,(M(z)) :5 n- 1. 
Remark 5.4.2 It is also possible to compute the right inverse ( q(z) ) using 
P(z) 
formula (5.38). When M0(z) = ( ~~~i ) , a.nd we choose 
G( ) _ ( adj(zl- A)BP1(z) ) 
z - -xA(z)Pl(z) ' 
it is easily verified that the matrix N(z) in (5.38) is equal to ( i~:~ ) . 
In some situations, for example for the solution of the input-output decoupling 
problem given in !18], we are not interested in a right-inverse ofthe matrix (zl -AIB) 
only, but also want to obtain a right-inverse of the matrix (BIABI· · ·IAn-1 B). In the 
proof of Theorem 2.2.3 it was shown how this can be done. For system.s E = (A, B) 
over an integral domain 'R.., with A E nnxn and B e nnxm, there is a one-to-
one correspondence between right-inverses of (BIABI· · ·IA"-1 B) overnon the one 
hand, and right-inverses of (zl- AIB) over 'R..[z] with degree in the indeterminate z 
smaller than or equal to n - 1 on the other hand. Moreover, a constructive metbod 
was given to obtain one type of right-inverse from the other and vice versa. 
Note that a right-inverse of (BIABI· · ·IA"-1 B) may also be computed directly, 
using the Gröbner basis metbod described at the beginning of this section for the 
matrix (zl- AIB). lt is obvious that this methad also works for the determination 
of a right-inverse of an arbitrary polynomial matrix. The specifi.c structure of the 
matrix (zl -AIB) is not used explicitly. lt is not clear befarehand which metbod to 
determine a right-inverse of (BIABI· · ·IA"-1 B) is preferable. Although the direct 
metbod involves a Gröbner basis computation in a polynomial ring that does not 
contain the indeterminate z, the degrees of the entries of the matrix A"-1 B may 
grow very rapidly with the size n of the matrix A. Since both the degree a.nd 
the number of indeterminates of the polynomials under consideration infiuence the 
complexity of the Gröbner basis algorithm, a trade-off is difficult to make. 
Sametimes it is not necessary to praeeed that far. In a lot of cases there exists 
an i < n such that the matrix (BIABI· · ·IA'-1 B) is already right-invertible over n. 
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Let(! denote the minimal value of i for which the matrix (BIABI· · ·IAi-1 B) is right-
invertible. In the discrete-time interpretation of a system over a ring, as given in 
Example 2.1.2, (! represents the maximal number of steps that is required to go from 
one arbitrary point in the state space to another point, via the shortest route. The 
value of t is easily obtained by subsequent application of one of the algorithms of the 
previous sectionon thematrices (BIABI· · ·IAi-1 B) (i= 1, ... , n). Then (!is simply 
the smallest value of i for which the cortesponding matrix is right-invertible over 'R. 
With help of a right-inverse of (BIABI· · ·IAt-1 B) over 'R, a right-inverse M(z) over 
'R(z] of (zl- AIB) can be computed, satisfying the property degz(M(z)) = (!- 1. 
Moreover, it follows from the proof of Theorem 2.2.3 that 
f.-1 = min{deg,(M(z))IM(z) E 'R[z](n+m)xn s.t. (zl-AIB)·M(z) = 1}.(5.39) 
The next example illustrates how the methods introduced in this section work 
out in a concrete situation. 
Example 5.4.3 Let 'R = R[81, 82], and consider the system E = (A, B) over 'R 
with 
A= ( 2 81 +3), 
82-5 -4 B 
Using one of the methods of the previous section it is easily verified that E = (A, B) 
is reachable. To obtain a right-inverse of (zi -AIB) over 'R[z], we apply the metbod 
introduced at the beginning of this section. We compute a red u eed Gröbner basis of 
the ideal P associated with E, w.r.t. the graded reverse lexicographic term ordering, 
and determine simultaneously the relationship between the original polynomials, 
and the polynomials { q1, q2} in the Gröbner basis. Collecting these coeflicients in a 
matrix, and substituting q1 = q2 = 0, we obtain the matrix 
M(z) := 1
1
5 · [ 2s2 - 2z!6s, -17 -s2 +z ~;3s, + 16], 
-2 1 
-12 6 
which is iudeed a right-inverse of (zl- AIB) over 'R[z]. 
Since deg"(M(z)) = 1 is smaller than the size of the matrix A, a right-inverse 
of (B!AB) can be computed directly, with the metbod explained in the proof of 
Theorem 2.2.3. Using the same terminology as in the proof of this theorem, we have 
No=_!_· 0 0 , ( 
-2 1) 
15 0 0 
N1 =- · -2 1 1 
( 2s2 + 681 - 17 -82 - 381 + 16 ) 
15 
-12 6 ' 
and it is ea.sily verifted that the matrix ( Z: ) is a right-inverse of (B!AB) over 'R. 
Note that in this situation l = 2, because the matrix B is not right-invertible 
over 'R. This implies that the degree in z of every right-inverse of (zi- AIB) is at 
least(! -1 = 1. So the matrix M(z) is a right-inverse of minimal degree in z. 
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Although a complete characterization of all right-inverses of the matrix (zi-
AIB) has been given, it is diffi.cult in general to obtain a right-inverse that is rela-
- tively simple. In this respect, Example 5.4.3 is a little misleading. In most cases, the 
entties of the right-inverses that are obtained using Gröbner basis techniques, are 
complicated polynomials of relatively high degree. With the method based on for-
mula (5.39) for the index .e, it is possible to minimize the degree of the right-inverse 
in the indeterminate z. This degree yields some information on the complexity of 
the dynamics of the campensators that may be constructed from this right-inverse. 
However, it is questionable whether this is the only goal we want to achieve. There-
fore, simplification of right-inverses is a very diffi.cult subject. The problems that 
arise in this field do not originate from the computational complexity of the problem 
only. The objectives that we want to realize by means of a simplification method 
are not very clear either, and therefore we lack an appropriate foundationfora good 
and effective algorithm. 
Remark 5.4.4 A right-inverse of the matrix (zi- AIB) may also be computed 
using the method based on the ideal .:r. Let a0(z), ... , aN(z) denote all principal 
minors of the matrix (zi - AIB). Then (zi- AIB) is right-invertible over 'R.[z] if 
and only if the reduced Gröbner basis of the ideal (a0(z), ... , aN(z)) is {1}. From 
Remark 4.1.27 it follows that the Gröbner basis computation required to obtain this 
result, implicitly determines coeffi.cients /30(z), ... , !3N(z) such that 
N 
l:a;(z) · /3;(z) = 1. 
i=O 
With these coeffi.cients a right-inverse of (zi -AIB) may be obtained using the same 
ideas as in the proof of Proposition 2.8.5. 
First note that each minor a;(z) (i= 0, 1, ... , N) is the determinant of an n x n 
submatrix K;(z) of (zi- AIB), where n denotes the size of the matrix A. Extending 
adj(K;(z)) with zero rows on the right places we obtain for each i E {0, 1, ... , N} 
an (n + m) x n matrix K;(z), satisfying Cramer's rule in the following way 
(zi- AIB) · K;(z) = det(K;(z)) ·I= a;(z) ·I. 
Defining M(z) := 'EÎ:.o /3;(z} · K;(z) we have 
N N 
(zi- AIB)M(z) = l:/3;(z)(zi- AIB)K;(z) = (l:/3;(z)a;(z)) ·I= I, 
i=O i=O 
and thus M(z) is a right-inverse of (zi- AIB) over 'R.[z]. 
This alternative approach, based on a Gröbner basis computation for the ideal 
.:r, is nota serious alternative for the method based on the ideal'H., explained at the 
beginning of this section. In the previous section we have seen that in the reachable 
case the reachability test based on the ideal .:T is computationally not very effi.cient. 
From the computational point of view, Algorithm 5.3.4 is more appropriate for this 
purpose because it is much faster. Therefore it is obvious that Algorithm 5.3.4 is 
also preferabie for the determination of a right-inverse of (zi- AIB). 
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5.5 Testing stabilizability of time-delay systems 
Despite the fact that we have obtained constructive methods for the computation 
of the ideal I associated with a system E over a polynomial ring, the stabilizability 
question for this kind of systems remains very difficult to answer in general. Ac-
cording to Proposition 5.1.2 {ii}, a system E = (A, B) over an integral domain 'R 
is stabilizable w.r.t. a given Hurwitz set V if and only if the ideal I associated 
with E contains a stabie polynomial, i.e. a polynomial in V. The ideal I may 
be manipulated using Gröbner basis techniques; the difficulty of the stabilizability 
problem arises from the Hurwitz set V. Our knowledge of this set is restricted to the 
conditions (i) to {iv} of Definition 2.5.2. Basically, a Hurwitz set is a multiplicative 
and saturated subset of monic polynomials in 'R[z]. In particular, a Hurwitz set V 
is not an ideal, and in general we cannot find a finite number of polynomials that 
in one way or the other characterizes the set V as a whole. So we simply lack a 
suitable representation for a Hurwitz set V. 
Especially the problem of constructing a polynomial in the intersection I n V 
is very hard. We are not able to solve this problem for systems over (polynomial 
rings) in full generality, and therefore confine ourselves to systems with time-delays. 
In this case, additional information is available, because every indeterminate in the 
polynomial ring corresponds to a delay operator with some time-delay -r. Using this 
time-delay character of the system, it is possible to proceed further. In this section 
we only consider the existence question, and develop some algorithms to test the 
stabilizability of delay systems. The Gröbner basis methods of Section 5.2 are very 
useful for this purpose. In the next chapter we return to the problem of constructing 
a V-stable polynomial in the ideal I, and show how a solution to this problem leads 
toa stahilizing feedback compensator. 
Let 'R = K:[s1, •• ,, sk] be a polynomial ring, and consider the examples ofHurwitz 
sets in 'R[z) given in Section 2.5. Then we see that often Hurwitz sets V may be 
characterized alternatively by a subset W c ftk+I, in which the polynomials of V 
are not allowed to have zeros. So in this situation V takes the form 
V= {p E K:[z, s11 ••• , sk]l pis monic in z, and Va. E W: p(a.) :/: 0}. (5.40) 
Also the Hurwitz sets descrihing the stability of time-delay systems can be written 
in this partienlar form. 
Let E = (A, B) he a time-delay system with k incommensurable time-delays 
Th .•. , Tk, modeled as a system over the polynomial ring R[st, ... , sk] as in Example 
2.1.3. So the indeterminate si corresponds to the time-delay operator with time-
delay 'Ti (i= 1, ... , k). Let Cg be a stability domain satisfying conditions (i) to (iv) 
of Definition 3.1.2, and define 'Cb := C\Cg. According to (3.5), the Hurwitz set Vg, 
descrihing C9-stability for the time-delay system E, is given by 
V9 := {p(z, s11 ••• , sk) E R[z, sb ••• , sk] I p(z, sll ••. , SA:) is monic in z 
and 'r/z E C: p(z, e-11•, ••• , e-•v) = 0 =>zE Cg}· 
Define the subset W9 c Ck+1 as 
Wg ={(A, e_.,.1 \ ••• 'e-""") E ck+l I..\ E 'C;;}. (5.41) 
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Th en V 9 can be redefined as 
'Dg= {p E R[z, SIJ ••• , sA:] I pis monic in z, and "1/01. E Wg : p(01.) ::f. 0}, (5.42) 
and therefore it is characterized by the subset Wg, in completely the same way as 
in (5.40). 
Also the concept of pointwise stability for systems with time-delays fits into this 
special framework. According to the results of Section 3.4, this type of stability is 
useful for the study of stabilizability independent of delay. In this case, the Hurwitz 
set Vp is given by (3.23): 
V 11 := {p(z, St, ••• , BA:) E R[z, Sr, •.• , sk] I p(z, Sr, ••• , sk) is monic in z 
and 'Vz E ç+ 'V(sr, ... , Bk) E Uk : p(z, St. ••• , SA:) ::f. 0}, 
where U denotes the open unit disc { s E C lis I < 1 }. This Hnrwitz set is already 
in the form of (5.40): when we define 
Wp = {(z, St. ... ' s~c) E çk+l I zE c+, Si E ïl (i= 1, ... ' k)}, (5.43) 
then V 11 may be written as 
Vp = {p E R[z, St. ••• , s~:]l pis monic in z, and "1/01. E Wp: p(01.) ::f. 0}. (5.44) 
Since Hurwitz sets of the form (5.40) are characterized by the points in which 
they are not allowed to have zeros, it is apparent that in this situation the variety 
V(I) of the ideal I associated with the system E, contains important information 
on the conn€ction between the ideal I and the Hurwitz set V. For systems with 
time-delays, the stabilizability question w.r.t. the Hurwitz sets V 9 and Vp is even 
immediately solvable when V(I) is known. 
Theorem 5.5.1 Oonsider a system I: = (A, B) over the polynomial ring n = 
R[sl! ... , s~o], and let I betheideal associated with I::, introduced in Definition 5.1.1. 
Let (rb ... , r~o) be a k-tuplé of time-delays, and let Cg be a stability domain. Define 
the sets W9 c Ck+1 and Wp c çk+l as in {5.41} and {5.43}, respectively, and 
consider the corresponding Hurwitz sets 'Dg and VP. Then 
(i) I:= (A, B) is stabilizable w.r.t. Vg ij and only ifV(I) n Wg = 0, 
(ii) I:= (A, B) is stabilizable w.r.t. Vp if and only if V(I) n Wp = 0. 
Proof 
{i} Suppose that E = (A,B) is stabilizable w.r.t. 'Dg. Then, according to 
Proposition 5.1.2 {ii), there exists a polynomial p E In 'Dg. Let 01. E V(I). Then 
p(01.) = 0 because p EI. However, since p E 'Dg, p(a) = 0 implies that 01. ~ W9 , and 
we conclude that V(I) n Wg = 0. 
Next, assume that V(I) n Wg = 0. Let .J be the ideal associated with !::, 
generated by all principal minors ofthe matrix (zl- AIB). According to Proposition 
5.1.12, we have V(I) V(.J), and therefore also V(.J) n W9 = 0. Denoting the 
size of the matrix A by n, this implies that the n x n minors of the matrix (zi-
A(s1. ... , sk)IB(si. ... , Bk)) do not have a common zero in l:V9 . Hence, for every 
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point a E W9 , there exists an n x n minor that is nonzero in a. Using definition 
(5.41) of W9, we conclude that · 
V>. E C\C9 : rank(>./- A(e-TJ.'\ ... , e-1lÀ) I B(e-TJ.À, .•• , e-.,.kÀ)) = n. 
Successive application of Theorem 3.2.8 and Theorem 2.8.2 yields that E = (A, B) 
is sta.bilizable w.r.t. V 9 • 
(ii) The proof of {ii} proceeds completely ana.logously and is therefore omitted. 
We only remark that inthelast step Proposition 3.2.14 is used insteadof Theorem 
3.2.8. 
• 
The proof of Theorem 5.5.1 is based on the equivalence 
In v =F 0 {:::::::> V('I) n w = 0. 
It is important to note that this equivalence does not hold for all Hurwitz sets of the 
form (5.40). The proof of Theerem 5.5.1 relies on the results of Chapter 3, where 
the stabilizability condition for time-delay systems is restated as a pointwise rank 
condition on the matrix 
( I A( -T],Z -'TkZ) I B( -TJ,Z -TV)) z - e , ... ,e e , ... ,e . 
In genera!, such a reformulation is not possible, and in these situations the intersec-
tien V('I) n W does not yield enough information to decide on the .stabilizability of 
the corresponding system. 
Theerem 5.5.1 is very important for testing the stabilizability of time-delay sys-
tems. First the variety V('I) of the ideal 'I associated with the system E = (A, B) 
is computed, using one of the methods developed in Sectien 5.2. Next, it is verified 
whether V('I) contains any point that belengs to the set W. If V('I) = 0, this is a 
trivia! task. In this case, the system E = (A, B) is reachable, which may be verified 
with one of the methods of Section 5.3. lf V('I) is zero-dimensional and contains 
only a finite number of points, the intersectien problem is also conceptually easy 
to solve, but in this case there are some numerical pitfalls. The problem gets more 
complicated if the variety V('I) has positive dimension and contains infinitely many 
elements. Below these last two cases are ela.borated in more detail. 
V('I) is zero-dimensional 
If V('I) is zero-dimensional, in principle all points in V('I) eau be computed with 
one of the Gröbner basis methods of Sectien 5.2. Algorithm 5.2.1, based on the 
ideal 3, is probably the best choice because we have seen in Sectien 5.3 that this 
metbod has a good performance for non-reaebabie systems. Since we are interestad 
in the variety of an ideal, we choose the pure lexicographic term ordering, because 
this yields a generating set of polynomials that is in triangular form. Then the set 
of common zeros is determined with a backward substitution process. Summarizing 
we obtain the following algorithm: 
Algorithm 5.5.2 Let E = (A, B) be a time-delay system with k incommensurable 
time-delays '~"1> ••• , Tic, modeled as a system over the polynomial ring R[s11 ••• , s1c], 
where the indeterminate Si corresponds to the time-delay operator with time-delay 
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T; (i = 1, ... , k). Assume that the variety V(I) of the ideal I associated with 
E is zero--dimensional. Let Cg be a stability domain satisfying condition (i) to 
(iv) of Definition 3.1.2, aud define W9 and 'Dg accordingly, cf. (5.41) and (5.42), 
respectively. 
Step 1 Determine with Algorithm 5.2.1 a Gröbner basis of the ideal 3 associated 
with E, w.r.t. a pure lexicographic term ordering. 
Step 2 Determine (possibly numerically) all points in the variety of :J by backward 
substitution. 
Step 3 If no point of V(3) belongs to W9 , then E is sta.bilizable; otherwise E is 
not stabilizable. 
Algorithm 5.5.2 has a very useful property. The first two steps are always the 
same, independent of the choice of the stability domain C9 • So, when Step 2 is 
accomplished, and the variety V(.1} is obtained, it is possible to verify with respect 
to what sta.bility domains the system is stabilizable. Also changes in the lengtbs of 
the time-delays Tt. ••• , Tk only influence the conclusions of Step 3. This enables us 
to study the sensitivity to uncertainties in the lengtbs of the time-delays occurring 
in the system. It is even possible to test whether a time-delay system is pointwise 
stabilizable. In this case the variety V(.1) determined in Step 2 is not allowed to 
contain an element of the set Wp defined in (5.43). So, given a time-delay system 
E = (A, B), the variety V(3) implicitly describes all sorts of stability that are 
a.ttainable from E using dynamic state feedback. 
Unfortunately, Algorithm 5.5.2 bas some serious drawbacks. First of all, in Step 1 
a Gröbner basis computation w.r.t. a pure lexicographic term ordering is required, 
aud this computation may be rather time consuming. However, the numerical diffi-
culties that occur in Step 2 are more important. In somewhat larger exa.mples, the 
Gröbner basis of the ideal 3 typically contains polynomials of high degree and with 
very large coefficients. So in most cases, the backward substitution process has to 
be carried out numerically. This can be very tricky because the zeros of one polyno--
mial, that are computed numerically with a certain level of accuracy, are substituted 
in the subsequent polynomial. In this way k + 1 steps are taken, and therefore it 
is obvious that if no precantions are taken, huge fault propagations may occur. To 
overcome this problem, at least two different solutions are possible. First of all, 
one may try to estimate the errors that are made in the numerical computation of 
the zeros of the subsequent polynomials. By a careful substitution of these zeros in 
the next polynomial (using for example Homer's Algorithm (see e.g. [87, p.44])), it 
is possible to diminish the fault propagation, and to estimate the accuracy of our 
computations. This enables us to obtain a more reliable auswer to the stabilizability 
question. 
In the next algorithm we present an alternative way to test the stabilizability of 
a time-delay system. It is based on completely different ideas, aud depends heavily 
on the structure of the problem under consideration. Although this algorithm lacks 
the flexibility of Algorithm 5.5.2 to treat several types of stability simultaneously, 
this metbod is very fast, and avoids the numerical difficulties mentioned above. 
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Algorithm 5.5.3 Let E = (A, B) be a time-delay system with k incommensurable 
time-delays Tt. ••• , TA" modeled as a system over the polynomial ring R[s11 ••• , sk], 
where the indeterminate Si corresponds to the time-delay operator with time-delay 
Tï (i = 1, ... , k). Assume that the variety V(I} of the ideal I associated with the 
system Eis zero-dimensional. Let C9 be a stability domain satisfying condition (i) 
to {iv} of Definition 3.1.2, and define W9 and 1)9 accordingly, cf. (5.41) and (5.42), 
respectively. 
Step 1 Determine with Algorithm 5.2.1 a Gröbner basis of the ideal :T associated 
with :E, w.r.t. an arbitrary term ordering. 
Step 2 Apply the construction method of Proposition 4.1.37 to obtain a univariate 
polynomial p in :T that only contains the indeterminate z. 
Step 3 Compute (numerically) all zeros ofthe polynomial p, and determine the set 
A= {..\11 ••• , >.N} consisting of allzerosof p that belong to C\C9• 
Step 4 Determine for every i E {1, ... , N} the rank of the matrix 
c(' •I- A( -'ll>.; -?lA;) I B( -T)À; -?l>.i)) • 
"'• e , ... ,e e , ... ,e , (5.45) 
using the singular value decomposition. 
Step 5 If for every i E {1, ... , N} the matrix (5.45) has full row rank, the time-
delay system is stabilizable w.r.t. 1J9 ; otherwise E is not stabilizable w.r.t. 
Vg. 
The major part of Algorithm 5.5.3 speaks for itself. The algorithm mainly re-
lies on the special meaning of the indeterminate z. By assumption V(:T) is zero-
dimensional, and thus it follows from Proposition 4.1.30 that the ideal :T contains a 
univariate polynomial pin the indeterminate z. Denoting by Ä the finitesetof all 
zeros of the polynomial p, it is easily verified that the only points in Ck+1 that can 
be contained in V(:T) n W9 are given by 
{(>.,e-'ll\ ... ,e-'1'>.) E ck+l I À E Ä\Cg}· {5.46) 
By definition, all these candidate points belong to W9• To verify whether one of 
these points also belongs to the variety V(:T), it suffices to check whether the 
matrix (zl- A(s11 ... , sk)!B(s1, ... , sk)) is of full row rank after substitution of 
(>., e-'ll>., ... , e-'ll>.) for the indeterminates (z, s11 ... , sk)· In this way a matrix over 
the complex numbers is obtained, and the rank condition may be tested with the 
singular value decomposition: the matrix (5.45) has full row rank if and only if all its 
singular values are nonzero. However, if one of the singular values is very small, the 
matrix (5.45) almost loses rank, and we have to be very careful with our conclusion 
on stabilizability. This is one of the main advantages of the singular value decom-
position; except for an answer (yesfno) to our question, it also gives an indication 
of the reliability and sensitivity of this answer. 
The only numerical difficulty of Algorithm 5.5.3 occurs in Step 3. Here all 
zeros of a univariate polynomial are computed, and in general this has to be done 
numerically. Although these zeros can only be determined with a certain level 
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of accuracy, the danger of fault propagation is relatively small. First, each point 
À E C\ Cg that is a solution to the equation p = 0, is completed to an element 
of the set (5.46), by addition of the components e-.,.;.\ (i = 1, ... , k). Since the 
entries of the matrix (zl- A(sr, ... , Bk)IB(sr, ... , Bk)) are polynomials of relatively 
low degree and with relatively small coeffi.cients, substitution of ( >., e-TtÀ, ••• , e-.,.k.\) 
for the indeterminates (z, St. ••• , sk) does not cause diffi.cult numerical problems in 
general. Finally, there exist reliable numerical methods for the determination of 
the singular value decomposition required in Step 4 of the algorithm. Although the 
final condusion on the stabilizability of the system is mainly based on these singular 
values, also the accuracy of the computations in the previous steps bas to he taken 
into account. 
Note that in Step 3 of Algorithm 5.5.3, the stability domain C9 is used explic-
itly. Therefore this metbod can only test the stabilizability of a delay system with 
respect to one stability domain at a time. However, compared with Algorithm 5.5.2, 
Algorithm 5.5.3 is much faster. First of all it is not necessary to compute a Gröbner 
basis of :J w.r.t. a pure lexicographic term ordering. Instead, the Gröbner basis 
computations may he carried out w.r.t. the graded (reverse) lexicographic term 
ordering, which is computationally much more effi.cient. The determination of a 
univariate polynomial using the metbod of Proposition 4.1.37 is relatively easy, and 
also the other (numerical) steps are computationally not very demanding. It is not 
necessary to take as many numerical precantions as are required in Algorithm 5.5.2. 
Therefore, if V(I) is zero.-dimensional, Algorithm 5.5.3 seems the most appropriate 
metbod totest the stabilizability of the corresponding time-delay system. 
V(I) is positive dimensional 
If the variety of the ideal I contains infinitely many elements, it is much more 
diffi.cult totest stabilizability. In this case the ideal I contains no univariate poly-
nomials in genera!, and the variety V(I) cannot be obtained using Gröbner basis 
computations only. Therefore, the Algorithms 5.5.2 and 5.5.3 cannot he applied 
because they are mainly based on the manipulation of the polynomials in the ideal 
I. 
However, if we also consider so-called exponential polynomials (in Section 6.1 
this kind of functions is stuclied in more detail), a slight modification of Algorithm 
5.5.3 yields a solution method. For a system with k incommensurable time-delays 
r1 , •.. , TA:, modeled as a system E = (A, B) over the polynomial ring R[sa. ... , Bk], 
the characteristic function is given by the exponential polynomial 
(5.47) 
In the case of commensurable time-delays, and when the stability domain is c-, 
we know from Lemma 3.3.33 that this function only has a finite number of zeros in 
C\C-. In fact, it is not diffi.cult to prove that also for systems with incommensurable 
time-delays, and for arbitrary stability domains Cg, satisfying the conditions of 
Definition 3.1.2, the function (5.47) only has a finite number of zeros in C\Cg. In 
Section 6.1 this claim is elaborated in more detail. 
Let Cg be a stability domain, and define Wg as in (5.41). Given a time-delay 
system E, we denote by A the set of all zeros of the corresponding characteristic 
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function (5.47) that are contained in C\C9 • Every >.. E A corresponds toa point 
(>.,e-'1"1'\ ... ,e-""À) E W9, 
and in the same way as in Algorithm 5.5.3, the finite set 
{(>.., e-'llÀ, ••• , e-'TkÀ) E ck+l I >.. E A} 
contains all elements of ck+l that may belong to V(I) n W9 • Therefore, subsequent 
application of Step 4 and Step 5 of Algorithm 5.5.3 yields a conclusion on the 
stabilizability of the delay system under consideration. 
The main difficulty with the approach described above is that the computation of 
the zeros of det( zl -A( e-'1"1~, ... , e-.,.kz)) in C\ C9 has to be carried out numerically. 
In Algorithm 5.5.3 this problem was circumvented using Gröbner basis teclmiques. 
However, if V(I) is infinite-dimensional, this detour does notworkin general. On 
the other hand, the numerical approach is also applicable if V(I) is zero-dimensional. 
From the observations elaborated above, it is obvious that for a given time-delay 
system E, it is important to know what the dimension of the associated polynomial 
ideal I is. With Gröbner basis techniques it can be verified whether this ideal is 
zero-dimensional or not. In the first case, the same Gröbner basis can be used 
subsequently in Algorithm 5.5.3. However, if it turns out that the variety V(I) 
contains infinitely many elements, the Gröbner basis computation is of no use, and 
we may proceed with the more involved numerical approach given above. 
For this reason it would be very useful to know what the dimension of the variety 
V(I) is, before a partienlar algorithm is chosen and the actual computations are 
started. However, this is impossible because a Gröbner basis is really required to 
make sure that a given ideal is zero-dimensional. Nevertheless, a good indication for 
the dimensîon of the variety V(I) may be obtained with the following conjecture. 
Conjecture 5.5.4 Let K be a field of characteristic zero, and let n denote the 
polynomial ring K[sh ... , Bk]· Consider all systems E = (A, B) over n, with A E 
nnxn and B E nnxm, and let I be the ideal associated with E, defined in Definition 
5.1.1. Considering the concept of genericity in the Zariski topology we have: 
(i) IJk < m, then generically V(I) = 0. 
(ii) Ijk ~ m, then generically the dimension of the variety V(I) is equal to k-m. 
According to personal communication with M.S. Ravi, a proof of this result may 
be expected in the near future. The conjecture can be seen as an extension of 
Proposition 2.2.5 on the genericity of reachability for systems over polynomial rings. 
A careful study of the proof of this proposition in [67], leads to the condusion that 
almost the same ideas can be used to prove this more general result. 
Conjecture 5.5.4 gives an indication how difficult the investigation of the stabi-
lizability of a time-delay system is. Let E = (A, B) be a time-delay system with k 
incommensurable time-delays rl! ... , rk, modeled as a system over the polynomial 
ring R[sll ... , s~o]. If k < m, so if the number of incommensurable time-delays is 
strictly smaller than the number of inputs, V(I) is generically empty. Therefore the 
system E = (A, B) over the polynomial ring R[sl> ... , s~o] is generically reachable. 
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This was already proved in [67]. If the number of incommensurable time-delays kis 
equal to the number of inputs m, the variety V(I) is generically zero-dimensional, 
and in this case the Algorithms 5.5.2 and 5.5.3 are applicable. Notethat for systems 
with commensnrable time-delays, we have k = 1 ::;; m, and thns the testing of reach-
ability is generically possible without computation of the zeros of an exponential 
polynomial. However, if k > m, so if the number of incommensurable time-delays is 
strictly larger than the nnmber of inputs, the variety V(I) generically contains in-
finitely many points. In this situation the stabilizability test is much more involved, 
and we have to take recourse to rather difficult numerical computations to obtain a 
solution. 
To illustrate the methods developed in this section, we end with two examples 
that illustrate the effectiveness of Algorithms 5.5.2 and 5.5.3. 
Example 5.5.5 Let E = (A, B) be a system with a commensurable time-delay 
r, modeled as a system over the ring R[s]. The indeterminate s corresponds to a 
time-delay operator with time-delay r. Thematrices A and Bare given by 
B _ ( 3s+2 ) 
- 2s3 - s-1 · 
To test the stabilizability of this system, we compute a Gröbner basis of the i deal .7 
associated with E, w.r.t. the pure lexicographic term ordering, with the ranking of 
the indeterminates fixed by z -< s. Using the computer algebra package Maple V.2 
for the a.ctual computations, we obtain the Gröbner basis J = {jbj2} of .7, where 
i1 = 2120685s- 2441024z8 - 636640z7 + 6049648z6 - 339936z5 + 
-19183784z4 - 2756516z3 + 21327952z2 + 100985z - 2120685, 
i2 = z2(z- 1)(32z6 +80z5 + 16z4 - 72z3 + 172z2 + 508z + 309). 
The Gröbner basis J shows that alrea.dy in relatively small and simple examples, 
the polynomia.ls in the Gröbner basis of :J may have high degree. Also the coeffi.-
cients may grow very rapidly. However, in this partienlar example this last effect 
can be eliminated by a normalization of the coeffi.cients, because they are all in the 
same order of magnitude. 
Although the Gröbner basis J looks rather complicated, a condusion on the 
stabilizability of the time-dela.y system E is not difficnlt to obtain. It is easily 
verified that the points (z, s) = (0,1) and (z, s) = (1, 0} are elements of V(.J}. 
Since 0 ~ c-, and e-"0 = 1, the point (0,1) is always an element of the set W9 
corresponding to the stability domain Cg, independent of the actual value of r and 
the choice of stability domain Cg. So for all valnes r of the lengthof the time-delay, 
the system E is nm;. stabilizable. 
Note that if the point (z, s) = (1, 0) would have been the only element of V(.J), 
then the corresponding system wonld have been stabilizable independent of the value 
of r because for all r > 0: e-" # 0. Therefore (1, 0) 9! Wg for any arbitrary stability 
domain C9• However, in this situation the system is not pointwise stabilizable 
becanse (1, 0) is an element of the set Wp defined in (5.43}. 
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Example 5.5.6 Consider a system E = (A, B) with two incommensurable time-
dela.ys Tt = 1 a.nd r2 = ?r. The system is modeled as a system over the ring R[817 82], 
where the indeterminates 8 1 a.nd s2 correspond to time-delay operators with time-
delays r 1 a.nd r 2, respectively. The matrices A and B are given by 
We start with the computation of a Gröbner basis of the ideal .J associated 
with E, w.r.t. the gra.ded lexicographic term ordering. In this way we obtain a 
Gröbner basis that looks rather difficult, but satisfies condition (ii) of Proposition 
4.1.30. Therefore the variety V(.J) is zero-dimensional, and we may a.pply Algorithm 
5.5.3 totest the stabilizability of the system E with respect to the stability domain 
c9 = c-. 
The Gröbner basis of the ideal .1 can be used in the construction method of 
Proposition 4.1.37 to compute a univariate polynomial p E .1 in the indeterminate 
z, that is of minimal degree. In the computer algebra package Maple V.2 this method 
is implemented in the function finduni of the grobner-package. After application of 
this function we obtain the following polynomial p: 
p = (2z - 5)(2z12 + 21z11 - 235z10 - 1136z9 - 73z8 + 9966z7 + 20199z6 + 
-11053z5 - 87368z4 - 89565z3 + 51062z2 + 156327z + 83361). 
All 13 zeros of the polynomial p are simple, and five of them are elements of 
c+. Let A denote this set of closed right half pla.ne zeros of p. For each À E A 
we substitute (À, e-A, e-""") for the indeterminates (z, s~. 82) in the matrix (zl-
A(s1, s2)IB(s1, s2)), and compute the three singular values of the matrix (..\I -
A(e-",e-"".\) I B(e-",e-.r.\)). The results are listed in the table given below. From 
I RHP-zero 11 singular values 
1.3720 0.69586 7.5180 39.662 
2.2186 0.69920 11.223 42.780 
2.3808 0.85132 12.043 43.438 
2.5000 0.98710 12.666 43.948 
8.9196 36.191 80.184 124.78 
these computations we see that for every À E A, the point (À, c", e-""-') E W 9 is not 
a.n element of V(.J) because the corresponding singular values stay away from zero. 
So V(.J) n W9 = 0, and the time-delay system Eis stabilizable w.r.t. c-. 
Remark 5.5. 7 The methods to test stabilizability developed in this section are 
mainly based on the computation of the varieties of polynomial ideals; the ideals 
themselves are only of secondary interest. Therefore the characteristic sets algorithm 
might be a good alternative for the required Gröbner basis computations, especially 
in Algorithm 5.5.2. 
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Chapter 6 
Stabilization of time-delay 
systems 
This chapter is devoted to the constructive part of the stabilization problem. In 
Chapter 3 and 5 we already considered several aspects of the stabilizability question, 
but only addressed tbe existence issue. We concluded that a time-delay system is 
stabilizable if and only if 
InV9 :/;0, 
where I is the ideal associated witb the system E introduced in Definition 5.1.1, and 
V 9 is the Hurwitz set conesponding to tbe stability domain C9 • Moreover, we sbowed 
that this condition may be verified witbout computing an element of InV9 explicitly. 
However, this is only suflident to answer the existence question; for tbe construction 
of a stahiliZing feedback compensator, a polynomialin In V 9 is required. In this 
chapter we study tbis more practical part of tbe stabilization problem, and give 
an overview of some of tbe methods known in literature for tbe construction of 
stahilizing compensators. It is not our goal to treat these metbods in full detail. We 
confine ourselves to tbe main ideas bebind tbe different approaches, and discuss their 
shortcomings and advantages. In this way we get some insight in the considerations 
that are important for the design of stahilizing feedback compensators. 
Before ad dressing the stabilization problem, it seems natura! to consider anotber 
question :first: how is it verified tbat a time-delay system is internally stabie w.r.t. 
a Hurwitz set V 9? InSection 6.1 we study this problem and develop a numerical 
metbod to test the stability of tbe cbaracteristic polynomial of a system. The same 
metbod can be applied totest whether a given polynomial p belongs to InV9 • Using 
the Gröbner basis algorithm, the memhership problem for the ideal I is not difficult 
to solve, and the stability may be veri:fied with the stability test for characteristic 
polynomials. The algorithm is also important in subsequent sections, where it is 
used in the design of stahilizing feedback compensators. 
Next we return to the stabilization problem itself. In Section 6.2 we discuss a uni-
versally applicable metbod for stahilizing time-delay systems with commensurable 
time-delays. It is based on the construction of a BIBO-stabilizing compensator 
that is approximated afterwards by finite-dimensional controllers. In Section 6.3 
some alternative methods are proposed. In one of them, the infinite-dimensional 
systems approach is used to model time-delay systems, but nevertheless it yields 
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finite-dimensional stahilizing compensators. We also present another method that 
fits better in the algebraic framework of this thesis. It is based on the results on 
pole placement in Section 2.6, but in this method, the pole-placement techniques 
are used in a different way, which makesthem applicable in a more general context. 
We also discuss the advantages and drawbacks of the different methods and indicate 
what is the most appropriate choice in some partienlar cases. 
Although most results of this chapter may be generalized to arbitrary stability 
domains Cg satisfying conditions (i) to (iv) of Deficition 3.1.2, we confine ourselves 
in the major part of this chapter to the classica! notion of stability, i.e. to the 
stability domain c-. 
6.1 A stability test for exponential polynomials 
Consider a system with k incommensurable time-delays Tt. . .• , Tk, modeled as a sys-
tem E =(A, B, C, D) over the polynomial ring R[Bi> ... , Bk]· According to Definition 
2.5.3 (i), this system is internally stabie w.r.t. the stability domain Cq if and only if 
det(zl- A) E 'D9 , 
where 'Dg denotes the Hurwitz set corresponding to the stability domain Cg· Re-
calling formula (3.5), 'Dg is given by 
'Dg:= {p(z, Bi, ... , sk) E R[z, Bi, ... , sk] I p(z, si> ... , sk) is monic in z and 
Vz E C\Cu: p(z,e-Tl'", ... ,e-.,.•z) #0}. 
Note that p(z, si, ... , sk) := det(zl- A) is a polynomial in k + 1 indeterminates 
that is monic in the indeterminate z. So p(z, Si> ••• , sk) is of the form 
n-1 
p(z,Bt. ... , s~c) = zn + LPi(sb ... , s,~;) · zi, 
i=O 
(6.1) 
where p;(slt ... , BA:) E R[st. ... , B~c] (i = 0, 1, ... , n - 1). When we substitute 
e-T1z, ... , e-T•z for the indeterminates s1, ... , sk we obtain 
n-1 
f(z) := p(z, e-Ttz, ... 'e-T··)= zn + L p;(e-TlZ, ... 'e-T••). zÎ. 
i=O 
Definition 6.1.1 An exponential polynomial is an analytic function of the form 
f:C-+C: 
n-1 
f(z) = zn + L p;(e-Tl'", ... 'e-T·Z). i, 
i=O 
(6.2) 
where for all iE {0, 1, ... ,n-1} the function p;(e-Tlz, ... ,e-".•z) is a polynomial in 
the variables e-Tl•, ... , e-T•• with real coeflicients, and all Tj > 0 (j = 1, ... , k). The 
degree n of the monic leading term of f(z) is called the deyree of the exponential 
polynomial f. 
The name exponential polynomial is mainly motivated by the strong relationship 
with polyn:omials in more than one indeterminate as explained above. However, 
another reasou might be that in the right half plane exponential polynomials behave 
similar to ordinary polynomials. Therefore exponential polynomials are often called 
quasi polynomials. 
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Definition 6.1.2 An exponential polynomial f is called stable w.r.t. the stability 
domain Cg if it has no zeros outside Cg: 
'r/z E C\Cg: f(z) =/: 0. 
Clearly, this definition of stability for exponential polynomials coincides with 
the notion of stability for time-delay systems. A time-delay system is internally 
stabie w.r.t. the stability domain Cg if and only if the exponential polynomial 
corresponding to the characteristic polynomial of the system is stabie w.r.t. Cg. 
In other words, testing the stability of a delay system comes down to testing the 
stability of an exponential polynomial. 
In this section, we derive a methad for carrying out this stability test. For 
this purpose, we confine ourselves to the stability domain c-. In this particular 
situation, exact analytic conditions to test the stability of an exponential polynomial 
are known in literature (see !3, Chapter 13] or the original paper !77] by Pontryagin 
for the commensurable delay case, and [92} for the incommensurable delay case). 
However, in somewhat more complicated examples these conditions become very 
diflicult and are impossible to check. Therefore, mostly a graphical test based on 
the well-known circle criterion is used instead. Note that from sheer necessity, a 
numerical algorithm for carrying out this test is based on the computation of only a 
finite number of points on the curve to which the circle criterion is applied. Therefore 
it cannot be guaranteed that always a correct result is obtained. In this section, 
we present an algorithm that_solves these problems toa great extent, and yields a 
reliable answer in a reasanabie amount of computer time. However, we start with 
a short introduetion to the circle criterion itself, emphasizing the special farm this 
criterion takes for exponential polynomials. 
6.1.1 The circle criterion for exponential polynomials 
The circle criterion is a well-known result from complex analysis, used for deter-
mining the number of zeros of an analytic function in an area enclosed by a Jordan 
curve. In this subsection, this criterion is specialized to the case of exponential poly-
nomials. Given an exponential polynomial f, it is shown how the number of right 
half plane zeros of f is determined using the image of the imaginary axis under the 
function f. 
The first lemma may he considered as a generalization of Lemma 3.3.33 to sys-
tems with incommensurable time-delays. However, the result is not formulated in 
terms of the characteristic polynomial of a time-delay system, but stated directly as 
a property of exponential polynomials. 
Lemma 6.1.3 An exponential polynomial has only a finite number of zeros in the 
closed right half plane c+. 
Proof 
Consicier an arbitrary exponential polynomial f given by 
n-1 
!( ) ... + " ( -1)% -TJ:%) i z = z L.i p; e , ... , e · z . 
i=O 
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S• ( -1'1Z -T·Z) • 1 'al • -1'1Z -'l'kZ f • 0 1 mee p; e , ... , e 1s a po ynom1 m e , ... , e or ~ = , , ... , n -
1, and since these exponential functions are bounded in c+, we know that also 
!P;(e-T!Z' ... ' e-'~"••)! is bounded in c+. So, if Re (z) ;::: 0 and lzl becomes large, then 
the term zn is the dominant term of f. Therefore there exists an R E R such that 
n-1 
Vz E , lzl > R: lf(z)i;::: iz!n- L IP;(e-1'1•, ... ,e-'l"k")!·!zl; > 0. 
i=O 
Hence, all right half plane zeros of f lie in the half disk D = { z E C I Re ( z) ;::: 
0, lzl :::; R}. Since fis an analytic function and Dis a compact set, f has only a 
finite number of zeros inside D. This proves the claim. • 
Note that exactly the sameargumentscan be used to prove that an exponential 
~ynomial only has a fini te number of zeros in any arbitrary closed right half plane 
C! = { z E C I Re ( z) ;::: a}. The main point is that in such a half plane the 
exponential functions e-.,"J• (j = 1, ... , k) are always bounded from above. 
The exact number of right half plane zeros of an exponential polynomial j can 
be determined with the following well·known result from complex analysis (see for 
example [83, p. 225)). 
Proposition 6.1.4 Let J be a Jordan curve in the complex plane. Consider a 
ju netion f that is analytic inside and on the curve J. Assume that f has no zeros 
on J. Then the nttmber of zeros of f inside J (counting multiplicities) is given by 
(6.3) 
• 
We shall apply Proposition 6.1.4 to exponential polynomials, with a Jordan curve 
J of the following form. 
Definition 6.1.5 Let RE R+. Then the half circle CR is defined as 
CR:= {zE C llzl =RI\ Re(z);::: 0}, 
the part IR of the imaginary axis as 
IR:= {zE C I Re(z) = OI\ !zl < R}, 
and the Jordan curve JR as 
This Jordan curve is traversed in counter clockwise direction as depicted in Fig· 
ure 6.1. 
Consider an exponential polynomial f, and assume that f has no zeros on the 
imaginary axis. Let N1 denote the number of zeros of f in c+, counting multiplici-
ties. When R becomes large enough, JR willenclose all N1 zerosof f. Hence 
N = lim ..!_ 1 f'(z) dz. (6.4) 
I R-+oo 211't h,. f(z) 
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---1".;..._----+----o-Re-axis 
Figure 6.1: The Jordan curve JR. 
Of course it is possible to give a.n upper bound for the va.lue of R tha.t gua.rantees 
that the corresponding Jordan curve JR. contains allright half plane zerosof f. For 
this purpose we may use similar techniques as in Section 3.3, where we ela.borated 
on the relationship between the norm of square polynomial matrices A(s) and the 
location ofthe zerosof the corresponding characteristic function det(z/- A( e-n)). 
However, if we use this approach, we are campelled to compute the integral (6.3) 
explicitly, and this may lead to rather involved numerical computations. 
Instead we choose a different approach. First we split the integral (6.4) into two 
parts: the integral over the half circle C R• and over the imagina.ry axis fR.. When R 
tends to inftnity, the integral over the half circle may he computed analytically. In 
combination with a metbod to determine tbe integral over tbe imaginary axis, tbis 
yields a circle criterion for exponential polynomials. 
We start with the computation of the integral over the half circle CR. Fortbis 
we need some preliminary lemmas. 
Lemma 6.1.6 Let f be an exponential polynomial of the form 
n-1 
f(z) = zn + E p;(e-11:, ••• , e-1"k:)z;. 
i=O 
De fine 
A( ) d (p ( -1}% -1"kZ)) z := dz n-1 e , ... , e . 
Then for large values of izl, such that Re (z) ;?: 0 we have 
(6.5) 
(6.6) 
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Proof 
S• all f t' ( -Tl% -T·Z) 1 'al • -TJ.Z -TA,Z th mee unc 10ns Pi e , ... , e are po ynom1 s m e , ... , e , ey 
are bounded in c+, and the same is true fortheir derivatives. Hence A(z) is also 
bounded in c+. lf zE c+ and !z! becomes large, this implies that 
So 
f'(z) = nzn-l + A(z) • zn-l + O(zn-2). 
t(z) n A(z) 
/(z)-;- -z-
= zf'(z)- n/(z}- A(z)f(z) _ 
z/(z) -
= nzn + A(z)zn- nzn- A(z)zn + O(zn-l) _ O( _!.) 
zn+I + O(zn) - z2 . • 
Lemma 6.1.7 Let a ER, a> 0. Then 
lim --dz=O. 1 1 e-az 
R-+oo 211'1 CR Z (6.7) 
Pro of 
1
_1 r e-az dz[ = I_!_ jt" e-aR(cos(w)+uin(w)ldwl ~ .!.. rl'lr e-aRcos(w)dw. 211'~ loR z 211' -!,.. 1r Jo 
Since a > 0, the inequality -aRcos(w) ~ aR(:w- 1) holds on the whole interval [o,n Hence: 
.!_ (t1r e-aRcos(w)dw ~ .!_ ft1r eaR(!w-l)dw = _1_(1 _ e-o:R) - 0, 
1r Jo 1r Jo 2aR 
when R tends to infinity. 
• 
Proposition 6.1.8 Let f be an exponential polynomial of degree n as defined in 
{6.2}. Then 
lim _!:_ r l'(z) dz = ?!: 
R-+oo 21rdcR f(z) 2 · (6.8) 
Proof 
Since we are interested in the asymptotic behaviour of (6.8) for R ..... oo, while 
the integration variabie z remains in c+, we may use (6.6) to prove (6.8). First of 
all, 
1 r n n 1!11" n 
21rz loR ;dz = 211' -i'lr dw = 2' (6•9) 
A(z) was defined in (6.5) as the derivative of Pn-1(e-TJ.z, ... ,e-Tkz), where Pn-I is 
considered as a polynomial in e-T1z, ... , e-r~oz. Therefore A(z) is a linear combination 
of functions of the form e-az, with a> 0. Applying Lemma 6.1.7, weobtain 
lim - 1 f A(z) dz = 0. (6.10) 
R-oo 211'1 loR z 
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Finally, 
lim ....!.__ r -1-dz = lim - 1- rt"' e""dw = lim ....!.__ = 0. (611) R-+oo 27rt JcR lzl2 R-oo 27rR J_t"' R-+oo 1rR • 
Combination of (6.6), {6.9), (6.10) and (6.11) yields the required result. • 
Using the previous proposition it is possible to rewrite equality (6.4). In this way 
we obtain the following expression for the number of zeros in c+ of an exponential 
polynomial f of degree n: 
N =!: + lim ....!.__ f t(z) dz =!:- ]:_ foo jl(tw) dw 
I 2 R-oo 21rd1R f(z) 2 27r Loo f(tw) · (6.12) 
To compute N1 weneed a metbod todetermine the second term in (6.12). The next 
result indicates that this can be done by inspeetion of the image of the imaginary 
axis under the function f. 
Theorem 6.1.9 Let f be an exponential polynomial of degree n as defined in (6.2}. 
Assume that f(O) > 0 and that f has no zeros on the imaginary axis. Let N1 denote 
the number of zeros of f in c+, counting multiplicities. Then 
n 1 
N1 = 2-; · totarg(J(wo)), (6.13) 
where totarg(f(too)) is the net increase of the argument of f(z) when z traverses 
the imaginary axis from z = 0 to z = too. 
Proof 
Since the function fis a real function on the real axis, the second term of (6.12) 
may be written as 
..!._ roo t(tw) dw = .!. ,00 Re (f'(tw)) dw. 
211" Loo f(tw) 1r Jo f(tw) 
Define u(w) := Re{f(tw)) and v(w) := Im(f(tw)). Then 
.!. (00 Re (f'(tw)) dw =.!. [00 v'(w)u(w)- u'(w)v(w) dw = 
1r Jo f(tw) 1r Jo u2(w) + v2(w) 
1 roo d (v(w)) 1 100 d 
= ; Jo dw arctan u(w) =;Jo dw arctan(tan(arg(f(tw))}) = 
1 1 
=- · {totarg(f(too))- arg(f(O))) = -totarg(f(too)). 
1r 7r 
Substitution of tbis formula in (6.12) completes the proof. 
• 
Theorem 6.1.9 gives rise to a graphical metbod for computing the number of 
right half plane zeros N1 of an exponential polynomial f. The image of the positive 
imaginary axis under the function fis required to determine the final result. The rest 
of this section is devoted to the question how this search along the positive imaginary 
axis and its image can be carried out in a numerically reliable and effi.cient way. 
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6.1.2 Bounds on the search along the imaginary axis 
Let f be an exponential polynomial of degree n as defined in (6.2). Recalling the 
proof of Lemma 6.1.3, we know that the term zn is the dominant term of this 
function f when the modulus of z E c+ is large. This implies that arg(f(uv)) is 
convergent for w tending to infinity because with growing w the term (uv)" beeomes 
more and more dominant. It is easily verified that 
. nmod4 bm arg(f(uv)) = 2 ·1r. {6.14) w-oo 
Note however that the function f(uv) (w;::: 0) does notconverga itself. 
From the asymptotic behaviour of the argument of f(uv), it follows that the 
function f(tw) (w;::: 0) has a half plane of convergence in the following sense: there 
exists a K E R such that for all w > K, the value of f (uv) remains in the half plane 
determined by the degree of the exponential polynomial f, as described in (6.14). 
Choose this K as small as possible: 
K := min{P ER I Vw > P: ltotarg(f(uv))- totarg(J(zoo))l :5 ~}. (6.15) 
Then it follows that at w = K, i.e. at the moment that f(uv) enters the half plane 
of converganee forthelast time to remain there forever, the value of totarg(f(too)) 
is completely known: the difference with totarg(f(zK)) is exactly i· 
We conclude that for the computation of totarg(J(zoo)) only the behaviour of 
f(uv) for w E [0, K] is important. Thus for an effieient test, we sbould look for a 
sharp upper bound Kma.x for K. In this way we obtain a search interval [0, Kmax] 
that is as small as possible, but still eontains all information that is required for the 
determination of the number of right half plane zeros of f. 
Reeall that the exponential polynomial f is of the form (6.2), and let K1 be a 
positive real number such that 
,
n-1 I Vw > K1: lzwln > ?=p;(e-'1"1"', ... ,e-•Tfow)(uvt. 
•=0 
(6.16) 
On the imaginary axis, zn is the dominant term of f, and therefore such a K1 ER 
exists. For all w > Kh the modulus of the first term (uv)" of f(zw) is so large that 
this term determines the half plane in which f(uv) is located. By definition, this is 
the half plane of convergence. So K1 ;::: K, and thus formula (6.16} may be used to 
obtain an upper bound Kmax for K. 
Proposition 6.1.10 Let f be an exponential polynomial of deyreen as defined in 
{6.2} and suppose that n;::: 2. Let a 0, a 11 ••• , Ctn-l ER be such that 
{6.17) 
(Since all p; are polynomials in e-Tlz, ... , e-.,.k•, and for z = zw we have Je_'.,.i"'l = 1, 
an upper bound for a; can be obtained by summation of all absolute values of the 
coefficients of p;). Define 
Ctmax,2 max{a; I i= 0, 1, ... 'n- 2}, Kma.x,2 := .jetmax,2 + max(1, Ctn-l)· 
Then Kmax,2 is an upper bound for K. 
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Pro of 
It su:ffices to show that Kma.x,2 satisfies (6.16). Let w > Kma.x,2 and z = zw. Then 
lzl - 1 > .jama.x,2 and we have 
n-2 n-2 
an-1lzln-1 + L a;lzli :5 an-1lzln-1 + ama.x,2 L lzli = 
i=O i=O 
I ln-1 lzln-1 - 1 < I ln-1 rr;:----:(1 ln-1 ) an-1 Z + amax,2 lzl _ 1 _ an-1 Z + y ama.x,2 Z - 1 :5 
:5 (an-1 + .jamax,2)1zln-l :5 Kma.x,2lzln-1 < lzln· 
• 
For exponential polynomials of high degree and with large coe:fficients it is pos-
sibie to derive sharper bounds for K. The next proposition states two of these 
alternative results. 
Proposition 6.1.11 Let f be an exponential polynomial of degree n as defined in 
(6.2}. Choose ao, ah ... , an-1 E R such that 
'V i E {0, 1, ... , n- 1} 'Vw E R : lp;(e-•Tlw, ... , e-•rkw)l :5 a;. 
(i} IJ n :2: 3, and ama.x,3 is dejined as amax,3 <= max{ a; I i= 0, 1, ... , n- 3}, then 
Kma.x,3 := {/amax + max(1, an-1 + .jan-2) is an upper bound for K. 
(ii) Ij n :2: 4, dejine amax,4 := max{a; I i= 0, 1, ... , n- 4}, and let Ç be the largest 
positive real salution of the polynomial equation 
(6.18) 
Then Kmax,4 := max(1 + V'ama.x,4, Ç) is an upper bound for K. 
Pro of 
We only give a proof of (ii); the proof of (i) is based on exactly the same con-
siderations and is therefore omitted. 
(ii) In the same way as in the proof of Proposition 6.1.10 it su:ffices to show that 
Kmax,4 satisfies (6.16). Let w > Kmax,4 and z = zw. Then lzl - 1 > V'ama.x,4 and we 
have 
n-4 
:5 an-1lzln-1 + an-2lzln-2 + an-3lzln-a + amax,4 · L lzli = 
i=O 
I ln-1 I ln-2 I ln-3 lzln-
3 
- 1 < 
= an_1 Z + an-2 Z + an-3 Z + amax,4 lzl- 1 -
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Since lzJ > Ç, and Ç is the largest positive real solution of (6.18), it follows that 
• 
In the same way we may continue. Based on formula (6.16), smaller upper 
bounds for K may be derived by taking more terros ui separately into account. 
It depends on the exponential polynomial f under consideration which estimation 
metbod is the best. Clearly, the minimum of all computed upper bounds is chosen 
as the final value of Kma.x· 
6.1.3 Determination of the number of RHP-zeros 
In the previous subsection it has been shown that the number of right half plane zeros 
of an exponential polynomial f is determined by the behaviour of the function f( zw) 
on the finite interval [0, K]. Moreover, an upper bound Kma.x for K was derived. 
This subsection is devoted to the question how totarg(/(too)) can be computed 
with help ofthe image f(zw) of f on the interval wE [O,Kmaxl· For this purpose 
we assume that f is an exponential polynomial of degree n, without zeros on the 
imaginary axis, and satisfying /(0) > 0. 
Recalling formula (6.15), it is apparent that if totarg(/(tKmax)) is known, the 
value of totarg(/(zoo)) is easily derived: totarg(/(zoo)) is the sum of arg(f(tKma.x)) 
and 21r times the number of complete encirclements of the curve r = {f(zw) I w E 
[0, Kma.x]} of the origin of the complex plane. In order to count these encirdements, 
we have to track the curve r parametrized by w, from w = 0 to w = Kmax· However, 
for the determination of the number of encirclements of the origin, it is only inter-
esting to know where the curve r enters and leaves the half plane of convergence 
and in what direction. Since the boundary of this half plane is· the real axis ( when 
the degree n of the exponential polynomial is odd) or the imaginary axis ( when n is 
even), only intersections with these axes have to be considered. Then one may verify 
that an intersection with one of the axes contributes to the number of encirclements 
as depicted in Figure 6.2. 
The only problem left is to trackthe curve r of f(zw) for wE [0, Kmax] accurately 
enough to ensure that all intersections with the real axis (when n is odd) or the 
imaginary axis (when n is even) are detected. However, in a numerical algorithm 
we have to confine ourselves to the computation of only a fini te number of points on 
the curve r. Therefore the tracking problem may be reïormulated as the question of 
finding a method for the selection of a fini te number of points on the curve r in such 
a way that all intersections of r with the real and imaginary axis can be detected 
from this finite set of points. For this purpose, linear search in the parameter space 
with constant step length eis most commonly used up to now. Unfortunately, this 
method is not always reliable as is illustrated by an example in the next section. 
Therefore we propose another, more reliable method to overcome this problem. The 
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! Im-axis 
Figure 6.2: Counting the number of encirclements 
main idea is to make the step length variabie dépending on the curvature of the 
curve r. 
For a curve r = {(u(w), v(w)) I w E [0, K]} in a two-dimensional plane, that is 
parametrized by the variabie w, the curvature in a point x(w0 ) = ( u(w0), v(Wo)) at 
w = wo, is given by 
û(wo)ii(wo) - v(wo)ü(wo) 
(û2(wo) + i12(wo))312 • (6.19) 
(See for example [88, pp. 13-15); the formula can he found literallyin [6, pp. 589-
590]). The curvature in a point x(w0 ) on ris a measure for the rate of change of 
the tangent in x(w0 ), when proceeding along the curve. For example, in every point 
of a circle with radius R the curvature is equal to ~· For arbitrary curves in R2 it 
is easily seen that if the curvature in a point x on the curve is equal to kif, then the 
curve r behaves in a small neighbourhood of x like a circle with radius I ~~~I· So, 
in order to track the curve accurately, we have to take small steps along the curve 
when the absolute value of the curvature is large, and we can take somewhat larger 
steps when the absolute value of the curvature is small. In this v.'"ay we ohtain the 
following rule: 
lcurvaturel x step length along the curve= constant (6.20) 
Note that the curve {(u(w), v(w)) I wE [0, K]} is parametrized by wand not hy 
its are length. The length of the curve between w0 and w0 + .D.w is given by 
[
o+&l 
wo -Jü2(w) + v2(w)dw. 
For small values of .D.w, this integral is approximately Jü2(Wo) + v2(w0 ).6w. Substi-
tution of this formula and (6.19) in (6.20) yields 
lû(Wo)ii(wo)- v(wo)ii(wo)l . .6 = c 
û2(wo) + i12(wo) w • 
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Figure 6.3: The relation between C and ,P 
In this way we obtain the following formule. for the step length at w = w0 in terros 
of the parameter w: 
(6.21) 
However, in this formule. there is still one unknown: the parameter C, which has 
the following interpretation. 
Consider in Figure 6.3 the point x on the curve r. Assume that the curvature 
of r in x is kx. Then the curve r behaves in a neighbourhood of x like a circle 
with radius lk~J, as depicted in the figure. For small valnes of the angle </>, the step 
length along the curve r and along the circle are almost the same. So the step 
length along the curve r is approximately #lkfl· Therefore C = lkxl· lk~l • ,P = </>. 
Hence, C may be interpreted as the angle of rotation along the curve between two 
successively calculated points. A smaller choice of C leads to a more accurate 
tracking of the curve, but also to more computations. In practice one bas to fi.nd a 
trade-off between accuracy and computational expenses. In our case, the accuracy 
has to be large enough to detect all intersections of the curve {f(u.~} I wE [0, Kmax]} 
with the real and imaginary axis. The choice of the actual value of C is based on 
this condition, and on the interpretation of the parameter C as given above. 
Remark 6.1.12 It is possible that insome points on the curve r the absolute value 
of the curvature is very small. In this case, the step length obtained with formule. 
(6.21) is probably too large. This unwanted situation can be solved by defining 
an upper bound for the maximal step length beforehand. Moreover, in a practical 
implementation it is recommendable to restriet the growth of the step length by an 
( exponential) growth bound. 
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Figure 6.4: The curve r 
6.1.4 Some examples 
To illustra.te the a.dvanta.ge of the variabie step length metbod proposed in the pre-
vions subsection compared to linear search, we have implemented both a.lgorithms 
in MATLAB. This ca.n be done in a rather straightforward way. Given an expo-
nential polynomial f, points on the curve r = {!(uv) I w E [0, Kmax]} are easily 
calculated, and formula (6.21) is used for the variabie step length. Intersections with 
the real and imaginary axis are detected by a change of the signs of the ima.ginary 
and real parts of f(tw) in two successive points. The rest of this section describes 
a.n experiment to compare the performances of both methods. 
Example 6.1.13 Consider the following exponential polynomial: 
f(z) = z2 + (2- e-'- e-2'- e-az- e-4') • z + (2- e-z). (6.22) 
This exponential polynomial bas degree n = 2, so the left half plane is the half plane 
of convergence. First we apply Proposition 6.1.10 to findan upper bound Kmax for 
the sea.rch interval [0, K]. In the notation of Proposition 6.1.10, we have a 1 = 6, 
Cl:max = a:o = 3. So Kmax = Kmax,2 = 6 + J3. The interesting part of the curve 
r = {/(tw) I wE [0,6 + V3)}, for wE [0,2], is depicted in Figure 6.4. The other 
part of the curve r, for w E [2, 6 + v'S] is not very important; on this interval r 
remains in the left half plane. This indicates that the upper bound Kmax for K is 
not very sharp. From Figure 6.4 it is immediately clear that totarg(f(zoo)) = 1r 
because the curve r crosses tbe positive imaginary axis on its way to the half plane 
of convergence. So, according to Theorem 6.1.9, the number N1 of right half plane 
zeros of f is given by: 
n 1 2 1 
N1 = Ï-;;: · totarg(f(~oo)) = 2'-; ·'lf = 0. 
Hence f is a stable exponential polynomial. 
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The same condusion on the number of right half plane zeros can be obtained by 
a linear search with step length 0.1 along the interval [0, 6 + v'ä]. An intersectien 
of the curve r with the imaginary axis is detected by a change of the signs of the 
real parts of two successive points. In this way only a half endrelement around the 
origin is counted, and in this way we obtain exactly the same result. Also the search 
metbod using variabie step length, based on the curvature can be applied. In this 
simple case, application of this advanced metbod is not really necessary, but it yields 
the same result. 
The advantage of the variabie step length metbod becomes apparent when we 
want to verify the stability of exponential polynomials of high degree and with large 
coefficients. 
Example 6.1.14 Consider the exponential polynomial 
g(z) = {f(z))6, (6.23) 
where f is defined by (6.22). This exponential polynomial has degree n = 12, so 
the right half plane is the half plane of convergence. Moreover, since f is a stabie 
polynomial, gis stabie too. However, in this case application of Theorem 6.1.9 is not 
so easy because it is very complicated to obtain the curve r = {g(tw) I we [0, Kmax]} 
explicitly. · 
First we compute Kmax using Proposition 6.1.11. With (i) the value Kmax,a = 
88.4 is obtàined. This upper bound is not very sharp; it can he improved a lot by 
{iv). This metbod yields Kmax,4 = 45.3, and thus we take Kmax = 45.3 as the upper 
bound for K in the subsequent computations. 
To carry out a linear search along the interval [0, 45.3), first the step length i! has 
to be determined. This is a rather difficult problem because a step length that is too 
large may lead to wrong conclusions on the number of right half plane zeros. Errors 
occur if some of the intersections with the real or imaginary axis are not detected. 
Therefore the choice of the step length e is very critical. One of the main probieDis is 
that the possible errors made during the computation cannot be detected from the 
data afterwards. Moreover, the choice of an appropriate step length is dependent 
on the problem under consideration and almost impossible to predict beforehand. 
In the case of the exponential polynomial g, it turns out (using trial and error) that 
the step Iength must he smaller than or equal to e = 0.008. This implies that at 
least 0~~ = 5663 points on the curve r have to be computed to derive a correct 
condusion on the number of right half plane zerosof g. 
Application of the metbod with variabie step length is much safer. Only the 
value of C has to be chosen. However, this parameter C has a clear interpretation 
as explained in Subsection 6.1.3. Therefore the choice it not so problem dependent. 
In most cases a choice of C = 0.25 ~=:;i f2 is appropriate. Also Remark 6.1.12 bas to 
he taken înto account. In this example we defined an up per. bound of 0.25 for the 
step length, and imposed an exponential growth bound of 2. This means that the 
step length in a new step is at most twice as large as in the previous step. This 
method was started with an initial step length of 0.001, because especially at low 
frequencies the step length has to be very small. In this way, the number of right 
half plane zeros of g was correctly determined, computing only 631 points on the 
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curve r. However, the computational expenses for each step are much higher than 
in the linear search method. Therefore the variabie step length method is not much 
faster than linear search. lts main advantage is the improved reliability: it takes 
small steps where this is required and somewhat larger steps where this is allowed. 
6.1.5 Closing remarks 
In this section we deveioped an algorithmic method for testing the stability of ex-
ponential polynomials. Although the method is based on the well-known circle 
criterion, the new contribution is the strategy that is used for the search along the 
imaginary axis. Repiacing linear search by a curvature based variabie step Iength 
method, the reliability of the stability test is increased considerably. This is very 
important for the verification of the stability of exponential polynomials of high de-
gree. For Iow order exponential polynomials, this method is unnecessarily advanced; 
in this case the linear search method is probabiy good enough. However, in the next 
sections, high order exponential polynomials often occur in the construction of sta-
hilizing feedback campensators for time-delay systems. Therefore, the variabie step 
length method is a very important tool throughout the whoie chapter. 
6.2 A constructive approach to stabilization 
In this section we present a constructive method for the stabilization of time-delay 
systems. According to the results in Sections 3.2 and 5.5, the computation of a 
polynomial in the intersection In'D is required for this. Note that in this intersection 
the ideai I is compietely characterized by the system ~ = (A, B), whereas the the 
Hurwitz set 'D describes the notion of stability. In the proof of Theorem 3.2.8 we 
have seen how the construction of a polynomial in I n 'D may be carried out. The 
proof of this resuit is compietely constructive, except two parts: 
• Theorem 3.2.3: the Nullstellensatz in the Banach algebra A(n), 
• Theorem 3.2.4: Mergelyan's Theorem on uniform approximation. 
For the design of stahilizing campensators weneed a constructive method to carry 
out these steps explicitly. 
The approach to sta hilization in this section contains both ingredients mentioned 
above. However, we shall not use the reformulation of the stabilization problem to 
the level of polynomials. Instead we look for a stabie right-inverse of the matrix 
(zl- AIB) in a more direct way using so-calied Bezout factorizations. Consiclering 
the probiemin a somewhat more general context, it is possible to construct a right-
inverse of (zl- AIB) that is not a matrix over 'R.'D(z), but still retains a specific 
stability property. Using an appropriate approximation of this right-inverse, we find 
a solution to our original problem: an internally stahilizing feedback compensator. 
Note that this method is based on the same ideas as the proof of Theorem 3.2.8. 
First the probiemis soived in a more general framework, and afterwards this soiution 
is approximated to obtain a solution in the original setting. 
This section is organized as follows. In the first subsection the main concepts 
of the stabilization method described above are elaborated in more detail. The 
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next two subsections are devoted to tbe two constructive parts: computa.tion of a 
Bezout factoriza.tion a.nd approximation by rational functions. Finally tbe metbod 
is illustrated witb an example. 
Tbe main ideas bebind tbe approach to stabiliza.tion of time-dela.y systems as 
presented in tbis section origina.te from several papers by Kamen, Kbargonekar and 
Ta.nnenba.um. For furtber rea.ding we refer to (54], (56] and (55]. 
Tbraughout this section we only consider sta.bility in tbe classica! sense, so the 
stability domain is always c-. 
6.2.1 BIBO-stability and Bezout factorizations 
The main idea. of the sta.biliza.tion method of this section is based on the following 
observation. Consider a time-delay system witb commensurable time-delay r, mod-
eled as a system :E = (A, B) over tbe polynomial ring R[s], given by A = 0 and 
B = 1- s. Since z = det(zl- A) 9! V, it is obvious tbat :Eis neither internally nor 
externally stable. Next consider the transfer function 
1-s T(z)=-
z 
of tbe system E = (A,B) over the ring R(s], and substitute s = e-.,.z. Then we 
obtain the transfer function of the delay system in the classica.! sense: 
1- e-.,.z 
T(z) = . 
z 
This transfer function has no pole in z = 0 because there is a pole-zero cancellation 
between numerator and denominator. In fact, the transfer function is analytic in 
c+ (it is even analytic in C}, continuons on c+' and 
lim _T(z) ~ 0. 
lzl-oo, zee+ 
Therefore we conclude that tbe corresponding delay system is BIBO-stable, i.e. if 
the system is started with zero initia! conditions, and we apply a bounded input to 
the system, tbe output of the system is also bounded. (BIBO stands for Bounded 
Input Bounded Output). Note bowever tbat there exists no realiza.tion of this trans-
fer function tha.t is internally or externally stable. Unlike systems without delays, 
external stability of a time-delay system (i.e external stability in the systems over 
rings sense cf. Definition 2.5.3 {ii}), and BIBO-stability of a time-delay system are 
not equivalent notions any more. 
Using Definition 3.2.6 of tbe commutative Banach algebra Ao(C+), it is possible 
to cbaracterize all BIBO-stable time-delay systems. For convenianee we first repeat 
the definition of this Banach algebra. 
Definition 6.2.1 The algebra Ao(C+) is defined as the set of all functions I that 
are analytic in c+' continuons on c+' and satisfy 
3LeC: ll(z)- Ll = 0, 
i.e. I can be extended continuously to infinity. 
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Definition 6.2.2 Let E = (A, B, C, D) be a time-delay system with k incom-
mensurable time-delays r11 ••• , Tk, modeled as a system over the polynomial ring 
R[s11 ••• , sk]· Then the transfer matrix of the delay system E (in the classica! sense) 
is given by 
T(z) := C( e-'Tl•, ... , e-.. 1•)(zl - A( e-'Tl•, ... , e-.,.•n-I B( e-'Tl•, ... , e-.,.=) + 
(6.24) 
Clearly, the transfer matrix of the delay system E in the classica! sense is o btained 
from the transfer matrix of the system E = (A, B, C, D) in the algebraic sense (cf. 
Definition 2.4.2) by substitution of the exponential functions e-'Tl•, ... , e-.-1• for the 
corresponding indeterminates si, ... , sk. 
Proposition 6.2.3 Let E = (A, B, C, D) be a time-delay system with k incom-
mensurable time-delays TI, •.• , Tk, modeled as a system over the polynomial ring 
R[s11 ••• , sk]· Then the delay system is BIBO-stable if and only if all entries of the 
transfer matrix T(z) defined in {6.24} are elements of the Banach algebra Ao(C+). 
Sketch of the proof 
According to Lemma 6.1.3, the characteristic function of the delay system E 
given by p(z) = det(zl- A(e-.-1•, ••• , e-.-k•)), has only a finite number of zerosin 
any arbitr!llJ' right halfplane. If T(z) is a matrix over A0(C+), all zeros of p(z) 
in c+ are cancelled out. So there exists a ó > 0 such that all poles of T(z) have 
real part smaller than -ó. This guarantees that the impulse response of the delay 
system falls off with an exponential decay rate of at least !6. If the system is started 
with zero initial conditions, this implies that a bounded input results in a bounded 
output. 
On the other hand, if the system is BIBO-stable, the transfer matrix T(z) cannot 
have poles in c+. By definition T(z) is proper, and thus it is a matrix over A0(C+) . 
• 
Corollary 6.2.4 A time-delay system that is externally stable is also BIBO-stable 
Pro of 
Let E he an externally stabie time-delay system with transfer matrix T(z). Then 
the denominator of each entry of T(z) is a stabie exponential polynomial. Moreover, 
T(z) is proper, i.e. lim1 1 ec+ T(z) exists. Hence T(z) is a matrix over Ao(C+). z -.oo, z 
• 
From Corollary 6.2.4 we conclude that after substitution of the exponential func-
tions e-'Tl•, ... , e-.-k= for the indeterminates s11 ... , Sk, a proper element q E 'R.'D(z) 
becomes an element of Ao(C+). In this respect, the Banach algebra Ao(C+) de-
scribes a more general class of functions. So we may expect that right-invertibility 
probieros are easier to solve over A0(C+) than over 'R.'D(z). This is the key-idea that 
is used to solve the stabilization problem. 
Consiclering systems in the frequency domain by using their transfer matrices, 
the stabilizability of a system is usually investigated with help of so-called Bezout 
factorizations. An extensive treatise on this subject is [95]. 
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Deftnition 6.2.5 Let T be a p x m transfer matrix of a. time-delay system as de-
fined in (6.24). A pair (D, N) of matrices over Ao(C+) is called a (left) Bezou.t 
factorization ofT over Ao(C+) if 
(i) Nis a p x m matrix and Dis a p x p matrix such that det(D) =f:. 0, 
(ii) there exist matrices Q and Pover Ao(C+) such tha.t 
DQ+NP=l, 
(iii} T = D-1 N. 
(6.25) 
Formula {6.25) in condition (ii) is called the Bezout identity. It is equivalent to 
the condition that the matrix (DIN) is right-invertible over Ao(C+). 
Using the notion of Bezout factoriza.tions over Ao(C+), it is possible to give 
another characterization of internal stabilizability for time-delay systems. Moreover, 
the proof of this result provides interesting information on the design öf stahilizing 
feedback compensators. 
Theorem 6.2.6 Let E = (A, B) be a time-delay system with k incommensu.rable 
time-delays Tb ••. , T~c modeled as a system of rank n over the ring n = R[sl> ... , s~c]. 
Let 
T(z) := (zl- A(e-,.1z, •.. , e-,.,~,z))-1 B(e-'~'~", ... , e-'~'k") 
denote the transfer matrix ojE, and define 
(D(z), N(z)) := C: 
1 
• (zl- A(e-'~'~", ... , e-"k")), z: 
1 
· B(e-'~'~", ... , e_...,")) . 
(6.26) 
Th en 
E is internally stabilizable by dynamic state feedback, 
(D(z), N(z)) is a left Bezou.t factorization ofT(z) over Ao(C+). 
Moreover, if E is internally stabilizable, then there exists a finite-dimensional com-
pensator (i.e. a compensator without time-delays) that stabilizes the system. 
Proof 
"=>" Suppose that E is interna.lly stabilizable. So, in the algebraic set up of Sec-
tion 2.8, the matrix (zl- A( si. ... , s~c)IB(s 11 ••• , s~c)) is right-invertible over nv(z). 
According to the proof of Theorem 2.8.2, this implies that there exists a. polynomia.l 
<p(z, s11 ••• , s~c) E V with deg"(<p(z, s17 ••• , s~c)) ;::;: n + 1, and polynomia.l matrices Q 
and P over n[z] such tha.t 
(zl- A(s1, ••• , s.,))Q(z, s1, ••• , sk) + B(sb ... , sk)P(z, St. ..• , sk) = 
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Recalling Lemma 2.8.1, it fellows that the polynomial matrix P can he chosen in 
such a way that degz(P(z, sh ... , sk)):::; n -1. Define 
Q(z) .- (z + 1) Q( -'TlZ -'TI.Z) ( ) · z, e , ... , e , Cf' z, e-'T!Z! • • • I e-'TI.Z 
P(z) .- (z + 1) P( -'Tlz -'T!.z) ( ) · z, e , ... , e . cp z,e-'Tlz, .•. ,e-.,.kz 
Then it is obvious that Q(z) and P(z) are analytic in c+, continuons on and 
satisfy 
D(z)Q(z) + N(z)P(z) =I. 
Moreover, lim
1 1 
ec+ P(z) = 0, and lim
1 1 
ec+ D(z) = I, so the previous z -+00, .a : ..... oo, z 
formula implies that lim
1 1 
ec+ Q(z) = I. Hence Q(z) and P(z) are matrices z-oo, z 
over Ao(C+) and condition (ii) of Definition 6.2.5 is satisfied. Since it is clear that 
also conditions (i) and (iii) hold, we conclude that (D(z), N(z)) is a left Bezout 
factorization of T(z). 
"*=" Suppose that (D(z), N(z)) is aleft Bezout factorization ofT(z) over .A0(C+). 
Then there exist matrices Q(z) and P(z) over Ao(C+) such that 
D(z)Q(z) + N(z)P(z) =I. (6.27) 
Without loss of generality we assume that the entties of the matrices Q(z) and 
P(z) only take real values on the real axis. Using Mergelyan's Theorem in the 
same way as in Proposition 3,2.7, we approximate Q(z) and P(z) uniformly by 
proper stabie real rational matrices. Define M1 := sup{I!D(z)ll I z E c+} and 
M2 := sup{IIN(z)lll zE c+}. Since the entties of both matrices belong to .Ao(C+), 
Mt and M2 are well defined. Fix e < amax(i,
1
,M
2
). Then there exist matrices Q(z) 
and P(z) over R(z) n 'Rv(z) such that 
'v'z E c+: IIQ(z)- Q(z)ll < e and IIP(z)- P(z)ii < e. 
Next define 
1 A 1 • ~Ïl(z, s1. ... , sk) := --1 (zi- A(sh ... , Sk))Q(z) + --1B(sll ... , Sk)P(z). (6.28) z+ · z+ 
Since the right hand side of (6.28) only consistsof proper matrices over 'Rv(z), all 
entties of the matrix tP(z, St. .•• , sk) are proper elements of 'R.v(z). Moreover, for 
every z E c+ we have: 
lltP(z, e-'Tlz, ... , e-"'")- Ill = IID(z)(Q(z)- Q(z)) + N(z)(P(z)- P(z))ll $ 
$ I!D(z)II·IIQ(z)- Q(z)ll + IIN(z)II·IIP(z)- P(z)l! < 
1 1 2 
< Mt +M2 < -, 3max(Ml!M2) 3max(MbM2)- 3 
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and thus det( ÇP(z, e-11 %' ... 'e-'Tk%)) has no zeros in c+. It follows that its inverse 
ÇP(z, si> ... ~ sk)-1 is a matrix over 'R.v(z). Define the the following two matrices over 
'R.v(z): 
Q(z, s1, ... , s.~:) 1 A -1 .- --1Q(z)·ÇP(z,slt···•sk) , z+ 
1 A -1 
.- z + 1 P(z) · ÇP(z,st. ... ,sA:) . 
Then multiplication of (6.28) by ÇP(z, S~t ..• , sk)-1 yields: 
(zl- A(sl> ... , sk))Q(z, s1o ... , Bk)+ B(sh ... , sk)P(z, s1, ... , s.~:) =I, 
and thus (zl- AIB) is right-invertible over 'Rv(z). 
Finally, using exactly the same arguments as in the proof of Theorem 2.8.2, it 
may be verified that an appropriate realization of the transfer matrix 
- - -1 A A -1 P(z, St. ... , s.~:)(Q(z, s1, .... , s.~:)) = P(z)(Q(z)) . , 
yields an internally stahilizing controller for the delay system E. Since P(z)(Q(z))-1 
is the transfer matrix of a finite-dimensional system, this proves the last assertion 
of the theorem. • 
Theorem 6.2.6 and especially its proof are important because they describe a 
method for the stabilization of time-delay systems. All steps in the proof are con-
structive, except the following two parts: 
(i) computation of thematrices Q(z) and P(z) over .Ao(C+) that satisfy the Be-
zout identity (6.27}, 
{ii) approximation of the matrices Q(z) and P(z) by matrices over the ring of 
proper stabie real rationat functions. 
Note that requirement {i} above is weaker than the original stabilizability condition 
of Theorem 2.8.2 because {i) allows us to search for a right-inverse of the matrix 
( 1 -1'1% -'TkZ 1 -T}Z -1},Z ) - 1(zl-A(e , ... ,e ))1-B(e , ... ,e ) z+ z+1 
over a more general class of functions. In the next two subsections we show how the 
problems {i) and {ii) can be solved in a constructive way. Tagether with the proof 
. of Theorem 6.2.6, this yields a constructive solution to the stabilization problem. 
6.2.2 Construction of Bezout factorizations over Ao(c+) 
This subsectien is devoted to the construction of matrices Q(z) and P(z) over 
Ao(C+), satisfying the Bezout identity (6.27} corresponding to Bezout factoriza-
tion (6.26) of the transfer matrix of a time-delay system E = (A,B). For this 
purpose it is not necessary to consider the whole Banach algebra .Ao(C+); a specific 
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subclass of .Ao(C+) suffices to solve the problem. The metbod is mainly based on 
functions in .Ao(C+) of the form 
1- e'I'(CII-z) 
'!?(ll(z) = ' 
z-a 
where a E C. These functions facilitate the computations considerably because they 
may he applied to cancel a factor (z-a), and replace it by a factor containing only 
exponential terms. 
Unfortunately, the explicit construction metbod is very involved and requires 
a lot of technicalities. Moreover, the metbod is only applicable for systems with 
commensurable time-delays, satisfying some rather mild regularity conditions. We 
confine ourselves to the statement of the main result and omit the proof. For a 
detailed discussion of the construction, we refer to [56]. The example in Subsec-
tion 6.2.4 illustrates the most important ideas bebind the construction method. 
We start with the introduetion of some new terminology that is required for the 
statement of the main result. 
Definition 6.2.7 Let '!?a denote the analytic function defined by 
f)(ll: c-t c: 
1- éT(CII-Z) 
fJ(II(z):=. ' 
z-a 
(o: E C). (6.29) 
Let fJ~) denote the ith derivative of '!901 • Then 9 is defined as the ring of all analytic 
functions that are real on the real axis, generated by 
{ cfJ~l I o: E C, c E R, i E No}. 
From the previous de:finition it follows that an analytic function f belongs to 9 
if it is generated by functions of the form (6.29) and their derivatives, and satisfies 
f(z) = f(z) for all zE C. 
Lemma 6.2.8 Let A be an n x n matrix over R and let r > 0. Then all entries of 
the matrix 
(zl- A)-1(1- e_,.. · e'~'A) 
belang to the ring e. 
(6.30) 
• 
The matrix (6.30) can beseen as a generalization of functions of the form (6.29) 
to the higher dimensional case. For a proof of the correctness of this result we refer 
to [56, p. 844]. 
Definition 6.2.9 Ru(s) is de:fined as the subring of R(s) consisting of all rational 
functions for which the denominator polynomial bas no zeros inside the closed unit 
disc 'ü: 
Ru(s) := { :i:j I a(s), b(s) E R[s] and V>. E Ü: b(>.) :/:0}. 
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Definition 6.2.10 Let T > 0. Then A.,. is defined as the ring obtained from Ru(s) 
after substitution of the exponential function e-.,.• for the indeterminate s: 
The definition of A.,. implies that every element of A.,. may be considered as a 
function in the Banach algebra Ao(C+). Since for all zE c+ we have Ie_.,.., ~ 1, a 
function in A.,. has no poles in the the closed right half plane. 
Definition 6.2.11 For every r > 0, the ring SA.,. is defined as the product of the 
rings S and A.,.. 
Note that every element of SA.,. is a function that is analytic in c+, continuous 
in c+, and that can be extended continuously to infinity. Thus the functions in SA.,. 
form a subcla.ss of Ao(C+). Moreover, every element f E SA.,. is real on the real 
axis: Vz E c+ : f(z) = f(z). 
After all these preparations we now state the ma.in result of thls subsection: 
Theorem .6.2.12 Let E = (A, B) be a time-delay system with a commensurable 
time-delay r, modeled as a system over the ring R[s]. Assume that the pair (BT, AT) 
of matrices overR[s] is observable in the sense of Definition 2.3.2, and that the time-
delay system E is internally stabilizable. Then there exists a constructive method 
for the computation of matrices Q(z) and P(z) of the form 
t t 
Q(z) = L Q;(z) · z;, P(z)=l:~(z)·i, 
i=O i=O 
with Q;(z), P;(z) E A,. (i= 1, ... , €) and Q0(z), P0(z) E A.,.S, such that 
• 
Fora proof of Theorem 6.2.12 and a deta.iled description of the construction we 
refer to [56]. The method involves a lot of technicalities, and therefore a thorough 
elaboration of the complete method is omitted. Some of the ma.in ideas behlnd 
the construction in the scalar case will be illustrated in Example 6.2.21. Lemma 
6.2.8 indica.tes that in the higher dimensional case, the method ca.n be applied in an 
analogous way. 
Formula. (6.31) may be considered as a polynomial Bezout identity; it is not 
exactly the Bezout identity we are looking for. To a certa.in extent, the matrices 
Q(z) and P(z) resembie polynomial matrices in the variabie z. However, in general 
the coefficient matrices Qi(z) and P;(z) (i= 0, 1, ... , l) are not constant, and may 
conta.in the variabie z explicitly. Note that all Q;(z) and Pi(z) (i= 0, 1, ... , €) are 
matrices over Ao(C+), so in the right half plane they are uniformly bounded. This 
indiea.tes tha.t in the right halfplane thematrices Q(z) and P(z) exhibita polynomial 
character. The situation is very similar to that of exponential polynomials, with the 
only difference that the entries of Q(z) a.nd P(z) are not necessa.rily monic. However, 
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the notion of degree is straightforwardly extended to this class of matrices: it is the 
degree of the highest power of z occurring in one of the entties of the matrix. 
To obtain a Bezout factorization over .Ao(C+), formula (6.31) is modified using 
the same arguments as in the proof of Theorem 2.8.2. Let n be the size of the 
matrix A, and let tp(z) be a stabie exponential polynomial of degree n + 1. After 
multiplication of (6.31) by tp(z) and arearrangement of terms based on the result 
of Lemma 2.8.1, we obtain 
(zi- A(e-"v, ... , e-.,..z))Q(z) + B(e-'1'1•, ... , e-r~oz)P(z) = tp(z) ·I, 
where Q(z) and P(z) are matrices of polynomials in z with coefficients in A,.e c 
Ao(C+) (so the coefficients also contain the variabie z), such that degz(P(z)) :S n-1. 
Dividing the previous equation by tp(z) we get 
C ~
1 
(zi- A(e-'l'lz, ... ,e-,.••))) Q(z) + C ~
1 
B(e-1'1•, ... ,e-,.••)) P(z) =I, 
(6.32) 
where 
~ z+ 1 ~ Q(z) := tp(z) Q(z) and ~ z+ 1-P(z) := tp(z) P(z). (6.33) 
By construction, the matrices Q(z) and P(z) are analytic in c+ and continuous 
on , and moreover liml•l-oo,zec+ P(z) = 0. Using the Bezout identity (6.32), 
this implies that lim1 1 ec+ P(z) =I. So (Q(z), P(z)) is a pair of matrices over z -+00, z 
.40(C+) satisfying the Bezout identity (6.27). 
6.2.3 Uniform approximation in Ao( c+) 
In this subsection we describe a constructive method for the computation of a ~ 
quence of proper stabie ratio na! functions in R( z )n'Rv( z ), that approximates a given 
function f E .40(C+) uniformly over the closed right half plane. For this purpose,. 
the same ideas as in Subsection 3.2.1 are used. First the problem is transformed 
to the unit disc, next Mergelyan's Theorem is applied, and finally the obtained 
approxima.tion is transformed back to the closed right half plane. In this subsec-
tion all these steps are carried out explicitly, yielding a constructive salution to the 
approximation problem. 
Let f E .40(C+), and assume that for all z E c+: f(z) = f(z). Let U denote 
the open unit disc { s E C !Is! < 1 }, and consider the Möbius transformation 
T: c+ -d:t\{-1}: 
with inverse 
T-1 : ïi\{-1} __. c+: 
1-z 
T(z):=1+z' 
1-s T-1(s) := -. 
1+s 
(6.34) 
(6.35) 
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Define the function j : Ü -+ c+ by 
_ { f(T-1(s)) if s -:f:. -1, 
f(s) := lim /{ ) if s = -1. 1•1-oo, zee+ z 
(6.36) 
In the same way as in the. proof of Theorem 3.2.3, it may he verified that j is an 
element of the Banach algebra A(U), consisting of all functions that are analytic in 
U and continuons on Ü. Moreover, 
Vs E ü: Î(s) = Î(s), 
so j is a real function on the real axis. Our goal is to approximate the function j 
uniformly over ü by a sequence of polynomials with real coefficients. 
Proposition 6.2.13 (Maximum modulus principle} Let gE A(U), and define 
M := max{lg(s)l I lel= 1}. 
Th en 
Vs E ü: lo(s)l $; M. 
• 
Fora proof of this well-known result, we refer to e.g. !83, p. 253]. The maximum 
modulus principle implies that for the uniform approximation of the function j E 
A(U) it is sufficient to find a real polynomial p that approximates j uniformly on 
the unit circle. 
Note that on the unit circle, the function j is periodic with period 211". Therefore, 
it is natural to use the Fourier series expansion of Î(e"") for the approximation of 
j. This Fourier series is given by 
00 
Î(e"")"' L enemw, 
n=-oo 
where the Fourier coefficients en (n EZ) are defined by 
(6.37) 
Lemma 6.2.14 Let g E A(U). Then the Fourier coefficients Cn (n E Z) of the 
Fourier series of g( e"") are given by 
Cn = 0 for n < 0, 
Cn = g(n}(O) for n ~ 0. 
n! 
Pro of 
Let n E Z, and define for every r E R+ the circle Ó.r with centre 0 and radius r 
by Ó.r :={sEC llsl = r}. Then 
Cn = 1 j,.. g(e""). e-•=dw = _1 1 g(s) ds. 
_". 21il rtll sn+l 
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By assumption g is continuons on the compact set U, so in partienlar it is uniformly 
continuous. So for every n E Z, a.nd for every E > 0, there exists a 0 < Ón < 1 such 
that 
(6.38) 
Now every circle A6,. is contained in the region U on which the function g is analytic. 
Therefore we may apply a generalized version of Cauchy's integral formula (see for 
example [11, p. 113]) to obtain the following results: 
1 i g(s) d 
27rt ~8 .. sn+l s = 0 for n < 0, 
1 i g(s) d 
= 
g<nJ(o) 
for n ;::: 0 
27rt ~,.. sn+l s n! 
Because of (6.38) the same results hold if the contour A6.. is replaced by A1• This 
completes the proof. • 
Remark 6.2.15 From a numerical point of view the best way to compute the 
Fourier coe:fficients Cn (n EN U {0}) is probably the fast Fourier transfarm (FFT). 
However, in a computer algebra environment, the derivatives of a function are easily 
obtained, a.nd in this situation Lemma 6.2.14 describes a.n attractive alternative for 
the numerical approach. 
Altbough the Fourier series of a continuons function satisfying the Dirichlet con-
ditions converges pointwise to this function, uniform converganee cannot be guara.n-
teed. For this some extra re~arity conditions (see for exa~ple Proposition 6.2.19) 
have to be satisfied. Since f E A(U), we only know that f(e"") is continuous, a.nd 
this is not sufHeient to ensure. uniform convergence. However, this problem may 
be solved by taking the arithmetic means of the partial sums of the Fourier series 
expansion. 
Definition 6.2.16 Consider a Fourier series E~=-oo ene'""', and de:fine its kth par-
tial sum sk by 
(6.39) 
n=-k 
Then the Cesaro means (SN)NeN of the Fourier series are the arithmetic mea.ns 
1 N-1 
sN := - 2: sk (Ne N). (6.40) 
N k=O 
Reeall that for the function i E A(U) all Fourier coe:fficients en for n < 0 are 
zero. Therefore the N-th Cesara mean of the Fourier series of i(ew) may be written 
as 
- N-1 N -n ....., 
SN = 2: -. -ene (NE N). (6.41) 
n=O N 
Using Cesara mea.ns instead of Fourier series, it is possible to find a uniform 
approximation of the function i over the unit circle. 
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Proposition 6.2.17 Let g : [ -1r, 1r] -+ C be a continuous function satisfying g( 7r) = 
g( -1r). Then the Cesara means of the Fourier series of g conyerge uniformly to g 
on the interval [-1r,1r]. • 
A proof of this result that origina.tes from Fejér may be found in e.g. [46, pp. 
17-19]. 
Combining all previous results, we find the following constructive method for the 
uniform approxima.tion of functions in A(U) by polynomials. 
Corollary 6.2.18 Let gE A(U), and assume that g is real on the real axis. Dejine 
for every n E N the polynomial Un of deyree n by: 
·-~ n + 1 - j . gü>(o) . . Un(s) .- L..t 1 .1 sJ • i=O n+ J. un:Ü-+C: (6.42) 
Then (Un)neN is a sequence of real polynomials converging uniformly to g: 
'Ve > 0 3M EN Vn > M 'Vs E Ü: lu(s)- Un(s)! < e. 
Pro of 
From Proposition 6.2.17 we know that g(e"") is uniformly approximated by the 
Cesaro means of its Fourier series: 
r. ~n+l-j •iw 
vn+l = L..t l Cje • 
i=O n+ 
According to Lemma 6.2.14, Cj = gu;fo>, so if we define Un := Sn+l and substitute 
s for e"", we obtain formula (6.42). Now the maximum modulus principle implies 
that Un converges uniformly to g on Ü for n -+ oo. • 
Finally, the result of Corollary 6.2.18 ha.s to be transformed to the closed right 
half plane. Let (În)neN denote a sequence of polynomials with real coeflicients that 
converge uniformly to j. Define for all n E N the function rn E Ao(C+) as the 
composition of În a.nd the Möbius transformation Tof formula (6.34): rn := În oT. 
Then (rn)neN is a sequence of proper stable real rationat functions in Ao(C+) that 
converge uniformly to the function f E Ao(C+) we started with. 
Note that the approximation metbod described in this subsectien is applicable 
for arbitrary functions in Ao(C+). However, for the stabilization problem, this 
approximation metbod is only applied to the matrices Q(z) and F(z) defined in 
(6.33), sa.tisfying the Bezout identity (6.32). These matrices are constructed in a 
very specific way, a.nd therefore the entries of Q(z) and F(z) possess an important 
additional property: they are also analytic on the ima.ginary a.xis. 
Recalling the construction of Subsection 6.2.2, we know that each entry f(z) of 
the matrices Q(z) and P(z) may be written as f(z) = ;lffi, where d(z) is a stable 
exponential polynomial and n(z) has the form 
I. 
n(z) = }:a.(z) ·i, 
i=O 
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with a;(z) E eA ... Now 9 is a ring of functions that are analytic over C, and the 
definition of A .. implies that for every element l E A .. there exists a ó1 > 0 such that 
l is analytic in the right half plane {z E C I Rez > -ó1}. Since the coefficients 
ai(z) (i = 0, 1, ... , l} are constructed as finite sums of products of elements of 9 
and A.., all coefficients ai(z}, and therefore also the numerator n{z}, are analytic in 
an open right half plane that contains c+. Moreover, d{z) is a stabie exponential 
polynomial, so Lemma 6.1.3 implies that there exists a ód > 0 such that d{z) has 
no zerosin {zE C I Rez > -ód}· Therefore we conclude that also the function 
f(z) = ~ is analytic in an open right half plane containing c+. In particular f(z) 
is analyt1c on the imaginary axis. 
The importance of this observation becomes evident in the following well-known 
result on the Fourier series of a continuously di:fferentiable function. For a proof we 
refer to [91, p. 81]. 
Proposition 6.2.19 Let g: [-1r, 1r] -+ C be a continuously differentiable function, 
and assume that g( -1r) = g( 1r). Then the partial sums of the Fourier series of g 
converge uniformly to g. • 
Let f(z) be an entry of one of thematrices Q(z) or P(z) in {6.33}, and define J 
as in {6.36}. Then j is continuously di:fferentiable on the unit circle, and according 
to Proposition 6.2.19 this implies that the Fourier series of j converges uniformly 
to f. Therefore the partial sums fn ( n E N) of the Taylor expansion of j, 
- n jü>(o) . fn(s) = L:-.1-s', j=O J. 
converge uniformly to j. So in our specific situation it is not necessary to take 
Cesaro means of the Fourier series. Since in general the convergence of the partial 
sums of the Fourier series is much faster than that of the corresponding Cesaro 
means, this modification may increase the computational efficiency considerably. 
Remark 6.2.20 In the stabilization problem, the uniform convergence of a se-
quence of approximations of the matrices Q(z) and P(z) defined in {6.33) is suf-
ficient to find a stahilizing controller, but this condition is not necessary. Therefore 
we may also apply alternative approximation methods that do not guarantee uni-
form convergence, e.g. Padé approximation. In each step the stability test for 
exponential polynomials described in Section 6.1 is used totest whether the given 
approximation gives rise to a stahilizing controller. If not, we have to try a higher 
order approximation. Uniform convergence of a sequence of approximations ensures 
that this process ends after a finite number of steps. Although terminatien is not 
guaranteed for approximation methods that do not converge uniformly, these alter-
native methods have their own merits: sometimes they lead to the construction of 
stahilizing campensators of low order. The next section contains an example of this 
unexpected phenomenon. 
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6.2.4 An application 
Probably the best way to explain the working of the stabilization method developed 
in this sectionis by means of an example. In this subsection we apply the method on 
a simpte scalar system. First we give a detailed discussion how a Bezout factorization 
over .A0(C+) can be computed. Next two different a.pproximation methods are used 
to obtain a stahilizing feedback compensator. 
Example 6.2.21 ([54]) Consider a system E = (A, B) with a commensurable time-
delay r = 1, modeled as a system over the ring R[s]. Thematrices A and Bare the 
scala.rs: 
A=2, B=s, 
and thus the transfer function of the delay system E is given by 
e-z 
T(z)=-
2
. 
z-
The system itself is neither internally nor BIBO-stable, but it is internally sta-
biliza.ble by dyna.mic state feedback because the rank condition of Theorem 3.2.8 is 
satisfied: 
Vz E c+ : rank(z- 2 I e-z) = 1. 
To obtain a Bezout factorization ofT(z) over .A0 (C+) and a salution to the poly-
nomial Bezout identity (6.31), we first apply the construction method of Theorem 
6.2.12. Note that the polynomial (zl- A)= (z- 2) has precisely one zero in z = 2. 
Multiplying (z- 2) by t?2(z), this polynomial expression may be changed into an 
exponential expression: 
1- e2-z (z- 2) · t?2(z) = (z- 2) · z _ 
2 
= 1 - e2-•. 
In this way we have obtained an expression of the sametype as B(e-•) = e-•, and 
it is easily seen that 
(zl- A)· t?2(z) + B(e-•) · e2 = (z- 2)· t?2(z) + e-z · e2 1. (6.43) 
We conclude that after definition of Q(z) := t?2 (z) and P(z) := e2 , Bezout identity 
{6.31) is satisfied. 
In this particular example the size of the matrix A is 1, so to find a Bezout 
factorization ofT(z) over .A0(C+), we have to multiply (6.43) by a stable exponential 
polynomial of degree 2. Define <p(z) := (z + 1)2, and multiply equation (6.43) by 
<p(z): 
(6.44) 
Next we apply Lemma 2.8.1 on the polynomials (z + 1)2 and (z- 2). In the scalar 
case this lemma reduces to the division algorithm with remainder, and we get 
(z + 1)2 = (z- 2)(z + 4) + 9. 
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Therefore we may rewrite ( 6.44) as 
(z- 2) · ( '1?2(z)(z + 1)2 + (z + 4)e2-") + e-z · (9e2) = (z + 1)2 , 
and after division by (z + 1)2 we obtain 
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( z- 2) . (-&2(z)(z + 1)2 + (z + 4)e2-') + ( e-" ) . ( 9e2 ) = 1. (6.45) z+1 z+1 z+1 z+1 
Next we show that (D(z), N(z)) := (:~i,::~) is a Bezout factorization of T(z) 
over Ao(C+). For this purpose we defi.ne 
Q(z) .- '1?2(z)(z + 1)
2 + (z + 4)e2-z 
9e2 F(z) .-
z+1 
z+1 
It is obvious that (D(z),N(z)) satisfi.es conditions (i) and (iii) of Defi.nition 6.2.5, 
and with Q(z) and P(z) also Bezout identity (6.25) holds. So we only have to prove 
that Q(z) and F(z) are elements of A0(C+). For F(z) this is trivial, and thus we 
may confine ourselves to Q(z). Note that 
(z + 4) · e2-z = (z + 4) ((e2-z- 1) + 1) = (z + 4)- (z + 4)(z- 2)1?2(z). 
Therefore Q(z) may he rewritten as 
Q(z) = '1?2(z) • ((z + 1)2- (z + 4)(z- 2)) + (z + 4) z + 4 + 9'1?2(z) 
z+1 z+l 
and since 192(z) is an analytic function over C that is uniformly bounded in c+, it 
follows that Q(z) E Ao(C+). 
At this moment a BIBO-stabilizing compensator for the system may he obtained 
by taking 
·- A A -1- 9e2 
C(z) .- P(z)(Q(z)) - z + 4 + 9'1?2(z) 
If we multiply both numerator and denominator of C(z) by (z- 2), we may realize 
this transfer functioli by a (not internally stabie) delay system with point delays. 
Then the transfer function of the closed-loop system becomes 
e-z · ((z + 1)2 - 9e2-") 
Tct(z) = (z- 2)(z + 1)2 ' 
and we see that the closed-loop system is BIBO-stable but neither externally nor 
internally stable. To solve this problem, we fi.rst have to approximate the functions 
Q(z) and F(z) by stable rational functions, and then construct a finite-dimensional 
stahilizing compensator. 
Since F(z) is already a stabie rational function, we only have to approximate 
Q(z). This function may be written as 
QA(z) = z+4 91?2(z) 
z+1 + z+1' 
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and thus only an approximation of the second term is requirecl. For this purpose 
the results of Subsection 6.2.3 are used. 
Define 
and let 
JU>(o) 
Cj :=-.-,-J. 
{ 
";n;:> 
/(s) := ~W-')+1 
(jEN U {0}). 
if 8 =f:. -1, 
if 8 = -1, 
Since i is continuously differentiable on the unit circle, the Taylor series expansion 
of J converges uniformly to i on ü, and therefore the partial sums 
Sn(z} := t Cj. (11- z)i 
i=O +z 
(n EN), 
converge uniformly to ~2l~l on the closed right half plane. 
For every n EN, the nth approximation of Qn(z) is given by 
A z+4 Qn(z) = - 1 + 9 · Sn(z), z+ 
and this approximation Qn(z) leadstoa compensator with transfer rU:nction Cn(z): 
9e2 
= 
z + 4 + 9(z + l)Sn(z) · 
Note that Cn(z) (n E N) may be realized by an nth order finite-dimensional system 
r n {so r nis a minimal realization of a linear system vvithout tim~delays). This may 
be verified by multiplying both the numerator and the denominator of the previous 
expression for Cn(z) by (z + 1)n-l. Moreover, since Qn(z) converges uniformly 
to Q(z) (n - oo}, it is guaranteed that this nth order compensator rn becomes 
intemally stahilizing for suitably large n. 
Let n EN and rewrite Cn(z) as 
. an(z) 
Cn(z) = bn(z)' 
where an(z) = 9e2(z + 1)n-l is a polynomial in R[z] of degree n - 1 and bn(z) = 
(z + l)n-l(z + 4) + 9(z + 1)nSn(z) a polynomial of degree n. Then the transfer 
function of the closecl-loop system of E and r n is given by 
S e-zbn(z) 
. ::f;} = (z- 2)bn(z) + e-zan(z) · Tcz(z) = 1+ 
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Sinée there are no pole-zero cancellations between T(z) and Cn(z), it is easily veri:lied 
that the closed-loop system is internally stabie if and only if (z-2)bn(z)+e-.. an(z) is 
a stabie exponential polynomial. Using the stability test for exponential polynomials 
of Section 6.1 we find that for n = 17 the exponential poiynomial (z- 2)bn(z) + 
e-zan(z) bas no zerosin c+. Hence r11 is a finite-dimensional internally stahilizing 
feedback compensator with transfer function C11(z). However, in comparison with 
the order of the delay system E (i.e the order in the algebraic sense), the order of 
this compensator is extremeiy high. 
To find a salution that is more attractive from a practical point of view, we try 
another approximation method. Consider the transfer function C{z) of the original 
compensator, 
9e2 c ( z) - --:--:-::-:""7" 
- z + 4 + 91?2(z)' 
and apply the Padé approximation metbod around the point z = 0. In this way we 
obtain for every n E N a real rational function of the form 
ao + al z + ... + anzn 
CP,n = R R R l 
JJO + JJlZ + · · · + JJnzn 
that is a good approximation of the transfer function C(z) around z = 0: the 
coefficients ai and fl:i (i = 0, 1, ... , n) are chosen in such a way that in z = 0 the 
transfer functions C(z) and CP,n(z) and theirderivatives up toa certain order take 
the same values. However, uniform convergence on the closed right half plane of 
CP,n(z) to C(z) for n- ooisnot guaranteed. Let rP,a be a minimal realization of 
the transfer function CP,a(z), obtained with the Padé approximation method. Then 
it turns out that already this third order compensator rP,a is internally stahilizing the 
system E. So although Padé approximation seerns not very a.ttractive theoretically, 
we find a compensator that is very useful from the practical point of view. 
To give a somewha.t intuitive explanation of this surprising hehaviour of the 
Padé a.pproximation method, we have a look at the Nyquist plot of the feedback 
interconnection of the transfer functions T(z) and C(z) (i.e the transfer functions of 
the system E and the original compensator). This is the curve T = {T(tw)C(tw) I 
w E R} as depicted in Figure 6.5; it gives rise to a straightforward graphical test 
for the stahility of the closed-loop system in the following way. Let PT and Pc 
denote the numher of right half plane poles of T(z) and C(z), respectively, and let 
Nr denote the numher of clockwise encirclements of the point -1 by the Nyquist 
curve T when tw traverses the imaginary axis from -too to +too. Then the Nyquist 
criterion (a consequence of the circle criterion) states that the numher of right half 
plane polesPel of the closed-loop system of T(z) and C(z) is 
Pel= Nr+PT+Pc. 
It is obvious tha.t T(z) bas one pole in the right half plane: z = 2. Using the stability 
test for exponential polynomials we find that C(z) has two poles in the right half 
plane. Finally, zoomingin on the point -1, we see in Figure 6.6.that the Nyquist 
curve T encircles the point -1 three times in counter clockwise direction, and thus 
pel = -3 + 1 + 2 = 0. 
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Figure 6.5: Nyquist plot of T(z)C(z) 
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Figure 6.6: Nyquist plot of T(z)C(z) around the point -1 
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So indeed the closed-loop system is BIBO-stable. However, the Nyquist plot also 
indicates that this re5ult is not very robust. The Nyquist plot intersects the real axis 
in -1.0153 (at frequency w = 0) and in -0.96 (at frequency w = ±1.3), and therefore 
small perturbations of the compensator may affect the closed-loop stability. .This 
explains why in the original approximation metbod such a high order compensator 
was required to ensure closed-loop stability: the transfer function C(z) bas to he 
approximated very accurately. 
Next, consider tbe third order compensator rP,3 with transfer function CP,3(z), 
computed with Padé approximation of C(z) around z = 0. The Nyquist plot for the 
closed-loop interconnection of T(z) and Cp,3(z) is given in Figure 6.7. The number 
of clockwise encirclements of the point -1 wben 'lW traverses the imaginary axis 
from -zoo to +zoo is easily determined with help of the more detailed Figure 6.8. 
We conclude that NT = -3. Since the transfer function Cp,a(z) is a real rational 
function, the poles of Cp,a(z) may be determined numerically, and it turns out that 
two of them are contained in c+. So again 
Pc~ = -3 + 1 + 2 = 0, 
and the closed-loop is stable. 
In this particular case, an explana.tion for the surprisingly good performance 
of the Padé approximation is not difficult to give. Tbe Nyquist plot of Figure 6.5 
indicates that especially at low frequencies the approximation of the transfer function 
C(z) of the original compensator has to be very accurate because the endrelement 
of the point -1 at low frequencies is very critica!. By definition, Padé approximation 
around z = 0 is a very good approximation of C(z) when the modulus of z is small. 
This is also illustrated by Figure 6.6 and 6.8: around the point -1 both Nyquist 
plots are almost identical. We conclude that the Padé approximation bas exactly 
the property that is required in this particular example. 
The Nyquist plot of T(z) with the transfer function C17(z) obtained with the 
original approximation method, resembles Figure 6.5 and 6. 7 to a great extent and 
is therefore omitted. It is important to note that also this compensator has an 
extremely small stability margin. Also in this respect the high order compensator 
r 17 is not better than the controller r P,3 computed with the Padé approximation 
method. 
Remark 6.2.22 Example 6.2.21 is taken from [54]: in this artiele the same system 
is also studled in detail. We repeated this example because the results obtained 
in [54] are different from ours, and therefore it seemed worthwhile to discuss the 
same example. In the artiele it is claimed that an 11 th order controller based on 
the Cesaro means approximation metbod described in Subsection 6.2.3 is already 
stabilizing. We were not able to reproduce this result; according to our computations 
this compensator is not stabilizing. Instead we used the Fourier series approximation 
because it is well known that the convergence of this method is faster. Nevertheless 
very high order approximations are still necessary. 
The results of Example 6.2.2llead tosome new questions. Is Padé approximation 
always a good metbod for the approximation of the matrices Q(z) and P(z) in 
(6.33) that satisfy Bezout identity (6.32)? The example suggests that the choice 
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Figure 6.7: Nyquist plot of T(z)Cp,3(z) 
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Figure 6.8: Nyquist plot ofT(z)Cp,3(z) around the point -1 
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of a: good approximation metbod is problem dependent. However, becanse of the 
substantial reduction of the order of the stahilizing compensator in this particular 
example, further investigation of the applicability of Padé approximation seems 
worthwhile. The second question addresses the problem of stability robustness. 
We have seen that all campensators computed in Example 6.2.21 have a very small 
stability margin. Using some results on robust stabilization it is probably possible to 
find out whether this proparty is problem dependent, or inherent to this stabilization 
method. The results in [16] indicate that in this particular example only a very small 
stability margin can be realized. This suggests that the stabilization problem for the 
system in Example 6.2.21 is really very difiicult. In any case, this example illustrates 
that a constructive solution to the stabilization problem is difiicult to give, and that 
the stabilization metbod described in this section is not the final solution to this 
problem. 
6.3 Alternative stabilization methods 
The constructive approach to the stabilization problem presented in tbe previous 
sectionis not the only metbod known in literature to solve this problem. However, 
tbe metbod of Section 6.2 fits very well in the algebraic approach to time-delay 
systems and tberefore we treated it in more detail. In tbis section we give an 
overview of some alternative stabilization metbods. Two of them are mainly based 
on the infinite-dimensional systems approach mentioned in Section 1.3. Tbe third 
metbod fits in the algebraic framework; it can be seen as a generalization of the pola-
placement result of Section 2.6. This selection of alternative methods is certainly not 
complete. Moreover, we shall not discuss these methods in full detail, but confine 
ourselves to the explanation of the most important ideas. The purpose is to show 
that besides the more algebraic metbod of Section 6.2, there exist various other 
interesting.approaches to the stabilization problem. 
6.3.1 Approximation of delay systems 
The first metbod we present is a well-known approach to the stabilization problem 
that can be applied to a rather general class of infinite-dimensional systems, includ-
ing time-delay systems. It is based on an inversion of the ideas bebind the metbod of 
Section 6.2. Instead of approximating an infinite-dimensional stahilizing controller 
by a finite-dimensional one, we start approximating the original time-delay system 
by a finite-dimensional system (i.e. a linear system without delays). Basedon this 
approximation a finite-dimensional compensator is designed in the expectation that 
this compensator also stahilizes the delay system. In the sequel we only discuss the 
key-ideas of this approach, and for simplicity we only consider single input single 
output (SISO) systems. For a detailed elaboration, also in the multi input multi 
output (MIMO) case, we refer to the literature, for example [16], [31], [75], [33] and 
[34] and the raferences therein. 
Let E be a time-delay system with transfer function T(z). According to Lemma 
6.1.3, this system has only a finite number of poles in c+. Therefore we may 
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decompose T(z) as 
T(z) = T,1(z) + T,.(z}, 
where T,.(z) is the transfer function of a finite-dimensional anti-stable system (i.e. 
T~(z) is a rational function with all its poles in c+), and T,t(z) is the transfer 
function of a BIBO-stabie infinite-dimensional system. In fact, Td(z) is the transfer 
function of a BIBO-stable time-delay system. So in particular, T81(z} has only a 
finite number of poies in any right half plane. 
The main idea is now to approximate the infinite-dimensional stabie part Tst(z} 
of E by a stable finite-dimensional system with transfer function Î's1(z). Next we 
consider the robust stabilization problem for the finite-dimensional system 'Ê with 
transfer function T,.(z) + T.1(z), andregard T,1(z)- 1',1(z) as an additive perturba-
tion. If 1',1(z} is close enough to T,t(z}, the compensator r with transfer function 
K(z), designed to stabilize T,.(z} + T,1(z) with a prescribed additive robustness 
margin, will a1so stabilize the original system E. 
This idea was elaborated in [16J. Reeall from Definition 3.2.1 that the norm of 
a function f E Ao(C+) is given by 
11/lloo := sup{l/('tw)l I w E R}. 
In [16), Curtain and Glover prove that there exist a number e > 0, completely deter-
mined by the anti-stabie part T,.(z) of the transfer function T(z), and a controller 
r with transfer function K(z), only depending on T,.(z) and the finite-dimensional 
approximant T,1(z) of T.1(z), with the following property. If 
(6.46) 
then the controller r stahilizes the original system E. In fact, r is designed as a 
stahilizing compensator for the system 'Ê (with transfer function T,.(z) + T,1(z)), 
that is additively robust against stabie perturbations bounded in norm by e. In 
particular, this implies that if ó > 0 is such that 
IITst- T.tlloo ::;; Ó < e, 
and if T(z} is perturbed with au additive stabie perturbation ó(z} bounded in 
norm by llólloo < e- ó, then r also stahilizes the system with transfer function 
T(z) + ó(z}. 
Note that it is possible to split up the metbod in several consecutive steps that 
may be carried out one by one. First the number e is determined; for this only 
the anti-stabie part T,.(z) of T(z) is required. Next we have to find au approxima-
tion T.t(z) of the stabie part T,1(z) that satisfies (6.46). For this purpose various 
techniques are proposed in the literature. In [16], Hankel norm approximation is 
discussed, but the convergence of this metbod eau only be guaranteed under some 
additional constraints (see also [75)). In 133] au alternative approximation metbod 
is presented that resembles the approximation techniques of Subsection 6.2.3. First 
the transfer function T8t(z) is transformed into a function on the closed unit disc, 
and next Fourier series or Cesaro means are used to find an appropriate approxima-
tion. When the approximation step is completed successfully, we may construct a 
stahilizing compensator. 
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We start to solve the robust stabilization problem for the finite-dimensional 
anti-stabie system with transfer function T,.(z). Using the techniques described 
in [31], we construct a compensator with transfer function K1(z), that satisfies 
lim1.-1-oo 1+Tst(z)K1(z) =f: 0, and that is robust against stabie additive perturbations 
~(z) of T,.(z), bounded in norm by 
ll~lloo < E. 
Then Theorem 4.1 in [16] states tbat 
K(z) = !<I(z) 
1 + T.t(z)Kl(z) 
is the transfer function of a (BIBO )-stabilizing controller for the system E. 
It is possible to modify tbe metbod a little and to incorporate a1so approximations 
ofthe anti-stabie part T,.(z) ofT(z). In this case, tbe stabilization metbod is slightly 
changed (see [16] forthe details). This modiikation is usefui because the anti-stabie 
part of T(z) is sometimes diffi.cult to extract from the system. An approximation 
metbod for T,.(z) is developed in [34]. The techniques that are used for this are 
similar to the ones of Subsectien 6.2.3. 
The advantages of tbe stabilization metbod based on the approximation of time-
delay systems are clear. Since the value of e can be determined first, it is known 
befarehand how accurate the approximation of tbe stabie part of a system bas to be. 
Once such an approximation is obtained, it is relatively easy to compute a stahilizing 
compensator. Reeall that in the method of the previous section we have to compute 
a controller in every step of the algorithm, and test whether it is already stabilizing. 
This condition is replaced by a condition on the approximation: if the required 
level of accuracy bas been reached, the metbod ensures that the corresponding 
compensator is stabilizing. Moreover, the same approach is applicable to a far more 
general class than the time-delay systems considered in this thesis. However, this 
is also a disadvantage. The time-delay character of the system is never used in 
the construction of the compensator. In fact, the delay system is stabilized by 
regarding it as a finite-dimensional system of very high order. This is no problem if 
in the modeling of a real world system a time-delay is used to model some unknown 
dynamics. On the other hand, if the time-delay occurring in the system bas a 
physical interpretation, it is preferabie to maintain the time-deiay character of the 
system. However, in the approach to the stabilization problem described in this 
subsection, the additional information on the algebraic structure of a time-delay 
system is not used, although it might be important for several control purposes. 
6.3.2 A direct approach to stabilization 
The next metbod we discuss is taken from [84] and is based on the infinite-dimen-
sional systems approach to time-delay systems as mentioned in Section 1.3. Origi-
nally, the main purpose of this artiele was to prove that infinite-dimensional systems 
may be stabilized by finite-dimensional controllers. Since the proof of this result is 
completely constructive, the metbod is also applicable in the more algebrak frame-
work of this thesis. Unlike the metbod of Subsection 6.3.1, the approach in [84] 
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is not based on the approximation of a time-delay system by a finite-dimensional 
system; instead it works in a more direct way. Although also in this metbod an ap-
proximation step is required, the main ideas and techniques that are used to derive 
the result are completely different from the ones we have seen up to now. In [84] 
the metbod is described for a rather general class of infinite-dimensional systems 
in state-space form. Since we did not introduce this terminology in this thesis, we 
only explain the main ideas of the approach in a finite-dimensional setting. The 
generalization to infinite-dimensional systems involves a lot of technicalities and is 
omitted. For a detailed elaboration we refer to [84]. 
Let E = (A, B, 0, 0) be an n-dimensional system over R with m inputs and p 
outputs. So E is a finite-dimensional system without time-delays. Assume that 
(A, B) is stabilizable and ( e, A) is detectable. Th en there exist matrices F E Rmxn 
and G E Rnxp such that both A+ BF and A+ GO are stable: 
O'(A + BF) c c- and O'(A +Ge) c c-. 
Next consider the nth order dynamic compensator r defi.ned hy 
r= (A+BF+GC,-G,F,O). (6.47) 
According to formula. {2.27), the closed-loop system of E and r, depicted in Fig-
ure 2.2, is given by 
Ec~ = ((te A+~~~Ge)' ( ~) ,(0 I O),o)' 
and it is easily verified (see for example [62, Section 5.2]) that 
( 
A -BF ) _ 
0' GC A+BF+GO =O'(A+BF)UO'(A+GO) cC . 
Hence the closed-loop system is interna.lly stahle. 
Note that in this construction of an internally stahilizing compensator it is not 
guaranteed that the system ris reachable and ohservahle, and therefore it is possible 
that r is not a minimal realization of its transfer function 
Tr(z) = ~F(zl- (A+ BF + Ge))-1G. 
If not, there are pole-zero cancellations in Tr(z), and there exists a system of lower 
order than r, with the sametransfer function Tr(z), that also stahilizes the system 
E. It is our objective to find such a low order stahilizing compensator. 
Assume that (A+BF+GC, G) is not reachable, and let V be the linear subspace 
of R" consisting of all reachahle points. Then V is also the reachahle suhspace of 
(A+ BF, G), and therefore it can be characterized as the smallest suhspace V of R" 
with the properties: 
(i} (A+ BF)V c V, 
{ii} im(G) cV. 
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The next proposition states that in this situation there also exists a stahilizing 
controller for E of order dim(V). 
Proposition 6.3.1 Let E = (A, B, C, 0} be a system over R of order n that is both 
stabilizable and detectable. Let F and G be matrices such that A+ BF and A+ GC 
are stabie matrices, i.e. all their eigenvalues are contained in c-. Suppose that 
there exists a k-dimensional subspace V in R" such that 
(i} (A+ BF)V cV, 
{ii} im(G) cV. 
Then th"ere exists a stahilizing compensator for E of order k. 
• 
Fora proof of this result we refer to [84, Lemma 4.2]; the idea is that the subspace 
V suffices as the state-space of a stahilizing compensator. 
Next, consider the system E = (A, B, C, 0), and apply a state-space transforma-
tion to decompose the system in a stabie and anti-stabie part. In this way obtain 
the following block representation of the matrices A, B and C: 
A= (~u 1.), ( ~: ) , C =(Cu IC,), (6.48) 
with u(Au) c c+ and u(As) c c-. Since we assume that Eis stabilizable and 
detectable, it follows that (Au, Bu) is reaebabie and that ( C,., A,.) is observable. 
So there exist matrices F,. and Gu such that both Au+ BuFu and A,.+ GuCu 
are stabie matrices. Defining F := (Fu I 0) and G := ( ~u ) , we know that the 
cortesponding compensatorras defined in (6.47) is internally stahilizing the system 
E. After determination of the reachabie subspace V, we may apply Proposition 6.3.1 
to compute a reduced order compensator. 
It is even possibie to go one step further and to use the freedom in the choice of 
the matrices F and G to rednee the dimension of the reaebabie subspace V. Suppose 
that F is fixed and consider a perturbation G of the matrix G. Since the eigenval u es 
of A + GC depend continuously on G, and since A + GC is stable, we know that if 
liG- Gil is small enough, the matrix A+ GC remains stable. Now we choose G close 
enough to G to ensure that A+ GC is stable, and in such a way that the dimension 
k of the reaebabie subspace of (A+ BF, G) is as small as possible. Finally we appiy 
Proposition 6.3.1 to fi.nd a controller of order k that still stahilizes E. 
The main observation in [84] is that under certain regularity conditions (that 
are not very restrictive for time-delay systems), the sameapproach can he applied 
to infinite-dimensional systems. Let E be a time-delay system, and reeall from 
Lemma 6.1.3 that the unstable part of such a system is always finite-dimensional. 
Therefore the system may he represented in the same way as in (6.48), with Au 
an anti-stabie finite-dimensional matrix, and A, an infinite-dimensional operator 
that is stable. Now reeall that in the construction of a stahilizing controller in the 
finite-dimensional case only the matrices Au, Bu and Cu are involved. Although in 
the present situation the system as a wholeis infinite-dimensional, the matrices Au, 
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B,. and Cu are still finite-dimensional, and therefore exactly the same techniques 
as before can be applied. The crudal result of [84) is that the reduction of the 
compensator can be carried out in such a way that a finite-dimensional compensator 
is obtained. In fact, it is shown that there exists a finite-dimensional subspace V of 
the state-space, and operators F and G such that both A + BF and A + GC are 
stable and 
{i) Vx E V: (A+BF)x E V, 
(ii) im( G) c V. 
Since a generalized version of Proposition 6.3.1 also holds in the case of time-delay 
systems, this implies that it is possible to construct a finite-dimensional controller 
with state-space isomorphic to V, that stahilizes the system E. 
In [84] the stabilization metbod is applied to the time-delay system 
= ( -ju ~ ) ( :~m ) + ( ~ ) u(t), 
y{t} = Xt(t), 
where ux1(t) = x1(t- 1). The example illustrates that the metbod can be carried 
out in a completely constructive way. However, even in this simple example the 
computations are already rather involved. This does not imply that the present ap-
proach is not interesting because also the two previous methods are computationally 
very demanding. Therefore it would be interesting to make a comparison of the sta-
hilizing cernpensators obtained with the various methods, and of the computational 
costs that are involved. Such a comparison is left for future research. 
Remark 6.3.2 We want to stress once more that the construction metbod of this 
section does not fit in the algebraic framework; it is completely based on the infinite-
dimensional systems approach to time-delay systems. However, since the metbod 
yields a finite-dimensional controller, the final result is also applicable in the alge-
braic setting. Therefore we decided to include also this method. It illustrates that 
the two different approaches to time-delay systems are not completely separated. 
Results that are obtained within one framework, are often very useful in the other 
framework. 
6.3.3 Generalized pole placement 
In contrast to the previous approaches, the last stabilization metbod we discuss 
is based on the algebraic framework of Chapter 2. Unfortunately, this metbod is 
not generally applicable; first of all we have to confine ourselves to system with 
commensurable time·delays, and even then the metbod works only for a rather 
restricted subclass. However, the ideas bebind this approach differ so much from 
what we have seen up to now, that it is certainly worthwhila to consider this method. 
One of the main differences with the previous methods is that we do not apply 
dynamic feedback as defined in Section 2. 7 to stabilize a system, but use a generalized 
pole placement technique. This idea originates from Sontag who mentioned it in [85]; 
a more detailed etaboration is given in [37, Section 3.4]. 
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Let E = (A, B) be a system with a commensurable time-delay r, modeled as a 
system over the ring R[s]. So the indeterminate s corresponds to a delay operator 
O" with time-delay r. Since R[s] is a principal ideal domain (PID), reachability 
of the system E is equivalent to pole assignability (see Ptoposition 2.6.5). This 
implies that if E is reachable, it is not necessary to apply dynamic state feedback to 
stabilize the system; instead a static state feedback (possibly containing the delay 
operator O") suffices to assign the poles of the closed-loop system tosome arbitrary 
val u es Pt. ... , Pn E n-. However, the reachability condition is rather restrictive. 
Recalling the genericity result for reachability (see Proposition 2.2.5), we know that 
in this partienlar situation of a system over a polynomial ring in one indeterminate, 
reachability is a generic property if and only if the number of inputs to the system is 
at least two. So for time-delay systems with commensurable time-delays that have 
only one input, the pole placement technique described above cannot be applied 
generically. The method proposed in this subsection is mainly intended to weaken 
the rather restrictive reachability condition. 
For this purpose we first reeall Definition 6.2.9 of the ring Ru(s): 
Ru(s) = { :i;j I a(s), b(s) E R[s] and V>. E Ü: b(>.) :f:. 0}, 
where U denotes the open unit disc. It is evident that 
R[s] c Ru(s) C R(s), 
and therefore the system E = (A, B) may also be considered as a system over the 
ring Ru(s). The following two results clarify the use of this change of point of view. 
Lemma 6.3.3 Ru(s) is a principal ideal domain. 
• 
For a proof of this result we refer to [37, pp. 33-35]. Recalling Proposition 2.6.5 
we conclude that the result of Lemma 6.3.3 implies that for systems over the ring 
Ru ( s), the properties of reachability and pole assignability are equivalent. The next 
result can beseen as an adaptation of Theorem 2.2.4 to systems over the ring Ru{s). 
Theorem 6.3.4 Let E = (A,B) be a system over the ring 'R. = Ru(s), with A E 
n.nxn anil B E n.nxm. Then E = (A, B) is reachable if and only ij 
Vz E C Vs E ü: rank(ZJ- A(s)IB(s)) = n. {6.49) 
• 
The proof of Theorem 6.3.4 follows the same lines as the proof of Theorem 2.2.4. 
The necessity of (6.49) is trivia!, and for the sufficiency part one first shows that 
the set {Ia I a E Ü}, where IQ is defined astheideal Ia.= {p E Ru(s) I p(a) = 0}, 
is thesetof all maximalideals in Ru(s). Subsequent application of the local-global 
theorem (see Appendix A.3, Theorem A.3.4) yields the desired result. The details 
of the proof can be found in [37]. 
At this point, the crudal idea bebind the stabilization metbod of this section 
becomes visible. Let E = (A, B) be a time-delay system, and do not consider it as 
a system over the ring R[s], but as a system over the ring Ru(s). In this way, the 
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condition on the reachability of the system has become mnch weaker. However, since 
Ru(s) is a principal ideal domain, reachability of a system over Ru(s) is equivalent 
to pole assignability, and in this situation a generalized pole placement technique 
may be applied to stabilize the time-delay system. 
Assume that E = (A, B) (where A is an n x n and B is an n x m matrix) is 
reaebabie over Ru(s), and choose P1> ... ,p,.. En-. Then there exists an mxn matrix 
K over Ru(s) such that 
det(zl- (A+ BK)) = (z- Pl)(z- P:J) • · • (z- p,..). 
Note that the matrix K is not necessarily an element of R[s]mxn; its entries may 
contain rational functions in the indeterminate s. In this case, K cannot be imple-
mented directly as a static state feedback, and we have to look for another way to 
realize K. 
Denote by k the properm x n matrix over R(s) defined by 
k(s) := K(~). 
s 
Since K is a matrix over Ru(s), all entries of k are proper rational functions. 
Moreover, k bas no poles outside U and therefore it can be seen as the transfer 
matrix of a stable discrete-time system. Let r = ( F, G, H, J) be a realization of k: 
r { v(t + T) = Fv(t) + Gw(t), 
y(t) = Hv(t) + Jw(t), (6.50) 
but consider the equations (6.50) as the dynamica! equations of a system evolving in 
continuov.s time. We apply this continuons-time system r as a feedback compensator 
for E. In this way :E becomes a so-called neutml system. This is a system governed 
by a differential-difference equation in which also delays of the derivative of the 
evolution variabie are involved. From the derivation in [37] it follows that the poles 
of this neutral system are located in the points p1, ••• , p,.. E n- and on a finite 
number of vertical lines in c- (on these lines poies of the system lie at distauces 
of 21r from each other). Therefore tb ere exists a é > 0 such that all pol es of the 
neutral system are contained in the half piane {zE C I Rez ~ -6}, and according 
to [41, Section 1.7 and Chapter 12] this implies that this system is internally stabie. 
Now the closed-Ioop system consists of a stabie neutral component and of the stabie 
component' r, and therefore also the closed-loop system is internally stable. We 
conclude that r is a stahilizing compensator for E. 
The advantage of the present approach is obvious. The metbod. is completeiy 
algebraic, and independent of the actuallength of the commensurabie tim~delay 
r. Moreover, all steps of the construction can be carried out explicitly. The only 
difficulty arises in the computation of the matrix K over Ru(s) that assigns the 
poles of A+BK to P1> ... ,p,... However, since Ru(s) is a principalideal domain, the 
algorithms developed in [20] and [21] may be used for this purpose. 
On the other hand, the metbod has some important shortcomings. First of all 
it is only applicable to systems with commensurable time-delays, and even then 
condition (6.49) on the reachability over the ring Ru(s) is far more restrictive than 
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the stabilizability condition of Corollary 3.2.9. Moreover, the controllerris not a 
dynamica! compensator as described in Section 2.7, but a continuous-time system 
governed by discrete-time equations. The implementation of this kind of systems 
is a nontrivial task. Finally, after application of the compensator r, the system 
E becomes a neutral system, and therefore the closecl-loop system does not belong 
to the class of time-delay systems considered in this thesis any more. Especially 
this last aspect is a very unattractive feature of this generalized pole-placement 
technique. 
6.3.4 Closing remarks 
Although we proposed several constructive methods for the salution of the sta hiliza-
tion problem for time-delay systems, .an attractive generally applicable metbod has 
not been found yet. Most of the methods we described are based on the infinite-
dimensional systems approach to time-delay systems, and do not use the algebraic 
structure of a time-delay system with point delays. Moreover, all these methods 
yield finite-dimensional stahilizing compensators, and therefore the freedom of in-
corporating time-delays in the compensator, that is very natura! from the algebraic 
point of view, is not exploited. Sametimes the employment ofthis additional degree 
of freedom may lead to a very simple salution to the stabilization problem, as is 
illustrated in the next example. 
Example 6.3.5 Consicier a time-delay system E = (A, B) with commensurable 
time-delay T = 1, modeled as a system over the ring R[s]. So the indeterminate s 
corresponds to the delay operator q with time-delay 1. Suppose that A and B are 
given by 
A=1, B=s-1. 
Then the system E is stabilizable by dynamic state feedback because the rank con-
dition of Theorem 3.2.8 is satisfied: 
Vz E c+ : rank(z- 1 I e-z -1) = 1. 
Let r = (F, G, H, J) he the dynamica! compensator defined by 
F = s4 + s3 + s2 + s - 3, G = -s3 - 2s2 - 3s - 5, H = 1, J = 0, 
and consider the closecl-loop system Ec~ = (Îl., Ê, ê, b) of E and r as described in 
(2.28) - (2.31). Then 
• ( 1 -s + 1 ) 
A = -s3 - 2s2 - 3s - 5 s4 + s3 + s2 + s- 3 ' 
and with this formula, the characteristic polynomial of the closecl-loop system is 
easily computed: 
det(z/- Îl.) = z2 + (2- s- s2 - s3 - s4 )z + (2- s). 
Now substitute cz for the indeterminate s, and reeall Example 6.1.13. Then we 
see that the characteristic function of the closecl-loop system is a stabie exponential 
polynomial, and we conclude that r is an internally stahilizing compensator of E. 
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Example 6.3.5 indica.tes that there exist stahilizing feedback campensators tha.t 
fit very well in the algebraic fra.mework, but that ca.nnot be obta.ined with one of the 
sta.biliza.tion methods of this chapter because they conta.in time-delays. The method 
of Subsection 6.3.3 is not even applicable in Example 6.3.5 because the system !: is 
not reacha.ble over Ru(s). Nevertheless there exists a salution to the sta.biliza.tion 
problem tha.t is very a.ttractive from the a.lgebra.ic point of view, a.nd therefore the 
question arises how this.kind of controllerscan be obta.ined in genera!. 
Unfortunately we are not able to answer this question. As we saw before, in 
the algebra.ic setup the sta.bilization problem comes down to the construction of a 
polynomial in the set 
znv. 
This problem contains both an algebra.ic part ( the idea.l I a.ssociated with the system 
E), and a more analytic part (the Hurwitz set V descrihing stability). It is unclear 
how these two aspects of the stabilization problem should be combined in order to 
find a constructive salution to the sta.bilization problem. In Section 5.5 we have seen 
that for the stabiliza.bility question the reformulation of the Hurwitz set V as the 
set of all monic polynomials that have no zerosin a given set W, helps to .solve the 
problem. Tagether with the variety V(Z) of the ideal I, this reformulation enables 
us to use both the algebra.ic a.nd the time-delay chara.cter of the system. We expect 
that also for the stabilization problem, a reformula.tion in terms of the set W a.nd 
the variety V(I) might help to find a constructive solution. 
Chapter 7 
Summary and conclusions 
In this thesis, we have investigated the applicability of methods from constructive 
commutative algebra to time-delay systems with point delays. For this purpose we 
used the so-ca.lled algebraic approach to time-delay systems. After the introduetion 
of a number of delay operators o-1, ... , O"k corresponding to the incommensurable 
time-delays r1, ••• , Tk occurring in a system E, the system equations of E may be 
written as 
{
. x(t) = A(o-11 ... , o-~c)x(t) + B(o-1, ... , o-")u(t), 
y(t) = C(o-t. ••. , o-~c)x(t) + D(o-1, ... , o-~c)u(t). 
Replacing the delay operators O"t, ••. , O"k by indeterminates s1, ••• , s1u the quadrup Ie 
of matrices (A( st. ... , s~c), B(s11 ••• , s"), C(st, ... , s~c), D(st, ... , s~c)) can be consid-
ered as a system over the polynomial ring R[st. ... , s~c]. The philosophy behind the 
algebrak approach is to consider control problems first within the framewerk of sys-
tems over rings, and to apply the design methods obtained in this algebraic setting 
to the partienlar case of time-delay systems. The main advantage of this detour 
is that in the algebraic setup powerful techniques from constructive commutative 
algebra are available for the necessary computations. 
It is important to note that the class of systems over polynomial rings is more 
general than the class of time-delay systems with point delays. In the rewriting 
process we replaced the delay operators O"t. ••• , O"k by indeterminates s 11 ••• , s11" and 
in this way we removed the delay character from the system. Although this implies 
that the theory of- systems over rings is more generally applicable, for example to 
systems with unknown parameters, this extension also has a disadvantage: we have 
lost some valuable information of the systems we are interested in. To solve this 
problem, we have refined our strategy. If a problem is not solvable in the algebraic 
framewerk of systems over rings it is allowed to use the. time-delay character of 
the system again. With this additional information it is often possible to obtain 
stronger results. This omitting and reecvering of information played an important 
role throughout the thesis. Origina.lly we tried to proceed as long as possible within 
the algebraic framework, and applied the additional knowledge only when it was 
necessary. In this way we expected to obtain a maximal profit from the methods 
from constructive commutative algebra that are available in the algebraic setup. 
However, for some probieros more fiexibility in the switching between the purely 
algebraic and the delay character of the system was required. In our treatment we 
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separated theseaspectsas far as possible. Chapters 2, 4 a.nd 5 (except Section 5.5) 
were devoted to systems over (polynomial) rings in generaL In Chapter 3, Section 5.5 
a.nd Chapter 6, the specialization to systems with time-delays was discussed. 
In Chapter 2, a.n introduetion was given to the main ideas behind the theory 
of systems over rings. It was shown how important system theoretic concepts like 
reachability and observability may be generalized to a purely algebraic setting. For 
stability, the situation was somewhat more complicated. First, the notion of stability 
was translated to the algebraic framework by introducing so-called Hurwitz sets: 
multiplicative a.nd saturated sets of monic polynomials. Using this concept, the 
stabilizability problem for systems over integral domains was solved theoretically. 
For this solution, only the algehraic properties of a Hurwitz set mentioned ahove 
were required. However, in the application to time-delay systems, the Hurwitz set 
descrihing stability possesses a much richer structure: it is defined as thesetof all 
polynomiais that have no zeros in a specified subset of Ck+l, where k denotes the 
number of incommensurable time-delays occurring in the systems. One of the main 
questions in this thesis was how the additional information on the zero structure of 
the polynomials in the Hurwitz set ca.n be used for control purposes. 
In Chapter 3 a partial a.nswer to this question was given. The additional infor-
mation on the time-delay character of a system was used to specialize the results 
on stabilizability of Chapter 2 to the delay case. In this way a generalized Hautus 
test for stabilizahility was obtained that is applicable fora general class of stability 
domains. The second part of Chapter 3 was devoted to the genericity of stabiliz-
ability. The proof of this result illustrated how powerlul the algebraic approach 
to time-delay systems can be when aiso the delay character of the system is used. 
First the algebraic structure of time-delay systems was exploited to define a natura! 
topology on this class of systems. Within this topological framework it was shown 
that the set of stabilizable delay systems contains a subset that is both open a.nd 
densein the parameter-space descrihing all time-dela.y systems. This indicates that 
for time-dela.y systems the property of stabilizability is very weak; it is sa.tisfied for 
almost all time-delay systems. In the proof of this result the delay character of the 
system was used extensively. So a flexihle way of switching between algebraic and 
delay aspects of a. system led to a proof of the genencity of stabilizability. 
The last three chapters were devoted to computa.tional aspects of systems with 
time-dela.ys. In Chapter 4 a.n overview was given of two methods in constructive 
commutative algebra: Gröbner bases a.nd characteristic sets. Both methods can 
be applied to manipulate polynomial ideals a.nd to determine (theoretically) the 
va.riety of an ideal. It turned out that · Gröbner bases are more suitable to deal 
with polynomial ideais. With this metbod it is possible to carry out operations on 
polynomial ideais explicitly. The characteristic sets metbod is mainly aimed at the 
computa.tion of the variety of polynomial ideals. For our purposes, Gröbner bases 
seemed the most appropriate tool, a.nd therefore this method was mainly used in 
the sequel. 
In Chapter 5, the Gröbner basis metbod was a.pplied to the reachability and 
stabiliza.bility problem for systems over polynomial rings. Given a system E = 
(A, B, C, D), the right-invertibility conditions on the matrix (zl- AIB) derived in 
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Chapter 2 were transformed to conditions on a polynomial ideal associated to the 
system !:. This ideal can be seen as a description of all characteristic polynomials 
that can be obtained from E after application of a dynamic state feedback. Several 
methods were developed to compute a Gröbner basis of this ideal and to determine 
its variety. Specialization of these results to the reachability problem gave rise 
to various algorithms to test the reachability of a system over a polynomial ring. 
The performances of these methods were compared, and two of these algorithms 
turned out to be very effective from a computational point of view. As a byproduct 
of one of these reachability tests, a constructive method for the computation of a 
polynomial right-inverse of a nonsquare polynomial matrix was obtained. Thls result 
bas interesting applications because right-inverses of this type are often required 
in the construction of feedback compensators. An example is the input-output 
decoupling problem over unique factorization domains (see 118]). However, in most 
cases, the right-inverse obtained in the algorithm is very complex. Since also a 
characterization of the set of all right-inverses of a nonsquare polynomial matrix 
was given, it seems that only a simplification algorithm is required to obtain a right-
inverse that is of practical interest. Unfortunately the situation is not that easy 
because the simplification issue is not only a computational problem. It is not even 
clear what kind of simplifications are interesting for our control purposes. Therefore 
we should first specify what goals we want to achleve with a simplification algorithm. 
Next the stabilizability problem for time-delay systems was considered. To solve 
this problem, algebraic manipulations were not sufBeient any more; the delay char-
acter of the system was actually required. In an algorithm for testing the stabi-
lizability of a time-delay system, this additional information can be used at two 
different stages, and this led to two different verification methods. Whlch metbod 
is preferabie depends on the system under consideration. 
Finally we investigated the stabilization problem for time-delay systems. In the 
algebraic setup it is very difficult to find a constructive salution to this problem. 
This is due to the fact that in the framework of systems over rings only the alge-
braic properties of a the stability defining Hurwitz set can be used. Since a Hurwitz 
set is only a multiplicative set and not a polynomial ideal, the constructive methods 
from Chapter 4 are not applicable to Hurwitz sets. Therefore we were not able to 
solve this problem using Gröbner basis techniques. Probably the zero structure of 
the polynomials in the Hurwitz set bas to be used explicitly to obtain a constructive 
solution. Maybe some progress ca.n be made by combining this additional informa-
tion on the delay cbaracter of the system, with the variety of the ideal associated to 
a system over a ring that was studied in Chapter 5. 
Instead of an algebraically motivated solution, an overview of some existing 
methods in the literature to solve the stabilization problem was given. For thls 
purpose a numerical test for the verification of the internal stability of a time-delay 
system was developed. This metbod solves some of the numerical problems that 
arose in the classica! approach when the stability of high order time-delay systems 
was tested. This was very useful in the sequel because most stabilization methods 
involve an approximation step. This often leads to a dosed-loop time-delay system 
of very high order. 
Most of the constructive stabilization methods that were investigated were based 
on the notion of bounded-input bounded-output stability. In this setup it is easier 
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to use the delay cha.racter of the system, and therefore constructive solutions of 
the stabilization problem can be obtained. Next an approximation step was carried 
out to find internally stahilizing controllers. Moreover, some alternative methods, 
mostly based on the infinite-dimensional systems approach to time-delay systems, 
were suggested. In these algorithms approximation of infinite-dimensional systems 
and infinite-dimensional controllers by finite-dimensional systems and controllers 
played an important role. 
The last observations indicate that for the study of time-delay systems both 
the algebraic and the infinite-dimensional systems approach are useful. These ap-
proaches stress different aspects of the same class of systems. Although it . seems 
difficult to combine these approaches into one framework, they are both necessary 
for a good understanding of time-dela.y systems. Hopefully this thesis showed that 
apart from the mainstream approach based on the theory of infinite-dimensional 
systems, the algebraic framewerk is very useful for the study of time-delay systems 
from a computational point of view. 
This thesis contains a contribution to the application of the systems over rings 
approach to time-delay systems, but both in the theory of systems over rings and 
in the field of time-delay systems, a lot of problems remain unsolved. Therefore we 
conclude with a small list of interesting topics and suggestions for possible future 
research. We already encountered some of these problems in the thesis. 
(i} In Sectien 3.2, the condition for stabilizability developed in the setting of 
systems over rings was specialized to time-delay systems. In this wa.y a right-
invertibility condition over the ring 'R.v(z) of stabie transfer functions was 
replaced by a pointwise rank condition. In the proof of this generalization of 
the Hautus test to time-delay systems, the delay character of the system was 
used explicitly. For other applications it is unclea.r under what conditions on 
the Hurwitz set V such a reformulation is possible. For systems over the ring 
K:[sb ... , s1:] it is likely that Hurwitz sets of the form (5.40) play an important 
role in answering this question. It would be interesting to know whether the 
results of Section 3.2 really depend on the delay character of the systems, or 
whether they can be extendedtoa more general class of Hurwitz sets. 
(ii} In this thesis, the topologies for polynomial matrices and time-delay systems 
introduced in Section 3.3 were primarily used to prove our genencity result 
on stabilizability. It can be expected that the same topologies have other 
interesting applications.' E.g. in [72], a same sort of topology was used to 
study the continuity of AR-representations of dynamica! systems. Moreover, 
in this thesis, the topology on delay systems was only used in a qualitative 
way. May be it is possible to find a modification of the topological setup that 
enables us to find also some quantitative results. 
(iii) In Section 5.4 we developed a constructive method for the computation of a 
polynomial right-inverse of a nonsquare polynomial matrix. In most cases, 
such a right-inverse is a very complicated object. Since we were able to cha.r-
acterize the class of all polynomial right-inverses, the question a.rises how we 
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can find a right-inverse that is suitable for subsequent control purposes. Before 
we can find an algorithm that carries out the simplifiêations that are required 
for this, we first need a characterization of the properties of the polynomial 
right-inverse we are interested in. These properties have to reflect the control 
objectives we finally want to achleve ·with a compensatorbasedon this right-
inverse matrix. The relationship between right-inverses and the corresponding 
controllers is not very well understood, and therefore this subject seems a very 
promising research topic. 
(iv) In this thesis, a combination of computer algebra and numerical methods 
turned out to be a very fruitful approach for the solution of the stabilizabil-
ity problem. These mixed algebraie/numerical algorithms are applicable to 
a much larger class of problems. One of the important questions is how the 
numerical sensitivity of an algorithm that consists of an exact and a numerical 
part can be investigated. In Section 5.5 we have seen that for example Gröbner 
basis computations may lead to numerically complicated problems. Therefore 
another question is how a mixed algebraie/numerical algorithm should be or-
ganized in order to obtain numerically reliable results. 
(v) In Chapters 5 and 6, we argued that the stabilization problem for time-delay 
systems consists of an algebraic and a more analytic part. The ideal I associ-
ated with a system E is a completely algebraic object, whereas the Hurwitz set 
1J descrihing stability has a more analytic character. So in order to find a stahi-
lizing feedback compensator, it seems logical to use an algorithm that consists 
of both an algebraic and a numerical part. The development of constructive 
methods for the design of stahilizing feedback compensators, exploiting the 
algebraic structure of the problem, would be a very useful contri bution to the 
theory. This problem seems to be very difficult. From the observations in 
Section 5.5, we expect that the variety V(I) of the ideal I associated with a 
system plays an important role in this problem. However, the question how 
this information can be used in the design of stahilizing controllers remains 
unanswered. 
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Appendix A 
Some results from commutative 
algebra 
In this appendix we give a short overview of some results from commutative algebra 
that are used throughout this thesis. It is divided into three parts. The fi.rst part 
mainly consists of defi.nitions of some of the basic concepts in commutative algebra 
and of a few classical results in this field. In the secoud part we only consider 
polynomial rings and study the relationship between ideals and their varieties. In 
the third section we state and prove the local-global theorem and show how it can 
be applied to polynomial rings. For further reading we refer to one of the classica! 
textbooks on.commutative algebra, for example Atiyah and MacDonald ([1J), the 
two volumes of van der Waerden ([93] and [941), or the work of Zariski and Samuel 
([104] and [105]). 
A.l Basic definitions and results 
We start with the forma! defi.nition of a (commutative) ring, the most important 
concept from commutative algebra used in this thesis. 
Definition A.l.l A ringnis a set with two binary operations, + (addition) and 
· (multiplication) such that 
(i) n is an Abelian group with respect to addition (i.e. n has a zero element 
denoted by 0, and every a E 1?, has an additive inverse -a), 
(ii) multiplication is associative: if a, b, c E 'R- then (ab)c = a(bc), 
(iii) multiplication is distributive over addition: if a, b, c E 'R, then a(b+c) = ab+ac 
and (b + c)a =ba+ ca. 
Moreover, if 
(iv) for all a, b E 'R: ab =ba, 
then n is said to be a commutative ring. 
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Note that a ring element always has an additive inverse, but not necessarily a 
multiplicative inverse, so di vision of two nonzero ring elements is not always allowed. 
It is even possible that there exist nonzero elements a, b E 'R such that a · b = 0. 
Such elements are called zero divisors. 
A nonzero element of a ring 'R that is an identity with respect to multiplication 
is called the identity of the ring. If it exists, it is uniquely determined and denoted 
by 1. 
Definition A.1.2 An integral domain is a commutative ring with identity and with-
out zero divisors. 
Definition A.1.3 A field x; is an integral domain in which every nonzero element 
has a multiplicative inverse. 
Unlike rings, in a field division by a nonzero element is alwa.ys possible. 
Definition A.1.4 A mappingTof a commutative ring 'R into a. commutative ring 
S is called a ring homomorphism, if for any pair of elements a, b E 'R the following 
two conditions are satisfied: 
(i) T(a+b)=Ta+Tb, 
(ii) T(a · b) =(Ta)· (Tb). 
Moreover, if this mapping T is bijective it is called a ring isomorphism, and the rings 
'R and S are said to be isomorphic. 
In a ring homomorphism, the ring operations addition and multiplication are 
preserved. This implies that isomorphic rings are essentially the same. There is a 
one-to-one correspondence between the elements of the rings, and also addition and 
multiplication are ca.rried out in a completely analogous way. 
Next we introduce another important concept related to rings, namely the notion 
of ideals. 
Definition A.1.5 Let 'R be a commutative ring. An ideal of 'R is a non-empty 
subset I of 'R. such that 
{i} if at.a2 ei then a1 - a2 EI, 
(ii) if a E I and b E 'R, then a· b E I. 
Moreover, if I ::j:. 'R, then I is called a properideal of 'R. 
From the definition it is self-evident that the intersectien In :1 of two ideals I 
and :J of 'R is again an ideal. Also the sum 
I+ :1 := {a + b E n I a E I, b E :J} {A. I) 
satisfies conditions (i) and (ii) of Definition A.l.5, and is an ideal of 'R. 
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Example A.1.6 Let 'R. be a commutative ring and Pc "R.. Then 
(P} := fE 01P • P I 01P e 'R.} 
pEP 
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is an ideal in 'R.. (P} is called the ideal genèrated by P; it is the smallest ideal in n 
that contains P. 
Often, an ideal can be characterized by a finite number of elements generating 
the ideal. 
Definition A.1.7 Let I be anideal of the commutative ring "R.. Then 
(i) I is called finitely generated if there exists a fini te set P C "R. such that (P} =I, 
(ii) I is called a principal ideal if there exists an element p E "R. such that (p} =I. 
Definition A.1.8 An integral domain n in which every ideal I of n is principal, 
is called a principal ideal domain, mostly abbreviated to PID. 
Examples of PID's are the ring Z of all integers, and the ring of all polynomials 
in one indeterminate with coeflicients in a field. 
Let 'R. be a commutative ring and I an ideal of "R., and define R./I as the set of 
all equivalence classes under the equivalence relation "'• given by 
a"'b {:::::::>a- bei. 
Defining addition and multiplication by 
ä+b := a+b, 
ä·b := a:o, 
where ä denotes the equivalence class of a, R./I is itself tumed into a commutative 
ring. 
Next we consider some ideals with special properties. 
Definition A.1.9 An ideal I of a commutative ring 'R. is called a maximalideal if 
one of the following (equivalent) conditions is satisfied: 
(i) I is a properideal of 'R. and there does not exist anideal :I of 'R. such that 
I ~ :I ~ 'R., . 
(ii) 'R./I is a field. 
Proposition A.l.lO Every properideal of a commutative ring 'R. with identity is 
contained in a maximal ideal of "R.. • 
The proof of this result is based on Zorn's Lemma and may be found in e.g [104, 
p. 151]. 
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Definition A.l.ll Anideal I of a commutative ring n is called a prime ideal if 
one of the following (equivalent) conditions is satisfied: 
(i) I is a properideal ofn and for all a, bEn we have a·b EI:=:::} a EI orb EI, 
(ii} nji is an integral domain. 
In some sense a prime ideal of a ring n may be considered as a generalization of 
the concept of prime numbers. In the same fashion we can introduce primary ideals 
which correspond to powers of prime numbers. 
Definition A.1.12 Anideal I of a commutative ringnis called a primary ideal if 
it is a proper ideal of 'R and for all a, b E 'R: 
a · b E I :=:::} either a E I or bn E I for some n > 0. 
Definition A.1.13 Let I be anideal of a commutative n. Then the radical of I, 
denoted by v'f, is the ideal of n defined by 
.../i:= {a E 'R l3n EN: an EI}. 
If I = v'f, then I is called a radical ideal. 
It is obvious that the properties on ideals defined above are highly related. These 
interdependences are depicted in the following implication scheme. 
maximal ideal 
JJ. 
primary ideal {::: prime ideal ::} radical ideal 
The implications in the other directions do not hold in generaL 
In the major part of this thesis we are concerned with a special type of commu-
tative rings, namely Noetherian rings. 
Definition A.1.14 A Noetherian ring is a commutative ring n satisfying one of 
the following (equivalent) conditions: 
(i) Every ideal I of nis finitely generated, 
(ii} Every strictly ascending chain I 1 .~ I 2 ~ Ia ~ · · · of ideals of n is finite. 
Alternatively stated: Given an ascending chain I 1 C I2 C Ia C · · · of ideals 
of n, there exists an n E N such that for all j > n: Ii = In. 
Condition (ii) is called the ascending chain condition. 
It is obvious that fields and principal ideal domains are special kinds of Noethe-
rian rings; in fact, the class of Noetherian ringsis quite extensive. This is due to the 
important feature that the property of being a Noetherian ring carries over from a 
Noetherian ring n to all polynomial rings over n. 
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Theorem A.1.15 (Hilbert basis theorem) lf'R. is a Noetherian ring, then any poly-
nomial ring in a finite number of indeterminates and with coefficients in 'R. is a 
N oetherian ring. • 
For a proof of the Hilbert basis theorem we refer to e.g. [104, p. 201] or [1, p. 
81]. 
When 'R. is a commutative ring, the ring of all polynomials over 'R. in the indeter-
minates x1, .•. ,xn is denoted by 'R.[x1, •.• ,x,.]. In this thesis we mostly encounter 
polynomial rings in which the coefficient ring 'R. is a field IC. According to the 
Hilbert basis theorem the polynomial ring 1C[x11 ... , x,.] is Noetherian, and thus any 
ideal in this polynomial ring is finitely generated. 
In Noetherian rlngs primary ideals play an important role. 
Theorem A.1.16 (Lasker-Noether decomposition theorem) In a Noetherian ring 
every ideal admits a representation as a finite intersection of primary ideals. • 
If an ideal I of a Noetherian ring is radical, the primary ideals of this decompo-
sition are even prime. 
Corollary A.1.17 IJ 'R. is a Noetherian ring and I a radical ideal of 'R., then I 
admits a representation 
where all Pi (i= 1, ..• , k) are prime ideals. 
• 
The proofs of both Theorem A.1.16 and Corollary A.1.17 may be found in [104, 
pp. 208-210]. 
Finally we introduce the concept of modules that may be seen as a generalization 
of vector spaces to the ring case. 
Definition A.l.IS Let 'R. be a commutative ring. A setMis called a module over 
'R. (or an 'R.-module) if the following conditions hold: 
(i) Mis a commutative group (the group operation will be written as addition). 
(ii} Every ordered pàir (a, x) in which a E 'R. and x E M is associated with 
a unique element of M, denoted by ax, in such a way that the following 
relations hold: 
a(x + y) = ax + ay, 
(a+b)x = ax+bx, 
(ab)x = a(bx), 
where a and bare arbitrary elementsof 'R., and x, y are arbitrary elementsof 
M. The element ax is called the product of a and x. 
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Comparing the definition of an ideal with the definition of a module above, it 
turns out that an ideal X of a commutative ring 'R. is also an 'R.-module. However, 
the concept of modules is far more generaL For example, if 'R. is a commutative ring, 
the set n.n consisting of all n-tuples of elements of 'R. is an 'R.-module. Addition and 
multiplication are simply deftned coordinate-wise. 
The notion of homomorphic and isomorphic mappings, that was introduced for 
rings in Deftnition A.1.4, is easily extended to modules. 
Definition A.l.l9 Let 'R. be a commutative ring, and let M and N be modules 
over 'R. A mapping T of M into N is called an 'R.-homomorphism if the following 
conditions are satisfted 
{i) Vx, y E M :. T(x + y) = Tx + Ty, 
{ii) Vx E MVa E 'R.: T(ax) = aT(x). 
Moreover, if the mapping T is also bijective, then T is called an 'R.-isomorphism. 
In the same way as for ideals, modules that can be characterized by a finite 
number of generating elements, are of special interest. 
Definition A.1.20 Let 'R. be a commutative ring, and let M be a module over 'R.. 
Th en 
(i) M is called a finitely generated module if there exists a finite number of el-
ements m1o ... , mk in M such that for every element x E M there exists a 
k-tuple (a1, ... ,ak) E 'R." such that 
k 
x='L:aim;. 
i=l 
(ii) A set B is called a basis of M if for every element x E M there exist unique 
coefficients al> ( b E B) such that 
x= Ea&·b. 
bEB 
(iii) M is called free if M admits a basis. 
From Definition A.l.20 it follows that a finitely generated free 'R.-module M is 
isomorphic to 1?P for some n E N. 
A.2 Polynomial ideals and varieties 
In this section we consider polynomial rings over a field /(,, We are interested in the 
sets of all common zeros of the polynomial ideals of these rings. Such sets are called 
varieties and there is a strong link between polynomial ideals and their varieties. 
This relationship is elaborated in more detail. 
Let /(, be an arbitrary field, and 'R. := l(,[x1, .•• , xn] the ring of all polynomials 
in the indeterminates x 1, ••• , Xn with coefficients in /(,. Before we can speak of the 
zeros of a polynomial in l(,[x1, ... , Xn], we first have to specify in what kind of set 
we are looking for zeros. 
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Definition A.2.1 A field IC is called algebraically closed if one of the following two 
equivalent conditions is satisfied: 
(i) every nonconstant polynomial of IC[x] has at least one root in IC and thus a 
linear factor in IC, 
(ii) every polynomial in IC[x] splits into linear factors. 
Note that in the definition of algebraically closedness only univariate polynomials 
are involved. 
Definition A.2.2 Let IC be a field and C be an extension field of IC (i.e. IC C C). 
Th en 
(i) An element a E Cis called algebra ie over IC if tb ere exists a nonzero polynomial 
p(x) E IC[x] such that p(a) = 0. 
(ii) The extension field C of IC is called algebraic over IC if every element of Cis 
algebraic over IC. 
Theorem A.2.3 For every field IC there exists an algebraically closed, algebraic 
e~dension n for IC. This extension field n is unique up to equivalent extensions. • 
Fora proof of this result we refer to e.g. [93, Section 10.1} 
According to Theorem A.2.3, algebraically closed algebraic extensions of a field 
IC are essentially unique (up to certain isomorphisms), and therefore we may speak 
of the algebraic closuré of IC, denoted by ië. This is the set in which we want to find 
common zeros of polynomial ideals. 
Definition A.2.4 Let I be anideal in 1C[x1, ... , x.,.], and let ië denote the algebraic 
ciosure of IC. The ( algebraic) variety of I in the affine space K,n is the set 
V :={(al, ... ,etn) E K,n I V'p EI: p(ett. .. . ,an) = 0}. 
The varietyV of an ideal I is denoted by V{I). 
Note that the set of all common zeros in j(n of a finite number of polynomials 
p1, ... , Pm in IC[xt. ... , x .. ] is simply the variety ofthe ideal (pt. ... , Pm) generated 
by these polynomials. 
lt is also possible to go in the opposite direction and to associate an ideal with 
a given subset of j(n. 
Definition A.2.5 Let V be a subset of j(n. Then Id(V) is defined as the set of all 
polynomials in IC[x11 ••• , x.,.} that vanish in every point of V: 
ld(V) := {p E IC[xt, ... ,x.,.] I V'(a1, ... , a.,.) E V: p(llt, ... , lln) = 0}. 
Id(V) is anideal of IC[xt. ... , x.,.]. 
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From these definitions it is obvious that there is a strong link between ideals and 
their varieties. This is illustrated by the following relations. Let I and .:1 he ideals 
in K:[x1 , ••• , Xn], and let V and W he subsets of ;tn. Th en we have 
Ic.:J ::::::? V(.J) c V(I), (A.2) 
VcW ::::::? Id(W) c Id(V), (A.3) 
V(I +..1) = V(I) n V(.J), (A.4) 
Id(VuW) = Id(V) n Id(W), (A.5) 
and moreover 
V(In.J) V(I) u V(.J), (A.6) 
V(I) = V(v'Ï). (A.7) 
Most of these relations are self-evident; they follow directly from the definition. For 
a proof of (A.6) we refer to [105, p. 161]. 
Definition A.2.6 A variety V (defined over a field K:) is called reducible (over K:) 
if it is decomposable into two varietles V1 and V2 that are defined over K: and are 
proper subsets of V. lf such a decomposition does not exist, V is called irreducible 
(over K:). 
Proposition A.2.7 A variety V is irreducible if and only i/Id(V) is a prime ideal . 
• 
A proof of Proposition A.2.7 is given in [105, p.162]. 
The next theorem can be seen as a restatement of the Lasker-Noether decompo-
sition theorem for radical ideals in the terminology of algebraic varieties. 
Theorem A.2.8 Every variety V can be represented as a finite sum of irreducible 
varieties Vi, ... , Vh: · 
h 
V= UVi· (A.8) 
i=l 
This decomposition is unique (up to the· order in which V1, • •• , Vh are written) ij it 
is· irredundant, i.e. ij Vi </.. \j jor i :f:. j. • 
We refer to for example [105, pp. 162-163] or [14, pp. 204-205] fora proof of 
this result. 
Let K: be a field and V E jtn, and consider the set V(Id(V)). From Definitions 
A.2.4 and A.2.5 it is clear that V C V(Id(V)). The inclusion in the other direction 
does not always hold. In fact we have 
V(Id(V)) =V -{::::=} V is a variety, (A.9) 
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so there bas to exists anideal I of X:[x1, ... ,x,.] such that V(I) =V. 
For polynomial ideals, the same question of successive determination of varieties 
and i deals may be considered. Let I be an i deal of X:[x1, ... , x,.]. Using Definitions 
A.2.4 and A.2.5 it is not difficult to prove that I c Id(V(I) ). A necessary and 
sufficient condition for the inclusion in the other direction to hold, is more difficult 
to obtain. For this purpose we need 
Theorem A.2.9 (Hilbert Nullstellensatz) Let X: be a field and K the algebraic clo-
sure of X:. Let p, p1, ... , p9 be polynomials in the ring X:[x1, ... , x,.]. Assume that p 
vanishes at every common zero of p1, ••• ,pq in K". Then there exists an exponent 
r EN and polynomials a1, ••• , aq in X:[xt. ~ .. ,x,.] such that 
• 
A proof of the Hilbert Nullstellensatz may be found in e.g. [105, pp. 164-167] or 
[94, Section 16.5]. 
Corollary A.2.10 Let I be an ideal of X:[x11 ... , x,.]. Then 
(A.10) 
• 
The Hilbert Nullstellensatz yields the answer to our question on Id(V(I)). 
Corollary A.2.11 Let I be an ideal of X:[x1, ... , x,.]. Then 
(i) Id(V(I)) = VI, 
(ii) Id(V(I)) = I {=:::? I is a radical ideal. 
• 
A proof of Corollary A.2.11 (i) is given in [14, pp. 175-176], and (ii) follows 
immediately from (i). 
With the Hilbert Nullstellensatz also the equivalence ofthe decomposition theo-
rem for algebraic varieties and the Lasker-Noether decomposition theorem for rad-
ical polynomial ideals is established. According to Theorem A.2.8, every algebraic 
variety V is decomposable into a finite number of irreducible algebraic varieties 
Vl., ... , Vh. According to the Hilbert Nullstellensatz, Id{V) is a radical ideal. More-
over, Proposition A.2.7 yields that the ideals Id(V;) (i = 1, ... , h) are prime, and 
thus after successive application of (A.5), we obtain 
h 
Id(V) = n Id(V;). 
i=l 
This is exactly the result of Corollary A.l.l7 in the special case of polynomial rings. 
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A.3 The local-global theorem and its application 
In this section, an important theorem from commutative algebra is stated and 
proved: the local-global theorem. In Chapter 2 it is used, tagether with the Hilbert 
Nullstellensatz, to restate a right-invertibility condition as a pointwise rank con-
dition. This was applied to the matrix (zl - AIB) over the ring 'R.[z], where 
'R. = R[s11 ••• , sk]· Here the question of the surjectivity of a map from one module to 
another is considered in a more general context. lt turns out that the investigation 
can he facilitated a lot using the local-global theorem. The derivation of this result 
given helow, is hased on [42] and [8, pp. 76-78]. 
Let 'R. denote a commutative ring with identity, and let M and N he 'R.-modules. 
Consider an 'R.-homomorphism T: M -+ N. In this section the main question is: 
when is this map T surjective? 
Definition A.3.1 Let I be an ideal in 'R., and M a module over 'R.. Let IM 
denote the set 
IM := n::aimi I ai EI, miE M}. 
i 
Then the factor module Mx of M with respect to I is defi.ned as 
Mx:=M/IM. 
(A. U) 
(A.12) 
So Mx is the set of all equivalence classes under the equiVa.lence relation "' given 
by 
x "" y <==> x - y E IM. 
Note that Mx can be made into an 'R.-module by defining 
x+y .- x+y, 
rx .- rx, 
where x denotes the equivalence class of x. It is clear that both operations ahove 
are well defined. The map x.....,. x from M to Mx is called the canonical projection. 
Lemma A.3.2 Let M be a finitely generated 'R.-module and I an ideal in 'R.. Then 
Mx = 0 {or equivalently M = IM), (A.l3) 
3r E 'R.: r = l(mod I} and rM = 0. (A.l4} 
Proof 
".:="Let rE 'R. be such that rM = 0 and r = l(mod I). Then r -1 EI. Let 
x E M. Then rx = 0, so x = x- rx = (1 - r)x. But (1 - r) = -(r- 1) E I 
and therefore x E IM. SoM CIM. Since trivially IM CM, we conclude that 
M=IM. 
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"=>"Let x11 ... ,x .. generate the module M, and let N he a free module of 
dimension n, i.e. N = 'R."'. Take a basis e1, ••• , e .. of N and define the epimorphlsm 
X:N-+Mby 
(i=1, ... ,n). 
Since M = IM there exist elements aii E I such that 
(i= l, ... ,n). 
Let A : N -+ N denote the homomorphism with matrix ( a;3) with respect to the 
basis e1, ••• , e ... Then for all i= 1, ... , n we have Xe;= XAei and hence 
X=XA. 
Next, let p(z) denote the characteristic polynomial of A, i.e. p(z) = det(z/ -A). Let 
p(z) = L:i:.,aizi. Because of the Cayley-Hamilton theorem we know that p(A) = 0. 
So 
n n n 
0 Xp(A) = xz=a;Ai = L:a;X = (2:a;(1)i). x= p(l) ·X. 
i=O i=O i=O 
Therefore p(l )M = 0. 
Finally, since all entries of the matrix A are elements of I, and using the definition 
of the determinant, we conclude that p(1) = det(I -A) = l(mod I). So p(1) satisfies 
both conditions in (A.14). This completes the proof. • 
Corollary A.3.3 Let M be a finitely generated 'R.-module and assume that for all 
maximalideals Á of'R. we have MA= 0. Then M = 0. 
Proof 
Let x E M, and assume that x :f:. 0. Then the ideal I defined by I:= {r E 
'R. I r ·x= 0} is a properideal of 'R., i.e. I :f:. 'R.. According to Proposition A.L10, 
I is contained in a maximal ideal .4. Since MA = 0, and 115ing Lemma A.3.2, we 
conclude that there exists an element r E 'R. such that r = 1(mod .4), and r M = 0. 
So in partienlar r ·x = 0. But then r E I Ç A, and also (1- r) E A. Hence 
1 = r + (1 - r) E .4. This contradiets the fact that A is a proper ideal of 'R.. 
Therefore we conclude that x = 0. 
• 
Now, consider an 'R.-homomorphism T : M -+ N. Let I be an ideal in 'R., and 
define the map Tx : Mx -+ Nx by taking quotieuts 
Tx: Mx -+Nx: 
Then it is clear that 
im(Tx) = (im(T))x. 
Hence, if T is surjective, then for any ideal I in 'R., Tx is also surjective. The 
local-global theorem is a sort of converse of this result. 
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Theorem A.3.4 (Local-global theorem) Let M and N be 'R.-modules and assume 
that N is finitely generated. Let T : M --+ N be an 'R.-homomorphism. lf for all 
maximalideals A in 'R. the 'R.-homomorphism TA: MA-. NA is surjective, then T 
is surjective. 
Proof 
Since T.A is surjective, it follows that N.A/(îm.(T)).A = 0 for all maximalideals A 
in 'R.. But N.A/(im(T)).A ~ (N/im(T)).A via the isomorphism 
((xhm(T)).A ~--+ (x.A)(im(T)} .... · 
So 
(N /im(T)).A = o 
for all maximalideals A in 'R.. Moreover, because Nis finitely genera.ted, N fim(T) is 
finitely generated. After application of Corollary A.3.3 we obtain that N /im(T) = 0. 
Hence im(T) = N. • 
The local-global theorem makes it possible to investigate the surjectivity of an 
'R.-homomorphism T: M--+ N by studying the homomorphisms TA. defined on the 
factor modules T.A : M.A --+ NA., where A is a maximal ideal. In general these are 
much easier to investigate because the quotient 'R.f A is a field. 
The main problem in applying the local-global theorem is that we have to guar-
antee that for all maximal ideals A in 'R., TA is surjective. To do so, we need 
a complete knowledge of the maximal ideals in 'R.. This is often quite a diffi.cult 
problem, but for the polynomial rings we are mainly interested in, an answer can 
be given. In this result, the HUbert Nullstellensatz (Theorem A.2.9), stated in the 
previous section, plays an important role. 
Proposition A.3.5 Let IC be a field and K: the algebraic dosure ofX. Gonsider 
the polynomial ring n := IC[xl' ... , Xn] and let OI E K;n. Define the ideal Ia as 
Icr. := {p(x1, ... , Xn) E 'R.Ip(01) = 0}. 
Th en 
{IaiOI E K"} 
is the set of all maximal ideals in 'R.. 
Proof 
First we show that for any element 01 E K;n, the i deal I"' is maxima!. Let 01 = 
( 01l! ... , Oln) E K;n. Since K is an algebrak extension of IC, all elements 0111 ... , Oln 
are algebraic over IC. Let K:; := IC( 011, ... , Oln) denote the finite algebraic extension 
field of IC obtalned by adjunction of the elements 011, ••• , Oln to IC. We prove that 
K ~ 'R./Ia. 
Let {3 E Ï<. Since K:; is a finite algebraic extension field of IC, there exists a polynomial 
p E IC[x11 ... , Xn] such that p{Oit. ... , Oln) = {3. Now we consider the map T :i:. --+ 
'R./Ia defined by 
T: i:.--+ 'R.fi"': /3 ~--+{pEn I p{01) = /3}. 
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Since p(a) - q(a) = 0 is equivalent to p- q E Ia, this map T is well defined, 
and the correspondence between elements of K and elements of 1l/Ia is one-to-
one. Moreover, it is easily verified that T maps sums and products of elements 
in K to sums and products of the corresponding elements in 1l/Ia. Hence T is 
an isomorphism from K to 1l/Ia· We coneinde that 1l/Ia is a field, and thus by 
Definition A.L9 (ii}, Ia is a maximalideal of n. 
Next, let A be a maximal ideal in n. We have to prove that there exists an 
a E K!' such that A = Ia. Suppose that the polynomials in A do not have a 
common zero. Since n is a polynomial ring over a field, every ideal in n is finitely 
generated, and thus there exist polynomials p1, ... , pq in A such that P1o ••• , p9 do 
not have a common zero. So, according to the Hilbert Nullstellensatz there exist 
polynomials al' ... ' aq in n such that 
a1P1 + a2P2 + · · · + a9pq = 1. 
We coneinde that A = n, and this contradiets the fact that A is a maximal ideal 
and therefore proper. 
So allelementsof A have at least one common zero, say a E fén. Then A Ç Ia. 
Since both A and Ia are maximal ideals, we must have A = I ... 
This completes the proof. 
• 
lf IC is ·a field and 'R = IC[x1, ••• , xn], the surjectivîty of an 'R.-homomorphism 
between two 'R-modules M and N' is not difficult to test now. We simply have 
to combine Theorem A.3.4 and Proposition A.3.5. According to Theorem A.3.4 
we only have to check the surjectivity roodulo each maximal ideal, and Proposition 
A.3.5 gives a description of all maximal ideals in 'R. Computation roodulo the ideal 
Ia boils down to substitution of the point a E fén for the indeterminates x1, •.. , Xn· 
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Appendix B 
A theorem on realization 
In this appendix we state and prove a result on the realization of a linear system 
over an integral domain. It is used in Section 2 for the proof of Theorem 2.8.2. The 
theorem in this appendix is based on a very similar result for systems over fields 
described in [47, pp. 403-409]. The generalization to the case of systems over rings 
is very straightforward. 
Theorem B.l Let 'R be an integral domain and P(z) and Q(z) matrices over'R[z] 
of size m x n and n x n respectively. Assume that Q(z) is monic and deg.(Q(z)) = 
k > deg.(P(z)). Define the strictly proper matrix T(z) over 'R(z) as T(z) := 
P(z)Q(z)-1 • Then there exist matrices A, B and C over 'R, such that the sys-
tem E = (A,B,C,O) is a realization ofT(z) (i.e. T(z) = C(zi- A)-1B}, with the 
properties: . 
(i) E = (A, B, C, 0) is reachable, 
(ii) det(Q(z)) = det(zi- A). 
Pro of 
Since Q(z) is monic and of degree k, Q(z) can be written as 
Q(z) = S(z) + Qto'll(z), 
where 
S(z) = zk ·I, 
'll(z) = blockdiag ( 
z 
1 
I i= 1, ... , n) , 
(B.1) 
and Q10 is an n x (n · k) matrix over 'R. In fact Q(z) is written as Q(z) = zk ·I+ 
"lower order terms". In the same way there exists a matrix Pto E nmx(n·k) such 
that 
P(z) = Pto · 'll(z), (B.2) 
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because deg.(P(z)) < k. 
Next, define the (n · k) x (n · k) matrix A~ as 
0 
1 0 A~ := blockdiag ( 0 1 
0 
li = l, ... ,n), 
0 0 1 0 hk 
and the (n · k) x n matrix B: by 
(B:)T := blockdiag ( (1 0 o) li = 1 · · · n). lxk ' ' 
Th en 
(B.3) 
(B.4) 
B: · S(z) = blockillag ( (~J I i= 1, ... , n) · (zk · lnxn) = 
O kxl 
= blockdia.g ( (~J I i = 1, ... , n) , 
0 A:xl 
a.nd 
z 
-1 z 
(zl- A~)w(z) = blockdiag ( -1 
-1 z 
= blockdiag ( (~J li = 1, ... , n) . 
0 kxl 
So 
Define 
A .- A~- B:Qlo> 
B .- B:. 
c .- Pto· 
z 
1 
li = 1, . .. ,n) = 
(B.5) 
(B.6) 
(B.7) 
(B.S) 
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Clearly A, BandCare matrices over "R, and combining (B.5) and (B.l) we obtain: 
(zl- A)\II(z) = (zl- A~+ B:Q,o)\II(z) = (zl- A~)\II(z) + B:Q,0 \II(z) = 
= n:s(z) + n:Q,o\II(z) = n: · (S(z) + Q10\II(z)) = n:Q(z). 
So, by the definition of B, we have (zl- A)\II(z) = BQ(z), and thus 
\II(z)Q(z)-1 = (zl- A)-1 B. (B.9) 
Pre-multiplying by l'to = C and using (B.2) gives 
C(zl- A)-1 B = l'to\II(z)Q(z)-1 = P(z)Q(zt1 = T(z). 
So E =(A, B, C, 0) is a realization of T(z). 
Next we provetbatE = (A,B,C,O} is reachable. Since AB= (A~-B;Q~o)B; = 
A~Bg-BgQzoB;, it is obvious that for all h EN, the columns of (BIABI· ··IA h-l B) 
genera te the same "R-module as the columns of the matrix (BgiA:B:I· · ·I(A~)h-l Bg). 
So E is reaebabie if and only if the pair (A~, Bg) is reachable. Now 
n: = blockdiag ( (~) li = 1, ... ,n), 
O kxl 
0 
m li= l, ... ,n) = blockdiag ( 1 0 A~B: = 1 0 
1 0 
0 
blockdiag ( 
1 
li = 1, ... ,n), = 0 
0 kx1 
and in the same way for j::; n- 1: 
(A~)iB: = blockdiag(eH1Ii = l, ... ,n), 
where eH1 denotes the (j + 1}th unit vector in "R". From this observation it is imme-
diately clear that the columns of (BgiA~B;I· · ·I(A~)n-l B;) genera te 'Rnk. But then 
nnk is certainly generated by the columns of the matrix (B;IA~B:I· · ·I(A~)n"-1 B;). 
Hence (A~, Bg) is reachable, and we conclude that the pair (A, B) is reachable. 
Finally, to prove that det(zl -A)= det(Q(z)), note first that A is an (n·k)x(n·k} 
matrix, so det(zl- A) is a monic polynomial of degree n· k. Q(z) is an n x n matrix 
over "R[z] and is monic and of degree k, so deg .. {det(Q(z))) = n • k. 
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Since the pair (A, B} is reachable, the matrix (zl- AIB) is right-invertible over 
'R[z] and there exist polynomial matrices N(z) and M(z) such that 
(zl- A)N(z) + BM(z) =I. 
From (B.9) we have 
-(zl- A)'lf(z) + BQ(z) = 0. 
Combining both equations above, we obtain 
(B.lO) 
All matrices on the diagonals in (B.lO} are square, so taking the determinant on the 
right- and left hand side we get 
det(zi- A). det (Z~~~ -~W} = det(Q(z)). 
( N(z) -'lf(z)) . Define p(z) := det M(z) Q(z) . Smce N(z), M(z), w(z) and Q(z) are all 
polynomial matrices, p(z) is also an element of 'R(z]. Reeall that both det(z!- A) 
and det(Q(z)) are monic polynomials of degree n · k. Then it follows immediately 
from the last formula that we must have that p(z) = 1. Hence det(zl- A) = 
det(Q(z)). 
This completes the proof. 
• 
Appendix C 
Proofs of Subsection 4.2.4 
This appendix is devoted to the proofs of three of the main results on irreducible 
ascending chains mentioned in Subsection 4.2.4. 
Proposition 4.2.30 Let A= Ut, ... ,f,.) be an ascending chain in K::[xh···•xn], 
andrename the indeterminates in the same way as in Definition 4.2.29. Then we 
have: 
A = (!I, ... , f,.) is irreducible 
Vj = 1, ... , r: (ft, ... ,/;) is a prime ideal in K:o[Yh ... , Yil· 
(This means that (h) is a prime ideal in K::o[Yt], (Ju h.) is a prime ideal in K:o[Ylo Y2l 
and so on, until the fin al condition: {h, ... , f,.) is a prime ideal in K:o [Yt, ... , y,.]). 
Proof (by induction) 
i = 1: (fi) is irreducible {::::::} (ft) is a prime ideal in K::o[Ytl· 
"-<=" Assume that (ft} is a prime ideal;·and let p and q be polynomials in K::0[yl] 
such that h = p · q. Then p or q belongs to (ft}. Without loss of generality we 
assume that p E (fi}. Then there exists an a E K:o[Y1].such that p =a· ft. Hence 
/ 1 =a· q ·ft and thus a· q = 1. This implies that degYl (q) = degYl (a)= 0, and we 
conclude that h is irreducible. 
"*" Assume t)lat (ft) is irreducible. Let p E (fi). Then there exists an r E 
K::o[Yt] such that p = r /I. Suppose there are polynomials g, h E K::0[y1J such that 
p = gh. Then gh = rfl. Since h is irreducible, we must have gE (h) or hE (!1}. 
So (h) is a prime ideal. 
Induction step: Assume that Ai = (h, ... , /i) is an irreducible ascending 
chain generating a prime polynomial ideal in K::o[Yll ... , Yil· Let K:i = K::o('l71l· .. , '17i) 
(i= 1, ... ,j) denote the field extension obtained by adjoining '111>· •• , 'l1i to K:o, where 
1Jk (k = 1, ... , i) is an extended zero of !k(1Jh .•• , '17k-l• Y~o) in K::~c-dYA:]· Then we have 
to prove the following claim: 
(Ai+t} = (h, ... , h+t) is a prime ideal in K::o[Yt •..• , Yi+l] 
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"::;.." Assume that (A;+t} is a prime ideal. Let p aud q be polynomials in K:;(YJ+tl 
such that 
(C.l) 
To prove that h+1(711• ... , 1'J;, Y;H) is irreducible in K:;(Y;H], we show that por q is 
an element of X:;. 
First substitute (Yl> ... , Y;) for (11t. ... , 11;). Then we have: 
p(y1, · · ·, YHl)q(ylt ·. ·, Yi+l) = h+t(Yt •... , Y;+t) + r(yt, ... , Yi+t), (C.2) 
and because of (C.l), it is dear that 
r(711t ... , 11;, Y;H) = 0. (C.3) 
Note that (C.3) holds for every common zero of fll ... , f;. This eau be seen as 
follows. Let ({t, ... , {;) be another common zero of fi, ... , f;. This is only possible 
iffor all i= 1, ... ,j, Ç; is a conjugate of '1'/i· So for all i= 1, ... ,j, the field extensions 
K:;_1('fJ;) and Ji::;_1(Ç;) are isomorphic, say through an isomorphism T;. Thus we have 
T1 · · · T;{p(rtit ... , 'IJ;, Y;+t)q(11t. ... , 11;. Yi+t)) = T1 · · · T;(/;+t('f/lt ... , 'IJ;, Yi+l)). 
Therefore for all i= 1, ... ,j: 
T1 · · ·1i(P(17~t · · ·, 11;, {i+l• · · ·, {;, Y;+t)q(f71, · · ·, 1];, {;+1, · · ·, {j, Y;+t)) = 
So finally: 
P({t. .. · ,{;, Yi+l)q(6, · .. ,{;, Y;H) = /;H({!t · .. , {;, Yi+l)· 
In combination with (C.2) this yields 
r(Çlt ... , {;. Yi+I) = 0. 
Let Ko denote the algebraic dosure of K:0 • We have proven that 
ft({!)= 0 } 
V({1t ... ,{;) E iq: O ===* r(Çll ... ,Ç;, Y;H) = 0. (C.4) 
/i({l,···· 
Next regard fl, ... , I; as polynomials in the ring K:o[Yt. ... , Yi+ll· From (C.4) and 
the Hilbert Nullstellensatz it follows that there exist a p E N and polynomials 
a;(Yt. ... , Y;+l) E K:o(Ylt ... , Y;H] such that 
j 
rP(Yt.. · ·, Yi+l) = L a;(Yll· · ·, YJ+l)/ï(yt. · · · , y;). 
i=l 
So, consiclering (fl, ... , /;) as anideal in K:o[Yt. .•• , Yi+1], we conclude that rP is an 
element of this ideal. Reeall that (ft, ... ,!;), considered as au ideal in K:o[Yit ... , Y;], 
is a prime i deal. Th en the i deal (h, ... , h}, considered as an i deal in K:o [Yt, ... , Yi+l], 
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is also prime, and we conclude that r itself is an element of this ideal and may be 
written as 
i 
r(yt. ... , Yi+I) = l:P;(Yll· · ·, Y;+I)/i(yt, · · ·, y;), 
i=l 
where {:J;(Yt. ... , Yi+t) are polynomials in Ko(Yt. ... , Yi+II· With (C.2) we conclude 
that 
P(Yl>: .. , Yi+t)q(yt. · · ·, Yi+I) E (ft, .. ·, /;+t}, 
where (ft, ... , h+t} is considered as an ideal in Ko(Yt, ... , Yi+tl· By assumption, 
this ideal is a prime ideal. So either por q (or both) is an element of this ideal. 
Assume without loss of generality that 
P(Yt. .. ·, Y;+t) E (fl, · · · ,f;+I)· 
Then there exist polynomials 'Y;(Yt. ... , Yi+t) E Ko[YI. ... , Yi+tl such that 
j+l 
p(yr, · · ·, Yi+t) = 2: 'Yi(Yl> • · ·, Yi+I)f;(Yl> · · ·, y;). 
i=l 
Substitution of (?11, ••• , 11;) for (Yh •.. ,yj) yields: 
P(11t. • · ·, 11;, Y;+t) = 'YJ+I(1JI, · · ·, 11i• Yi+t)/;+t(11r. · • ·, 11i• Yi+I)· 
So 
de~i+t (P(?h, • • ·, 17;.!/J+l)) ~ deg,_.Ht (h:H(1Jt. · · ·, 11;, Yi+l)), 
and this implies that deg11i+t (q(1Jt. ... , 11;, Yi+l)) = 0. Hence h+t (11t, ... , 11i• Y;+I) is 
irreducible. 
"<=" Assume that /;+J(1]1, ... ,1J;,Yi+t) is irreducible over KiiYi+tl· We have to 
prove that (ft, ... , /;+1) is a prime ideal. 
Let g E (!I, ... , h+t}. Then there exist polynomials a; E Ko[YI> ... , Yi+tl such 
that 
j+l 
g(yh · · ·, Yi+t) = 2: o;(Yh · · ·, Yi+t)#Yt• · · ·, y;). 
i=l 
Assume that there exist polynomials pand q in Ko[Yt. ..• , Yi+tl such that 
g(yr. · · ·, Yi+t) = P(Yt. • · ·, Yi+t)q(1Jt. · · ·, Yi+t). (C.5) 
Substitution of (7111 ••• , 11i) for (Yt. ..• , Y;) in (C.5) yields: 
p( 1Jt. · · ·, 11i• Yi+t)q(1Jt, • • ·, 11i• Yi+t) = ai+I(1Jl> · • ·, 1Ji, Yi+I)IJ+I(11t. · • ·, 11;, Yi+l)· 
Since fJ+t(TJt. ••. , 1Ji• Yi+t) is irreducible in ICJ[YJ+t], it is clear that there either exists 
a polynomial 'Y(17ll ... , 11J• Yi+t) E IC;[Y;+I] such that 
P(17t, · · ·, 1'/;, Yi+t) = 'Y(11t. · · ·, 1'/j, Yi+t)/;+t(1'/t, · · ·, 1'/J, Yj+I), 
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or a polynomial ê(?Jt.···•11i•Yi+l) E K;[YJ+l] such tha.t 
q(1Jl> • • ·, 1J;, Yi+l) = ê(?Jt, · · ·, 11i• Yi+t)/;+t(T/1, · · ·, 1J;, Yi+I), 
or both. Without loss of genera.lity we a.ssume the first. 
Substitute (Yt. ... , Y;) back for (?Jt. ... , ?JJ): 
P(Yt. · · ·, YJ+l) = 'Y(Yb · • ·, Yi+I)/;+l(Yt• · · ·, Yi+l) + r(yl> · · ·, Y;+l)· 
Then aga.in r(?Jt. ... , 1]1, Yi+l) = 0, and with the same a.rguments as in the necessity 
part we ca.n prove that for every common zero (Çt. ... , Ç;) of ft, ... ,!; we have 
r(et, ... ,ç3,yi+1) = 0. Let iêo denote the a.lgebra.ic ciosure of X:0• Then: 
(C.6) 
Regard ft, ... ,!; as polynomia.ls in the ring Ko[Yt •... , Yi+tl· From {C.6) and the 
Hilbert Nullstellensa.tz it follows that there exists an integerpEN and polynomia.ls 
{3;(Yl> .. ·, Yi+l) E Ko[Yt. ... , Y;+l] such that 
i 
rP(yt, ... , Y;+l) = .E {3;(1Jt. · · ·, Yi+t)/i('!Jt, ···,'IJ;). 
i=l 
Since (/11 ••• , !;}, considered as anideal in Ko[Yt. ... , y1], is a prime idea.l, the poly-
nomia.ls !I, ... ,!; generate also a prime ideal in the ring Ko[Yt. ... , Yi+1J. Now rP 
is an element of this ideal, so r itself is an element of this ideal too, and thus there 
exist polynomials ó;(Yt. .. . , YJ+l) E Ko[Yl> ... , Yi+t] such that r eau be written as 
j 
r(yt. ... , YJ+l) = _E b;(Yt. · · ·, Yi+l)J;(yb · · ·, y;). 
i=l 
Hence 
is an element of the ideal (ft, ... , /i+l), considered as an ideal in Ko[y1, ... , Yi+l], 
and we conclude that (ft, ... , fJ+t) is a prime ideal in X:o[Yl> ... , Y;+l]· 
This completes the proof. 
• 
Lemma 4.2.33 Let A= Ut. ... , Ir) be an ascending chain in K[ur. ... , U&, y1, .•• , Yr} 
(in the notation of Definition 4.2.29). Let :F and f: be defined as in (4.92) and 
(4.91). Then 
:F is a prime ideal in X:[u1, ... , U&, Yb ... , Yr], 
f: is a prime ideal in Ko[Yt. ... , Yrl· 
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Pro of 
"«?" Suppose j: is a prime ideal. Let g E :F, and assume that there exist 
polynomials p and q in K[u11 ... , ud, Yb ... , Yr] such that g = p · q. Since :F is 
contained in the prime ideal F, we know that g E F, and thus p E j: or q E F. 
Without loss of generality we assume that. p E F. Then p can be written as 
r 
p= :Eo:dï, 
i=l 
with o:i E Ko[Yl! ... , Yr]· However, p itself is an element of K[u11 ... , ud, Yt. ... , Yr], 
so p E :F and thus :F is a prime ideal. 
":::}" Next, suppose that :Fis prime. Let g E f:, and assume that g pq with 
p, q E Ko[YI> · · ·, Yr]· 
Since g E f:, g can be written as 
with /3i E K[u11 ... , U4, Yll ... , Yr] and 'Yi E K[uh ... , ud]· Define 'Y := Ili=l 'Yï· Then 
"' E K[u11 ... , ud] and 
"19 = É(f3ï "( )fï E K(u1, · · ·, Ud, Yb···, Yr]· 
i=l 'Yi 
Thus "'U E :F. 
In almost the same way we can prove that there exist polynomials 1/J and J.L in 
K[u1, ••• , ud] such that 1/Jp and J.Lq areelementsof K(ub ... , ud, Yll· .. , Yr]· 
Multiplying the equation g = p • q on both left- and right-hand side by "' ·1/J • p,, 
we obtain 
(0.7) 
Since "19 E :F, the left-hand side of (0.7) is an element of :F. Because :F is a 
prime i deal in K(u1,. .. , ud, y1, ... , Yr] and both ("11/Jp) and (p,q) are polynomials in 
K(u11 ••• , ud, Yh ... , Yr], we conclude that ("11/Jp) E :F or (p,q) E :F (or both). 
Now 'YW and p, are polynomials in K[u11 ••• , ud]· If p,q E :F, then clearly q E f:, 
and if 'YWP E :F, then p E F .. So either por q (or both) is an element of f:, and we 
conclude that f: is a prime ideal. • 
Theorem 4.2.34 Let .4 = (!1, ... , fr) be an ascending chain in the polynomial ring 
K[u11 ••• , ud, Yll· .. , Yr] (in the notation of Definition 4.2.29}. Define the ideals :F 
and f: as in (4.82} and (4.81}. Then the followin9 three statements are equivalent: 
(i) The ascending chain .4 is irreducible, 
(ii} f: is a prime ideal in Ko[y11 ••• , Yr], and .4 is a (Ritt-) characteristic set of f:, 
(iii} :F is a prime ideal in K[u11 ... , ud, y1, ••• , Yr], and A is a (Ritt-) characteristic 
set of :F. 
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Pro of 
We prove the following impHeation scheme: (i) :::} (iii) :::} (ii) :::} (i). 
(i} :::} (iii) Suppose that A= (ft, ... , f,.) is an irreducible ascending chain. Ac-
cording to Proposition 4.2.30, this implies that the ideal f: = (!I, ... , Ir) in the ring 
Ko[Yl> ... , y,.], generated by ft, ... , f,., is a prime ideal in Ko[Yl>· .. , y,.]. Application 
of Lemma 4.2.33 yields that :Fis a prime ideal in X:[u11 ... , ud, Yl• ... , y,.]. 
To show that A is a (Ritt-) cha.racteristic set of :F, it su:ffices ( according to 
Theerem 4.2.16) to prove that 
'Vp E :F : prem(p, A) = 0. 
By assumption, A is an irreducible ascending chain. So A has a genetic point 
Let p E :F. Then p can be written as 
r 
p = L Cti(Yh ••• 'y,.)Ji('UI> .•• , 'Ud, Yl> .•• , Yi), 
i=l 
where Cti(YI. ... , y,.) E Ko[Yt 1 ... , y,.] are such that p E X:[ul! ... , ud, Yt 1 ... , y,.]. Since 
ij is an (extended) zero of all /i, and Ut. ... , ud are all transeendental over X:, we 
must have 
So ij is an extended zero of p, and application of Proposition 4.2.31 yields 
prem(p, A) = 0. 
Since p E :F was arbitra.ry, this proves that A is a (Ritt-) cha.racteristic set of :F. 
(iii} :::} (ii) Assume that :Fis a prime ideal in X:[u11 ••• , ud, y11 ••• , y,.], and that 
A is a (Ritt-) characteristic set of :F. Since :F is prime, it follows immediately from 
Lemma 4.2.33 that f: is a prime ideal in X:0 [y11 ••• , y,.]. So we only have to prove 
that A is a (Ritt-) characteristic set of f:. 
Let p E f: and assume that pis reduced w.r.t. A. Since p E f: there exists a 
nonzero polynomial a E X:[u1, •.• , ud] such that a· p E :F. However, the polynomial 
a·p remains reduced w.r.t. A. Application of Lemma 4.2.14, and using the assump-
tion thatA is a Ritt-cha.racteristic set of :F, we conclude that a· p = 0. Since a is 
nonzero, we must have p = 0. According to Lemma 4.2.14, this implies that A is a 
Ritt-characteristic set of ft. 
(ii) :::} (i) Let A = (ft, ... , f,.) be a (Ritt-) characteristic set of the prime 
polynomial ideal j: = {ft, ... , J,.) in the ring Ko[Yl! ... , y,.]. Suppose that A is 
reducible. We have to derive a contradiction. 
Since A is reducible, there exists an integer j < r such that 
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is an irreducible ascending chain in ICo[Yl• ... , Y;], with genetic point i1 =('IJl, ... , '17;), 
and (using the notation of Definition 4.2.29) 
/iH('IJt, ... ,fJJ,YJ+l) is reducible in K:;[Y;H]· 
So there exist polynomials pand q inK:;[Y;+l] such that 
fJH('IJl, · · ·, 1'/i• YJ+I) = P('IJl, • • ·, 1'/J> YJ+t)Q('IJl, • • ·, TIJ• YJ+I), 
with 
0 < deg11m (p('IJt. ... , 'IJ;, Yi+I)) < deg11i+l UJ+I('I7l! ... , 7J;. YJ+I)), 
0 < deg11i+1 (q(7Jh ... , 1'/;, YJ+I)) < degiiJ+t (/j+l(7Jb ... , 1Ji, Yi+l)}. 
Substitution of (Yt. ... , Y;) for (7Jl, ... , 71;) yields: 
fi+t (Yb···, Yi+I) = P(Yll· · ·, YJ+t)q(yl, · · ·, YJ+l) + r(yll · · ·, YJ+t)· 
Because of (C.8) we clearly have r(7Jt, ... , 7J;, YJ+l) = 0. 
(C.S) 
(C.9) 
(C.lO) 
(C.ll) 
Let i:.o denote the algebraic dosure of K:0• In completely the sante way as in the 
proof of Proposition 4.2.30 we can show that: 
h({t) = 0 } 
V(Çll ... , Ç;) E K;~ : ; =? r(Çt. ... , Ç;, Y;+l) = 0. 
/;(et, ... ,Ç;)=O 
(C.12) 
We repeat the sante argument as in the pro of of Proposition 4.2.30. Re gard f 1, ••• , !; 
as polynomials in K:o[Yt. ... , Y;+l] and apply the Hilbert Nullstellensatz on (C.12). 
Then we find an integer p E N and polynomials {J; E K:o[Yt. ... , Y;+l] such that 
j 
rP(yl, •.• , YJ+l) = L {J;(Yb · · ·, Yi+I)fï(yl, · • · 'Y;). 
i=l 
So rP E f:. Now j: is a prime ideal, and thus it follows that rE f:. Recalling (C.ll) 
we conclude that 
(C.13) 
Sin~e j: is a prime ideal in 1Co[y11 ••• , y,.], either por q (gr both) has to be an element 
of :F. Without loss of generality we assume that p E :F. 
Next, reeall that at the moment A is considered as an ascending chain in 
ICo[Yl> ... , y,.J and .4; as an ascending chain in K:o[Yt, ... , Y;]. So all polynomials we 
are considering, are polynomials in the indeterminates y1, ••• , y,. with coe:flicients in 
K:o. 
Since p is a polynomial in the indeterminates Yt. ... , Yi+l, p is red u eed with re-
spect to IJ+2, ••• , f,.. Moreover, p E f: and j: is a prime ideal with Ritt-characteristic 
set .4, so prem(p,A) = 0. Hence there exist integers v11 ... ,vi+1 EN and polyno-
mials Pt, ... , PJ+t E K:o [Yt. ... , YJ+ll such that 
j+l 
lj'l · · · Iji11P = L {J;(Yt>· · ·, YJ+t)#yt, · · ·, Y;). {C.14) 
i=l 
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By assumption, Ai is an irreducible ascending chain, with generic point iJJ = 
(TJt, ... , rt;). The initials lt. ... ,1;+1 are polynomials in K:o[yt, ... , Yil that are re-
duced with respect to A, so in partienlar they are reduced with respect to Ai. 
According to Proposition 4.2.31, iji is not an extended zero of l1> .•. , /i+1: 
'Vi E {1, ... ,j + 1}: ei:= Ii(Ttt.·· . • 'lli-1) ;l: 0. 
Next substitute (rtt .... ,'TJÛ for (Yt.····Yi) in formula (0.14). Since (rti>· .. ,TJJ) is a 
common zero of ft, ... , fi, we obtain 
ep · · .ejti1 • P(rtt. · · ·, 1J;, Yi+l) = /3i+t(T/1> · · ·, 'TJ;. Yi+t)/;+t(1Jt, · .. , 1Ji, Yi+l)· 
Therefore 
degy.i+t (p(TJt. ... , 'TJ;, Yi+l)) ~ deg111+1 (/i+t('TJt, ... , 'TJJ, Y;+t)), 
and this contradiets (0.9). We coneinde that A must be irreducible. 
This completes the proof. 
• 
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Samenvatting 
Systemen met tijdvertraging kunnen worden gezien als een vrij eenvoudige generali-
satie van lineaire tijdsinvariante systemen. Ze worden beschreven door vergelijkingen 
van de vorm 
{ 
x(t) = t(Aix(t- r,) + B,u(t- Ti)), 
E ïkl 
y(t) = l:(Cix(t- ri) + Diu(t- r;)), 
i= I 
waarbij x E nn een evolutie-variabele is, u E nm een ingangsvariabele, en y E RP 
een uitgangsvariabele. De parameters Ti > 0 (i = 1, ... , k) beschrijven de tijd-
vertragingen die in het systeem voorkomen. In tegenstelling tot systemen zonder 
tijdvertraging zijn x en y op het tijdstip t niet alleen afhankelijk van x en u op het 
tijdstip t, maar ook van de waarden van x en u op specifieke tijdstippen in het ver-
leden. Daarom wordt E ook vaak een systeem met puntvertragingen genoemd, om 
het verschil met systemen met zogenaamde gedistribueerde tijdvertragingen beter 
aan te duiden. 
In de literatuur wordt een systeem met tijdvertraging vaak beschreven als een 
oneindig-dimensionaal systeem. Bij de bestudering van deze systemen maakt men 
dan voornamelijk gebruik van functionaal-analytische methoden. In dit proefschrift 
wordt echter gekozen voor een andere, meer algebraïsche aanpak, die ook in de lite-
ratuur wordt voorgesteld. Na de invoering van een aantal vertragingsoperatoren kan 
men een systeem met tijdvertraging beschrijven als een lineair systeem over een po-
lynoomring. De vertragingsoperatoren worden dan beschouwd als onbepaalden, en 
daarmee wordt het tijdvertragingskarakter van het systeem (tijdelijk) geëlimineerd. 
Deze algebraïsche aanpak heeft een belangrijk voordeel: verschillende methoden uit 
de constructieve commutatieve algebra kunnen worden toegepast om systeemtheore-
tische problemen op te lossen. Soms biedt deze aanpak echter onvoldoende soelaas. 
In dat geval kan men vaak nog resultaat boeken door het tijdvertragingskarakter 
van het systeem expliciet te gebruiken. Dit verdoezelen en weer oprakelen van in-
formatie over het tijdvertragingskarakter van het systeem loopt als een rode draad 
door dit proefschrift. 
In Hoofdstuk 2 wordt gestart met een inleiding over systemen over ringen in het 
algemeen, waarbij voornamelijk wordt ingegaan op de begrippen bereikbaarheid en 
stabiliseerbaarbeid door dynamische terugkoppeling. Deze eigenschappen kunnen 
worden gekarakteriseerd met behulp van rechts~inverteerbaarheidscondities op een 
polynoommatrix die aan het gegeven systeem gerelateerd is. Voor systemen met 
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tijdvertraging kan de conditie voor stabiliseerbaarbeid nog verder worden gespecia-
liseerd. Door expliciet van het tijdvertragingskarakter gebruik te maken, verkrijgt 
men een rangconditie die kan worden gezien als een specialisatie van de Hautustest 
naar systemen met tijdvertraging. Het blijkt dat deze rangconditie voor stabiliseer-
baarbeid erg zwak is. Nadat er een natuurlijke topologie gedefinieerd is op de ruimte 
die alle systemen met puntvertragingen beschrijft, wordt bewezen dat de verzameling 
van alle stabiliseerbare systemen een deelverzameling bevat die open is en dicht ligt 
in de ruimte van alle tijdvertraagde systemen. Dit betekent dat stabiliseerbaarbeid 
in deze topologie een generieke eigenschap is. 
Het tweede deel van het proefschrift is meer algoritmisch van aard. Eerst wordt 
een overzicht gegeven van twee methoden uit de constructieve commutatieve algebra 
voor de manipulatie van polynoomidealen: Gröbnerbases en karakteristieke verza-
melingen. Vervolgens wordt met name de Gröbnerbasismethode gebruikt om de 
rechts-inverteerbaarheidscondities voor bereikbaarheid en stabiliseerbaarbeid expli-
ciet te verifiëren. Hiertoe worden enkele polynoomidealen ingevoerd die de bereik-
baarheid en stabiliseerbaarbeid van een systeem op een eenvoudige wijze karakte-
riseren. De berekening van een Gröbnerbasis van ieder van deze idealen leidt tot 
een algoritme om de bereikbaarheid van een systeem over een polynoomring te tes-
ten. Dezelfde methoden kunnen worden gebruikt om na te gaan of een willekeurige 
niet-vierkante polynoommatrix rechts-inverteerbaar is. Met één van de voorgestelde 
algoritmen is het ook mogelijk een polynomiale rechter-inverse te bepalen. Het sta-
biliseerbaarheidsprobleem ligt een stuk moeilijker en wordt alleen voor systemen 
met tijdvertraging opgelost. Door gebruik te maken van het tijdvertragingskarakter 
van deze systemen kan men verschillende algoritmen verkrijgen om stabiliseerbaar-
beid te testen. Naast de berekening van Gröbnerbases is hier ook de (numerieke) 
bepaling van nulpunten van univariabele polynomen voor nodig. 
Tenslotte wordt nog ingegaan op de vraag hoe een systeem met tijdvertraging 
daadwerkelijk gestabiliseerd kan worden door middel van dynamische uitgangsterug-
koppeling. Daartoe wordt eerst een numeriek algoritme ontwikkeld om de stabiliteit 
van een tijdvertraagd systeem te onderzoeken. Vervolgens worden enkele, in de li-
teratuur reeds bekende, methoden behandeld om het stabiliseerbaarheidsprobleem 
voor systemen met tijdvertraging constructief op te lossen. Sommige van deze me-
thoden hebben een algebraïsch karakter, andere zijn gebaseerd op de theorie van 
oneindig-dimensionale systemen. Dit illustreert dat zowel de algebraïsche als de 
functionaal-analytische aanpak van systemen met tijdvertraging hun eigen merites 
hebben. Wellicht kan dit proefschrift ertoe bijdragen om de enigszins onderbelichte 
algebraïsche aanpak wat meer onder de aandacht te brengen. 
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1. Zij T E R(s)pxm een eigenlijke overdrachtsmatrix, en veronderstel dat E = 
(A,B,C,D) een minimale realisatie is van T. We beschouwen het probleem vanop-
timale robuuste stabilisatie in de zogenaamde gap-metriek (zie [2]). We zijn geïnte-
resseerd in een dynamische compensator C die niet alleen T stabiliseert, maar ook 
systemen in een zo groot mogelijke omgeving van T. Men wil deze compensator C 
daarom zo kiezen dat, in termen van de gap-metriek, de straal van de bol rond T 
waarbinnen alle systemen door C worden gestabiliseerd, gemaximaliseerd wordt. 
Laat X en Y de unieke positief definiete oplossingen zijn van de algebraïsche Biccati-
vergelijkingen 
(A- BH-1DTC)TX +X(A- BH-1DTC)- XBH-1BTX +CTL-1C = 0, 
(A- BDTL-1C)Y + Y(A- BDTL-1C)T- YCTL-1CY +BH-1BT = 0, 
met H := I+ DT Den L :=I+ DDT. Dan wordt de maximale stabiliteitsstraai rmax 
in de gap-metriek gegeven door (zie [3], [4]): 
1 
Tmax = J1 + >-max(XY)' 
waarbij >.~ax(XY) de grootste eigenwaarde van de matrix XY aanduidt. 
Dit resultaat kan als volgt in twee stappen bewezen worden. Zij V de overdrachts-
matrix van het aan E gerelateerde systeem T dat volledig beschreven wordt door de 
minimale anti-stabiele realisatie 
T =(-(A- BF)T,(J + XY)CTL-t,H-tBT,-H-tDTû), 
met F := H-1(DTC + BTX), en definieer RH00 := R(s) n H00 • Dan geldt 
1 
Tmax = J1 + (infRERHoo"'x"IIV +Ril...,( 
Het infimum in de bovenstaande formule is te bepalen als de norm van de Rankel-
operator rv met symbool V (zie [1]), en op die manier volgt dat 
inf IIV + Rlloo = llfvll = ·1-Xmax(XY). RERHcomXp V 
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2. Beschouw een polynomiaal systeem met ingang u en uitgang y dat één commen-
surabele tijdvertraging r bevat. Zij u de met de tijdvertraging r corresponderende 
vertragingsoperator. Veronderstel dat het systeem gegeven wordt door een n-tal ge-
koppelde differentie-differentiaal vergelijkingen van differentiaal-orde 1 in de interne 
variabelen x= (xl>···,xn): 
x .. (t) = J .. (x, u), 
en een uitgangsvergelijking 
y = h(x,u}, 
waarin de functies !1, ... , j ... en h polynomen zijn in de variabelen 
x(t), ux(t), ... , u"x(t), 
u(t}, uu(t), •.. , u"u(t), 
voor zekere kEN. 
Dan is het mogelijk de interne variabelen x te elimineren: er bestaat een differentie-
differentiaal vergelijking in u en y, waaraan y, gegeven u, voldoet. Bovendien kan de 
differentiaal-orde in y van deze differentie-differentiaal vergelijking :5 n worden gekozen. 
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3. De transformatie die aan een rij vectoren (xi)ieNu{o} in R" de Laurentreeks 
toevoegt, wordt doorgaans met de naam z-tronsformatie aangeduid. Deze naam is 
onnodig suggestief. Evenals de Laplacetransformatie kan ook de z-transformatie met 
ieder willekeurig symbool worden uitgevoerd. De naam discrete-tijd Laplacetransfor-
matie zou daarom veel minder verwarrend zijn. 
4. In de computeralgebra blijken problemen die eenvoudig geformuleerd kunnen wor-
den soms een verschrikkelijk gecompliceerde oplossing te hebben. In deze gevallen 
verkrijgt men als oplossing een object dat door een computer op eenvoudige wijze ge-
manipuleerd kan worden, maar dat voor de mens niet meer te overzien is. Het is dan 
twijfelachtig of het oorspronkelijke probleem, dan wel de door de computer berekende 
uitkomst, als oplossing beschouwd dient te worden. Weliswaar leveren exacte reken-
methoden in principe correcte antwoorden, maar deze methoden vereisen bovenal dat 
de juiste vraag wordt gesteld. 
5. (a) In het euthanasiedebat worden de vragen naar de zin en naar het nut 
van het leven onterecht met elkaar verward. Terwijl de eerste, filosofische 
vraag doorgaans onbeantwoord blijft, kent men aan ieder mensenleven 
een economische waarde toe. Daarmee degradeert men het leven tot een 
wegwerpartikeL 
(b) In een beschaafd land dient de overheid het onder (a) beschreven utili-
teitsprincipe krachtdadig te verwerpen, en het leven, juist in zijn meest 
kwetsbare vorm, zo goed mogelijk te beschermen door middel van een 
strenge euthanasiewetgeving. 
6. De toenemende ontkerkelijking en het groeiende materialisme zijn twee verschijn-
selen in onze huidige maatschappij die elkaar versterken. Enerzijds wordt getracht 
met een steeds grotere materiële rijkdom een verarmd geestelijk le:ven te camoufleren. 
Anderzijds lijkt menigeen zo zeer op te gaan in het eigen welvarend bestaan dat de 
diepere zin van het leven uit het oog wordt verloren. 
7. Men moet niet proberen om gelukkig te worden, maar om gelukkig te zijn. 
8. Politieke partijen die slechts de belangen van één bepaalde groep in de samenleving 
behartigen, vormen een bedreiging voor hun eigen achterban. Wanneer dit fenomeen 
algemeen navolging zou vinden, kan dit (in de meest extreme vorm) leiden tot een 
dictatuur van de grootste groepering binnen de samenleving. 
9. Om te voorkomen dat de radiouitzendingen van de publieke omroep in Nederland 
Hilversumse eenheidsworst worden, dienen de regionale omroepen er voor te zorgen dat 
hun presentatoren beschikken over de tongval van de betreffende regio. 
10. Het feit dat 25- en 50-jarige jubilea meestal op grootse wijze worden gevierd 
heeft meer te maken met het gegeven dat een mens aan iedere hand vijf vingers heeft, 
dan met het bijzondere karakter van deze zogenaamde kroonjaren. 
